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Introduction

The thirty-first session of the WMO Executive Committee (1979) approved
a proposal of the President of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation to organize a Technical Conference on the Evolution and Standardization
of Observational Techniques in the Light of Automation. The technical conference
will be held.in Norrkoping (Sweden) from 1 to 5 September 1980 at the kind invitation
of the Swedish authorities.
The technical conference topics cover recent advances in the automation
of meteorological observations and how best to deal with integrating and
standardizing these developments with the existing meteorological observing networks.
Emphasis is given on sensor and system developments, on applications and on results.
This publication, which reproduces most of the papers to be presented
at the technical conference, is being issued in advance in order that the papers
may be available·to participants for study prior to the technical conference. At
the same time the publication will place these papers on permanent record. and make
them available to a much larger audience than the participants at the technical
conference.
Credit for preparation for the technical conference is due to the
international programme committee under the chairmanship of Mr. M. Aronsson, the
local organizing committee, and to the invited speakers and session chairmen, and
to all the individual scientists who have contributed their papers in advance.
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SENSORS USED IN SURFACE~BASED
AUTOMATED WEATHER OBSERVING SYSTEMS
Seppo Huovila
Finnish Meteorological Institute

Introduction
The present situation in the field of sensors for automated meteorological systems
is still far from satisfactory. Some meteorological parameters such as temperature,
pressure or direction and speed of wind can be measured by a wide variety of
commercially available sensors. One may expect that the best of those sensors
will work correctly for several years at a remote automatic station without
substantial service and maintenance costs. Some other parameters are either more
difficult to measure and evaluate automatically or the sensors suffer from
degradation ·and ~eed care and attention more frequently.
The recent evolution of remote sensing technics also promises well for the automation
of weather observing systems. Today it is possible in principle to evaluate
automatically complicated weather parameters such as present and past weather •.
Actually, the human observer has throughout the ages estimated those particular
parameters by using his eyes or ears as passive remote sensors and his ~rains as
a microprocessor.

A suitable combination of conventional and remote sensors would indeed today reveal
the type and intensity of most weather phenomena quite correctly. But limiting
factors such as climatic hazards, power shortage, expensive service and, above all,
high investment and development costs have strongly retarded the introduction of
advanced sensors. As a somewhat ironical result the best furnished automatic
weather observing systems with remote sensors are usually to be found in the
neighbourhood of the best service facilities, i.e. at leading airports and.research
centers while remote automat~c stations mostly rely on proven conventional sensors
and technics.
The role of meteorologists is of paramount importance when selecting and evaluating
sensors for automated systems. This role is still more important during the
installation and service trips to remote stations. Experience has shown that the
field engineers of the system manufacturers are usually very competent in electronics
but their meteorological knowledge may be insufficient for locating or calibrating
the sensors correctly according to WMO rules.
Comments on conventional sensors
By conventional meteorological sensors one may mean those commercially-available
and reasonably priced sensors which have been generally adopted by instrument
experts as a part of "proven techniques". This adoption does not necessarily mean
that such sensors are unconditionally warranted as suitable for use under varying
climatological and other environmental conditions.

- 2 Even the most reliable conventional sensors may suffer from certain limitations due
to the thermal, dynamical,electrical etc. properties of the sensor or its
surroundings. A properly-made temperature measurement presumes not only a good
temperature sensor but also thorough consideration of solar radiation, ventilation
etc. Investigations of such peripherial factors may turn out to be much more
valuable than traditional figures of the lag time, resolution or linearity of the
temperature sensor. Reference is made to the paper of McKay and McTaggart-Cowan
(5) on radiation shields for automatic stations.
Another good example of problems among conventional sensors is to be found in
anemometry. Old data of wind speed and its extreme values are rather ambiguous
almost everywhere due to the unknown dynamical constants of anemometers in the past.
Papers of Mazzarella (1) and of Lamboley and Viton (3) are recommended for further
studies. An unambiguous wind observation network apparently needs not only identical
sensors but also identical recording and evaluating systems at every station. In
addition, much experience and good judgement are needed when selecting consistent
wind measuring sites.
One more example of the problems facing us again and again is that of humidity
sensors. If these sensors are judged on the basis of reliability, easy maintenance
and wide operation range, one must confess that the best humidity sensors date from
the last century. Numerous electric hygrometers have been developed after the
Second World War and some properties such as smaller lag time or better linearity
are very welcome in many applications. However, the degradation of electric hygrometers due to natural or industrial air pollution, and other negative features
have retarded their use as AWS sensors especially at remote automatic stations.
This rather confusing situation would be a good reason for CIMO to outline a plan
for a long-term comparison of humidity sensors under varying conditions of
temperature, humidity and air pollution.
Remote sensing in automated systems today and in the future
The definition of remote sensing may be somewhat indistinct in meteorology.
Actually, measurements of radiation and sunshine as well ac most man-made visual or
audible observations of weather phenomena may well be included within the frame of
passive remote sensing. In order to avoid confusion the following discussion is
limited to active remote sensing which in practice presupposes a transmitterreceiver combination at the measuring site.
Active remote sensing in meteorology was mainly started in order to fulfil the needs
and prospects of aeronautical meteorology. The instruments were normally installed
at main airports or research centers where adequate sources of service personnel
and electric power did not limit the maintenance periods or power requirements of
the equipment. As a result of this process most of the traditional remote sensing
devices such as weather radars, ceilometers or visibility meters are problematic to
use at distant automatic stations.
are also many new meteorological remote sensing devices, some of them at an
experimental and some others already at a commercial level of development. Methods
for remote sensing of cloudiness were described in references (2) and (4) while
a number of acoustic Doppler systems, sonic anemometers etc. were tested during
the WMO/CIMO intercomparison of low level sounding techniques in Boulder, Colorado
in August-September 1979. Although some of these new devices are very promising
their utilization at remote automatic stations would entail reconsideration of the
interpretation methods.

~here

In order to increase the applicability of remote sensing devices outside the areas
of top-ranking technology we should necessarily need a modified design philosophy.
Simple modular construction, low power consumption, light weight and a wide range
of environmental tolerances may be mentioned among the expected design features
for active remote sensing devices.

- 3 New prospects and challenges
Experience has shown that the development of meteorological instruments and their
sensors usually proceeds slower than one might anticipate. The causes of these
difficulties are rather simple and evident. The fraction of purely meteorological
devices in the total industrial volume is very negligible and we cannot expect
leading companies to invest large sums on meteorological devices. Rapid development
of a meteorological instrument or sensor usually derives from an immediate application of an invention made elsewhere for other purposes.
There are, however, some challenges which would return feasible applications against
moderate research investment. One promising starting point would be to combine in
an objective way the information simultaneously obtained from several simple
sensors at distant low power automatic stations.
Only very few countries can afford a large number of fully automatic observing
stations equipped with many active remote rensing devices. On the other hand, a
combination of inexpensive passive sensors would produce data to be further compared
with typical threshold and class values in the computer memory. Let us assume that
our station contains simple yes/no sensors for precipitation, sunshine and lightning
as well as intensity sensors for precipitation, solar radiation and infrared
radiation. Such synoptically important parameters as type and amount of clouds or
present and past weather could now be derived rather reliably as a result of a chain
of decisions made by the computer at the receiving station.
Summary
The purpose of this paper is to describe some features of the present conventional
and remote sensors intended for automated weather observing systems. This
describtion is intentionally done in very round and realistic terms in order to
avoid details or plain references to best or worst available sensors.
A suggestion is made for a comparison of humidity sensors under the supervision of
WMO/CIMO.
This proposal is mainly due to the prevailing uncertainty and the rapid
degradation of some hygrometers under certain climatic or environmental conditions
which may lead to short service intervals or useless data at remote automatic
stations.
The vast majority of sensors in automated systems may be called conventional.
Active remote sensors are most frequently used at main airports and research centers
where continuous service and unlimited power are available.
A modified design
philosophy is necessary for increasing the share of remote sensors at far-off or
badly-accessible automated stations.
Slow progress in the development of meteorological sensors is mainly due to the
very limited research funds of instrument manufacturers. One method of overcoming
this difficulty and producing more weather information at reasonable cost would
be to use a combination of simple on/off or intensity sensors at automatic stations,
and to let a central computer classify and process the collected data for synoptic
or warning purposes.
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SENSORS USED, OR PLANNED TO BE USED, AT AUTOMATIC WEATHER-STATIONS IN SWEDEN
by Sverker Magnusson
SMHI (The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute)
Introduction
During the last 10 years a rapid development of datalogging-, transmissionand acquisition-systems has taken place. Unfortunately, during the same
period of time, the evolution of meteorological sensors, has been far less
impressive. A great number of, more or less clever, constructions have been
made but few have survived the step from the laboratory to the hard reality
at an automatic station.
A sensor at such a station must be ~xtremely reliable and only require a
minimum of maintenance. It must for example be able tg operate 6 within its
specifikcations of accuracy, in temperatures from -40 C to +40 C. When
mounted on a lighthouse it must stand splashes of salt water. Automatic
·stations in Sweden are used mainly as synoptic stations and stations for
energy prospecting. Sensors used, or planned to be used, at such stations
are listed in fig. l. Some of them are described more detailed below.
Wind direction and wind speed
At the synoptic stations an SMHI made integrated sensor with cu9 anemometer
and wind vane is used. The cup anemometer has a threshold of 0.3 m/s and a
distance constant of 5 m. The overspeeding appears to be low. We are just
now testing this instrument in order to get a quantitative understanding of
the overspeeding effect. This sensor participated in a WMO-comparison of
routine anemometers in Paris 1976-77. The dynamic performance was found to
be far beyond the average. At the stations for windenergy prospecting separated sensors for wind direction and -speed are used. The cups are the same.
The angle sensing in the direction sensor is performed by a very reliable
resolver. An identical resolver works as pulse generator in the speed sensoL
One advantage is that we can use identical sensors for speed and direction
measurements except for the cups and the vane. Resolvers are used also in
some of the integrated sensors.
Wind vector
A pneumatic air speed sensor,with pressure transducers,manufactored by
Rosemount has during the last winter been tested at a station with heavy
ice formation problems. No cup anemometers have been able to operate satisfactory at this station, which is located at a height of 1100 m. No evaluation of the test has been made yet but the sensor seems to have worked
without ice problems.
Temperature
In general, resistance thermometers (Pt-100) are used. '.Ye find them to be
very stable and hardly ever need recalibrations.
When measuring the air temperature they have of course to be mounted in
some sort of radiation shield. At the synoptic stations we still use ordi-

- 6 nary wooden Stevenson screens. We do so, mainly by tradition and for continuity reasons, in spite of the fact that i t is well known that temperature
measurements in such a screen can, at some conditions, be a couple of degrees too high. In all other applications we use aspirated shields (Gill or
Teledyne) which give much more accurate measurements.
Humidity
We still use hair hygrometers, not because we think they are good but,
because we still have not found an other sensor stable, reliable and cheap
enough to replace the hair hygrometer.
We use Lambrecht sensors with resistance output.
Pressure
Since over 13 years an SMHI construction has been used for air pressure
measurements. It consists of an aneroid pile the axial deformation of which
is sensed by a differential transformer. In order to get a homogeneous
temperature in the aneroid pile the whole instrument is mounted inside a
Dewarflask. An inhomogeneous temperature could cause a bending of the ~ile.
The instrument is sufficiently stable and the accuracy is better then -50 Pa
At two airfields, with automatic weather data acquisition systems, pressure
senson from Setra, modified by ASEA, has been installed.
The aneroid box in this sensor is a quartz capsule with platinum electrodes
on the inside surface. These electrodes form a capacitor. A certain air
pressure corresponds to a certain distance between the electrodes measured
by the capacitance. The experiences of this sensor are good so far, with
a good stability and an accuracy better than ±30 Pa.
Visibility
A fog detector from AGA 1 WM-500 1 with analog output has been tested at SMHI
for measuring the visibility. The sensor is in use at several lighthouses
as fog detector with good results.
The operation is based on the backscatter principle and a comparison between the reflected part of an emitted IR-light and a pilot light. The pilot
light is arranged so that it also passes through the receiving lens of the
sensor. The pilot light is set with the aid of an electronic servo to the
same intensity as the reflected light. This arrangement results in an automatic compensation for contaminated lenses.
The range is 0-15000 m and the light source is an 0.9

~m

LED.

Cloud base
The ASEA laser cloud ceilometer QL 1211 has not yet been installed at any
automatic weather station but has been used since several years on airfields in Sweden. It has proved to be a very reliable sensor. The light
emitting component is a gallium arsenide (GaAs) diode laser. The range is
10-1500 m.
Precipitation
Since several years we have used different types of automatic precipitation
sensors and the type that probably will be used at automatic stations in
the future is the tipping bucket sensor RG 200 from Gertsch.

- 7 By a thermostat the collecting surface is held at a temperature not below
+3°C which means that the sensor can measure snow and hail. We have compared it to manual precipitation sensors for long periods of time.
It is obvious that, when measuring snow the Gertsch sensor gives markedly
lower values than the manual sensor. On the other hand, when measuring rain,
somewhat higher values are obtained.
Duration of sunshine
Different types of electronic sunshine detectors have been tested at SMHI
during the last 8 years. The one we probably will choose is the sensor
SOLAR lll from Haenni. This sensor and two others have been compared for
one year with an Eppley ~IP pyrheliometer, the output of which has been
discriminated at 200 W/m . The results are not evaluated yet.
Global radiation
Kipp & Sonen and Eppley PSP pyranometers are used. Those are well known
instruments and need no special presentation.
Direct solar radiation
This parameter is measured with an Eppley normal incidence pyrheliometer
(NIP) mounted in an electroniclv guided solar tracker from Autonik. The
NIP has an opening angle of 5° and is temperature compensated. The radiation is sensed by a thermopile.
Net radiation
SMHI has used several different types of net radiation sensors. Today we
use mainly sensors from Siemen-Ersking. A big problem is the difficulty
to calibrate net radiation sensors. Comparisons between sensors from different manufacturers using the original calibration constant often differ
10% or more. We have no good system for calibration.
Wave height
Two types of sensors are in operational use at 4 stations measuring wave
height. Those measurements are made for energy prospecting of wave power.
One type of sensor from Simrad consists of an inverted echo sounder mounted
on the bottom of the sea. By making repeated measurements of the distance
to the surface, parameters as wave height and frequency are calculated by
the automatic station's microcomputer.
The other sensor is a waverider buoy with accelerometer. The acceleration
is transformed into a frequency modulated signal which is fed into a radio
transmitter, which is operating in a 27 MHz band. The receiver of the signal
is connected to the automatic station and the same program as above makes
the calculations.
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A DIGITAL ANEMOMETER SYSTEM FOR METEOROLOGICAL WIND MEASUREMENTS
D.J. McKay
Atmospheric Environment Service
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

The automation of observations in the Canadian Meteorological Service created a
requirement for a new anemometer system. Our climatalogical anemometer (Type 45B) had
sliding contacts which are difficult to interface to electronic data systems (particularly
low power systems). It also requires a large number of conductors for good direction
resolution. Our synoptic anemometer (Type U2A) uses a direct current generator for speed
and a synchro for direction. Sophisticated interfaces and substantial power are required
to interface with synchros. Generators with the required linearily are becoming quite
expensive. Any anemometer to be considered as a replacement must maintain the robust
characteristics of present units. In addition factors such as low power consumption, ease
of remoting, protection from electromagnetic interference, and cost, must be considered
important.
A literature search was made to determine if there were commercially available
replacements for our systems. We were not able to find a satisfactory replacement for
either system, however our search did indicate some desirable techniques.
1.
2.

Cup wheels and vanes provide the most practical sensing technique for the
Canadian Environment.
Optoelectronic components provide excellent bounce-free switches for electronic
components. Gray type encoders combined with photomasking techniques can
provide accurate reproducable direction units with no critical adjustments.

Commercial units which had these desirable properties were all plagued by the
following problems.
1.
2.

Optoelectronic components were continuously powered, therefore the anemometer
required considerable power.
Optoelectronic components were not protected from external interference
(particularly lightning).

Since A.E.S. Instrument Branch had experience in pulse powered optoelectronic sensing
and lightning protection, we decided to develop our own anemometer systems (Van
Cauwenberghe et al 1980).

- 12 It was determined that two anemometers would be developed. The first would be a
climatalogical anemometer to replace the Type 45B. This should operate with the MATER
(Magnetic Tape Event Recorder) but must also be able to interface with the present
electromagnetic event recorder (Anemograph) at existing stations. The synoptic anemometer
would replace the U2A system but would provide a digital output rather than the analog
display used in the current system (An analog recording remains a requirement). Our
design goal was to have some commonality between the two systems to reduce costs and ease
maintenance. One area of commonality chosen was to use the existing U2A cups, vane, and
housing. This was done because it has given satisfactory service, is not overly
expensive, and more importantly would eliminate sensing as a factor in evaluating the new
transducer. (Note: there will be slight differences in the sensing characteristics
because the original transducers required some torque to operate them. The errors are not
expected to be significantly different than the normal errors between "identical"
anemometers).
The Climatological Anemometer (Type 77C)
This is a straight forward application of the techniques described by Van
Cauwenberghe et al. A pulse from each turn of the cupwheel is fed into an electronic
counter. After a fixed number of turns (373 for 1 kilometer) an output pulse activates
the direction head which uses the most significant 3 bits of the encoder. Combinational
logic is used to convert the gray code to 8 directions, and then to recombine it into the
four cardinal directions in the same format as the Type 45B anemometer. A simple
interface at the anemograph allows these low current lines to activate the anemograph
relay coils. Figure 1 and 2 show simplified schematics of the 45B and 77C Anemometer.
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Figure 2 Type 77C

The Synoptic Anemometer (Type 78D)
This is a much more complex application because it must provide higher resolution and
also give readings in "real time". The output of the anemometer must provide not only
average wind speed and direction but also information on the variablity. In particular
peak wind speed is an important parameter for "real time" wind information.
Many methods could be used to obtain a similar (but digital) output as our present
anemometer. However, we wanted a technique which would overcome one of the serious
shortcomings of our present system, that is the need for high quality dedicated wires for
remoting the anemometer readings to a display device.
The technology now exists to process the wind speed and direction information at the
anemometer head and send this information via a serial digital message. Our prototype
unit uses an Intel 8748 single chip microcomputer to process the data and send a serial
ASCII message to the remote readout device.

- 13 In order to mlnlmlze transmission time (and at the same time conserve power) we chose
to have the anemometer process the wind for a 5 second period, then transmit the results.
This means that "the outside world" will not see wind resolution of less than 5 seconds.
Papers by J. Wieringa (1979) and E.L. Deacon (1975) show that this does not represent a
great sacrifice in terms of information provided. However we gain a great deal in terms
of simplicity of programming, reduction in power requirements and the fact that we can use
identical wind speed sensor electronics for both the synoptic and climatological units.
In order to provide wind averages both within the anemometer head, and the longer
averages which may be calculated at the display site, we have chosen to break the wind
down into orthogonal vector components. These components are retained throughout the
averaging process. This not only gives a more realistic wind average, it also eliminates
the 360°-0° crossover problem.
The operation of the type 78D anemometer is illustrated by the simplified flow chart
(Figure 3) for the microcomputer. Wind run is detected once per cupwheel revolution (2.68
meters of wind). Each time the cupwheel revolves a direction sample is taken, broken into
orthogonal components (North and East) and the result added into the appropriate
register. Figure 4 shows how a series of unit length vectors are added to produce an
average wind. At the end of the 5 second period the registers are converted to ASCII
numbers for transmission and then reset for the next period. While the message is being
transmitted the microcomputer continues to monitor and process wind information.

/
/
/

Figure 3 Flow Chart for 78D

Figure 4 Anemometer Head
Wind Averaging

Scaling is done within the anemometer so that all calculations can be done with 16
bit binary numbers (including representation of negative numbers). Since the most likely
use of' the output is for aviation purposes, the output values are binary multiples of
knots. The sine and cosine values are combined with the scaling factors in a lookup table
in the microcomputer program memory. We also output the number of anemometer turns in
order that total wind run can be recorded at the remote site. Also, since wind run tends
to be slightly larger than average wind we plan to use it to compute peak speed thus
slightly compensating for the loss in peak speed predicted by Deacon.
Current State of the Anemometer Development
The design of the climatalogical anemometer is essentially complete. We currently
have six preproduction models on field test. We have also 5 feasibility models which have
operated for about 18 months. Extensive laboratory simulated environmental tests have
been carried out. These included cycling through the temperature range of -70 to +70°C,

- 14 and coating the optical components with layers of water, frost, dust and mud. Operation
continued well past what we felt were extreme conditions. We also made optical tests to
determine sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances. Altough all tests were successful we
plan to include an extra margin of safety on our production units. Finally we have
carried out a number of electromagnetic interference tests. So far we have successfully
passed all of them.
At the time of writing we have one prototype of the synoptic anemometer. We have
been running it for about 3 months to compare its output with our U2A anemometer. We have
a feasability model for the readout device that receives the anemometer message and does
further averaging and formatting. A large amount of work still remains in environmental
testing of the synoptic anemometer, however, the success of our tests with the
climatalogical unit in this regard makes us confident of a successful conclusion.
Our future plans call for replacing the Intel 8748 microcomputer with an equivalent
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) microcomputer. This will considerably
reduce the power consumption and should improve its resistance to electromagnetic
interference and voltage fluctuations.
The readout device allows individual users to tailor the readout to their needs. The
heart of it is a processor which receives the ASCII message from the anemometer and
carries out further processing. Our current model provides 2 minute mean wind with gust,
10 minute mean, 5 second analog output (using a reliable inexpensive recorder) and
provides "special wind report" information for an automatic weather station. Other
outputs could be provided for specialized users.
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OPTICAL SHAFT ENCODING FOR CUP AND VANE ANEMOMETRY
R. Van Cauwenberghe, T. Hacking, D.J. McKay
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE, TORONTO, CANADA
Introduction
Over the years, suitable cupwheels and vanes have been developed which convert wind
speed and direction into shaft speed and direction, but suitable transducers to convert
these shaft outputs into useable electronic outputs have not been developed.
The desireable characteristics are that it be accurate (~ 1°), have low rotational
drag, operate over a wide range of temperature and voltage, operate on less than 2
milliwatts, be compatible with modern data acquisition technology, be inexpensive, require
no adjustments, have small diameter, and tolerate mechanical shock, corrosion and fouling.
A new optical shaft encoding scheme based on the Gray code which meets the above
requirements is described in this paper.
Direction
The direction sensor is shown in Figure 1.
The encoding optics is built into the upper
part of the housing.
The Gray Code Shutter
Although most commercial optical shaft
encoders use glass or film shutters, it was
deemed that a chemically milled metal shutter
would be cheaper and have a better optical
transmission ratio. However, this method of
manufacture results in a flimsy shutter, which
requires webbing to provide structural
strength. A comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
shows that the webbing consumes considerable
radial space.

Fig. 2.

GRAY CODE SHUTTER

Figure 1:

DIRECTION SENSOR

Fig. 3. GRAY CODE SHUTTER WITH WEBBING

- 16 A Manipulation of the Gray Code
There are several transformations which can be made in order to reduce the complexity
and the required radius of the encoding wheel while making it sturdier.
The track shown in Fig. 4(a) is called the reference track and is any track in the
Gray code. If one wishes to have the next lower order track but does not have space for
it, it can be derived from the reference track. In Fig. 4(a), the detectors A and Bare
displaced ~ l/4 bit from the reference position. If the outputs of A and B are
exclusively ORed to give C, the result is the same as that of a single detector of the
track shown in Fig. 4(b). This can be extended to the next lower order track but at the
cost of 4 detectors and so on. The detectors too, can be placed in several alternate
positions along the track giving increased flexibility in design.
Because of symmetry in the Gray
code, the highest order track is in
effect displaced 90° from the next
track. This leads to the result that
the second track can be derived from
the first track by a second detector
placed 90° from the first detector.
This track could then also generate
the third track by the method of
exclusive ORing.
The resulting shutter for six
bits of resolution appears in Fig. 5.
For extra mechanical strength, the
track order has been turned inside
out. Note that the shutter center is
D shaped. The flat that aligns the
shutter on the shaft is milled in the
same operation as the flat that aligns
the vane, resulting in automatic
alignment of vane to housing. The
aperture plate is illustrated in Fig.
6. Each small aperture defines the
light as shown in Fig. 7f. The three
larger holes are mounting holes.

Figure 5: The shutter. Note that
there are only three tracks.

c

c

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 Equivalent output from two
different tracks

Figure 6: The aperture plate. Note that
there are eight apertures for six outputs
since two pairs are exclusively ORed to
give one output per pair.

- 17 OPTICS

A design objective was to have the complete assembly process without adjustments.
Tolerances should be such that alignment would be automatic. The optics was therefore
designed so that components which have wider tolerances in location, such as light emitting
diodes and phototransistors would be less critical and that the prec~s~on would arise from
components which naturally have close tolerance control such as apertures and shutters.
Numerous optical arrangements were considered as illustrated in Fig. 7.
non-focused optics.
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Optical arrangements:
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A-aperture plate, S-shutter, D-detector, E-emitter

Space does not permit an explanation of all the arrangements. The problem was further
complicated because of adjacent emitter/detector pairs and the possibility of cross-talk.
Also it was not considered desireable to have to coat all of the inside with optical
paint. For these reasons, arrangements d) and f) fare better because the detectors view
only the small portion of the aperture plate which they are close to.
Optical performance is degraded badly when a continuous water droplet is formed from
the emitter to detector. Thus the emitter was spaced away from the aperture plate as in
d) and f) so that a droplet could not bridge the gap. In both d) and f) satisfactory
performance is obtained when the area between the apertures, shutter and detector are
completely bridged by water.
Ice crystals formed on the surface had little effect unless the ice was very opaque.
Under these conditions f) operated better than d) and the actual transmission compared
well with calculations, assuming that light was scattered isotropically from the
apertures. The configuration in d) meant that light was scattered twice and the
attenuation was correspondingly high.
Configuration f) was eventually chosen as being the simplest and capable of
withstanding extreme conditions including operating immersed in water, covered in dust,
mud and ice as well as being insensitive to normal variation in light efficiency and
photo-transistor sensitivity.
The size and shape of the aperture hole are determined by several factors. The width
of the slot determines the rate of change of illumination with angle of rotation, while
the area determines the amount of safety factor for decreasing illumination.
The optical configuration was designed to work over a 500:1 light ratio. On the low
end, failure occurs due to insufficient photo-transistor sensitivity, high attenuation by
foreign material, or poor light emitting diode efficiency.

- 18 On the high end, failure occurs due to multiple reflections and scattering. This is
minimized by choice of optical coating and by radial tolerances of the aperture and shutter
discs. Position tolerance of the emitters and detectors are not critical, nor are the
axial tolerances of the complete assembly. A view of the assembled optics and circuit
boards is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

LIGHT EMITTING
DIODE

SHUTTER
(ROTATES WITH
VANE)

PHOTO
TRANSISTOR

Fig. 8.

Cutaway view of the optics.

Fig. 9. Elevation view of the
complete assembly

Power Consumption
Since the largest consumer of power is the current through the light emitting diodes,
this current is pulsed when a direction measurement is required. The optimum pulse length
and current value must be determined experimentally. Bear in mind also that immunity from
the effects of dark current and production tolerances are important
in the selection of final circuitry and hence speed and efficiency are compromised somewhat.
The operating point chosen, shown
in Fig. 10, is 500 milliamperes for 75
microseconds resulting in 37,5 microcoulombs of charge passing through the
light emitting diode for each sample of
wind direction.
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- 19 Sampling rate and power consumption
In order to represent the number of turns of the cupwheel it is necessary to sample
for the presence of the shutter at a speed of at least twice the rotation rate.
Since the optical attenuation will not be as high as for the direction head with its
small aperture, a different set of charge requirement curves were constructed.
Sufficient power to punch through ice crystals, dust etc. is developed at the
operating point shown in Fig. 13. A current of 67 milliamperes for a duration of 15
microseconds results in a 1 microcoulomb charge requirement per sample of wind speed. If
60 samples per second are required for an anticipated maximum rate of 30 revolutions per
second, the average current drain is only 60 microamperes.
In practise the pulse technique reduces the current consumption by a factor of four
'Junclrscl for speed and is even greater for direction.

PHOTO
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SHUTTER

Fig. 11:

The cupwheel

Fig. 12:

3

The optical arrangement for speed.
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- 20 CONCLUSIONS
The design is that of' a six bit shaft encoder but it has been implemented also as a
three bit shaft encoder (McKay 1980) by leaving out some emitters and detectors.
Using the techniques described it is possible to design a five bit shaft encoder
using only two tracks and seven emitter-detector pairs.
If more resolution is desired this concept could easily be pushed to seven
the techniques and optics described. By changing to the configuration shown in
it would be possible to go to nine or ten bits of resolution with some decrease
specification for fouling and icing. Resolution beyond this would require much
diameters or other refinements.

bits using
Fig. 7(d)
in
larger

All of our initial goals were met or exceeded in the design of this device. Tests in
the environmental lab and in our test site have been successful as have tests of a number
of' prototypes in different areas of' Canada in all seasons. Tolerance and assembly
procedures compatible with normal manufacturing practise have been demonstrated.
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MEASUREI'1ENTS OF HORIZONTAL WINDS BY DOPPLER SODAR AND TOWER SENSORS
Soren Salomonsson and Bjorn Holmgren
Department of Meteorology, University of Uppsala, Sweden

INTRODUCTION
During the past decade acoustic Doppler measurements have developed into a useful method
for studies of air motions in the planetary
boundary layer (Beran and Willmarth, 1971;
Otters ten et. al. 1973; Mahoney et. al. 1973;
Owens, 1977; Brown and Hall, 1978). The WMO
International Intercomparison of Low-level
Sounding Techniques partly aimed at studying
the accuracy of different acoustic sounding

techniques, e.g., monostatic and bistatic antenna configurations and different methods of
extracting the Doppler shift.
Our Doppler sodar system used in the experiment was a preliminary version, with two
tilted antennas in an orthogonal configuration. Fig 1 shows a block diagram of the system (Salomonsson and Hurtig, 1979).

Transceiver Unit SR 20
~---------------

1

I
I

---,I

I

I
I
I

I

I
I

L----------------

Fig 1. Block diagram of the acoustic Doppler sounder.
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- 22 The horizontal wind components were obtained
as averages of 20 minutes, or means from
about 240 individual values. The average wind
components were then combined to produce the
horizontal wind vector by using the assumption of a zero mean vertical wind component
during the averaging period. The wind vectors
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Fig 2. Scatter diagram of wind components
measured at 100 and 150 m by the tower
sensors and the Doppler sodar. The V and
U components correspond to N-S and E-W
components, respectively.

were compared with corresponding wind measurements obtained from sonic anemometers
mounted at 8 levels on the 300 m tower at
Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO-site).
The Doppler information obtained by two antennas as well as the variability of the temperature fluctuations received at one of the
antennas were digitalized and recorded on
magnetic tape and presented in real-time on
a colour display.
MEASURING RESULTS
The present analysis is restricted to results
obtained at the altitudes of 100 and 150 m.
Fig 2 shows a scatter diagram of the north to
south and east to west wind components (denoted by V and U, respectively) .
Due to the design of the antenna shields,
which were not built for this purpose, it was
not possible to tilt the antenna beams more
than 22° from the vertical. More reliable results would have been obtained if a tilt angle of 45° had been used. Especially during
periods with pronounced convective plumes
the determination of the horizontal winds
were probably seriously contaminated by the
vertical wind components. However, in thermally stable air the averaging period of 20
minutes should be adequate provided there is
negligible influence from the topography
(Kaimal and Haugen, 1977; Salomonsson and
Holmgren, 1980).
Fig 3 shows a scatter diagram representing
the time interval 14.20h-14.40h (local time)
of all days during the experiment period. At
this time of the day the convection was generally strong with well-developed Cb-clouds.
The diagram shows a wide scattering indeed,
probably caused by the convective instability. Calculations of bulk Richardson numbers
for the air layer between 10 and 150 m confirmed that strong instability generally
existed during this time interval .
One further point should be added as regards
Fig 3. The rather low pulse power (100 W) and
the rather high transmitter frequency
(2.4 kHz) tended to reduce the signal-tonoise ratio, especially during periods with
strong convection. The low signal-to-noise
ratio probably caused some doubtful values
(Beran and Clifford, 1972; Brown and
Clifford, 1976).
Fig 4 shows a scatter diagram for the period
20.20h-20.40h. The average Ri-numbers for
this period show a marked stable stratifica-
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tion. The agreement between Doppler and tower
measurements is better than in Fig 3. When
the air becomes thermally stratified - the
potential temperature increases with heihgt,
the signal-to-noise ratio increases and the
influence of the mean vertical wind upon the
measurements decreases.
CONCLUSIONS
This short analysis shows that horizontal
winds may be obtained using two monostatic
antennas. Our system can be much improved. A
higher pulse power and a lower frequency
would give a better signal-to-noise ratio. A
third antenna for measuring the vertical
winds would certainly give more accurate
values of the horizontal winds especially in
situations with convection.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS - 2
A NEW CONTINUOUSLY INDICATING RAINGAUGE FOR USE ON AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
R. E. W. Pettifer, P. R. Westbury and M. J. Molyneux
Meteorological Office Met 0 16 United Kingdom
1.

Introduction

There has.long been a need for a continuously indicating raingauge with an output suitable
for use with automatic weather station systems. What is needed is a gauge which will
provide information upon the questions:
a.

Is it raining- YES/NO?

b.
What are the "instantaneous" rate of rainfall and the maximum and minimum values
of this quantity since the last interrogation?

c.

How much rain has fallen since some defined zero of time?

The United Kingdom Meteorological Office has developed a prototype raingauge based upon the
idea of continuously weighing a tipping bucket mechanism and of sensing the change in
weight in terms of the frequency of vibration of a taut wire. 'I'he idea of weighing the
amount of rain which is falling or has fallen is not new (1) (2) but the advent of the low
capability microprocessor has made it possible to couple to the raingauge an "intelligent"
interface which can provide a continuous output of rainfall rate and cumulative rainfall
totals.
2.
2.1

The Weighing Tipping Bucket
'Theory

'I'he frequency of vi brat ion, f, of a stretched wire of length l and mass per unit length p..
under tension S is given by the well-known relationship

..1

f -- 21

~
AI;;.

Consider a simple system in which one end of the wire is fixed and the load on the free end
of the wire is (M+m) where M is the fixed mass of the tipping bucket mechanism and m is the
changing mass of the rain being collected. 'Then we may write
S

=

(M+m)g

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and
1.

(M+m)2

= 2lf

Ag
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Now for practical purposes M is very much larger than m so that we have
2lf
So the rate of rainfall, dm

dt'

v

/.E._

gM

is given by

dm

df

dt'

dt'

In the real situation we must allow for effects in the lever mechanism of the wire and we
may therefore write
dm

dt'

K df

dt

where K is a constant to be determined empirically by calibration.
2.2

The Equipment

The original weighing tipping bucket was an unpublished idea by Whittaker (3) which has been
much developed and modified oy us to improve its performance and to make it more robust.
The present configuration is shown in Fig 1. The bucket, which tips once for every 0.2 mm
of rain collected, is mounted on a platform which is suspended parallel to a fixed plate qy
a phosphor-bronze flexure pivot. The weight of the platform and the bucket is supported by
a length of 0.2 mm diameter piano wire anchored at one end and which passes between the
poles of a fixed magnet.

~

P I.P. PORT

flE)(URE PIVOT

FIG.Z, BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DRIV~ & PROCESSING
-ELECTRONICS OF THE WEIGHING TIPPING
BUCKET RAINGAUG_S

FIG 1

CONFIGURATION OF THE WEIGHING MECHANISM FOR
THE WEIGHING TIPPING BUCKET RAIN GAUGE

By passing a current through the wire, it is caused to deflect and the motion of the conductor through the magnetic field generates a small emf. This voltage is amplified and fed
back to the wire supply which in turn amplifies the wire displacement so that the wire is
forced into oscillation at its fundamental frequency. As the tension in the wire increases,
the fundamental frequency of the wire changes and the feed-back circuit automaticallycauses
the system vibration frequency to change in the same manner. The frequency is detected and
counted continuously by a binary counter, which is of the non-resetting type to eliminate
quantisation errors.

- 27 Microprocessor electronics has now reached the stage where quite complex processing of a
relatively simple measurement can be achieved as an integral part of the sensor function.
The output of the interface can then be presented as the ultimate functional output of the
sensor. In the case of the weighing tipping bucket, the drive and interface electronics
are shown in block diagram form in Fig 2. We have used an Intersil IM 6100, 12-bit CMOS
processor to interrogate the output of the frequency counter at intervals of two seconds
determined by the self-contained crystal clock. In addition, we maintain a record of
whether or not the bucket has tipped in the two seconds since the last interrogation. The
entire gauge mechanism and the drive electronics for the vibrating wire are mounted on the
cast base-plate of a standard tipping bucket gauge and are covered by the normal moulded
fibreglass collector. The new gauge is therefore externally identical to the current gau~
and will not present any new problems of exposure. Although for this prototype version the
microprocessor interface is separate from the gauge there is, in principle, no reason why
this component should not also be housed within the gauge cover.
2.3

The Software

The simple programme concepts of the device are represented in the flow diagram shown in
Fig 3. The binary counter increments continuously as the frequency changes and the values
are taken into store once every two seconds. These values are differenced twice and the
second differences are then added together to improve the signal to noise ratio. Running
differences for any chosen period are formed from these cumulative data and these
differences are proportional to the average value of df over the chosen period. The period

dt

for the average can be selected as a compromise between the competing demands of high
resolution and high accuracy; any value may easily be incorporated into the software. The
ultimate choice of averaging period for operational use will probably need to be made in
the light of operational experience.
When the tipping bucket tips, the frequency of the wire suffers a step change and this
causes false data to appear in the list of first differences. To avoid the problem which
this causes in the computation the software checks whether a bucket tip has occurred between
the present reading and the previous reading. If so, two status flags are set and the
current and succeeding second differences are set to zero. The status flags are cleared if
no tip has occurred. The zero value for the second difference is the most probable value
and, even if incorrect, does not cause a major error in integration periods as short as one
minute. For shorter integration periods this procedure could generate an unwelcome
inaccuracy unless the sampling rate is also reduced. However, it is in principle possible
to set the second difference to a most probable value based upon the recent past values
which would reduce the potential error significantly. So far we have not attempted this
increase in the sophistication of the system.
The result of the computation of df is at present output through a digital-to-analogue

dt

converter on to a pen chart recorder. Once the performance characteristics of the sensor
have been studied it will be possible to process this signal further by the incorporation
of the empirical calibration constant, K, to provide the actual rate of rainfall over the
integration period and, by integration of K df the total amount of rain which has fallen

dt

since some chosen zero of time.

J
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FIG.4
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THE OUTPUT OF THE WEIGHING
TIPPING BUCKET FOR 2 HOURS
OF INTERMITTENT RAIN.
: AVERAGING TIME WAS 5 MINUTES
i AND EACH TIP IS 0·2mm OF RAIN .
1

M
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.E.!.Q.__]_, THE PROCESSING ROUTINE FOR THE WEIGHING TIPPING
BUCKET RAINGAUGE .

. 2.4

Results

Fig 4 shows some early results of the output from a period of intermittent rain. The
signal is proportional to df and is averaged over five minutes. The onset and cessation of

dt'

rain is easily identified.
2.5

The zero marks indicate that the bucket tipped.

Future Developments

This sensor, still in an early stage of development, promises to provide in a single unit a
raingauge which will provide answers to all the questions which the users of rainfall data
for a given site require.
A future development which we envisage is to use the accumulated bucket tip information,
compared to the integrated output of df to keep a check on the drift in the calibration of

dt'

the device. Differences in these values will at least indicate the need for a recalibration but may be usable for the direct, on line and continuous re-calibration of the
sensor.
We expect that a sensor as flexible and potentially useful as this one will soon find a
permanent place in the body of standard meteorological instruments. In more general terms
it represents one of the first of a new generation of sensors which have their own, dedicated microprocessor-based intelligent interface and which will prove orders of magnitude
more powerful than their predecessors.
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AN AUTOMATED MAXIMUM-MINIMUM THERMOMETER FOR CLIMATOLOGICAL USE
D. J. McKay
Atmospheric Environment Service
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Canada has a vast climate network made up of approximately 2500 stations.
almost 2100 record maximum and minimum temperatures.

Of these

Over the past several years good quality liquid-in-glass thermometers have become
much more expensive, the labour intensive job of calibrating them is more expensive, as
is the Stevenson screen to house them. Breakage of liquid-in-glass thermometers is also
high, particularly maximum thermometers which are reset by centripetal force.
In the meantime, the cost of analog to digital electronic components has decreased
and their temperature range has increased to the point where·electronic thermometers are
becoming an economically viable alternative. Figures 1 and 2 reproduced from McKay and
McTaggart-Cowan (1977) show that inexpensive shields for electrical thermometers compare
favourably with standard Stevenson screens.
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- 30 With this in mind we made up a wish list (Fig. 3) and showed it to several
manufacturers. The discussions which followed indicated that the electronic max-min
thermometer was feasible at a price of about ~300. For approximtely ~400 the unit would
include memory to save several days information, a calculation of daily mean temperature
and a real time clock to automatically transfer previous days mean, maximum, and minimum
values, and reset the current days values at midnight local time.
Since we have been finding it increasingly difficult to find climate observers who
were willing to take seven-day-a-week observations, the extra cost of providing memory
was readily accepted.
A request for quote (RFQ) was prepared in which the basic requirement was for a
battery operated electronic maximum-minimum thermometer which could store four days data
and have an accuracy of ~0.5°C from -50°C to +50°C. Much of the design of the unit was
considered straightforward but there were several areas where we felt that we were not
dealing with existing technology, and these were emphasized in the RFQ. Some of these
areas were:
1)

Ability to operate for at least a month at -40°C on a set of batteries, and
to provide a warning of low battery condition.

2)

Ability to measure temperature to within
the environmental temperature range.

3)

The ability to verify temperature readings before they are considered for
maximum or minimum values.

4)

Ability to access the required information and verify if necessary with a
minimum amount of steps.

5)

Some means of checking the validity of the internal memory.

~0.5°C

with a low power sensor over

DESIRABLE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SOLID STATE TEMPERATURE DEVICE

- BE CAPABLE OF OPERATING IN AN UNHEATED ENVIRONMENT WITH TEMPERATURES RANGING

- OPERATE OFF A SMALL BATTER\" POWER FOR A REASONABLE LENGTH OF TIME (AT LEAST 1 MONTH).

-BE INEXPENSIVE (PROBE, ELECTRONICS, DISPLAY AND SHIELD SHOULD BE LESS THAN $300),

- DELIVER A DIGITAL DISPLAY OF A SIGN PLUS 3 DIGITS.

- DELIVER A MAXIMUM AND A

MINI~\UM

TEMPERATURE CAPABLE OF BEING SELECTED FOR REAOOUT

AND CAPABLE OF BEING RESET TO THE PRESENT TEMPERATURE.

- BE CAPABLE OF BEING REI10TED {DISTANCE) TO EITHER A RECORDER OR A SECONO DISPLAY
(2 WIRE REMOTING IS PREFERRED).

- BE CAPABLE OF DELIVERING TilE PRESENT TEMPERATURE BOTH ON-SITE AND REMOTE.

- OPTION TO BE ABLE TO STORE 3 OR 4 DAYS OF '1AX & MIN TEMPERATURES ON-SITE AND THEN
READ THEM OUT AT THE END OF THAT PERIOD - THIS NECESSITATES M

- DISPLAY DOES UDT HAVE TO BE MECHANICALLY CONNECTED TO THE

AUTOMATIC RESET AS WELL.

SEt~SOR

AND SHIELD, AND

IN FACT SHOULD BE CAPABLE OF BEIIlG REt\OTED BY ITSELF.

- DESIRABLE TO HAVE THE OUTPUT TO THE DISPLAY IN A SERIAL TRAIN.

- REQUIRED TO HAVE All ACCURACY NOT

COU~lTI NG SHIELDING ERRORS OF :!:_0. 5°C AND A

DESIRABLE ACCURACY OF ~0.1°C OVER A PEfHOD OF AT LEAST Z YEARS.

- BE RUGGED ENOUGH TO BE SHIPPED ANYWHERE WITHOUT LOSING CALIBRATION.

-SENSOR, SHIELD, ELECTRONICS AND DISPLAY SliOULD BE MODULAR.

- DISPLAY MUST BE ABLE TO BE READ AT ALL TIMES - DAY MD NIGHT.

Figure 3 - Wish List

- 31 From the submitted bids, Sonotek Ltd. of Mississauga, Ontario, was selected to
design the unit and provide 15 prototype units for evaluation. The design of the
operating senario involved considerable interaction between Sonotek and ourselves. In
operation the unit would make a temperature reading each 6 minutes (10 per hour). Each
reading would be tested for maximum or minimum and would be added into the daily mean.
At local midnight the daily mean would be calculated based on all valid readings and it,
along with the maximum and minimum temperature readings would be entered into
"yesterdays" data registers. Similarly previous days readings would be shifted one day
further into the history file. Then the new days maximum and minimum would be preset to
the present temperature. Two techniques were used to verify the temperature data at each
reading. Firstly, no temperatu~e reading is permitted for at least six minutes after an
observer activates the readout. This is particularly important for very cold conditions
when the observers presence could influence the temperature by radiation from the
observers warm body. Secondly, the more important verification is that, at each reading
period we must get three consecutive samples (approx. 1 second apart) to agree within
O.l°C. A maximum of nine attempts may be made before a sensor failure error is declared
and the attempt is aborted.
Data readout is accomplished with four seven-segment heated filament displays. The
filament is preferred over light emitting diodes because the higher luminence allows it
to be read even in bright sunlight. The display itself is powered for only about 2
seconds to conserve power, however, the readout technique is designed to allow a reading
to be repeated with a minimum amount of operations.
The readout is done with a single two-way toggle switch. Activating the switch in
one direction steps from the displayed days data to the previous day, while toggling the
switch in the opposite direction steps through the three temperature values
(present/mean, maximum, minimum) and an index number referring to the day in question
(i.e. day 0 is today, day 1 is yesterday, day 2 is two days ago, etc.).
The storage used in this design allows for nine days of storage in addition to the
current days values.
The temperature sensor chosen was an Analog Devices Model AD 590 temperature to
current transducer. It is an integrated circuit which utilizes the temperature variation
of contact potential across the base-emitter junction of a transistor as a sensor.
Several other transistors in the integrated circuit are used to linearize the change in
voltage with temperature and to convert the voltage change to a current change. The end
result is a two terminal device which generates a current directly proportional to the
temperature.
This sensor was chosen as a compromise. It provides a linear output which is
sufficiently large so that it doesn't require much amplification before the analog to
digital conversion. The disadvantage is that it is somewhat more difficult to calibrate
and its long term stability is not as well known as for platinum resistance thermometers.
The electronic design is considerably more complicated than one might expect for a
microprocessor based system. The reason for this is power conservation. At the time the
design was finalized no suitable low power microprocessor was available. In order to
keep the power drain of a conventional microprocessor at a minimum, it is only powered up
long enough to carry out a basic task, then is turned off. Lower power CMOS
(complimentary metal oxide semiconductor) circuitry is used for data storage, for
controlling when the microprocessor is to be powered up, and to control the display. The
6 minute timer also uses CMOS circuitry. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show several views of the
thermometer and its components.
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Figure 4 - Field Installation

Figure 5 - Battery Pack

Figure 6 - Temperature Readout

Figure 7 - Electronic Components

- 33 Operation of the Max-Min Thermometer
In normal operation the microprocessor is not connected to power. Two conditions
will cause the processor to be activated. Its first task is to determine the conditions
which caused it to be powered up and then to execute a particular set of instructions
related to the condition.
One condition is that the internal timer has reached 6 minutes. With this condition
the processor commands power to the sensor, and commands the A/D (analog to digital)
converter to read the temperature. If three successive readings (out of a possible total
of nine) agree within one count (O.l°C) the temperature is valid. The valid temperature
is added to the daily mean to date, the valid reading count is incremented and the
temperature is tested against the stored maximum and minimum values. The value is
transferred to the present temperature register (and its backup) and then the processor
shuts itself off.
The other condition is that one of the manually operated switches has been
activated. The processor determines which switch position was activated and carries out
the appropriate instructions. On. the first activation of the Day/Temperature toggle
switch the processor loads lamp check data into the display. The next activation of the
Day toggle will load the first of two possible error messages. If no errors have
happened the processor begins to access the data stack and loads the day index number
(day 0- today). Each subsequent activation of the Day toggle causes the data pointer to
move down the data stack to the next days information. Data on the data stack is stored
in the form mean/present, maximum, minimum. Activation of the Temperature toggle will
step the display through each value (one value per activation) for the current day and
back to the day number. The day number, which occupies the first position in the display
rotation is stored outside the data stack. Another days data can only be accessed by
activating the Day toggle.
For each display the processor loads the appropriate number into the display
electronics, then powers down before the display lights are activated. A hardware
control removes power from the display lights after about 2 seconds.
The remaining manual control is the function button. Activation of this switch
changes program control of the Day/Temperature toggle to a "real time clock" update
control. Hours and tenths of hours are respectively incremented by toggling the Day
position or the Temperature position. Reactivating the function switch returns normal
program control. The last position on the data stack (after day 9 data) is the value of
the 24 hour real time clock. This allows the observer to verify the internal time
against local time.
The unit can be left with the data pointer or program control in any position. The
occurrence of the next six minute time pulse will restore the data pointer to the top of
the data stack and ensure program control in the Day/Temperature format.
Error Displays
As mentioned earlier a valid temperature reading requires three successive samples
to be within O.l°C. Since the samples occur at approximately 1 second intervals and the
sensor has a lag coefficient of about 90 seconds, invalid readings should not occur in
normal operation. If an invalid reading does occur the sensor error flag is set and this
results in the display unit showing the error message 66.6 following the lamp check. The
error flag will remain set until the internal clock goes through midnight and the error
message has subsequently been displayed once.
All data on the data stack is stored in two locations. When the Day/Temperature
switch is first toggled the processor compares the values at each location. If any
differences occur the display will show the error message 77.7 on the display following
the lamp check. In addition, the display will momentarily flash an E proceeding the
display of the particular data value which didn't agree. No attempt is made by the unit
to determine whether the primary or the backup data value is in error.

- 34 If, during operation, the voltage of the battery falls below a preset value (about
9.5 volts) an L will be displayed beside the day index number to warn the observer of the
low battery condition. At this point there will still be plenty of power to read the
unit, however, the accuracy of the A/D converter will begin to deteriorate if the
batteries are not changed.
Conclusion
At the time this paper is being
instruments. Our laboratory testing
program to make the unit measure and
the calibration of the sensor easier
from having only the sensor immersed
potentially as easy as if a platinum

written we are just beginning our field tests of the
has been very promising. A minor modification in the
display temperature every 8 seconds, made adjusting
than anticipated. Errors of less than O.l°C resulted
in the temperature bath. This makes calibration
resistance sensor had been used.

We are well aware of the problem of battery replacement. This can become a
substantial cost, however, we have several years experience in using rechargeable
batteries in the field (including use of solar power rechargers). If our field tests
using primary cells are successful, we will have a rechargeable battery pack designed for
the unit.
One of the items on our wish list was to provide a remote readout. Although this has
been superficially demonstrated, our present feeling is that this unit should be treated
as a stand-alone, and that a different operating procedure be chosen for remote reading
thermometers.
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SOME METROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLOUDINESS MEASUREMENTS
AUTOMATION

A. Szedny and Z. L. Warsza
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management - Poland

Abstract*

There is no accepted method for automatic measurement of a cloud field,
particularly for determining cloudiness. Presently, only visual methods are relied
upon, and the results obtained are very limited in value since they have low
accuracy.
In this paper, some metrological aspects of determining cloudiness are
discussed. The described method is based on the scanning of a cloud field using
a laser-set. The technical parameters of such a laser-set are set forth.
The number and distribution of sounding points is determined by the
required accuracy. A model based on previously mentioned methods is proposed.
The authors suggest that after applying certain modifications and
improvements, which are described, the method can be applied for use in automatic
weather stations.

*

Abstract only available
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SOME ASPECTS OF AUTOMATING VISIBILITY OBSERVATIONS

B. E. Sheppard
Atmospheric Environment Service
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

1.

Introduction

Visibility is one of the most difficult meteorological parameters to measure at
automated stations. There are as many definitions of visibility as there are users of the
information. Member states of the World Meteorological Organization specify visibility
parameters to meet their own operational requirements. Thirty years ago Middleton
recognized the impossibility of instrumental visibility measurements satisfactory to all.
In the final chapter of his classic monograph "Vision Through the Atmosphere"(l), he
recommends: "make good instrumental measurements of the extinction coefficient and then
calculate something which will be of interest to the user of the datum." In 1957, the WMO
recommended the adoption of meteorological optical range (MOR), a parameter intended to
standardize the measurement of the optical state of the atmosphere. MOR is the distance
through the atmosphere for which the transmission is 0.05. The spectral response of the
measurement system should match that of the human retina. The 0.05 value is tentative,
subject to recommendations of a working group of the WMO Commission for~Instruments and
Methods of Observations. If a value can be selected to agree with typical luminance
contrast thresholds at high ambient light levels, then sensor MOR measurements will be in
good agreement with daytime visibility observations.
The MOR parameter is suited to automation because the definition neglects factors
affecting the human observation such as the effect of ambient illumination on both the
luminance contrast threshold and the apparent contrast of the marker and its background.
In practice, the atmospheric transmittance is measured over a fixed baseline of a few tens
of meters, and the result extrapolated assuming a uniform atmosphere. This approach is
more practical than varying the baseline until 0.05 transittance is achieved. The
question addressed here is how well does the MOR definition and its practical application
represent human visibility observations, and what is the cause of discrepencies.
In North America, the meteorological visibility parameter is prevailing visibility
and it is reported in fractions of statute miles. These units will be retained in
observations presented here. Prevailing visibility is defined as the maximum distance
targets can be identified in azithmuthal sectors comprising one-half or more of the
horizon circle. It represents a median value when the visibility varies with direction.
This paper examines the consequences of replacing this uniquely North American parameter
with an automated MOR measurement. Prevailing visibility observations from a
meteorological observing station at Toronto International Airport and MOR measurements
from the station and from locations within the airport boundary are compared. Two topics
are emphasized: the effects of spatial non-uniformity of visibility on the scale of an
airport, and variations in the luminance contrast threshold of a typical group of
meteorological observers.

- 38 2.

The Experiment

Atmospheric measurements from a number of sensors and prevailing visibility
observations by qualified meteorological observers have been recorded at an experimental
site at Toronto International Airport since 1970. The most recent in a series of tests
included two 180 meter baseline transmissometers sharing a common projector for
determining the MOR at the observer's station, and four 80 meter baseline transmissometers
used operationally by the Ministry of Transport for runway visual range observations.
These are situated at a distance of 1 to 2 miles from the observer, one in each of the
surrounding quadrants. A light sensor measures the total illumination falling on a
horizontal surface.
All sensor outputs were integrated for one minute and recorded with the prevailing
visibility and weather type every half hour if the observer's schedule permitted,
3.0

Analysis

There are inherent limitations to MOR measurements using a fixed baseline
transmissometer. The exponential nature of the equation (see Section 4.5) converting
transmittance to MOR, causes small errors in transmittance to convert to large error
factors* in MOR at the limits of dynamic range. In practice transmissometers have a
measurement range from 1/2 to 25 times the baseline. For the 180 meter baseline
instrument, a 1% error in transmittance will result in an error factor of 1.1 at 3 miles.
Errors in MOR above 3 miles increase very quickly. It is difficult to maintain 1%
accuracy in transmittance without daily maintenance. The lOO% transmittance calibration
point is unstable because of changes in lamp intensity and alignment. Therefore it was
necessary to normalize the 180 meter instrument to read lOO% transmittance during periods
of exceptional clarity. After normalization, the transmittances measured by the
eo-located instruments agreed to within 1%. For the 80 meter baseline instruments the
upper limit is only 1 1/4 miles. Because these operational transmissometers were
maintained on a daily basis, their outputs were not normalized. We limited our analysis
to fog, snow and rain-fog conditions for which there was significantly numerous data in
the dynamic range of the sensors.
Because the MOR calculation is based on Koschmieder's equation for determining
visual range by contrast, we selected only prevailing visibility observations during the
daytime and not observations of lights made at low ambient light situations. Daytime was
defined as periods when the horizontal illumination exceeded 1000 lux. This level is
equivalent to an overcast day.
4.

Results

A least squares second order fit to a plot of MOR versus prevailing visibility in
fog has a standard error of estimate factor of 1.4. This confirms the results of previous
tests comparing scatter meters to prevailing visibility (2). We can then conclude that
for a given weather type the accuracy of a prevailing visibility estimate from a
scattering function measurement is equivalent to that of an extinction measurement.

* The term "error factor" is used throughout this paper to define a range of MOR
on a logarithmic axis. For example an error factor of 1.4 at 2 miles MOR means the MOR
has values from 2/1.4 to 2 x 1.4 miles. This convention is useful for expressing the
standard deviation of parameters plotted on logarithmic axes.

- 39 4.1

Prevailing Visibility - MOR Differences

The standard error of estimate calculation weights all observations equally. It
is more instructive to plot the standard deviation of MOR as a function of visibility by
considering each reportable value independently.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show this analysis for fog, snow and rain-fog respectively.
The solid lines give the standard deviation of the MORS calculated from the output of the
single transmissometer located near the observer for each reported prevailing visibility
less than 4 miles. The most conspicuous feature of the fog and rain-fog graphs is the
decrease in the standard deviation factor, from values in the order of 2.2, for
visibilities less than l/2 mile, to values of 1.35, at greater than 1 mile. The snow data
were few below this range and this change is not evident.
We examined two occurrences of low visibility in fog when the observer and sensor
differed by large amounts. In one case, the observer's reports were out of phase with all
five transmissometers. Also the lowest observations were about 3/8 mile while the MORS
were less than 1/8 mile. In the second example the observer's reports were in phase, but
again higher by a factor of three than any of the transmissometers. The distribution of
these instruments in the observer's field of view make the physical reality of these
situations difficult to imagine. We ask why these differences should be more prevalent at
visibilities less than 3/4 mile. One explanation is the lack of a sufficient number of
visibility markers at distances less than a mile may cause a higher variance in the
observation. Also the observers are busiest during periods of low visibility which may
discourage precise interpolation where markers are sparse. It is also the range of
visibility where temporal variability is greatest and we next examine this effect.
4.2

Temporal Stability

The one-minute sensor output integration period was designed to correspond as
closely as possible, under normal practice, with the time of observation. Figure 4 shows
a comparison of the MOR measurement in fog at the time of observation (solid line) with a
one-minute integration recorded automatically five minutes later (long dashes). Below 1
mile, the five minute delayed count increased deviations significantly, while above 1 mile
there was no significant change. This comparison indicates that a five minute delay in
the observer's recording routine is most significant at low visibilities when it is most
likely to occur due to higher priority activities.
To reduce the effect of asynchronous data, we selected a subset of fog data when
the MOR did not vary by more than a factor of 1.20 during the five minute interval
following the observation. Figure 4 also plots this comparison (short dashes). The most
significant improvement occurred at 1 1/4 miles. There was insufficient data below this
range for analysis. Above 1 1/4 miles there was little improvement indicating fewer rapid
transitions at these visibilities.
4. 3

Spatial

11

Averaging"

It was hoped that by spatially sampling the atmosphere at 1 to 2 miles from the
observer, we could estimate the prevailing visibilities of this scale size more accurately
than the single point measurement. Different approaches were used to determine an
extinction coefficient representative of the optical path of the line of sight used for
the observation. In all cases this value was then averaged with the extinction
coefficient measured at the observing site since the visibility marker must be viewed
through the local atmosphere also. Recognition of this fact significantly improved
agreement between observer and sensor regardless of the spatial averaging technique used.
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- 41 The simplest approach is to average the four extinction coefficients measured by
the surrounding transmissometers and then to average this value and the one located with
the observer. These results are given in Figures 1, 2 and 3 by the longer dashed lines.
However, occasionally a local anomaly, such as a patch of fog at one of the four sites,
significantly effected the average but did not obscure a sufficient arc of the horizon, as
seen from the observing site, to change the prevailing visibility.
Therefore, a better procedure is to use the median of the four values. The
maximum and minimum values were discarded and the remaining pair were averaged. This
procedure assumes that if each of the four transmissometers represents the extinction at 1
to 2 miles in each of the four quadrants surrounding the observer, the median will
approximate the maximum visibility prevailing over half of the horizon. These results are
represented by the shorter dashed lines in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
As expected from the scale sizes, below 1 1/2 miles in fog there is no advantage
in the multi-sensor estimate. From 1 1/4 to 4 miles only the median estimate shows an
improvement. The rain-fog data below 3/4 mile is sparse and the improvement using the
median and average may not be statistically significant. In the range 3/4 to 1 l/2 miles
there is little difference in the methods and above 1 l/2 miles the single point
measurement is superior to both multi-sensor estimates. The greatest improvement using a
multi-sensor estimate occurs for snow. At 1 1/2 miles the median estimate reduces the
standard deviation from 1.40 to 1.25.
Alternative spatial processing techniques were explored but the median technique
gave the best agreement between observer and sensor. The minimum standard deviation
factor was about 1.20.
4.4

Observer Variability

The observations for this experiment were made by 14 meteorological observers with
varying degrees of experience. Middleton and Mungall (3) measured large variations in
luminance contrast threshold of observers in field conditions very similar to those of the
present experiment. With a telephotometer, they measured directly the luminance contrast
of the immediate background and the visibility marker used by the observer to determine
the prevailing visibility. The contrast thresholds calculated from 1000 observations were
normally distributed about a mean of 0.030 with a standard deviation factor of two. The
corresponding standard deviation factor in MOR is 1.25 and this value is labelled
11
MIDDLE TON" on Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Middleton stated that "this enormous spread of values is due to the difficulty of
interpreting the official instructions, with its attendant absence of a stable
criterion". Blackwell (4), in a controlled laboratory experiment involving 450,000
observations, found that for any given set of experimental conditions, the contrast
threshold was normally distributed about the mean with a standard deviation factor of
1.5. This is equivalent to a factor of 1.16 in MOR and is labelled "BLACKWELL" in Figures
1, 2, 3 and 4.
We do not expect Middleton's or our standard deviations to necessarily attain the
Blackwell limit because our experimental conditions have not been held constant. Since
the Middleton limit was determined by a technique independent of the spatial uniformity
around the observer, and since the lower limit of our deviations approximate this value,
we conclude that the median technique for estimating prevailing visibility in
inhomogeneous atmospheres was successful for visibilities in the range of 1 to 3 times the
distance to the surrounding transmissometers.

- 42 4.5

Contrast Threshold Estimates

Transmittance measurements T, over a baseline b, and visibility observations v,
can be used to calculate the luminance contrast threshold(, using Koschmieder's
fundamental relationship:
( = Tv/b, However the prevailing visibility definition is
not well suited to contrast threshold calculations from a single transmittance measurement
because of the non-uniformity of the atmosphere discussed above. We use the median MOR
data because it is spatially more representative. The resultant "implied contrast
threshold" should be distinguished from values measured in controlled laboratory
experiments.
Figure 5 shows a family of' lines of constant contrast threshold plotted on the
scatter diagram of prevailing visibility versus median MOR in fog. The line through the
origin represents a contrast threshold of 0.05 when the prevailing visibility equals the
MOR. At each reportable visibility, the range of implied contrast thresholds is given by
the location of the vertical column of data relative to the contrast threshold lines. The
mean thresholds have a maximum value of 0.10 at about 1 l/2 miles decreasing to 0.05 at 3
miles. Above 3 miles the errors in the transmittance measurement significantly effect the
results, evidenced by the non-linearity of the distribution. This pattern repeats for
rain-fog and snow data, The maximum for snow is less at 0.085. The results are tabulated
in Table 1. As described in Section 4.4, standard deviations in the contrast threshold
less than Middleton's value of two, indicate data free from the effects of spatial
non-uniformity. Therefore, these values accurately represent the mean contrast threshold
of the several observers in our experiment at a particular visibility.
These values of contrast threshold were confirmed by analysis of a larger data
base collected at the Toronto International Site from 1973 to 1975 (2). In this
experiment, scatter function meter outputs were compared to prevailing visibility
observations. The calibration of our reference Videograph backscatter meter is the same
for both data bases. Now that this sensor has been calibrated in terms of MOR using the
recent data, we can obtain an estimate of the contrast thresholds of a different set of
observers from the earlier experiment. These results are also presented in Table 1. The
agreement is noteworthy.
Table 1:
IPrev. Vis.
(miles)
l
1 1/4
1 1/2
2
2 l/2
3

No. of Obs.
14
39
30
21
36
22

Visual Contrast Thresholds in Fog

1979-80
Threshold
0.076
0.010
0.010
0.076
0.069
0.041

St. Dev.
2.59
1.57
1.46
1.50
1.74
1.93

1973-75
No. of Obs.
Threshold
54
0.128
58
0.097
90
0.103
126
0.086
0.061
157
0.060
253

St. Dev.
1.34
1.90
1.90
1.83
2.03
2.18

These values are for the most part greater than the 0.05 value recommended in the
present MOR definition. A review by the author (5) of other experiments indicated that
most values fell in the range 0.02 to 0.05. One notable exception was the value 0.2
determined by Lefkowitz and Schlatter (6) for visibilities of about 1 mile. The
implication is that automated observations using the 0.05 value in the present MOR
definition would overestimate the prevailing visibility, as used in North America, by a
factor of 1.3 in the 1 to 2 mile range.

FIGURE 5: CONTRAST THRESHOLDS IN FOG
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Conclusions

The past 30 years have seen little improvement in the automated measurement of the
prevailing visibility parameter reported by North American observers despite an obvious
improvement in the quality of instrumentation. Our experimental observations and the
analysis demonstrate that, in fog and snow, the effect of atmospheric non-uniformity can
be effectively eliminated by spatial sampling. When this is done, the standard deviation
in MOR is reduced from a factor of 1.4 to 1.2 for prevailing visibilities of the same
magnitude as the sampling distance.
This standard deviation factor of 1.2 lies between values determined from field
measurements of Middleton and the controlled laboratory measurements of Blackwell. This
variance is therefore due to both non-standard observing practices, as suggested by
Middleton, and to the several factors effecting the visual acuity of observers as
investigated by Blackwell.
The luminance contrast threshold, calculated for two sets of observers, is 0.1 at
1 to 2 miles, and about 0.05 at 3 miles.
Visibility studies are inherently statistical in nature and require large data
bases in order to determine the relative contribution of the variety of factors effecting
the observation. In particular, we have difficulties in obtaining sufficient low
visibility data in snow and rain at Toronto International Airport. When more data is
available we intend to examine the many factors effecting the contrast threshold in the
field. These include the intensity and distribution of ambient illumination, variances
amongst observers, and the number and distribution of the markers at the reportable
distances.
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SYSTE'lES D' OBSE!1\' AT ION AliTmiATIOl!E
DE SU'1F'ACE
!!. TREUSSART

PHESIDENT DE Li\ CO'-f-IISSION DES INSTRUHENTS
ET \fETJIODES D 1 0!1S'\flVATION

En 1975, '~ l'occasion r 1.P. la COl•fPrencP. tectp·liquc dP. 1 1 0~11'1 snr les syst;rnes meteoroloqiaues automatiques (TECA"IS), dans un document intituH~ 11 Les stations
meteorolopiques- Possibilites actuelles et fntures 11 (1), l'aute11r concl•.1ait:
L'ohservation meteorolopiq1W s 1 est en~·1ar_1ee, il V a llflR vinqtaine f1 1 annees rlc·i.~,
dans la voie de l'automatisation. Cette voie apparai.t irr(~vel"si 1 <l.e ; J•t~volltti.on r'c;s
bP.soins, l'evolution des technirpJes, tout concourt :l imposPr 1m cmploi rle n11ls ''r:
pl11s nranrl de moyens l1autement automatises."
11

ete

Les cinq dernii'res annees, malc1r6 les contra:intes economiqqes au:.c<;uelles ont
soumis la plupart des services meteorolnqiques, ont confirmf. cctte irre\·crsil·ilit&.
Le present document a pour objectif rle ureci.ser lcs proqr•;s accomplis all. cours rle
cctte periode et de presenter quelqnes rcf1 exi.ons sur lcs a''"s lP lo:H; <1 C>Sqllf'!ls se
developpera le plus vraisemh_lal,J.ement 1 'automatisation au cm1rs d<cs nn1c:1aines
annP.es.
1) Conditions rl'emploi des equipcments automatiques
La pn~ss:ion des utilisatcurs (\e donnees meteorolor,if]UCS n'a fait que s'accro1trc
tout an lonn c1es cinq derni~res annees. D'une mani<'~re nen0rale, to·•1s les he so ins
en rlonnees nouvelles ou en donnees suppl.ementaires qui sont armarus nendant cettP
periode ont ete satisfafts par la mise en place d 1 equipemPnts Wltomatiques.
En fait, ces cinq dernit1-res annees ont et.e essentiellement. marquf.es par la st.aqnation
ou la reduction rlu nomhre des stations convent.ionnelles lh ohservateurs) alnrs mime
que le nombre de points d'observat.ion ne cessait de croitre, lcs equipements automatiques satisfaisant tous les hesoins nouveaux nu assurant le remplacement des ohservat.eurs humains d'un certain nomhre de stations conventionnelles deja en service.
Cette multiplication des moyens automatiques d'ohservation, quanti.tativement tres
satisfaisante, ne s'est malheureusement pas toujours produite d'une manU•re parfaitement harmonieuse par suite d'un certain manque de coordination entre les actions
directement conduites par les meteorolo(Jistes et celles menees par des utilisateurs
de donnees, peu soucieux d'aligner les caracterist.iques et. performances des nouveaux
equipements qu 1 ils mettaient en place, sur les rc~qles de Rtandardisation qui auraient
permis
la fois une meilleure harmonisation des donnees recueillies et une sensible
reduction des couts des materie ls.

a

Malgre la grande diversite des equipements ainsi produits, on peut cependant. distinguer deux grandes classes d'equipements

- 46 a) Les equipementfl fournissant ties donnees en temps reel aue l'on r'ivisera en
equipements a caractc're synoptique, essentiellemcnt <~estines a pallier les
insuffisances ou les faihlesses du reseau rle la Veille Neteorolo,!ique
Hondiale (VHH).
equipements specifiques destines a fournir des c1onnees soit particularisees,
soit limitees a un usage propre (stations meteorolooiques cl'aerodrome, stations
de protection de 1' environnement 1 'l: at ions de protection des incenrlies de foret 1
etc.).
b) Les ste.tions :fournissant des rlonnees en temps rli ffer~ comprenant
Des stations climatolooiques complexes assurant l'enregistrement a lon~1 terme
(rle l'ordre du mois) d'un nombre eleve de paramAtres ayant eventuellement
sub is un premier trai tement linter1ration, extraction de valeurs extremes, differenciation, etc).
Des equipem~mts simples, aux possi11ilites d'enre(listrement limitees a •m nombre
reduit de parametres utilises le plus souvent soit pour satisfaire des besoins
tr,\s speci fi ques, ou pour pallier les di fficnl tes de plus en plus gran des rencontrees pour recruter des observateurs benevoles •
2) Equipemcnts fonctionnant en temps reel
Trois tenclances ont marque le developpement des nouveaux equipements
- ~lise en place de stations orrw.nisees en reseaux ou mini-reseaux ;
- Inte0ration aux stations de possibilites de traitement des donnees accrues
- ~Hse au point cl 'equipements specifiques de la PEHG.
2.1. Ensemble de stations
Dc\i<l sianal~e il y a cinq ans (1), la tendance consistant a mettre en place des
enscmhles de stations soit inter-connectees, soit plus generalement connectees a
un ensemhle central qui en assure la oestion, s'est amplifiee. Cette tendance
s'est affirmee soit clans !'exploitation de stations a vocation synoptique, soit
encore, et d'une maniere peut-etre plus nette, dans des stations participant A des
taches de surveillance.

Si, a 1 1 orif)ine, ce t)'pe d'organisation a ete essentiellement commande par un desir
de simplification des equipements assurant !'acquisition des donnees, depuis quelques annees, ce desir de simplification n'est plus la motivation nrincipale. La
technologie, parses progres, a en effet permis de minimiser !'importance et le
cont de certaines fonctions, et 1 1 interet de limiter leur multiplication en les
concentrant en un seul point est, au fil des annees, apparu moins evident, Par
contre, les imperatifs d'exploitation se sont averes, d'annee en annee, plus
determinants. En particulier, la necessite de strictement coordonner la diffusion
des messages produits par chaque. station, afin de permettre une meilleure utilisation des frequences radio utilisables, a impose !'adoption de dispositifs centraux
assurant le controle permanent des dispositifs de diffusion d 1 un nombre de stations
pouvant etre eleve.
On notera egalement une tendance de plus en plus affirmee a demander aux stations
automatiques une densite d'informations superieure A celle reclamee dans le passe.
Si, en effet, au debut de !'introduction des stations automatiques, la transmission d'observations tri-horaires a pu paraitre satisfaisante, les exigences
actuelles imposent le plus souvent des observations frequentes pouvant,
la
limite, conduire
un renouvellement suffisamment rapide des ohservations pour que

a

a

- 47 le flux des informations ainsi produites puisse etre assimile .; une description
continue de la situation meteoroloCJique. Ceci est tout particuliC,rement vrai dans
le cas des reseaux de surveillance- (protection des incenrties de foret par exemple)
pour lesquels la densite spatia temporelle des observations realise pour des
regions rleterminees la fourniture permanente des parametres meteorologiques les
plus siqnificatifs pour le type de mission affecte au reseau considere.

Bien qu'ayant touche !'ensemble des equipements automatiques fournissant rles donnees en temps reel, cette tendance a plus principalement marque les stations
vocation synoptique. Celles-ci ont en effet 1 plus aue toute autre, beneficil~ des
possibilites offertes par la generalisation des microprocesseurs. Ceux-ci, par leur
souplesse de programmation et leur capacite de plus en plus importante de stockage
des donnees, ont permis de realiser des ensembles assurant sur les donnees brutes
des capteurs un certain nombre de traitements (cumul, calcul de moyennes,
extraction de valeurs extremes, etc) permettant une exploitation plus directe des
donnees fournies par les equipements.

a

Dans les ensembles les plus elabores, les microprocesseurs ont permis d'assurer
la presentation, !'edition et la diffusion des donnees sous des formes diverses
adaptees en fonction de !'utilisation oui doit en etre faite. Cette possibilite,
reservee il y a encore auelques annees aux stations installees sur les qrands
aerodromes. a ete recemment etendue n rles stations clont le role essentiel est de
fournir des donnees synoptiques en temps reel et des documents archivables destines
satisfaire les besoins climatoloqiaues.

a

En reclamant un accroissement de la densite des observations de surface, la PEMG
a indirectement contrihue
intensifier et accelerer 1 1 effort
de
realisation
de nouveaux equipements automatique"' d'observation. Cet effort a surtout vise
pallier l 1 insuffisance des observations sur les zones oceaniques. Ace titre, les
resultats obtenus au travers de la mise en place cl'un ensemble de bouees derivantes
dans !'hemisphere sud sont exemplaires.

a

a

On rappelle qu'environ 300 equipements de conception particulierement simple ont
ete mouilles dans le cadre d'une operation concertee
laquelle ont participe une
dizaine de pays (2). Afin d'assurer le succes de cet important programme, il avait
ete convemt de limi ter les informations fournies aux deux seuls parametres : press ion atmospherique et temperature de l'eau de surface.

a

~s equipements, mis en place selon un proqramme precis en differents points de la
ceinture oceanique australe, ont ete exnloites en utilisant l'equipement ARGOS
emporte par les satellites
defilement TIROS Net NOAA 1. Les donnees recueillies
par ces satellites, acheminees vers le centre ARGOS du centre national d 1 etudes
spatial franyais, ont permis de connaitre ~ ou 5 fois par jour, pour chaque bouee
utilisee, son identification, sa localisation, les valeurs de la pression atmospherique et de la temperature de surface de la mer 1 ,des donnees de controle technique de la bouee.

a

L'ensemble de !'experience a demontre le grand inter~t d'un tel reseau. D 1 un point
de vue technique, elle a permis de verifier
- les possibili tes effectives d 'utilisation des satellites pour la localisation
d'un ensemble de bouees derivantes ;
la relative facilite de mouillage de telles bouees qui, par suite de la limitation
du nombre de capteurs, peuvent etre maintenues.a un poids raisonnable (de l'ordre
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rl'entre ell(~S on-t fonctionne d'un(~ Pl<Hli'~!re s.atislaisante nendant ,lcs nf:'rinr1es
de 1 1 ordre de 15 ~ 17 mois

- le hon rapport performance - prix des bou6es ••Uli.seeB.
C'est la un ensei•Jnement partic•Jli0n::mrmt anprf.ciabln qni rl<d.dP., cnmme en ont
d~jl exprim& le snuhait
les pays les nlus rlirectement interess~s nar lcs ~onn&es
recueillies, pour une extension de l'f'xploitation de t.els 6o•tinemcnts a.11-'~eFI du
proqramme experimental qui l'a qcner~.
J) Equipements fonctionnant en temps rliffcre

a

Les cinq derni0res annees ont VU naitrE; de tr(\S nomhrC1lX equipements
VOCAtion
cl imatologique. Leur developpement a le plus q{'neralernent ete command(' par elf's
hesoins specifiques reclamant la connaissance de p8ram"'tres m{et~oroloqi.ques particuliers frequemment limites en nomhre. Il en est rP.sulte une production cl'equipements
tres divers, chaque utilisateur ayant tendance 1. refuser l'effort de coorr:lination
et rle normalisation qui aurait permis l'adoption, par la majorite des utilisateurs 1
d'ensembles
caractcre pluridisciplinaire suscentihles de satisfaire le maximum des
besoins exprimes.

a

C'est la un point qui n'est satisCaisant ni f>conomiquement, ni techniquement, la
multiplication de petites sf•ries (·tant .~ !a <ois nr{e:jm1 iciahle an cout et r\ la
fiabilite des mat~riels. Halor•'' Cf:ttf' cliv.,rFite, on trouve dans les equipements
produits de grandes similitudes, chaqtw c•qqinr•mPnt cornprenant essentiellement un
ensemble d'acquisition des clonnees plus CHI rn0i::1; co:nnlexe suivant le nombre de
parametres appr~hend~S et Un dispositif <'"ent•enistre'l!Pnt SH recJuisant le plus SOUVent l un systeme a mini-cassette assurant le stoc':flN' c!es ponnees pendant une
periode plus ou moins lonfllJe (generalement w1 moif' ou plus).
D'une maniere generale 1 les traitements effectues sur lc"s '!onnees sont nuls ou tr(>s
; on prefE·re stocl<:er les variables mesurees AVec nnP rlensi te temporelle
suffisante pour assimiler 1 1 enreoistrement obten1l i't une description continue du
temps observe. Il en resulte la possihilite d'extraire A posteriori, par traitement au moyen d'un calculateur, l'ensemhle des donnc;es elahorees souhaitees par
l 1 utilisateur (moyennes, ecarts, degres/iours, frequences, extremes, etc).
r~dui ts

a

La realisation d'un enregistrement essertiellement numerique assimilable
une
representation continue de la situation rneteoroloqique pose un prohl0me de freq\Jence d'echantillonaqe, celle-ci devant resulter d 1 nne optimisation entre les
caracteristiques de variahilite des phenomf'.nes observes, les possibilites de
stockaoe des enregistreurs et l'autonomie souhaitee pour 1 1 equipement consider&.
Il semble qu'une periode cl'echantillonaqe de 1 'ordre de quelques minutes soi t
satis:faisante pour la majori te des param<'·tres et la majori tc des l'esoins a couvrir.
Aux latitudes temperees, de nomhreux utilisateurs ont adopte le dixiC.me d'hcure,
cette valeur fournissant une base convenable pour le calcul de valeurs elaborees
telles la vitesse moyenne du vent, l'intensite des precipitations, les temperatures
extremes, les temperatures cumulees, etc. Il serait souhaitahle oue ce point particulierement important fasse l'ohjet d 1 un examen au niveau international avec, pour
ohjectif, !'adoption d'une norme commune
l'ensemhle des meteoroloqistes.
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49 Ccs cinq dernii'>res annecs nnt enalcment 6te marquees par l'apparition d'equipements
faisant npnPl ?t des memoires statiques pour assurer le stocka~w (1Ps donnees. Les
essais effectues, m8me s'ils n'ont conduit jusq11 1 ici au•A des resultats assez modestes pr6fi0urent tr"'s certainement les stations qui seront •lisponihles dans quelques
annees. Les dispositifs A hande maSJnetique actllfellement utilises ne peuvent etre
consitleres comme apnortant la solution definitive au pro1,10me de l'enregistrement
'les donnees. Ils sont pour cela tron vnl.nerahles aux conditions cl 'environnement qui
peuvent etre i't l 1 origi.ne soi.t d'incidents mecaniques de fonctionnement, soit, en particulier aux basses temperatures, i't de mauvaises performances des handes magnetiques.
Leur remplacement par des ecr~lipements entif\rement statiques peu sensihles a 1 'humidi te et fonctionnant. rlax;s une large gamme de temperature est evi.demment souhai te.
Les equipements realises a.vec les memoires actuellement disponihles ne peuvent
cependant &tre consideres comme totalement satisfaisants, leur capacite de stockage
trop limitee ne leur permettant ni une (jrande autonomie, ni l'enregistrement de
nombreux paramc\tres. On peut toutefois penser que cette faihlesse sera corrigee a
court ou.a moyen terme par l'adoption des memoires ; hulles dont plusieurs industrials ont dejA annonce la nrochai.ne commercialisation.
Avant d 'en terminer avec les stations climatoloqiques, il parai+. souhai table
c1 1 at.tirer l'attention sur les di.fficultes qui renvent apparaitre si l'installation
d 1 l!n reseau de stations etant decide on ne prevoit pas simultanement la mise en
place cles moyens de trai tement necessaires ii. 1' exploitation •les cnre']istrements
fournis par ce reseau. C'est lA une evidence, mais ces cinq dernF,res annees ant
montre que celle-ci a narfnis ete ne0li.gee. la tendance A sous estfmer le travail
d 1 EXploitation des documents narti.culi"'rement rlenses fourtlfS par les equipementS
automatiques est assez generale et., si l'on n'y prend narde, il peut en reffitlter
un deseCJuilibre entre le flux rles donnees t>rutes recueillies et les possihili tes
des eC]ttipements charfjCS d'en assurer le traitement.
4) Evolution des capteurs

Dans le domainc des capteurs, les proqrc\s realises au cours des cinq dernicres
annees ont ete limites. Les prohJ.r',mes identifies a l'occasion de TECAHS restent
(1), pour la plupart, it resou<inl. Ils portent essentiellement sur :
- la protection cles canteurs en environnement

sev~re

;

- la mesure de l'humidite ;
- la consomrnation electrique encore prohibitive de certains capteurs (capteurs
cle mesure de visibilite ou de la hauteur des nuages par exemple), qui limite
leur emploi a des equipements inst.alles en des lieux disposant d'une alimentation electrique convenable.
Ces problemes, malnre leur importance, ne doivent pas EHre amplifies. Il existe
actuellement, pour la majorite des parametres les plus frequemment demandes, des
capteurs donnant satisfaction dans les conditions d'emploi les plus habituelles
des stations automatiques et la faihlesse des capteurs ne peut plus etre raisonnablement invoquee pour differer l'emploi des equipements automatiques que pour
les regions soumises aux conditiorys climatiques extremes (montagnes soumises a
des phenomenes de nivrage par exemple).
Les resul tats posi tifs obtenus' ces~dernieres anwfles, meme s' ils sont limi tes, ne
doivent cependant pas etre negliges. Ils ont ete essentiellement obtenus dans les
domaines de la mesure de la duree d'insolation pour laquelle sont apparus plusieurs
types d'heliographes (J) fournissant des donnees accessibles aux equipements automatiques et dans le domaine de la mesure de la visibilite avec l'apparition de
dispositifs consommant moins et fournissant une bonne precision de mesure dans une
large garnme de visibilite. Il reste neanmoins, aussi bien pour la mesure de l'inso-
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lation que pour celle de la visibilite, que les resultats obtenus ne sont applicables qu'a des equipements automatiques non abandonnes qui, de ce fait, peuvent
etre soumis a une surveillance relativement frequente (une visite par semaine
au mains).
Enfin, on doit egalement signaler les travaux entrepris clans divers pays pour
la mise au point d'equipements assurant !'observation de l'activite orageuse
(~,5). Les premiers resultats obtenus permettent d 1 augurer qu'il sera bientot
possible d'incorporer aux ensembles automatiques d'observation des capteurs fournissant une information sur l'activite orageuse a proximite d 1 une station mieux
localisee et plus fiable que celle obtenue jusqu 1 ici en utilisant des compteurs
de decharges electriques.

5) Evolution future de !'automatisation
L'irreversibilite de !'evolution vers une automatisation de plus en plus poussee
signalee en debut de cet expose doit se confirmer. Sous la pression d'utilisateurs
de donnees meteorolopiques de plus en plus nombreux, il est vraisemblahle que les
equipements automatiques d'observation se multiplieront. On peut cepenc'ar.t penser
que cette croissance ne se fera pas d'une fa9on homooc'me. Assez curieusement, il
est a crainclre qu'elle se fasse mains vite pour les usaaes conventionnels, principalement synoptiques, que pour les besoins nouveaux 1 en particulier de surveillance.
La raison principals a cela est liee au caractere plus complet des l1esoins jusqu • ici
exprimes par les synopticiens. Il s'affirme en effet de plus en plus, que les hesoins
des nouveaux utilisateurs se limitent a des donnees relevant d'ohservations objectives facilement automatisables. Par contre, !'observation synoptique, elle, reste
prisonniere de donnees acquises suhjectivement (appreciation de la qualite des
nuages, la couverture nua(leuse par exemple) difficilement apprehenrlahles automatiquement. Elle est egalement fortement handicapee par cles techniques de diffusion
etablies il y a de nombreuses :mnerJs alors meme que !'automatisation n 'existai t
pas ou n'avait pas atteint l<o niveau qn'elle a atteint actuellement. En particulier,
le probleme periodiquement evoque cle !'adequation de nos codes meteorologiaues aux
moyens automatiques d'observation reste pose. L'adaptation des definitions de certaines des sections de ces codes aux performances <~e nouveaux capteurs (on rappelle
une nouvelle fois le probleme de 1' acti vi te orar1euse) reste a fa ire et i1 est a
craindre, si on en juge au travers des difficultes sonlevees par l'introcluction
d'un nouveau code, que cette adaptation ne se fasse que tr0s lentement.
Plus satisfaisantes sont les perspectives offertes par l'eventuelle realisation
d'un systeme d'observation integre souhaitee par de nombreux meteorologistes. En
combinant veritablement les difflirents moyens d'ohservation existants, un tel
systeme devrait reduire !'importance des donnees actuellement acquises suhjectivement par les stations synoptiques et ainsi contribuer ;\ accelerer l'automatisation
de ces dernieres.
Concernant la surveillance des zones oceaniques, il est, des maintenant, evident
que dans quelques annees la majorite des observations proviendront de moyens
automatiques d'observation soit installes a bord des navires, soit integres a des
ensembles de bouees. L 1 experience PEMG de !'hemisphere sud pose le probleme du
choix du type de bouees a utiliser : bouees derivantes ou bouees ancrees. En
l'etat actuel des techniques, il semble difficile d'apporter une solution definitive
a ce probleme. Le cout relativement faible des equipements utilises pendant la
PEMG, joint aux dun!!es de vie observees, plaide quelque peu en faveur des houees
derivantes. On notera neanmoins que ce resultat a ete acquis en limitant trP.s sensiblement le nombre des parametres mesures. Cette limitation a permis une simplicite
de realisation qui ne peut malheureusement etre etendue aux equipements devant
assurer des mesures qui, comme celles de la vitesse et de la direction du vent,
imposent des superstructures interdisant l'emploi de bouees legeres. Il est done
a craindre que les resultats fournis par la PEMG ne soient pas immediatement extrapolables a la realisation de reseaux qui assureraient, selon le souhait de la majo-
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Les bo11ees ancrees resteront, cl'une mani;·re qenerale, coitteuses. Il est vraisemque, penrlant encore plusicurs annees, el.les seront principalement emploYees
clans les zones c~tiAres, 1~ o~ les conditions d'ancrape permettent d'en limiter
les ,umensions et le prix & 1m niveau acceptable. Pour le c;rand larrw, le cout
deE equipements, les frais 6leves cl'exploitation lies A l'importancc des movens
ru}cessaires pour assurer leur mise en place et les vi sites !Jeriodiques c!p maint(~
nElt1Ce, cont i nuero:·tt ,\ const i tner un handicap q,J.i ne sera surmonte q\lc •la•1s rles
cas partie11li1~rs limites. Pallier la reduction rlu nomhre 0'! la snpnression c'es
navires statio;-Jnaires pourrait etre l. 'nn de ces cas. On notc.,ra rnte les l·oue0s
ne P"'n-ront cepPn<lant, du moins i\ moyen terme, totalement rer.tplacer cet im,--,ortant
t~1nyen d'ohservation nuisque n'assurant, pour le moment, rrue l'acnuisi·tion ~es
r.~o~:n(~cs c1e surface.· r"'l Ion~-! terme, par contre, il n'E!St nas r~Craisonnai"'lP. de nenser
Oil(' rles J-:oq0cs r1P fort tonnane, Verita".les lC1'1oratoires automatiOUCS flottants,
pourront contri1•uer ;;_la fois A l'ohservation de surface et
l 1 o 1•scr,·ation en
altitude, cette rlerni<',re fonction ct.ant rcalisee en envoyant a'!to!":latif1ll('!11E'nt, I"Ul'
cnmmande r\ ctistance, des fusees ou des hallons 0mportant rles sondes r\ont lcs
donnees f-,eront f!irectem~mt transmises .?, des sat0llitcs. C'0st evidemment 1·\ •1r.
ol·jectif lointain, amhitiellY reclamant des equipements complexes et ne ;>ouvant
f\tre att.Pint ou'au nrix d'un effort technioue et financier particuli•'rer1<mt i.mnortant.
~'laLle

a

Ce n 'est CP-r)enrlant nas nne hvpotlti\se de fiction et des pro.iets, tel lP nrn,-iet
francai.s Leviathan, ont r1eFt attf'int le stadec'lesetudes .e faisa1dlit!'.. Tl est
CI?1Jen~lant trop t(>t pour nouvoir se nrononcer snr l 'avenir cp tels nro.iets.
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS- ANATOMY OF A CONCEPT

C.E. Robinson
Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada

Introduction
Historical automatic weather station designs have provided a long list of both good
and bad techniques which act as a development base for the next system development.
Unfortunately, many of these precedents are time volatile and cannot be applied to the
technology of the day.
One common strength of good designs is in the systematic architectural philosophies
of the sensing, measurement, processing and communication portions of the automatic
weather station. These may be mechanical, for early designs; electronic, for present
designs, and/or software, for new designs. These philosophies very strongly impact on the
procurement, installation, maintenance and adaptation of a particular system and may yield
longer life and higher cost effectiveness.
Previous Design Philosophies
In the early 1960's, Canada developed a Meteorological Automatic Reporting Station
(MARS-1) which provided unattended observations for distribution via the CNCP teletype
network and a local display for direct use in attended applications.
This system, as shown in figure 1, used electromechanical technology in which
servomotor bridge balance and contact positioning techniques were common. The control
circuitry consisted of mercury wetted relays and stepping switch scanning relays which
were controlled by discrete transistor amplifiers and switching logic.
A "bus" interconnecting technique was standardized to permit rapid "module" swapping
for maintenance purposes. The message format was controlled by the order in which these
modules were scanned and could be changed by reassigning cable interconnections.
(figure-2) Individual modules were responsible for interfacing to the appropriate sensor
and converting the measurement to engineering units or a suitable code. Processing was
generally limited to transfer function conversion, linearizing and rounding off although
mechanical integration techniques were used in the cloud height module.
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Figure l - MARS-1 Field Station

Figure 2 - MARS-1 Standard Interconnection

The MARS-1 system worked well in the field and is still in use in approximately
twelve sites. As time marched on, this system became more expensive to manufacture and
logistically more unreasonable to install due to its size and weight.
In the late 1960's, a technological update took place to develop a smaller, more cost
effective electronic equivalent of the MARS-1 which, surprisingly, was called MARS-2.
This system generally used a similar architecture to the MARS-1 but was implemented with
DTL integrated circuitry on standard 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" printed circuit boards as shown in
figure 3. Sensor interfacing was completely electronic and the scanning function was
performed on a BCD, digit to digit basis. Fixed information was preset by a diode matrix,
a forerunner of today's read-only-memory (ROM), and the message format was predetermined
by a wirewrapped card cage. Figure 4 shows this interconnection technique.

Figure 3 - MARS-2 Field Station

Figure 4 - MARS-2 Interconnection
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deleted from tile MARS-2 design for several reasons, tile primary one being tile impact of
message variances on .tile central code conversion computer. All MARS-2 messages are routed
to this code conversion computer which has application software to support the synoptic
code standards. This centrally recoded data is then routed into the CNCP communications
computer and distributed to the users.
The central code conversion concept has several advantages over a normal collection
network. The main advantage is to provide quality control of data and real time
meteorological computation and data conversion for the entire network at one site. Also,
changes to the synoptic code can be implemented for all stations with one change and a
single station can be modified and supported without altering the standard codes.
Unfortunately, there are also disadvantages to this central code conversion computer.
Most changes require significant software modification and the queue resulting from
numerous changes is rarely short. Programmer availability and computer capability
limitations quickly become major stumbling blocks and the turn around time to support new
requirements is usually long.
The MAHS-2 stations were also very successful and there are approximately forty
stations in the present network. One serious limitation to the MARS-2 architecture was
the cost of' change. As requirements for sensor modification and additional parameters
arose, a flood of engineering change notices and wirewrap modifications also arose. The
system was not designed for easy change, so when it occurred it was difficult and costly.
Also, the MARS-2 station was a room temperature, rack mounted and commercially
powered system. As remote data requirements increased it became more and more difficult
to adapt this system. Needs were developing for data collection in remote areas where low
temperature, low power, small size and rugged construction were the prime concerns. Als~,
communications had to be either by radio, radio relay or satellite relay since commercial
lines were not available.
These criteria lead to the development of a new limited automatic weather station by
Bristol Aerospace Ltd. of Winnipeg, Canada, for some of these applications in the early
1970's. The architecture of this sytem used the same basic principles as the MARS-2 since
it had a hardware digit scanner with similar sensor interfacing and limited processing
techniques. The technology switched from DTL circuitry to CMOS devices which provided low
power operation and more compact circuitry due to newer integration techniques and natural
technological evolution. However, the packaging was realigned to functionally isolate
individual parameters into easily handled modules with pseudo standard interconnections as
shown in figure 5. Each module fully contained the necessary hardware to interface and
process a specific sensor and a specific parameter and was connected to a dedicated
connector via a module specific cable. This greatly simplified the sensor and/or
parameter modification since the field requirement is to simply swap modules. Also, the
field cabling went directly to the sensor interface module where electromagnetic
interference (EMI) filtering took place in a separate compartment before the signals
entered the main interface area, as illustrated in figure 6.
The first MAPS system was built in 1975 and was installed on an ice island in the
Beaufort Sea in the Canadian arctic. This system, shown in figure 7, used a satellite
data collection platform (DCP) for communication via the GOES satellite and took advantage
of' wind power for charging the batteries which are environmentally protected in the bottom
of one of the tower footpads. The wind genera tor uses an inner Savonius rotor for initial
starting torque and low wind speed power generation and an outer Darius airfoil blade for
normal wind power translation.
There are approximately twelve active MAPS sites in the present network.
and MARS-1 have been added to the central code conversion computer facility.

Both MAPS
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Figure 5 - MAPS

Interconnection

Figure 6 - EMI Protection

Figure 7 - Beaufort Sea MAPS site

- 57 The Impact of Change
The trend in meteorological data collection in Canada is leaning toward more on site
intelligence in the automatic weather station with an ability to quickly adapt to new
requirements. Similarily, technological change is accelerating to such a pace that by the
time a design is completed, tested and accepted it is surely obsolete. Not from the point
of view of procurement but if designed again at that time it would certainly be modified.
The present microprocessor and microcomputer trends imply that sophisticated
processing and communication verification techniques could be designed into field stations
and 5pecifically into sensor interfaces themselves. This would remove the need for
central code conversion and would permit a significant realignment of processing concepts
which were previously not possible. For example, a single large scale integrated (LSI)
microcomputer circuit could be placed directly into a sensor package, such as an
anemometer, and "front end" sampling, vector conversion and summation, ASCII translation
and communication could be accomplished. Full remoting capability would be present with a
field cabling overhead of only three wires. The processing requirements at the automatic
weather station are now significantly reduced depending on the application. For example,
another single chip microcomputer could perform ten minute running averages and extract
gust information and specials as specified in appropriate WMO and MANOBS documents.
Another significant impact of this approach would be in the maintenance and training
components of supporting organizations. Maintenace would be primarily involved in fault
detection and module isolation with possible on site corrective action such as parameter
bypass or deletion. It is highly unlikely that internal module tests and component
changes would take place by this group due to the high technology in these inner devices.
This role would need to be established with the manufacturer as a return and repair
support function. Specialized equipment and personnel would be required for this ever
changing role. Similarily, training would be primarily in the functional operation of
specific system modules with emphasis on proof of performance testing as a "black box" in
support of the module isolation technique for maintenance.
Today's Solution
"A new design philosophy should be able to satisfy today's needs with an ability to
easily adapt to changing future needs and with minimal impact of new technology." General
statements like these are all too common these days and they present a rather significant
challenge to the designers of today's instrumentation. If technical standards can be
developed which are not specific technology dependant, and intermodule protocols can be
technically established, then it is within practical limits to attempt such a design.
We have persued these standards and, although no unique solution exists, a practical
system architecture has developed from these efforts. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of
the proposed system.

COMMUN\C~TIONS

MEDIUM

Figure 8 - Practical Architecture for today's Field Station

- 58 This system permits true functional independance of individual sensor Peripheral
Interface circuitry, processing algorithms, message formats and codes, reporting
priorities and sensor remoting techniques. To use engineering terms, it is based on a
multiprocessor, loosely coupled, non-shared resource architecture. This simply means that
each module may have its own microprocessor with supporting hardware and that none of the
hardware or software in one module is required for another module to properly function.
The intermodule connections between the Shelf Controller and all Peripheral Interfaces use
CMOS, parallel bus, low power, medium to high speed techniques which are software
determined, thereby providing a large degree of technological independance in the specific
design and retrofitting of individual modules. The detailed handshake sequences are
defined in a protocol specification (PROTOCOL-2).

FRONT PANEL
COMMUNICATIONS

CONNECTOR ON
REAR FOR BUS

MOTHER BOARD
~

\
SHELF CONTROL
\

CARD GUIDES
SENSORS

REMOTE PERIPHERAL
POWER

Figure 9 - Typical Peripheral Interface Package

Figure 10 - Typical Field Station Shelf

Similarly, the interconnections between the Communications Controller and the Shelf
Controller use current loop, optically coupled, serial ASCII, software controlled
teclmiques which permit easy remoting and technological in dependance. This is a
sequential character protocol which uses industry standard, basic mode control procedures
for string verification and delimiter recognition (PROTOCOL-1).
The Communications Controller provides all the necessary interfaces, controls and
responses for a specific medium. For example, a VHF application would have a specific
Communications Controller which would obtain data from the Shelf Controller in accordance
with PROTOCOL-1 standards and would perform transmitter control and modulation functions
for a specific commercial VHF transmitter. Similarly, a commercial DCP could be selected
for satellite communications and a specific Communications Controller would provide the
necessary data and handshake controls for this DCP. Each communication medium would
require a specific generic Communications Controller design which would be functionally
self contained and application unique. The most common Communications Controller will be
a teletype collection line unit which will provide poll recognition and normal traffic
channel verification responses. A local user will have a standard CRT terminal and a
capability of monitoring the data from the automatic station, editing and/or adding data,
performing system diagnostic checks for maintenance and monitoring normal line traffic in
support of the collection network maintenance.

- 59 The Shelf Controller is a common module in every field station. This unit provides
the standard data access capabilities for the Communications Controllers in accordance
with PROTOCOL-1 standards. These include the ability to obtain formatted data, raw data,
diagnostic data, station identification, date/time and station configuration, as well as
the ability to transfer variables, such as setting the real time clock, and performing
commands under remote control. The Shelf Controller also controls the scanning and data
transfer handshake sequences from the Peripheral Interfaces in accordance with
PROTOCOL-2. No data dependant decisions are made by the Shelf Controller. It simply acts
as head librarian for all system information and routes these data in accordance to the
standards it has established.
The Peripheral Interface has the responsibility to sample data from the sensor(s),
linearize, average, interpret, convert and format these data into standard messages in
accordance with user's requirements. Once these units are developed they may be simply
plugged into the shelf in any location. The message constructon is predetermined by the
module design and the Shelf Controller will self configure the appropriate message. This
capability provides central control of standard message formats while other locally used
portions of the message can be locally controlled. Each Peripheral Interface may provide
several types of information, namely: fixed formatted data, free formatted data, raw
data, diagnostic data and a module type code. Fixed formatted data represents the
standard operational synoptic information and has a predetermined reporting priority
established at the time of Peripheral Interface specification. Free formatted data
represents the supplementary information which would follow the fixed data in a normal
message. These data are usually of interest locally and are therefore placed into the
message in the order of local station configuration. Raw data represents "non-processed"
sensor data. This group is used in complex peripherals for multiparameter calculations.
For example, to obtain Mean Sea Level pressure it is necessary to know the station
pressure and the average station temperature for the previous twelve hours. A pressure
Peripheral Interface would not need its own temperature sensor with associated field
cabling and radiation shield since temperature would be available on all stations. Data
transfers would be monitored from the temperature Peripheral Interface and the raw data
would be processed in the pressure Peripheral Interface to derive the necessary average
value. Complex peripherals may also have a default position in the event that the
required raw data is not ready or available.
Packaging
The packaging shown in Figure 5 solved many of the field problems associated with the
installation, maintenance and logistics of field stations. It also created a serious new
problem regarding cost. Individual packages were housed in custom, cast aluminum boxes
which were then nickel plated for corrosion resistance and electrical integrity for EMI
protection. The new system will use similar packaging blocks but at a significantly
reduced cost. Figure 9 shows a typical module which can be built using standard sheet
metal techniques. A printed circuit board mounted inside will house the necessary
circuitry for interfacing, processing and handshaking with the PROTOCOL-2 bus via the
rear, bifurcated, gold contact connector. The EMl Protection will be housed inside a
simple compartment for cable transient protection. Figure 10 illustrates a shelf
configuration with a few modules in place.
The present system design allows up to 32 modules to be plugged into the rear mother
board. The shelf holds ten modules and there are ten modules in each of two expansion
shelves. One slot is reserved for the Shelf Controller and three external addresses are
reserved for external access, such as diagostic data from power supplies, battery charges
and transmitters.

- 60 Conclusions
Feasibility models have been built to demonstrate the capability of these concepts
and test results look very promising. If the standards can be fully developed and rigidly
maintained, without compromise, this architecture may provide the necessary technological
independance and ease of procurement, installation, maintenance and field support which is
so necessary to organizations which have the responsibility for long term operational
networks.
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MILOS, A LOW POWER AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
FOR REMOTE APPLICATIONS
K. Saxen, Vaisala Oy
ABSTRACT
During recent years increasing attention has been payed to climatological conditions in
uninhabited areas such as deserts and high mountains. This has aroused a need for
equipment measuring a number of parameters,
processing measured data and
transmitting it to a collecting point. All this has to be performed with a minimum of
power consumption, a criterion which so far has made such measurements impossible.
Latest developments in the field of electronics, especially in CMOS technology, enable
designs with large measurement capacity, a minimum of power consumption and high
reliability.
Vaisala Oy has designed in co-operation with meteorological authorities a compact
weather station for remote unmanned applications. This paper describes the MI LOS
AWS, the operational principles and application possibilities of the system as well as
experience from installations in severe conditions
1.

Introduction

In 1968 a goal was set to establish the basis for achieving fiveday weather forecasts.
This created a need to expand the existing networks of weatherstations, the majority of
which were manual.
Parameters, such as temperature, humidity, wind direction and
speed, air pressure and precipitation were to be measured at three hour intervals and
transmitted to where forecasts were made.
A great number of such stations already existed but not enough. Vast areas were still
uncovered. Such areas were, and partly still are, deserts, oceans, the uninhabited
tundras etc. How would it be possible to cover such, often very hostile areas? The
answer was the AWS, the Automatic Weather Station. A station able to automatically
measure the parameters, process data, in some cases store it and transmit it in real
time to collecting points. Actually this type of automatic equipment was nothing new.
The first AWS had already been installed in the early sixties. They were, however,
far from suitable for these remote applications.
So a new type of weather station had to be developed. A station that would operate
where men could not. A station that could perform almost everything, that a man could
and perform it with the same or even bettet· accuracy and reliability. The solution was
found in modern microprocessor technology.
In this presentation the microprocessor based MI LOS will be described. The MI LOS
AWS developed by Vaisala Oy is specially designed to measure, process, store and
transmit nine basic meteorological parameters in hostile environmental conditions.
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Performance regu i rements

Functionally an AWS is a typical microprocessor application with either general or
made 11 software. The system has to be able to perform the following tasks:

11

tailor

Sensor reading
The AWS should read and process different sensor inputs, such as analog current,
voltage and resistive sensors, and serial as well as parallel digital inputs.
The
frequency with which sensors are read should be programmable.
Sensor control
Sensor power and status should be programmable.
Peripheral control
The use of different kinds of peripheral equipment should be possible, such as cassette
units, display terminals, telex interfaces, wireless transceiver interfaces etc.
Maintaining real time
The central processing should maintain cale!ndar time with 1 second resolution, maximum
deviation should be only ±10 sec per month.
Remote control
The system should be able to receive control commands from a central station or local
control terminal.
Forming meteorological reports
The AWS central processing should read the sensor values, store and processes it.
From this data, standard meteorological messages are formed. The messages are in turn
transmitted over telephone, telex or radio networks to data collecting units.
3.

Hardware requirements

Compared to performance and software requirements the hardware requirements are outstandingly the hardest. The equipment should be able to operate in extermely hard
environmental conditions. The ambient temperature range for example is -40 to +55°C
and the power consumption should still be minimal.
Reliability
Automatic weather stations are often installed in places where maintenance is difficult if
not impossible. Though the information relayed by the station may not be vital, it is
still necessary to ensure uninterrupted data transmission.
For these reasons high
reliability as well as long service intervals are of utmost importance. The MTBF of an
AWS should be better than 10,000 hours (over 1 year).
Flexibility
The system should be flexible and modular in order to suit the most varying
applications. Special attention should be payed to expanding capability. lt should be
possible to connect new sensors and peripherals to the system in a later stage.
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During transportation, intallation and sometimes also during operation the AWS are
exposed to shocks and vibration and fast temperature fluctuations. The system should
be realible also under these conditions.
Low-power consumption
This is perhaps the most important criteria, but also the most difficult one to fulfill.
The system should operate on +12 V DC. Under hard conditions energy costs are high.
The power consumption should therefore be only a few watts. Only with CMOS technology is this possible.
4.

Principle solution

Design principles
With microprocessors available today it is possible to design versatile equipment with
computer features. To achieve maximum versatility the final application has, however,
to be considered. The MI LOS AWS central unit is therefore designed specially for this
purpose.
Choice of logic
The choice of CMOS logic is due to its low-power consumption apparent.
as the idle state power consumption is minimal.

This specially

Choice of processor
When choosing processor many facts have to be considered. Such are circuit family and
software special features, the character of interface, peripheral and memory circuits
also have to be studied carefully.
The most important software characteristic is
obviously the instruction set and its versatility.
The lntersil IM100-LSI family offers a practical solution both from hardware and
software point of view. The whole family is CMOS type and fulfills the requirements
for an AWS central processing unit.
The family consists of all necessary Read Only and Random Access Memories as well as
serial 1/0 circuits in addition to the processor itself.
The IM6100 recognizes the PDP 8/E computer assembler language instruction set.
ensures well documented firmware.
5.

This

Milos AWS

The MI LOS AWS is designed to measure a number of meteorological parameters.
are:
Temperature
Precipitation
Wind speed
Wind direction
Solar radiation
Rain duration
Sun duration
Atmospheric pressure
Relative humidity

These
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The Miles consists of the following functional and physical units:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Central processing unit
Interface unit
Cassette unit
Cassette drive
Motherboard
Rechargt!able battery
Installation box

A complete MI LOS automatic weather station also includes the following items:
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Meteorological sensors
Mast
Bows and sensor supports
A set of cables
Power supply
Operators console or modem

As mentioned before MI LOS is constructed around a specially designed microprocessor to
fullfill the various functional requirements of a typical automatic weather station able to
handle data from nine basic meteorological sensor. All measured and calculated values
are recorded on a C-type data cassette.
All values are also transmitted to the
operators console.
To allow outdoor installation Miles is housed in a "taylor made"
compact glassfiber cabinet.
5. 2. Operation
MI LOS sends two different messages to the user: an 1ST instant message which contains
instant sensor values and MES which also contains calculated data.
5.3. Sensors and interfaces
Temperature sensor interface
Temperature is measured with a platinium resistance PT100 element.
A three-wire
connection to the PT100 element is used to compensate for cable resistances. MILOS
measures the temperature every 60 seconds.
Rain amount
The amount of rain is measured with a tipping bucket type raingauge. The raingauge
has typically a mercury wetted or reed type contact that gives a pulse which
corresponds to a certain amount of rain. MI LOS simply counts the number of these
pul~ed during 24 hours.
Wind speed
Wind speed is measured with Vaisala WAA anemometer. This optoelectronic sensor has a
frequency output which corresponds directly to wind speed.
MI LOS samples this
frequency every 4 1th second. From this measured data, wind speed maximum and a ten
minute average is calculated.
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Wind direction is measured with Vaisala WAV windvane. The vane has a 6-bit Gray-code
output. MI LOS samples this input every 4 'th second and calculates a ten minute
average wind direction.
Solar radiation
Solar radiation is measured with a thermopile type radiation sensor. This sensor has an
analog voltage output which is sampled by MI LOS every 60 seconds. MI LOS calculates
the average radiation during the recording interval.
Precipitation detector (Rain duration)
This parameter is measured using Vaisala DPD precipitation detector.
DPD is an
on/off-type sensor.
MILOS scans this input every 60 seconds and accumulates the
number of on states during 24 hours.
Sun detector
The sun detector is an on/off-type sensor. lt gives an output (closed contact) when
sunshine warms up a bimetallic contact spring.
MI LOS scans this input every 60
seconds and accumulates the number of on states during 24 hours.
Atmospheric pressure
Atmospheric pressure is measured with an aneroid type pressure sensor. The sensor
contains an amplifier which converts aneroid movement to an analog output. MJ LOS
samples this every 60 seconds and calculates pressure minimum, maximum and average
during the recording interval.
Humidity
Humidity is an measured with a Vaisala HMP humidity sensor. This sensor has an
analog output.
MILOS scans this input every 60 seconds and calculates humidity
maximum and minimum during the recording period.
5.4. Central processing unit
The central processing unit consists of the following functional blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

CMOS microprocessor
ROM-memory
RAM-memory
Serial output for the operator's console
Digital input/output ports
Analog interface
Real time clock
Watchdog timer
Intbus bus extension

CMOS microprocessor
The microprocessor consists of the IM6100 12-bit CMOS microprocessor.
recognizes the PDP 8/E instruction set.

The 6100
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MILOS pograms are stored in three 1k x 12 bits metal mask Read Only Memories.
RAM memory
MI LOS has six 256 x 4 bit CMOS Random Acces Memories to store various data and
program parameters.
Serial output
MI LOS has a modified RS232C serial output to communicate with the operator's console
directly or via data modems. The serial output is also equipped with special status
signals to interface with a simplex VHF radio link.
Digital input/output ports
Digital input circuitries contain certain level conditioners to get adequate logical levels
to be connected to the microprocessor bus.
Analog interface
The analog interface consists of an analog multiplexer and an AID-converter. The
analog multiplexer handles 8 input channels, 4 of them are used to connect the analog
sensors to the AID-converter, one channel is used for internal housekeeping and three
channels are used to compensate for the analog channel offsett voltages.
Real time clock
The real time clock provides MI LOS with the basis for maintaining calendar time in the
system.
Watchdog timer
A special watchdog timer is included in the MI LOS CPU.
Its function is to issue a
system reset if the CPU has for some reason lost control of the system.
Intbus extension
One extra location for an E2 PCB is equipped with CPU bus signals to allow special
interfaces or programs to be added to the basic MI LOS station.
6.

Interface unit

The interface unit comprises the following functional blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.

amplifiers for the four analog sensor signals
sensor power switches
power supplies for MI LOS and for various sensors
reference voltage sources
error indicators

Cassette unit

MILOS contains an incremental cassette recorder to record all meteorological data on a
C-type cassette. On a typical station a 300 foot standard tape can store 6 months of
data (recording interval 3 hours). Data is recorded in BCD-format.
In addition to
meteorological data station number, date and calibration factors are also recorded.
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Battery unit

The purpose of the MI LOS internal battery is to allow standalone operation for two days
with a typical sensor set.
MI LOS batte1·y is a maintenance free, hermetic, gelled
electrolyte, lead acid battery.
9.

Motherboard

On the motherboard transient protections and station ID switches are mounted.
10.

Mechanical construction

MILOS comprises 4 printed circuit board!;: CPU, Interface board, cassette formatter
and motherboard. Board dimensions are 100 x 160 mm and 233.4 x 160 mm according to
E1 and E2 standards respectively.
The printed circuit boards with the battery and the cassette drive are housed in a
watertight glassfiber box. The dimensions of MI LOS are 370 x 270 x 340 mm and the
total weight is 12 kg.
11.

Calibration

All calibration and data scaling procedures are preformed with software.
are scaled using linear scaling. Scaling factors are user alterable.
12.

Data values

Power supply

A complete MI LOS AWS requires only a few watts of 12
possible to use the system with independent power sources
solar cells. A battery set can also be used. In this case,
of recharged batteries to the installation site must be taken

DC.
Due to this fact it is
such as a wind generator or
however, the transportation
into consideration.

The wind generator provides an excellent solution. Many aspects, however, have to be
taken into account.
Such are calm spells and maximum wind force.
The battery
capacity has to be sufficient for many days of calm or wind below the threshold of the
generator. At the same time the generator has to withstand extremely strong wind in
some areas.
In southern Finland a battery set of 90 Ah charged by a Savonius type
wind generator giving 4 W at 5 m/s and backed up by a solar panel with 36 W peak
power is enough to provide power for a r111 LOS installation. Such an installation has
been operating since October -79 at the Vaisala test site 30 km from the factory. At
the test site no mains power is available. Data transmission as well all other types of
communication between MI LOS and the Vaisala factory, where a printout unit is located,
is arranged over a UFH (400 MHz frequency range) radio link.
The use of only solar panels together with a battery is possible in areas where snowfall
does not occur. The solar panel often provides a more economical solution and certainly
a reliable one due to the total lack of mecha2ical moving parts. If normal cells gi~ng
approximately 10 W at a radiation of 18 W/km are used, a cell area of about 0.25 m is
required i~ Southern Africa or in Australia while it in Southern Finland it would be
about 0.6m .
The MI LOS has found many applications in various fields which are not always purely
meteorological.
On the Ahvenanmaa island in the archiplelago between the South-West
coast at Finland and Sweden, a MILOS equipped with a special program monitors wind
energy. This is part of a project where the use of wind energy on a larger scale is
being studied. The station has no data link. All data is recorded on the cassette which
is changed at approximately 3 month intervals. The cassettes are covered and evaluated
at Vaisala. The Ahvenanmaa station has been operating for a whole year uninterruptedly
without any type of service.

- os In the Saimaa lake district a network of 5 stations was installed in early May -80. The
whole installation took 5 days. The network consists of 5 standard MILOS AWS, all
connected to the national telephone network. The stations are regularly interrogated
form a central. The meteorological data is transmitted to the Finnish Meteorological
Institute but can also be directly relayed to vessels in the lake district. The latter
serves mainly ships towing log rafts which are extremely vulnerable to sudden strong
winds.
In September 1976 at the COST 72 A.W.S. conference in Reading, England a goal was
set to develop an automatic weather station monitoring the so-called basic meteorological
parameters.
One of the most important criterieas was low price.
The MI LOS is
designed according to the technical requirements stated by the congress and provides a
solution to meteorological, climatological and other related measurement problems.
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SYSTE"'IES AUTOMATIQUES D1 0BSERVATION EN SURFACE UTILISES EN FRANCE
C.

FIC'IAUX

:JtHFC'frON ill' LA '·ll':TEOllOLOGTE

(FitANCE)

Au cours des dernieres annees, l'evolution d 1 une nart de la technologie et, d 1 autre
part des problemes opcrationne ls noses au Service ~lcteorologique d I Exploitation a
conclui t le Centre Technique et du ~lat6riel de la H6t6orologie Franr<aise a concevoir
et r<'•al iser de nouveaux 6qui pements automatiques d 'observation rn6t(•orologique.
Les cquinements decrits clans ce document sont destincs essentiellement i't etre utiliPOUr la rE•al isation de reseaUX automatiques d I observation rnf>t0oro} ogique' J.e ChOiX
entre les equi nements 6tant fonction des nroblc\r~es snecifiques de chaque reseau
(transmission, implantation, alimentation 0lectrique, contr·aintes op0r·ati.onnell.es).

ses

La r,remlere nartie du docunent est consacr6e ;\ la description des stations d 1 acquisition, la deuxi.r';me nartie concerne les stations de centralis'ltion et clans la dernicre
nartie est donnf. ·rm exennle de constitlltion d'un rf.seau automatique.
-

.ST·H'ONS i! 1 AC 1 )\' lSI1' lO'\

A - La Station i!!:I.T·\
La ntation autornatiqne l)Ci,TA est, duns sa ·version de base, un {~r.tui~'eru~nt d 1 acquisitiot!, de tt~nitement et d.e di.ffut-3ion autonatiqneR de r>arnrnt:.\tr'es '::6tbor·ologiques., l~lle
est de:5tinee ?.. consti tuer 1 'clement satclli te de r·:.·"efl" cl' n1Jse:·vatlons a.utc•mntlques,
qui sera gC~re, nar l t i nterrn(~Uiaire t.1 1 une ~H"oc,!:,dut·e i ntei .. rn~Jtt"L j on rf~1,nnse, par 1_tn
(d.Cment central isateu~-·. Le su;)port dt1 t t·ans:""'l.l.t.:L~;iotl uti lJ.sf· ontt~c le central.i sateur·
et Ja station satellite ;,·.;:.;:·.\ nst nne liaison liert;~ienr•c c i1''.

Lc.l .statio1; ~~e nrf,scntc sons
deux comnartimcnts.

ia

~~on::c

d'nn

co~'frct ;r,(..

ta11i:-pte

~)rota1·,lc

cornnortant

1.1 .. 1. r:n com~1a.rtiment Ctanche noa . .:·ant ctcceptf~r une ~~ur 1 n·et::sion intense de Cla~: sec
i:lCrr>lettant cl't~viter Ja rentr/'e c.i 1 ait~ llunide on nollu£' .. Ce COI1lllH.rti.r-~ent r·er.,o:i.t
n i:nLa1it0 des snu,:~.-enst~nb1e.s f~lectroniqucs dr~ J~: !:;tnt.ion ..

- nrotection contre la foudr·e, sollS la foJ'nJe de rJlaquettes

faciierM~nt

aJnovi.bles,

- initialisatiocc du fonctionnement de la station, sous Ja fo1·me d'interruntellrs
mettant de s6lectionner l'adr~sse de la station et Les canteurs en service,
-

·,e;·-

la su r·vei l.lance du foncti onne:nent sous la for'T'le de vovHnts <Jp test,

- la communication en nhoni.e vers J.e noi nt centr·al
la for·me d 'une ~n·i se f1e
SO~lS
r·accordement rl'un mic1·o et d 1 un bnsculeuJ- illtet'romnant le fonetj onnE:~ntent tf-.ll!me::-nlrP..,
L 1 ensel'1ble de ces fonctions est lmnlant(, snr une plaq•Je de eircrtit ·;,,rwinf. <en l.io..i-

70 son avec l'electronique de la station par deux connecteurs etanches. Un couvercle
facilement amovible permet d 1 acceder aux differentes fonctions sur le site.
1.1.3. Fonctionnement en temperature
L'ensemble de l'electronique de la station est conc;:u pour fonctionner entre - 20 et
+ 60°C.
2 - Organisation de la Station DELTA

La station DELTA est essentiellement modulaire et comprend, dans sa version de base
les modules suivants
- microprocesseur et memoires associees,
- alimentation 1
-acquisition (6 voies analogiques et 2 voies numeriques),
- transmission.
En option, il est egalement possible d'ajouter
-

a

1 module de connexipn
une mini cassette,
1 modem pour liaison sur ligne telephonique 1
1 emetteur-rccepteur pour liaison radio,
1 module d 'acquisition complementaire permettant de porter le nombre de capteurs
connectes
12.

a

3 -

Mesures effectuees

Dans sa version de base, la station DELTA effectue les mesures de
-

temperature
humidite
duree d'insolation
rayonnement
vitesse et direction du vent
quantitc de precipitation

/1 -

Fonctions assurees par la station DELTA

La station DELTA assure les fonctions suivantes
- Reception et identification des ordres emis depuis la station centrale.
-Acquisition sequentielle, numerisation et codage des grandeurs olectriques
delivroes par les capteurs.
- Transmission d 1 un message d 1 identi:fication et d'information vers la station centrale.
Detection d'alanne par comparaison

a

des seuils.

2 voies analogiques autonomes integrent par le moyen d 1 un traitement numerique ;\
logique cablee les fonctions :
- Determination des valeurs extremes d 'un parametre de puis 1 1 .interrogation proccdente
(quelle que soit la periode d'interrogation).
- Comparaison i\ des seui ls pour la commande d' alarme.
Ces deux fonctions 11ennettent 1 en menageant la repr·esentat.i vi te des informations
acquises par la connaissance des extremes et en autorisant la fonction "surveillance
de 1 'evolution" en temps reel, de reduire la periode de scrutation des stations satel-
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') - Alimentation en energie
La station m:L'rA etant essentiellement conque pour etre utilisee sur des sites isolE~s, 1 'energie electrique n6cessaire est fournie par des batteries alimentees par
panneaux solaires. Le dimensionnement des panneaux et batteries 6tant fonction des
conditions d'ensoleillement sur le site d 1 installation.
B - La station de tclemesure numerique
Cette station est destinee i 6quiper le r6seau des stations m~teorologiques effectuant !'observation de surface. Elle effectue la oestion des capteurs m6t6orologiques
installes <l la station et les traitements de base nc·cessait-es A l'ohtention des valeurs des narametres mesures ; le nombre des canteurs d6nendant de l 'importance de
la station m6t6orologique et de la nossibilite d'effectuer ]'automatisation de la
mesure des paramctres m6t6orologiques.
La station de telemesure peut etre installee clans le narc c. instrunents Oll clans le
local de la station m0t{wrolooique. Elle est pnS\'Ue pour fonctionner entre - 2.'; c~t
+ ho;oc.
Les informations, mesut·ees toutes les six minutes, sont mises
l'observateur sur une imprimante.

~~

la disposition de

En option est pn'"'U un enregistrement sur cassette mannf,tif[ue nortr uue exploitation
ulterieure <1 des fins climatolooiques.
1 - Ven;ion de base
!Jans cette version, les mesures

m{~tcorolooiques

sui vantes sont effrlctn{,es

- vi tesse et direct ion du vent,
-

temperature sous abri et au so 1,
pression atmosph~rique,
humiditc relative,
temperature dtt point de rosce,
duree d'insolation,
hauteur de preci oi tation.

2 - Options
Suivant la nature de la station metoorolog:ique,
developpees

IU\

certflin nombre d'ontinns ont

- mesurm de la hauteu 1- des nuanes et de la vis i bi 1 i t6 r~t<~t.Sorol og:i.que,
- mesures actinom&triqnes,
- mesures des temperatures dans le sol ( jusqu' ,-\ il points de me sure).
3 - Version mesures a6ronau·tiques
Une version utilisable polll- gerer les canteurs installt's .-1. nroximito d'une piste
d'aerodrome a 6galement ete di;~veloppee.
Les possibilites de mesure sont alors les suivantes
- vi tesse et rli recti on du vent,
- temperature,
- 2 points de mesure de la hauteur de la base des nuages,
- J points de mesure de la portee visuelle de niste.

{)t(,
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Alimentation en energie

Ces stations etant destinees a etre instalH,es en des lieux habi tcs, une alimentation
i\. partir de la distribution 220 Volts/50 !lz est prevue. Seule la base de temns interne de la station est secourue par batterie rechargeable, l'autonomie etant de
J heures, de faqon a sauvegarder la fonction datage.
II - STi\TIONS JlE CE;n'ML[SATION

Deux types de stations neuvent
la constitution d'un reseau de
choix entre les deux solutions
tions satellites d'acquisition

etre utilises comme stations de centralisation pour
stations automatiques d'observation de surface, le
etant essentiellement fonction de la nature des sta(stations DELTA ou stations de telemesure numerique).

fl - Dans le cas d'un reseau constltue de stations DELTA, la station de centralisation est une station sr:.tolJN qui assure les fonctions sui vantes :

- gestion de la date et de 1' heure,
interrogation generale ou solective, programmee ou manuelle des stations satellites, synchronisation des alarmes,
reception et contr8le des messages qui emanent des stations satellites,
- trai tement des infot-mations valid6es,
- gestion des voies de sortie vers les Services d'exploltation.
La station SC·IOU:; permet :
-!'interrogation de 1(, stations satellites par coupleur,
- la r6ceptiou 1 contr8le et validation des message.-:
par coupleur,

(•mi.s

par lG stations satellites

- les trai Lements des informations re9ues (conversion des grandeut·s (,lectriques en
donn6es l:Jeteoroloniques, codagHs des informations en se:ol', nestion d'enregistrmH·s
maqnctique~:~).

Les counleurs disponib1es sur la station SCiOU!-: permettent de gcrer
- des sorties sur t616irn;lrilneurs

-

~

Jnoments ou

n ntornents,

des sorties sur lignEE t6l{nhoniques 1200 bauds,
des sot-ties sur moni teul" de tOlevision au standard 6:2 ') lignes,
des sorties sur enr·egistreur cassette

DUX

nonnes EC:lA

Yl.

'3 - Dans le cas d'un r<',seau uti.llsant les stations de t81ernesure munen.que comme
element d 1 acquisition, tout equipetnent de traitement numerique du genre mini ordinateur OU micn>pt·ocesseur neut et re utilise compte tetl\l du fait que lH!> informations
meteorolog.iques sont trai.tees et elaborees par l.es stations de telemesure, le r8le
de la station de centralisation etant limite aux fonctions suivantes :
- pestion des stations de telemesure,
constitution des flchiers de donnees i\. diffuser,
- gestion des lignes de diffusion,
- gestion du conversationnel avec l'operateur (pour correction eventuelle de donnees
ou introduction de donnees comnlementaires).
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THE AUTOMATION PROGRAM FOR SURFACE OBSERVING STATIONS IN CANADA
R.S. Bourke and R. Van Cauwenberghe
Atmospheric Environment Service (AES)
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Abstract
Canada has long had the problem of maintaining an adequate density of surface weather
observations in an expansive country with relatively low population, and in varied
climatological environments and operational circumstances. Existing designs of automatic
stations in Canada have proven to be cost-effective replacements for some previously
manned situations and for some remote operations, but they have not been sufficiently
advanced to solve the more complex applications at manned station or aviation applications.
The development of a functional modularity concept for a new generation of automatic
stations is discussed. This new approach to system design addresses the many problems of
technology sensitivity, configuration requirements, changing program and data needs,
training and maintenance requirements, and other operational problems, while still
maintaining a continuing ability to incorporate new developments in sensor and automatic
observing technology.

Introduction
The automation of synoptic scale surface observations in Canada began in the 1960's
with the development of the MARS (Meteorological Automatic Reporting Station) series of
land-based autostations. The first generation stations were designed-for data sparse
areas within the regions served by the Canadian landline communication network.
Implementation of autostations was conservative at first, but as the operational value of
autostation data become recognized, and as budgetary and other restrictions threatened the
closure of parts of the manned observational programs, the implementation rate for
automatic observing equipment was forced to accelerate considerably. The rapid advances
in solid state technology in the 1960's and 1970's resulted in the development of a second
generation of the MARS series autostation, and the need for meteorological data from
regions beyond the landline network led to further contractual development of
meteorological DCP's (Data Collection Platforms) using environmental power and satellite
telemetry.
-
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Figure l - Current AES Autostation Network
The present Canadian automatic station network consists primarily of 64 stations
(installed or planned) mostly in the populated southern areas of Canada (Figure 1). The
three main types include:
MARS-I:

13 first generation, electro mechanical stations feeding hourly messages
in a special MARS code directly into the landline communication system
from data-sparse sites.

MARS-II:

39 second generation solid state stations generating
machine language, dependent on a central computer to
intelligible formats. The majority of installations
marine lightstation sites where manned programs were

hourly messages in
encode into
are at land and
cut back.

Modular Acquisition and Programming System, a commercial DCP (Bristol
Aerospace Ltd.) suitable-for remote,-communication-void regions,
presently reporting through the American GOES telemetry system. The 12
installations serve regions previously served by manned radio stations or
ships.
In the 20 years of Canadian experience with automation of surface observations, the
cost effectiveness of the autostation over a manned station has been dramatically
demonstrated at virtually every station where a manned program has been replaced. And
with the gradual improvement of sensors and processing algorithms, the autostation has
proven that it can equal or better the observing performance of a man for some parameters,
particularly those requiring averaging or other statistical manipulation over a period of
time. For much of Canada's arctic and remote wilderness areas, there is no alternative to
the automatic station for the observing of meteorological parameters.

- 77 Yet with all the obvious advantages, the autostation network still falls short of
many real needs of meteorology in Canada, and has posed operational limitations which must
be overcome in future autostation implementations;
i) so far, no autostations have been used in aviation applications, primarily
because of the inadequacy of current sensors and algorithms in measuring the
parameters of most interest to aviation.
ii) all Canadian autostations are dependent in one way or another on a central
computer to encode observations into National and International formats.
iii) the present three designs of autostations require three different systems of
operational and maintenance support, with many associated hidden costs.
iv) in all cases so far, technology has advanced so much faster than the design and
production of autostations that the autostations have been obsolete before
installation, (with associated problems in procurement and maintenance due to
unavailability of obsolete parts).
In recent years, the Atmospheric Environment Service has entered into the
specification and development of a new generation of automatic observing stations,
designed to surpass most of the limitations of autostation implementation and operations
as experienced in Canada over the past 20 years, and designed to serve new and expanded
roles in the AES observational network over this and the next decade. This new concept in
technology-independent modular autostation system is designed to benefit rather than
suffer from current and future advances in sensor and electronics technology, and to be
flexible and versatile enough to be sited in a large variety of climates and operational
configurations. This next generation autostation concept is designated READAC (Remote
Environmental Automatic Data !cquisition ~oncept).
Canada's Autostation Requirements
Canada has long had the problem of trying to spread its limited observational
resources over vast unserviced land areas, and operate over extremes of climatic
conditions. Until recently, technology has been the main limitation to automated
observations from data-sparse regions, but the current pressures to automate arise from
the escalating costs and other problems associated with the manned observing network. One
particularly significant factor in the AES observational program is that a proportion of
meteorological observations are taken by other government agencies at stations offering
direct services to aviation; cutbacks in these operations threaten the integrity of the
observatonal program, and none of the existing autostation designs can meet the
observational and communication requirements of aviation.
Consequently, the operational requirements for the next generation autostation must
cover a broader spectrum of applications than previous designs. From an operational
standpoint, the new system must;
a) meet not only the observational requirements of synoptic and international
meteorology, but of aviation including the generation of aviation Special observations
b) operate in the full range of Canada's climates, including arctic, coastal and
wilderness areas, and marine environments
c) provide on-site data processing and encoding into a standard Supplementary
Aviation (SA) message format

- 78 d) serve in a broad range of configurations from remote applications with limited
parameters and no power or communication services, through to full-program interactive
man/machine mixes
e) interface with a variety of communication media (landline, satellite, radio
telemetry systems) for network inputs, plus provide continuous data for local displays and
information dissemination systems
f) be flexible enough to accept program reconfigurations, and to phase in new
developments in sensors or system electronics individually as they become practical.

These, together with the requirements for system modulari ty to facilitate
implementation and system sustenance operations, constitute the main design objectives for
the READAC autostation system.
The READAC Modularity Concept
The technology of electronics and the technology of sensors and of automation are
pushing conventional techniques aside. Sensors are ranging from the very simple to the
very complex, and the processing is becoming more complex as the observations tend toward
both the precision of the objective and the credibility and completeness of the
subjective. This tendency means that the autostation can be no longer viewed as a data
logger with a microprocessor, but as a multiprocessor system capable of being
re-configured for different applications without any one time engineering. When a system
is "put together" by a field technician he must be able to;
marshal the pieces together easily, including pre-manufactured cabling
set up the system without writing software or doing wiring
test it with supplied test equipment
be assured of a calibrated system
have basic EMI (Electra Magnetic Interference) protection assured
have full operation and maintenance documentation available.
In the READAC autostation, these are facilitated by a concept of functional
modularity based on an earlier proposal by the AES for mesoscale autostations (Ref. 1,
2). Details of the READAC system anatomy are the subject of another paper (Ref. 3), but
basically the system consists of an array of modules which perform individual system
functions such as communications, power, sensor interfacing, etc.
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- 79 In the system diagram, Fig. 2, the modules on the right are the data acquisition
modules (called Peripheral Interfaces or PI's). These modules are capable of connecting
directly to the sensor via a pre-made cable without the need for junction boxes or
terminal strips. The module is self contained and normally designed to handle only one
sensor so that it can be called a "Wind PI" for example. It contains all the analog and
digital circuitry necessary to convert the sensor signals to a complete observation
including specials, diagnostic data, raw data and its own identification.
Each module interfaces to the Shelf Controller (SC) in exactly the same way. The
Shelf Controller in the centre of Figure 2 is responsible for the scanning and
organization of data to and fr01n the PI's. The SC does not know which PI's are plugged
into it or how many, it goes through specific routines (Ref. 4), and constantly checks for
the correct operation of the PI formats etc. The SC forwards formatted messages to the
communication modules; these messages can include an observation encoded into the aviation
SA format, station diagnostic data, raw measurement data, or station configuration
information. The SA encoded part of the message will be very similar to the current
manually generated SA messages; the correct parameter sequence is contained within the
corresponding PI's, and provision is made for limited changes in the future without
reprogramming.
The modules on the left hand side can be of several types depending upon the mode of
communication. They can range from very straightforward (a GOES radio set), to very
complex (landline communication with voice synthesizer and interactive terminal).
Mechanical Configuration
The Shelf Controller and all PI's are individually packaged as shown in Figure 3a.
This package provides mechanical protection for the electronics during transport and
handling, isolation from Electro Magnetic Interference and lightning, and means of quick
connection to sensors and system mainframe. All cable connections are made to the front
plane, and all inputs and outputs pass through feed-thru capacitors and filters. Each
module is clearly marked as to its function and type of sensor to which it interfaces.
FRONT PANEL

CONNECTOR ON
REAR FOR BUS

MOTHER BOARD

SHELF CONTROL

Figure 3a

Module Package

\

CARD GUIDES

'\~SENSORS

REMOTE PERIPHERAL
OWER

Figure 3b

READAC Mainframe

In a station, the module packages are arranged as shown in Figure 3b. The Shelf
Controller and PI's slide into a mainframe rack, and make connection to a motherboard at
the rear of the rack. When the rack is full of modules, the station becomes totally
isolated from EMI, with all cable connections to the front plane; if the rack is not full,
blank front panels can be installed to fill the vacant module spaces. Provision is made
for stacking up to three racks (up to 30 modules) at a station, and for remoting PI's as
required.

- 80 Power Sources - The READAC system includes power sources for operation in remote areas
and for standby power in other places. Figure 4a shows a typical application of a station
in a remote area where power is provided by solar panels charging a battery in a silo.
The READAC mainframe is mounted above ground in an insulated box and heated by a
thermosiphon conducting ground heat into it.
In the man machine mix station, Figure 4b, the READAC unit can be located in the
sensor area if it is some distance away, and heated with electrical power. Batteries
would still provide a two day backup for the system and the lower power consumption
sensors. If the sensor area is close to the building, the system may be located indoors.
Operations - Installing and Maintaining a System
When a site has been chosen and the sensor complement and communication decided upon,
the parts of the system are fairly easy to order and marshal together as they are all
identified by function, ie. Wind PI, wind cable, wind sensor: Temperature PI, temperature
cable, temperature sensor , etc.
Since the system is modular, all the manuals can also be modular, and collected into
a book for a particular system complement. This applies to all system documentation such
as maintenance manuals, manufacturing specifications, etc.
Installing the station is straightforward as all cables can be pre-wired. No
terminal strips or other customized wiring is involved. Test boxes are provided to check
out the shelf controller and the PI's. By using the test boxes, which are also modular,
it is possible to zero in on where a defect occurs, ie. at the sensor, the interconnecting
cable or in the PI. Repair of the modules or cable is not necessary in the field; the
field maintenance operation consists of replacing modules, cables or sensor.
The READAC has the capability of sending a diagnostic message consisting of general
diagnostics and PI diagnostics. General diagnostics include parameters such as current
drain, supply voltage, etc; the PI diagnostics are particular to the sensor involved and
include such things as reference voltages and lamp condition. The general objective is to
go to a maintenance-on-demand system (rather than routine maintenance) while still
preserving credibility of the observation.
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A Remote Site Configuration

Figure 4b
A Flight Service Station Application

- 81 When it is necessary to add, delete or change a sensor at a READAC site it will not
have to be reprogrammed or rewired. When a sensor is added, for example, the new PI for
that sensor is plugged into any available slot and the cable which has been run out the
new sensor is plugged into it. The major effort is in the installation of the sensor and
cable rather than in re-engineering the system. A system can be upgraded or retrofitted
with newly developed sensors and modules at any time simply by adding or interchanging the
modules.
READAC Implementation Plans
Currently there are 285 manned stations in Canada producing regular Synoptic and/or
aviation Hourly observations; less than half of these stations are under the
administrative control of the A.E.S. Continued government pressure to reduce costs in
this manpower intensive network has resulted in a high priority for the autostation
development program. A long term objective of the AES is that all surface real time
observing statons in Canada be automated in varying degrees, to produce a hybrid network
of automatic, part time automatic, and man/machine mix stations.
Unfortunately, this priority has not necessarily been supported by adequate funding
and other resources. During the past two years, limited in-house development resources
and contract funds have been devoted to developing the modularity concepts and
specifications for the READAC system, and intermodule communication and control
protocols. Only recently has the AES been able to negotiate and fund a major contract for
the further development and engineering design of the autostation system; the first
prototype stations will not be available for another year or more.
Initial statons built to this concept will be devoted to demonstrating capability in
a variety of configurations. Some applications will be similar to those of present
autostation designs, such as the limited program remote DCP application shown in Figure
4a. However, future implementations will be aimed heavily at aviation applications; new
configurations will be tried such as the full-program, interactive man/machine mix (Figure
4b) such as might be encountered at Flight Service Stations in Canada, and a simpler
aviation configuration with voice synthesized VHF output for unmanned airports and
aviation navigation aid stations. To complement the aviation applications of the
autostation system, heavy developmental emphasis will be placed on developing and/or
evaluating new and better sensors for the measurement of parameters crucial to aviation
operations.
In parallel with the station implementation program the AES also plans to
decentralize its code conversion computers. Currently the encoding of autostation data
into Synoptic reports for international distribution is done in a central computer located
in Toronto. Future plans include the decentralization of autostation data processing and
encoding to regional centres to allow for more effective handling and management of the
autostation network and its information traffic. If prototype READAC stations are
successful in their performance demonstrations, a subsequent implementation rate of 20 per
year is planned.
Conclusions
Through its developmental work during the past two years on this autostation concept,
and experimentation with feasibility hardware, the AES is now convinced that the READAC
system is a viable approach to its autostation requirements, and is now committed to its
development. Certainly the technology exists to achieve the technical design objectives,
and the functional modularity allows sufficient flexibility for effective exploitation of
future technologies instead of obsolescence before the system is even implemented.

- 82 The main problems encountered so far, apart from the lack of resources, have arisen
not from the limitations of technology but from the conversion to a totally objective
observational machine. Most of the subjective procedures and standards solidly
established over the years of manned station operation must now be reviewed and revised to
more objective forms, so that an automated system can make appropriate decisions. The
effective integration of user requirements and technical design capabilities has been, and
is a significant task in developing an autostation program.
Similarly, some of the traditional ideas and attitudes towards the automation of
difficult parameters must be reviewed and objectively examined. Some of the
non-acceptance of current autostation designs for aviation is undoubtedly based on a
mistrust of totally automated sensors and systems, and on the inability of automated
systems to take subjective and judgmental remote observations. Much of the gaps that
exist between the perceived and traditional observational requirements and available
sensor and autostation technology can best be bridged by active experience and objective
collaboration and compromise by both the designer and data user groups.
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A NEW INTELLIGENT WIND DATA PROCESSING,
DISTRIBUTION AND DISPLAY SYSTEM
J. Jaaskelainen, Vaisala Oy
ABSTRACT
A wind system with computing capabilities is required in many wind measurement
applications, e.g. at airports and synoptic weather stations. Such systems, however,
tend to be bulky with separate computers and excessive cabling.
This paper describes a new wind measurement system based on a compact, intelligent
display unit. System specifications, speed and direction averaging and other computing
functions, display formats and system configuration are described. The sensor for
speed and direction as well as optional modules for display, recording and printing are
also briefly discussed.
1.

Introduction

Many types of wind sensors, recorders and displays are available today. These wind
measurement systems are adequate for measuring and displaying the instant speed and
direction values, even integrated values in some cases.
The need for more information of wind exists. The parameters, most oftenly required,
are speed and direction averages, maximum speed, variance, energy contents and wind
vector components.
Besides the normal synoptic usage these new parameters are now
monitored by many users and can be applied to air traffic control at airports , ship
weather information, energy management and pollution control, just to mention a few.
In this era of digital computers and with many sensors to choose of, nothing should be
as easy as assembling of a wind system with the necessary computing capabilities. The
basic components of such a system are:
1.

The sensors

2.

The computer or calculator

3.

The output device, e.g. recorder,
display or printer

Unfortunately, in practise one interposes a substantial set of problems.
First, the
sensor must be interfaced to the computer. This calls for a set of digital or analog
interface cards, which can be costly. Second, the cabling between the sensors and the
computer and the output device normally requires either special cores for analog
signals, or many parallel leads for digital signals. In many applications, typically at
airports and masts the distance between the sensors and the computer can be
kilometers, and the cable can be more expensive than other parts of the system.
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- 88 Third, you usually also need a power supply to feed the sensors, and your costs for
cabling get even higher.
Fourth, the computers are cheap enough, but they need
programming, and that is neither easily available or cheap.
Even the ready-made
system suffer from programming costs, and separate general purpose computers. And
the list goes on the interfacing of the output divice can be tricky, the output format
may not be suitable, and so on.
The WA 21 Wind Measurement System offers a new, cost effective solution to these
problems.
The system is based on a compact, intelligent display unit, communicating
with the sensors over a two-wire connection, through which also the sensor power is
fed.
2.

WA 21 Wind Measurement System

The Block Diagram of the WA 21 System is shown in Figure 1. The system comprises
the speed and direction sensors, the sensor control unit, the averaging display unit,
the standard display unit and various optional items.
Wind sensor control unit
The system is based on the utilization of a two-wire connection between the
measurement site and the display site operating to distances up to 4 kilometres. The
wind sensor control unit samples the speed and direction sensors, converts the values
into serial digital format and transmits the data to the serial line. Both the sensors
and the control unit operate from DC power, supplied by the display unit through the
same line. No power supply is thus neede)d at the sensor site, and the connection can
be made via a standard telephone pair, normally already existing. The sensor control
unit operates at -40°C to +55°C temperatures and is installed to the wind mast near the
sensors.
Averaging display unit
The averaging display unit performs the functions of both the computer and the output
(display device). The instantaneous data transmitted by the wind sensor control unit
are received in real time by the display unit which performs averaging, minimum and
maximum calculations and other required data processing and displays the instantaneous
and computed values with a compact, solid state ~splay panel. The display is designed
for panel mounting, with standard 144 x 144 mm face dimensions. The display is AC
powered and also feeds the sensors via the 2-wire line. A three-channel analog output
for analog recorders is included, as well as digital serial output for host computer or
optional printer or cassette unit interface.
Standard display unit
The standard display unit is basically the same unit as the averaging display unit, but
performs no data processing, and shows only instantaneous values. Figure 2. shows
the block diagram of the wind control unit and the averaging display unit.
Optional units
Various optional items can be connected to the WA 21 system, including three-channel
analog recorder for speed and direction aver·ages and speed maximum. DC power supply
(12/24 V) for the whole system, cassette recorder for digital storage of measured and
computed data and hardcopy printer for digital printout. All units are compact and of
modular design. At some locations sensor heating may be required.
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Display operation and functions

Operation
The averaging display unit calculates 2 and 10 minute mean speed and direction,
updated every two minutes, and maximum and minumum wind speed over the selected
period. Instantaneous speed and direction are directly obtained from the received wind
samples. The unit also checks the speed against a fixed threshold and direction change
against a sector, and performs data quality control.
Display functions

The display section provides bright, clear display of both speed and direction
parameters. The wind direction display consists of two rows of 36 light emitting diodes
(LED's) arranged in a circularly formed scale. The inner circle of red LED's shows the
instant, 2 minute or 10 minute average wind direction, as set by the selector switch
situated on the unit front panel.
The outer circle of yellow LED's shows the wind
variance either over the past 5 seconds, 2 or 10 minutes as selected by the switch.
The wind speed display consists of three seven-segment two or three digit displays.
The display in the middle of the unit shows the instant (1, 2 or 4 second), or 2 or 10
minute average speed, as selected. The display can be either meters per second (three
digits) on knots (2 digits). The smaller digital displays in the lower part of the unit
show the minimum and maximum values over the selected period, and are blanked in the
case of instant values.
Two LED indicators are provided for status indicator, the LED's will be on if the speed
threshold or direction variance sector are exceeded.
The analog outputs are independent from the display mode selection switch.
The
outputs are programmed to show maximum speed, and either 2 or 10 mimute averages.
The digital output transmits in serial form all the measured and computed values or a
specified subset as required by the application.
As a summary, the following data can be displayed:
INSTANT:

SPEED (1, 2 or 4 sec)
DIRECTION
DIRECTION VARIANCE (5 sec)

2 MINUTE:

2
2
2
2

10 MINUTE:

10
10
10
10

MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
MIN
fviiN
fvll N
MI N

AVERAGE SPEED
AVERAGE DIRECTION
DIRECTION VARIANCE
SPEED MIN, MAX
AVERAGE SPEED
AVERAGE DIRECTION
Dl RECTI ON VARIANCE
SPEED MI N, MAX
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System configurations

Point to point link
Normally the sensor control unit and the averaging display are connected via a point-to
point link, maximum distance is 4 kilometres.
Loop configuration
Multiple displays can be connected to the same line enabling the information from the
same set of sensors to be displayed in several locations. Only two wires are still
needed, and the link operates to same distances. Averaging and standard displays can
be freely mixed.
In some cases multiple sensor control units may be connected to the loop.
option must be used on the display unit for data source selection.

A switch

Multipoint configuration
Multipoint refers to a system where the sensor control units are cabled with individual
pairs to one display unit. The configuration can be used with WA 21 system, only a
switch option is required for data source selection.
5.

Conclusions

The WA 21 system introduced in this paper combines the advantages of the modern
electronics and experiance from current wind system representing a unique, intelligent
wind measurement system.
The most stringent requirements at many installations,
compatibility with a telephone pair and no AC power, are met. The system performs all
the calculations and processing normally r·equired at airport, synoptic stations, ship
etc., display the data with a compact, clear display unit, and contains all the
components for building up a complete wind monitoring station.
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A CROP DISEASE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR
R.E.W. Pettifer and R. Schofield
Meteorological Office Met 0 16 United Kingdom
Introduction
The incidence of many fungus diseases of important cash crops such as apples, potatoes and
barley is known to be dependent upon the micro-climate of the crop canopy. Furthermore,
these diseases can be fully controlled by a suitable, though expensive, fungicial spraying
programme. The problem is to match the spraying programme to the expected onset of the
disease. Hitherto, the only way in which meteorology has been able to assist with this
problem has been to provide statements of measurements of the relevant meteorological
variables (usually temperature levels and humidity levels) deemed to be applicable to large
geographical areas. These values are then used in empirical forecast models to predict the
risk of the diseases over these large areas.
The advent of microprocessor-controlled AWS systems has made it possible for a farmer to
have his own disease prediction system for his own particular crops. He may even have
different systems for different growing areas of his farm. Such disease and are~specific
monitor systems can now be made quite cheaply and offer potentially great economic benefits
from the optimization of the use of expensive chemical sprays. By reducing the number of
occasions on which sprays are used to the minimum needed, they also serve to reduce the
level of chemical contamination of the environment.
A microprocessor-controlled system for this function has been developed within the UK Meteorological Office and is called a Crop Disease Environment Monitor (CDEM). In this paper we
describe the system and discuss some preliminary results of trials.
The Sensors
The measurements required for the diseases which we have tackled (apple scab, barley brown
rust, potato blight, rhynchosporium and septoria) are dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity and the wetness of the crop leaves.
For dry-bulb temperatures we use a conventional electric& resistance thermometer and for
relative humidity we have thus far used an identical thermometer exposed as a wet-bulb.
This approach has several drawbacks over a more direct sensor for humidity such as the
Vaisala Humicap or the PCRC-11. In particular the need to ensure that the wick is kept
clean and moist and the considerable software overheads associated with computing relative
humidity from dry and wet-bulb values. However, it has the considerable merits of cheapness
and low power consumptions.
The two thermometers must be exposed in such a way that they sample the temperature and
humidity which is relevant to the spread of disease in the crop and these may not be the
same as the conventional synoptic meteorological values. The question of how best to expose
these sensors is therefore one which the agricultural meteorologists are now studying but for

- 92 our initial trials we have exposed the thermometers in a small-sized conventional louvred
wooden screen.
The problem of leaf wetness presented us with a new challenge. For many years there has
been in service with the UK Meteorological Office a device which approximated a leaf wetness
value by weighing the water absorbed by a small polystyrene ball. This device was known to
be unsatisfactory and a new sensor was required. He approached the problem from the basic
idea of two sets of interleaved electrodes on a surface which we have tried to make as leaflike as is reasonable, We measure the electrical resistance of a circuit in which these
electrodes form an element.
The sensor is made very thin so as to present similar areas on both top and bottom which may
be expected to be at the same temperature. The responses to wind drying and to radiation
effects m~ thus, crudely, be expected to approximate to those of real leaves. Several
materials were tried for the electrodes including gold, rhodium and stainless-steel. Of
these, only rhodium proved to be sufficiently corrosion-resistant to allow long-term deployment of the sensor without attention. Several different substrata materials were also tried
including polyester film (melinex) and glass-fibre board. The most successful configuration
was found to be a glass-fibre board 30mmx80mmx1.2m with electrodes 320pm in width separated by 32qum. The electrodes were made by etching 35~m thick copper and then plating with
rhodium.
A typical sensor configuration is shown in Fig 1 and the response of the sensor to frost
formation, evaporation and rain is shown in Fig 2. This response was obtained from asensor
continuously powered from an ao source. In the CDEM application the sensor is intermittently
powered from a de supply. the de system is more prone to corrosion than the ac system but
the basic principles of the sensor are very similar. The choice of level for a threshold of
wetness in Fig 2 is a matter for the agronomists to determine. At present they work on a
very low threshold but further experiments m~ enable them to optimize this level.
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So far as we are aware this and similar independent work recently reported (1), (4) are the
first successful devel~pments of leaf wetness sensors. There are a variety of commercial
devices available, primarily intended for use in greenhouses but these have proved extremely
unreliable when used operationally as leaf wetness monitors.
The Central Processor
The data acquisition and handling for CDEM is controlled by an.Intersil.IM6~00 12-bit CMOS
microprocessor. The block diagram of the logic of the system 1s shown 1n F1g 3. To :nable
the system to run for a complete season from a single set of 20 1. 5 V dry-ce 11 batter1es the
sensors are interrogated once every 20 minutes and are powered-up for only 20 second~ before
each interrogation. The average current consumption of the device is 5-6 mA. The m1croprocessor is supported by 4K x 12-bit words of CMOS memory (3K w~rds of ~PROM and 1K words
of RAM) and a real-time clock. The interface for the two elect~1cal res1stance thermometers
consists of two Kelvin bridges whose amplified outputs are mult1plexed to a CMOS analogue-to-

93 digital converter.
comparator.

'l'he surface wetness sensor interface consists of a simple voltage

Operator controls have been kept to a m~n~mum; two thumbwheel switches and a push-button
which enable the operator to select from a range of display and system functions. Data are
presented on a series of seven segment liquid crystal displ~ units. Fig 4 shows the format
and some sample contents of the displ~.
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FIG.4. A TYPICAL OUTPUT FORMAT FROM COEM FOR BARLEY BROWN RUST.

A serial input/output port provides an interface for a standard computer terminal. This can
be used for system testing or to give an optional hard copy of the data on a teleprinter.
The whole unit is contained in a weatherproof box suitable for use outside so that with
sensibly short oable links the sensors can be deployed in or close to the crop to be
monitored. The complete device is shown in Fig 51 mounted on a purpose-built stand. The
stand is, of course, not essential and the box m~ be mounted on any suitable post or wall.
The Software
The software of the system is configured to perform the following functions:
a.

Interrogate the sensors once every twenty minutes.

b.

Calculate the average temperatures during periods of leaf wetness.

c.

Obtain daily maximum and minimum temperatures.

d.

Note periods of high relative humidity.

e.
Calculate the risk of infection for the diseases Potato Blight, Rhynchosporium,
Apple Scab, Septoria and Barley Brown Rust.
The basic structure and functions of the software needed to perform these tasks is straightforward and conventional and need not be described in great detail. Fig 6, however, shows
the basic block diagram of the programme. The models used to compute the aisease risk are
empirical formulae which have been developed and discussed elsewhere (2), (3), (5).
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FIG. 6 THE BASIC
STRUCTURE OF
COEM SOFTWARE

Results

FIG.5

CDEM

'I'he prototype CDEM has been in operation since April 1980 and has already proved superior to
the previous, rather general, techniques for forecasting these diseases. However at the
time of going to press, detailed results of the first season's performance have not yet been
assessed.
The Future
The usefulness of this type of system depends mainly upon the efficacy of the mathematical
models used to make the predictions which are the essential outcome of the operation of the
device. Given that such models exist, the uses of these systems may be extended well beyond
the bounds of agriculture and horticulture. Within the United Kingdom there is already
interest in applying this type of system to the prediction of local road-ice conditions as
well as widespread interest in the agricultural aspects.
Such systems as CDEM can be built now for not much more than half the cost of their sensors
which are by far the largest cost involved. This fact may lead to strong pressure to adopt
the use of cheap but inferior sensors as a means of keeping the total cost down. Such a
move must be viewed with great circumspection because there is nothing easier than to make
bad or inadequate meteorological measurements and, like all computers, CDEM is an unforgiving
system- if you put rubbish into it you will get rubbish out.
However, given good sensors, properly exposed, the CDEM system or a variant of it could
provide a new dimension to many important economic problems which depend upon the micro
climate of small geographical areas.
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AUTOMATION OF UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS
A.ll. HOOPER
METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE UNITED KINGDOM
The expression "Upper Air Measurements" is wide-ranging. We can think of soundings
made by sondes carried aloft, soundings made by sondes dropped from aircraft or floating
balloons and soundings made from satellites. For data in the horizontal we have
instruments carried by floating balloons and by aircraft. Some of us regard the upper air
as all layers of the atmosphere not actually at the surface. Thus we may wish to include
accoustic sounders, cloud base recorders and even thunderstorm location. Certainly
automation has made an impact in all these and many other activities. My own involvement
over the years has been in radiosonde matters and it is this par·ticular upper air
measurement that is considered here.
Automation of radiosonde measurements has proceeded to a varying extent and at a
varying speed in different countries. As meteorologists we have to depend upon the
general advance of mankind in technology. There are also other factors which influence
our progress and these are often not within our control. The standing of meteorology in
the community at large comes to mind. This can affect the availability of staff and funds.
Sometimes we are limited to making small improvements to what we already have. At other
times we may be able to replace an existing system completely. Another aspect is that the
changes we make have to be achieved while maintaining continuity of observations for the
users. Because of matters such as these advances occur at different times in different
countries and it can be difficult to keep aware of other peoples' progress. For this
reason I, myself, will illustrate the advance in automation of upper air measurements by
looking at what has gone on in the United Kingdom.
In the thirty nine years since I was first shown a radiosonde ascent there have been
many changes. At first we used a large team of people in a manual system. Now we have
<reached a point where the present system is operated by just one man. Table 1 shows the
main steps in this progress.
TABLE 1
STAFF NEEDED FOR ONE UPPER AIR SOUNDING IN UK

1940
1944
1945
1960
1964
1971

I 1+1+1
3

I

I ~

I

1

I

In l94o we needed six men to carry out a full upper air sounding of pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind direction and speed. In those days the winds were determined

- 98 by radio-direction-finding. The sonde signals were observed from three stations each about
thirty miles from the point of release. Thus both buildings and staff had to be provided
at four places.
This situation was overcome four years later when primary radar became available at
each central station. In this way the direction-finding stations were closed and the staff
brought together at one point. The radars provided much more accurate winds and for this
we accepted the penalty of carrying a special reflector with each radiosonde. The radars
had separate controls for Slant Rang~ Elevation and Azimuth so that at first we still
needed three wind observers. However, it was soon found that two observers were sufficient
to operate the controls and to write down the readings.
Turning from the wind data to the sonde data, the next step was to record the sonde
signals automatically. This saved another man. By that time our radars were old and
costly to maintain. The opportunity was taken to replace them by radars with automatictracking and logging. Thus in the 24 years from 1940 we had reduced our sounding team
from six men to three.
When programmable desk calculators beuame available their use at sonde stations
was considered. This would have provided further automation and a reduction in the
sounding team to two men. However, we were designing a completely new sonde by then and
it was decided to go directly to a yet higher level of automation. This is represented by
the last line of Table 1, which shows that we now use 1.2 men. The part man provides help
with balloon filling and with balloon handling at launch. He is present on station for
other reasons and it is thought better to use him in this way than to develop an automatic
device for launching the balloon.
Thus over 37 years we have reduced the sounding team from six men to somewhat more
than one. To an administrator this sounds a splendid improvement. However, as for so
many advances in technology there are both benefits and disadvantages. It all depends
upon ones point of view and responsibilities and we must look at the scientific aspects as
well.
Before going on to do that I will add that the foregoing going remarks refer to the
network of upper air stations within the UK itself. At some other stations we are using
less automated systems as summarised in Table 2.
TABLE 2
SOUNDING STAFF FOR OTHER UK STATIONS
Semi-Automatic Systems

I

Pl'U

Recording
Manual
Automatic

Computing
Desk Calculator

I

I

WIND
Recording

Computing

Automatic

Desk Calculator

Digital Computer

Desk Calculator :

traw

TOTAL
S'l'AFF

3

1.8

'rhe first line is for Gibraltar where the
sonde is used with human plotting
and with a programmable desk calculator for data reduction and message selection. The
wind data are obtained by radar. The second line of the Table relates to Ocean Weather
Ships where we use the VIZ sonde in a LOCATE system.
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defined. It could be argued that it is only soundings made by satellite that are fully
automatic. However the labels are convenient and we could use the expression "semiautomatic'' for those systems in which data reduction is undertaken by a trained scientist
aided by a programmable calculator of some kind. Systems in which the scientific tasks
and observations are undertaken wholly by a digital computer can be deemed "automatic"
even though an operator is ueeded to direct the process.
It 1nay at first seem odd to be talking about staff savings at a technical conference.
Designers of automatic systems are fascinated by the task of making machines undertake
complex processes first done by human beings. They also like the challenge of doing the
work more accurately and more quickly. However, this is not enough. Automation costs
money and this has to be found in someway. In the United Kingdom it is usually the saving
in staff costs that justify automation.
In developing an automatic system the benefits that we hoped to gain were:
a)

a reduction in the number of staff

b)

a reduc,tion in the amount and level ol training

c)

the provision of more accurate and reliable results.

Ix" addition it was hoped that the staff wo;.ld gair, satisfaction in the use of
up-to-date te...:hnology and ill the e.i.imination of boring task;s.
We have certainly achieved our first aim in full. As :for tra:i..ning, we have closed
tu.e school and staff no longer have to spend many weeks learnir•g to select the right data
and to compute with suil'icient speed. Instead the staff now learn the qui -ce different
skill of ground-station operation on site. fhis is a manipulative skill in which the
Operator has to carry a model of the procedures in his mind. He has many settings to make
and has to engage in a dialogue with the station computer by means ol' a teletype. Table 3
shows U.e tasks to be completed at various stages of the flight.
TABLE 3
OPERATOR ACTIONS, UK RS3 SYSTEM

PreFlight

Message
Part I I Part II

Post
Flight

I

Switches to be set or checked

92

Adjustments to be made

12

Operations to be commanded

26

Teletype query to Operator

64

Number of different Operator Replies

31

Teletype Advisory Statements to
Operator

lu
Flight

I
I
I
8

3
6

12

48

2

I
I
I

I

3
7

12

2

1

12

The large amount of work before launch is to do with initialisation of the computer,
calibration of two telemetry oscillators in the sonde, and with the base line check.
The operator is able to proceed at his own pace and has time for brief references to a
flow chart if necessary. Station calibration of the telemetry enables the cost of a
central calibration plant to be saved.

- lOO In flight the work has to proceed at a speed set by the telemetry system of the
sonde. There is no time to consult flow charts as to the course of action. Thus the
queries to the operator have been made very few in number and seek instruction about the
action to be taken by the digital computer when particular critical events occur. The many
advisory satements are provided a) to re-assure the operator that all is going well and
b) to advise him when any of the eight signals from the sonde (or the data from the radar)
are missing or have failed quality control tests.
At this point I must say that we have not been entirely successful in maintaining job
satisfaction. In the manual system the staff were able to look at their results as they
plotted them on a sounding chart. The flights were different on each occasion and being
meteorologists the operators could see and interpret fine-structure effects in terms of
local weather. In addition, the operatoiB were expert in high speed calculations and
took a pride in their skills.
However, the automatic system does not provide results until the message is ready.
Also, the fine structure results are logged only onto a magnetic tape which the staff
cannot access. Thus the operators feel cut off from the meteorological content of their
work. Moreover they no longer have special skills in which they can take pride. Once
the new procedure has been mastered, the work is very much the same from day to day.
Happily it is likely that we shall be able to extend the computer software soon
and make fine structure results available at stations. We hope also to provide the
information to allow staff to make sounding calculations of their own.
While these steps
will increase their contact with meteorology it will remain true that automation has
reduced the opportunity of staff to take pride in their aki.J.ls. It has of course also
reduced the opportunity for them to make mistakes and it is that aspect that bears upon the
accuracy and reliability of the results.
In turning to this matter of performance it is necessary to note that in the UK we
were obliged to introduce both a completely new s,)nde and an automatic ground station at
the same time. It would have been better to have changed only the sonde to begin with.
In this way the problems of making production sondes perform as well as the prototypes
could more readily be identified and resolved. With this done the ground station would
then be added and its particular problems dealt with. As it is, with the two changes
being made together it has proved difficult to identify the course of some malfunctions.
A simple example of this is that the geopotentials at lOO mb are systematically low
compared with the prototype sondes and with other sondes in Europe. 'l'his might arise
from a manufacturing problem or from a mistake in the software. The latter has a very
complex structure and it takes much time to trace it through when looking for errors.
The work of eliminating them will be going on for some time to come. Until this period
is complete the reliability falls short of that attained by our previous system over its
37 years in service.
Concerning accuracy however we are already enjoying results that are better in many
respects and can hope for further improvement. Just what is the improvement so far?
One measure of this is the variability of the reported geopotentials at lOO mb. The
statistical extent that is that results fordifferent soundings can vary due to the use of
different radiosondes. Here is the distribution for 1979.
TABLE 4
Estimated Variability of Sonde Geopotential at lOO mb in 1979

Standard Deviations (metres)
Number of Sonde Groups

2

7

3

6

6

3

1

2

- 101 With the new system we have moved from about + 40 metres to about + 20 metres with
the prospect of a smaller variability still as we ~vercome our residual-problems.
I should add that these results contain a contribution from the atmosphere itself so that
the sondes considered as instruments in isolation have a rather smaller variability than
the numbers shown. If we could remove the atmospheric effect then the smaller standard
deviations would be reduced considerably but the largest standard deviations hardly at all.
Looking back over the development period of the RS3 system I would say that it has
been a fascinating task with many problems overcome and some still remaining. Automation
has enabled us to eliminate human uncertainty from the calculations with benefit to the
results. The digital computer does not get tired and does not make arithmetic mistakes.
Additionally we are able to use more complex corrections in the system and so to reduce the
residual errors further. In doing this however we have lost two facilities that the human
being is better at. Firstly he is able to make a better job of selecting the important
features of the results. A better job, that is, of choosing the significant levels to be
reported. Also the hume<n being has a critical faculty which enables him often to realise
that something is wrong even when the results are super·ficiallj plausible. It is two
human abilities - to deal with patterns and to sense that something is wrong - that are so
difficult to reproduce in computer software.
Many would say that if the human ability to discriminate is objective then its rules
can be stated and a computer programme written to achieve the same results. '1'nis view
does not face up to the restriction of computer speed and cost. When we look at radiosonde
data recorded on a strip chart it is easy for us to see the IUain features of the ascent.
In doing this we are comparing perhaps several hundred individual data values. The
compt..risons are not made with high precision but they are made in parallel. Since digital
computers can only compare values with respect to zero one at a time they need great speed
and large capacity to imitate us. To provide a result that is as satisfactory as the
human brain does not seem to be within the capability of machines small enough and cheap
enough for use at radiosonde stations.
In our UK system the present software is divided into various sections thus:
TAB.LE 5
Computer Allocations - UK RS3

Organisation

9 K

Storage of Raw Data and Archives

~K

Quality Control of Raw Data

2 K

Selection of Significant Levels (PTU and WIND)

4K
7 K

Scientific Calculations (conversion to
meteorological units)
Synoptic Message preparation

4 K

Tropopause Identification

2~K

It can be seen that the scientific calculations occupy about twenty-two per cent of
the capacity with selection of significant levels a further twelve per cent. Only six
per cent of space is used for quality control of the raw data. The software extension to
be made will allow improvements in Quality Control and Significant Levels work. It will
also allow meteorological information of various kinds to be put out for the interest of
the operators. However it does not seem possible to replace the job satisfaction that we
have lost. We seem to have created something akin to an industrial assembly line. Perhaps
we should be using staff with a reduced background of scientific training.

- 102 Overall it seems to me that the provision of programmable desk calculators for the
reduction of sounding data is a very valuable step in automation. It improves accuracy
and reliability, reduces drudgery, and retains human involvement in the results. The
further step of eliminating the human being is a large one ruld of uncertain value. We
obtain more accurate calculations but with a risk of less reliable results and we lose
staff interest. Perhaps the second choice is best on balance. In choosing it, however,
we have to realise that it is a choice with both advantages and disadvantages. Despite
the disadvantages my own enthusiasm for automation makes me eager to learn how others
have progressed in what is certainly a science and also to some extent an art.
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IMPACT OF AUTOMATION ON UPPER AIR OBSERVATIONS
Pekka J. Kostamo
Vaisala Oy

ABSTRACT
This presentation reviews the effects of automation at the station and network levels.
Automation causes significant changes in the operation practices of upper-air observatories,
affecting organization as well as procedures. New opportunities are simultaneously offered
for more extensive data collection and the enforcement of the methods of observation.
At the network level an automated upper-air system presents new facilities of control and
design. A system connected to the telecommunication network provides more data on the
atmospheric parameters in alternative formats for different purposes. It can also provide
technical control information permitting a more efficient organization of maintenance and
calibration activity.
A further aspect of automation is, that it makes possible the establishment of new observation sites by reducing significantly the logistics costs. This is relevant particularly
in remote locations and onboard ships.
INTRODUCTION
The new, computer based automation has widespread effect in all the industrial societies
dependent on the collection and processing of information. The meteorologists will be
strongly affected at all levels - being specifically an information collection, analysis and
distribution community.
The meteorological organizations will obtain tangible benefits from the automation in the
form of lower costs, better results and improved reliability.
This presentation discusses the various impacts of automation within a traditional key area,
the aerological observation network.
AUTOMATION AFFECTS THE NETWORK
The aerological observation network is largely complete over the continents within the framework of synoptic scale forecasting work. It has been limited from developing further to
cover the oceans or to serve the local forecasting by the relatively high costs.
The costs have slowly evolved in an unfavourable direction. Inflatory pressures have
augmented regularly the cost of personnel, transportation and maintenance supplies. The
de facto decrease in the cost of the major consumable item, the radiosondes, has not been
able to compensate for all these increases.
The operating cost structure of a typical upper-air station is shown in Figure 1.

The
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personnel costs are clearly dominant and growing more so. Figure 1 also shows the projected
costs on a station using an automated observation system and a completely revised organization structure.
It is obvious that automation can improve the economic aspects of the upper-air network
significantly, allowing even possibilities of opening new stations. The improved.productivity justifies better compensati:on of the personnel. Simultaneously the basic cost structure
will develop favourably into a direction where sensitivity to inflationary pressures decreases.
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IMPACT OF A SYSTEM CHANGE ON THE YEARLY
OPERATING COSTS OF A RADOSONOE STATION

THE AUTOMATED UPPER-AIR STATION
Let us first briefly outline the highly automated upper-air station:
Personnel is just one specialist and one or two operators with substantially lower
training level than is required today. Alternatively a number of part-time observers
may be used.
Active working time is less than one manhour per ascent
The system provides interactive, on-site operator training through a "beginner's protocol" in addition to the highly symbolic standard protocol
Data acquisition, quality control and formatting requires no operator intervention
Telecommunications procedures are fully automatic
Technical performance monitoring is fully automatic with systematic reporting
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Obviously this is more than has been achieved so far. There are, however, no technological
obstacles preventing the development, and consequently such stations will be in operation
in the near future.
THE OPERATING PERSONNEL
The radiosonde station staff is today highly specialized. Several weeks' full time instruction followed by a period of on-the-job training is common in the services.
The training covers a number of topics:
operating procedures, related to the handling of the system in various operational
situations
data acquisition procedures, such as reading scales and making adjustments
computational procedures for data translation
data quality assurance methods and practice
message coding and transmission
ascent documentation to a standard format
- equipment routine maintenance and calibration checks
reporting on equipment performance including also emergency procedures
In most cases several such specialists are required to carry out a single radiosonde observation.
There is obvious economic interest to attempt change by both reducing the training level and
the number of operators. A lower training level would mean either a lower grade operator,
or a large pool of trained personnel with a more flexible schedule of work. Fewer persons
present at a sounding would directly reduce the costs.
In terms of working time this means a reduction from 3 to 6 active manhours per ascent by a
skilled observer to less than one hour by a semi-skilled one.
Savings in the personnel represent the major economic potential due to the current cost
structure.

THE ORGANIZATION
To realize the savings, the organizations must develop to accept the new techndlogy.
From the current experience in the industry, the first impacts of automation will lead to a
decrease of personnel at the lowest level - and to an increase in the clerical and lower
management levels. This is not, however, a lasting effect. Automation is now improving
rapidly the productivity at these higher levels as well, increasing the amount of work
performed by the same staff and effort.
The current upper-air organization network has a well established organizational structure,
often with substantial independence. Consequently there is considerable lag in the introduction of the automatic systems, and still more in the achievement of the economic 'benefits.
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From the operational point of view, a merging of the upper-air station organization with
another unit might make sense, provided that the units are eo-located. This creates flexibility in the use of personnel for the various tasks.
The planning and procurement functions will change little.
largely eliminated.

The training function will be

Automation offers new opportunities to make upper-air observations. Two significant developments can be expected, both the direct result of the improved efficiency of personnel.
Shipborne observations can be carried out economically as the number of observers is low
enough to be accomodated on the typical cargo ship, and the skill level requirement makes it
feasible to train the professional seamen as observers.
The same justification will apply also for stations to be used for local forecasting purposes.
An airport meteorological team can carry out soundings as needed in critical situations with
a minimum of cost.
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ACTIVE WORKING TIME PATTERN ON A MANUALLY
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1
'Two sites" may be app 1i cab 1e at airports with eooperating personnel 1aunchi ng the ba 11 oons and the·
meteorological observer monitoring the receiver.
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THE DATA OUTPUT
Automation permits a new look at the products delivered by the upper-air stations.
al, both quantitative and qualitative improvements can be expected.

In gener-

The machines do not get tired of handling numbers. Consequently more data can be obtained
and recorded, to "more decimal places" than before .. The limit on data quantity is set by
the user, not any more by the collection system.
The changing cost structure may make it attractive to perform four complete RS/RW observations
per day instead of the current two, thus improving also the time coverage.
The automatic system enforces the correct operating routine. The local traditions typical of
each manually operated station will disappear. It is also possible to create more elaborate
quality checks than can be reliably implemented in the manual methods.
In summary, there will be more data with better consistency and accuracy than before.
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
On the upper-air stations of today, a substantial part of the maintenance is performed by
the local personnel. Even in cases when a specialist has to be called, the operators are
able to make a preliminary diagnosis or at least describe the symptoms.
The automatic systems are substantially more complex and require a different maintenance
approach.
The first cornerstone of maintenance is the automatic internal check. A nucleus of the
system is assumed to be operational, and used to verify the other system parts. The verification can be extended to both equipment and program contents. If the system nucleus is out
of operation, the system will refuse to respond, which delimits the fault to this small
section.
In addition to the basic operating check, the system may generate data during its normal
operation, permitting a detailed monitoring of its status. Data quality procedures naturally provide this kind of information as a by-product.
The normal approach to maintenance in automated systems is to make modular replacements.
Component level replacement can only be considered in specific cases, i.e. power. supplies.
The component level repair requires highly skilled personnel. Due to the low frequency of
repair in a properly designed automatic system, it may not be economical to train an engineer
at this level, but rather return the module to the manufacturer.
EQUIPMENT COSTS
The cost of equipment on an automatic upper-air station depends primarily on the basic principles of measurement. An automated radar is necessarily more expensive than a manually
operated one. On the other hand, a highly automated NAVAID system, replacing moving mechanical parts with solid state electronics is lower in equipment cost than the manual radar.
The equipment costs vary with time, and depend strongly on the system structures. System
parts of mechanical, electro-mechanical and custom design type will rise in cost rapidly due
to their large work content. Those involving standard, large volume electronics parts in a
standard configuration typically resist inflationary pressures.
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This trend has been demonstrated during the past ten years, and there appears to be little
reason to expect its reversal. In addition to the investment cost, the trend strongly
affects the parts needed for mainten~nce.
The investment needed for automation is low in proportion to the benefits. Payback times of
the order of two years can be expected in the industrialized parts of the world, with their
current personnel cost levels.
IN SUMMARY

The advent of automation will strongly affect the current upper-air observation stations,
and will make it possible to establish new ones onboard ships and on airports. Temporary
personnel such as university students, housewives, etc. could be trained to operate such
stations.
There will be important benefits on data quality and quantity, as well as the economy of
operation. These benefits will be realized with lower personnel costs and less organizational overhead, as well as by means of lower costs of maintenance.
The cost distribution, now heavily dominated by inflation sensitive personnel costs, will
show a larger segment of electronics dominated hardware costs that are more resistant in
this respect.
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A TRANSPORTABLE UPPER-AIR SYSTEM

Pekka J. Kostamo, Vaisala Oy

Abstract*

This paper introduces a transportable, highly automated upper-air observation
system designed for research, weather modification and shipboard applications.
The system configuration is described. The system is compact in size, but
includes several data collection and post-ascent analysis options, and a BASIC
language user programming capability. All programs are packed in modular solid
state memories.

* Abstract only available
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AUTOMATISATION DES MESUHES EN ALTITUDE
G. OUALID
DIHECTION ng LA

~JETEOROLOGIE

(FRANCE)

Dans une station de radiosondage classique on accomplit deux types de mesure :
- les mesures liees au secteur VENT effectuees au moyen d 1 un radar ou d 1 un radiotheodoli te,
- les mesures liees a la Pression (P) Temperature (T) et Humidite relative (U) effectuees au moyen d'une radiosonde.
Lorsqu'on aborde l'etude de !'automatisation du traitement des donnees de mesures en
altitude, on est conduit a scinder le probleme en deux parties (PTU et Vent) dont les
difficultes apparaissent inegales de par.t leurs contraintes specifiques d'exploitation.
L'ensemble de traitement doit assurer :
- 1 1 obtention automatique des caracteristiques de 1 'atmosphere traversee au cours de
!'ascension de l'appareillage de mesure,
- le fonctionnement, sui vant le type de mesures, du systeme globalement (PTU V) ou
partiellement (PTU ou V),
- !'association, a certains niveaux, des resultats obtenus pour la redaction de documents d'exploitation,
- la redaction de messages sous forme TEHP ou PILOT directement exploitable par les
transmissions.
Le systeme de radiosondage equi pant les stations de la Direction de la !>letEmrologie
se compose

Fran~aise

- Pour le PTU, de la radiosonde FH0-1950 associee

a un

ensemble EIDER.

- Pour le VENT, - d'un radar a poursuite automatique RAFIX pour les stations
metropoli taines,
- d'un radar a poursuite manuelle ou d'un radiotheodolite pour les
stations des Services OUTRE-MEI<.
- LA RADIOSONDE FRANCAISE Fl>I0-1950
Cette radiosonde est equipee des capteurs suivants
- une capsule en NISPAN C pour la pression ;
- une thermistance pour la temperature ;
- une peau de batteur d'or pour l'humidite.
Un convertisseur Resistance-Frequence permet de transformer la variation de resistance, en fonction de la temperature, en variation de frequence.

- 112 Un codeur electromecanique transforme !'elongation des capteurs Pression et !lumiditc
en nombre d' impulsions.
L'information T module en :frcquence un emetteur 400 MHz avec unLl I'' de e 60KHz.
Chaque impulsion de Pression ou d'Humidite bloque la modulation de freq;ence de
l'emetteur. la recurrence des mesures de P ou de U est de 12 secondes. Une mesure de
Press ion dure au maximum 5 secondes. Une mesure de lJ dure 1 seconde. Pendant le
temps reste lib re sur un cycle de mesure ( 12 secondes), la sonde fourni t une information Temperature.
Cette radiosonde presente quelques avantages du point de vue trai tement automatique
- l'absence de signaux de reference,
- le codage qui fournit a la reception

• 4 chi ffres pour la Temperature JOOO < FT < 7500 llz
• J chiffres pour la Pression 110 < Ip < 700
• 2 chiffres pour l'Humidite 12 < Iu < 99
- L'ENSEMBLE DE RECEPTION EIDEH
Un recepteur 4oo MI-Iz associe a deux antennas commutables (une omnidirective et une
directive) et son preamplificateur, capte les signaux emis par la radiosonde. Apres
detection, mise en forme et traitement, les informations sont :
- affichees sur tubes electroluminescents,
dirigees vers un enregistreur graphique a J voies qui permet une visualisation des
courbes de donnees primaires,
- disponibles pour prise en compte par un equipement de saisies de donnees sous la
forme
ttttt

ppp

ttttt

TTTT

•••••• ttttt

uu

ttttt

represente le temps pris r'\ la fin de la donnee Pression, Temperature ou
Humidite.

ppp

represente le nombre d 1 impulsions Press ion.

TTT

represente la frequence Temperature.

uu

represente le nombre d 1 impulsions Humidite.

- LE RADAR RAFIX :
determine les coordonnees site, azimut et distance oblique de la cible emportee par
le ballon. Les informations sont affichees sur tubes electroluminescents et disponibles pour une prise en compte par un equipement de saisi~ de donnees sous la forme :
ttttt
ttttt

Az Az Az Az Az

ss ss

DDDDD

temps en minute et seconde toutes les JO ou 60 secondes
Azimut

Az Az Az

A~

ss ss

Site

DDDDD

Distance oblique

Az

- LE RADIOTHEODOLITE :
fournit les informations site et azimut dans le cas d 1 un sondage avec PTU. Ces in-
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formations sont associees a celles des reperes pression d 1 un barocontacteur dans le
cas d 1 un sondage vent seu 1.
Plusieurs ensembles de traitement se sont developpes autour de la radiosonde franc;:aise FM0-1950 en adoptant des materials et des logiciels differents suivant l'evolution
technologique tout en ayant des objectifs identiques.
Nous citerons dans l'ordre
- Le systeme ETADMI
- Le systeme ETAROM
- Le systeme CITAR
LE

SYS'ff~ME

ETADAM

Ce systeme est compose d'un ensemble
d'un bHeimprimeur 8 moments et d 1 un
d'effectuer par un seul operateur un
totale, elle inclut la redaction des
( CRA et CRV) •

EIDT:W, d'un radar RAFIX, d 1 un calculateur CP16,
teleimprimeur 5 moments. Il doit permettre
sondage PTU-VENT. L'automatisation devant Eltre
messages et des documents climatologiques

L'ensemble se compose essentiellement de deux chai.nes A et 13 de traitement d'informations, chacune de ces chai.nes traitant les infonnations provenant de l'entree qui lui
est propre.
A certains niveaux du traitement, il peut y avoir communication entre ces deux chafnes
pour 1 1 €!laboration des resul.tats finals communs. Ces deux cha£nes doivent pouvoir
fonctionner simultanement ou separement.
Les informations proviennent d 1 une part de 1 'ensemble EIDER connecte a la chai.ne de
trai tement A et d 'autre part du radar I<AFIX connecte a la chafne de trai tement B.
Chaque radiosonde est fournie avec son etalonnage. Le support de ces donnees est une
bande perforee (code CCITT n° r;) sur laquelle se trouvent les coefficients representatifs de la courbe.
Avant le Htcher du ballon, l'operateur introduit la bande d'etalonnage dans le calculateur et effectue les contr8les de la sonde. Lorsque la sonde est acceptee par le
calculateur, la phase d'initialisation, comprenant les donnees de surface, debute au
moyen du clavier du teleimprimeur.
L'operateur regle ses equipements de poursuite. Le ballon peut etre lache.
Des le depart du ballon, l 'operateur n'a plus qu 'a surveiller la qualite des signaux
rec;:us et eventuellement effectuer des reglages de reception.
Les donnees primaires PTU et VENT sont acquises automatiquement par le calculateur
qui effectue :
- le filtrage des informations,
- le calcul des differents parametres,
- la recherche des niveaux imposes par l'exploitation
, niveaux caracteristiques,
• niveaux standards,
• altitudes principales.
Pendant 1 1 ascension du ballon on obtient :
Sur teleimprimeur 8 moments, les niveaux standards de pression dans la mesure ou
tous les parametres PTU et VENT de ces niveaux auront ete calcules.

- 114- Sur to3leimprimeur 5 moments : - edition et perforation du message VENT PHELH!INAIHE
des que le niveau 1500 metres est atteint. Le message est ainsi disponible pour la
transmission sur le reseau de telecommunication ;
- edition et perforation du message TEHP parties A
et B des que les donnees relatives aux niveaux 70mb et 18500 m auront ete calculees
- edition et perforation du message TEHP parties C
et D des que les trai tements PTU et VENT ont permis de detecter une fin de sondage
sur les deux chaines.
Apres la detection de fin de sondage on obtient sur l'imprimante 8 moments, l'edition
du CHA et du CHV qui seront perfores sur bande pour un trai tement climatologique
ulterieur.

-

repere

-

repere 0

isotherme 0°C

-

repere D

isotherme

-

repere T

tropopause

-

rep ere G

altitudes principales

rep ere X

vent maximum

repere

c

s

niveau caracteristique

-

l0°C

niveaux standards

La description ci-dessus concerne le cas d'un sondage PTUV. Le systeme ETADA~I permet,
en fonction d'une selection effectuee par l. 1 operateur, plusieurs modes de fonctionnement :
- sondage PTUV
- sondage PTU
- sondage VENT
- sondage PTUV avec relacher PTU ou relacher VE:-JT suivant le type d'incident en cours
de sondage
LE SYSTEME ETAHOM
Il se presente de la fa9on suivante
Pour le PTU
- Un meuble EIDER.
- Un sequenceur qui realise !'interface entre les sorties EIDEH et l'entree d'un perforateur code ASCII.
- Un perforateur qui sert de memoire tampon en stockant les donnees primaires t, Dp,
FT, Du.

- pn lecteur relie au calculateur.
Pour le VENT
- Un radar ou un radiotheodolite.
- Un lecteur relie au calculateur.
Pour 1 1 ensemble PTUV
- Un calculateur HP 9825.
- Un teleimprimeur avec lecteur et perforateur de ruban 5 moments.
Le programme PTUV est introduit dans le calculateur au moyen d'une cassette magnetique. Avant le sondage et a 1 1 aide de touches specifiques, l'operateur a la possibi-

115lite en conversant avec le calculateur
- d'entrer l1 {)talonnage d'une nouvelle sonde (capacite : 20 sondes memoris6es) 1
- de contr81er la validi t6 de l'etalonnage apres introduction des donn6es de contr8le sol,
- d'obtenir la liste des sondcs en m6moire,
- de supprimer certaines sondes en me~oire,
- d'obtenir l 1 etalonna9e en clair avec correspondance,
Nombre Impulsions «;;_---7 I' ou U
Prequence

<--7 T

- de transferer les (,talonnages d 'une cassette sur une autre,
- de dupliquer les cassettes programme.
Avant et au denart du ballon les op6t·ations de pr6naration du sondage sont identiques
,; celles effectuees clans le mode ETADA'i.
r·endant l'ascension du ballon, l'ensemble meuble EI 1 lEll - nerforateur fournit une bande perforce des donnees primaires rr:u. r·;n ce qui concerne les donn{)es \'ENT, 1 1 onf)rateur constitue une bande perforfce des naramctJ-es site, a;cimut et 6ventuellement distance oblique.
Le trai tement du sondage petit alors delmter sur der1ancle de l 1 o•1orateur qui reste
ma:ttre du df.roulement des sequences de nropranme. lJn syst<1me d'interrooation-r6ponse
pennet le dialor,ue calculateur-radiosondeur. De ce fait, toutesanomalles telles que
mauvaise r.Scention, brouillaqe, mauvaise perforation des donnee.s nrirnaires, etc •••
neuvent etre coeriqP.es.
A la :fin du sondape, le nt"or:wa•nme JlCl'I'·1Ct d'obtenir·

-

J 1 6dition et la nerforation des 1'1e:;;sapes TE:lP A,
etrc obtenUS en COUt'S de sondage sur demande)

-

la conservation des donn6es du sondar:Je nar transfert sl!r cassette sp6cial.is6e
(capacitt: lOO sondaqes). Cette cassette servira ultf,denrenJent h l 1 6laboration clu
CLU!AT TEi!P et sera exn{~diee au Service Central do Climatol.o(1ie

-

l'edition du comnte-rendu Aerologique et \'ent sur inmrimante.

!l,

C et ll.

(ces documents neuvent

Develonpc initialemeut nour traiter le ~'Ti 1 avec entn"'e manllel.lo du \'i•;;,:T, des essais
sont. actuellermnt en cours nour inteorer le vent aut.omatiquel'lent i\ partir d'un rar'iothcodol i te i1 Sot.·ties nameriques •
L'ensemble CfTAH comnrencl
- un r6centeur l1ES :~~;:;.
- un calcula teur 'li' qlj:::: '';
- un t&lfiimprimeur
Le recepteur rms :'.:~:',, assocU' ~\ une antenne omnidi rectionnelle et son nr{~-ampli.,
cante les signaux emis par la ;-acliosonde. Ann\s clctection, trai 'LCI•ICmt et mise en
forme, 1 1 information est af fi cll0e SLtr diodes
lectro hminescentes et translllises au
calculateur sous la fon,le

c

ttttt

f'f'l'

TTTT

uu
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a

tttt

represente le temps pris

ppp

la fin de la donnee Pression.

represente le nombre d'impulsions Pression.

TTT

represente la frcquence Temperature.

uu

represente le nombre d'impulsions l-lumidite.

Ces impulsions sont acquises directement par le calculateur qui effectue le traitement tout au long du sondage sans intervention de l'operateur si ce n'est l'entr6e
des donnees VENT sur demande du programme. Les operations d'initialisation du sondage
sont semblables a celles du systeme ETAHOH.
En cours de sondage, au fur-et-a-mesure de !'acquisition des informations, le calculateur edite sur le teleimprimeur les valeurs correspondantes ZPTU nour controle.
Apres 1 'acquisition des donnees relatives A. la nression lOO :nb (PT1J + VENT) le calculateur edi te et perfore sur bande 5 moments les parties A et B du message TmiP. Le
sondage se poursuit .iusqu•,). un arret soit automatique par decroissance de pression ou
arr~t emission soit par decision de 1 1 operateur. On obtient alors successivement :
- L' edition et perforation du TEi'!l'

C et D

- L'edition du compte-rendu Aorologique
- L' edition du compte-rendu VENT
l)epuis la mise en exploitation des difforents

syst<~mes,

les rosu ltats obtenu,s sont :

95 ";~ de sucd'!s total avec ETADAH. C'est-?1-dire que dans ')') ;·:, des cas ot) le sondage
est traite, il n'y a pas d'intervention de l'operateur. Le message et les documents
climatologiques sont transmis sans necessiter de correction.
- 100 ~[, de succes avec le systeme ETARm-1.
Remarquons que la reussite de 100 ~:, du syst<~me ETAHmi s'explique du fait de la possibilite donnee
l'operateur de reprendre A tout instant le t1·aitement du sondage et
de ie corriger.

a

Le trai tement entierement automat:i.que du systcme ETAilAt-1 assure une securi te dans la
rigueur du trai tement par contra 1 1 intervention de 1' operateur soi t de sa nropre initiative soit par intet-rogation du calculateur, la manipulation de cassette, l 1 interpretation de certains resultats peuvent engendrer des J1t'oblemes au niveau de l'exploitation.
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COr.PTE-RENDU AEROLOGIQUE <ET VENT)

STATION:LE RRIZET
DATE:
788738
HEURE<TU>:
B
ECRRT HORRIRE:
~
PROCt.DE:

123
123

NR CRA:
NR CRY:

HIYEAUX CARACTERISTIQUES PTU

z
Atr

p
l'lb

T
1/18

u
?.

16~4

Td
. 1/iB

D
36

&7

iiB
83
69
38
27
16·
2

152
1BB
28
-46
-112
-187
-441

ea

R

y
I'!

TTAA
87814
18019
15388
49511

68111
18816
30925
47311
22517

TTBB
82127
435//
22944
77174

6811/
44596
99162
23611
21821

IS
~-.

167
723
2891
2943
4383
4932
8416
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11271
13362
14498
17633
28042
20408
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993
936
7:38
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-29
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-451
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-SiB
-418

87
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82
87
64
59

NIYEAUX CARACTERISTIQUES DE VENT

z

Pot r
3BB

668
2488
4588
848B
1178B

12988
15630
19588
20480
21388
22288
23188

p

l'!b

978
944
759
581
348
208
174
115
63
55

48
42
36

D
36
12
28
16
19
18
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21
25
24
26
25
29
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I!
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6

6
18
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9
19
11
1B

4
8

Hl

8
23
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16
18
19
19
18
18
21
21
22
24
24
26

8

~

....

,

78897 99993
78847 82126
441// 18523
22819 16653
77999=

78897
69518
451//
33759
88115

...

_

BB993
55549
11137
i602B
25019

17422 88816
18~24 50564
25847 447//
515// 25819

17422
13356
495//
44581
41414

80118
18348
28524
88387

11930 12821
66339 39349
21212 06993
19524 55346
45682=

··-·

.. , .-. -··

-~.-

....-..

11i11
18819
28196
449!!

22788
77367
11512
17519

!Ill! 85473
48727 38356
449//·22620
18823 88137
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449!1
11978
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33?B9
83222
115!2
21520

---

6

11
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1B
10
11
ii
12
9
7
8
8

TTCC 68115 78897 78883 535!! 24889 58188 587// 25811 38436
46311 20797 421// 88999 77999=

TTDD 6811/ 78897 11842 535!/ 22588 537// 33548 511// 44157
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21212 11631 23588 22549 26817 33478 25919 44416 28516
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ANNEXCOMP~E-RENDU

AEROLOGIQUE <ET VENT)

STATIOH:LE RAIZET
78073B
DATE:
HEURE<TU):
a
2
ECART HORAlRE:
7
PROCEDE:

COMPTE-RENDU AEROLOGIQUE <ET VENT>

HR CRA:
HR CRI/:

123
123

STATION:LE RRIZET
78B73B
DATE:
B
HEURE<TU):
2
ECART HORAIRE:
7
PROCEDE:

HIVERUX DE PRESSIONS STANDARD

z

T

p

i'ltr

~b

1800
9513

iB9
545
999
1473
1971
2495

909

85B

sea

758
?BB
6S3

3B47

3633
4256
5642
7268
9248
18469
11964
13888
15344
16529
17218
17969
18386
18831
19823
211394
22464
24363
25578
27874

608

5613
408
3BB
258
268
15B
1213
188
98

sa-

75
78
68

se

48

38
25
29

1/18
135
1B3
78
52
1S
-21
-53
-92
-183
-303
-441
-446
-448
-472
-498
-514
-526
-526
-525
-534
-534
-587
-487
-463
-453
-42B

l'lt

2699
4347

r

p
l'lb

731
593

(.

R
10~4

85
78
72
62
51
38

83

89
91
89
89
82
82
87
66
57

32

28
12
-4

Td

1/18
107
85
65
35
-1
-48
-79
-118
-238
-368

T
1/1B

a

-189

u
(.

89

84

123
123

HlVEAUX D'ALTITUDES PRIHCIPALES
D

36

19
20
18
17
16
18
18
19
18
18
18
21
22
22
25
2S
25
25
25
24
24
25
28

1/
p./s

5
6

s

11
18
12
12
12
18
9
11
12
19
9
18
18
8
7
6
4
5
5
9

z
i'\t r

see

p
~b

T

1/19

139
9SS
1B3
9133
78
847
sa
797
-28
704
-79
628
545 - -138
5113
-219
477
-283
415
-361 .
368
-442
311
-444
268
-443
231
-447
199
-454
171
-479
147
-493
127
-515
189
-527
93
-526
88
-537
68
-535
58
43
-sa a
-469
32
-453
27
-458
24
-423
17

1800
1590
200B
3008
4BB8
5BI38
55 BB
6BBB
70813
8088
9BBB
1BBBB
11809
12BBB
13089
14688
15B8B
16089
17BBB
18999
19909
2888B
228BB
248813
25888
26BB8
28888

D'ISOTHERMES

HlVEAU~

z

u

HR CRA:
HR CRI/:

u
?.

R
18~4

Td
1/18

82
89
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82
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56

5
3
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0
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6
8
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19
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25
25.
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24
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4
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12
9
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9
9
18
11
11
12
18
11
8
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i(J
9
7
4
7
9
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R
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47
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Td
1/18
-16
-122

D

V

36

A Is

17
19

9
12

z
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r

p
~b
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T
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-449
-495

u
?.

R
18~4

Td
1/18

D
. 36
18
22

y
11/s
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9

1-'
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AUTOMATION OF THE CANADIAN UPPER AIR NETWORK
K.A. Devine, G.L. Klein
Atmospheric Environment of Canada

In late August of 1980 the Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada will begin the
installation of the Aerological Data Reduction System (ADRES). This system will automate
the on-site computation of aerological data. Using a general purpose minicomputer
connected to the GMD radiotheodolite, ADRES will replace the present manual computation.
The main features of ADRES are the automatic acquisition of wind data, machine computation
and message production, and a sophisticated command language. Since September of 1978
five prototype systems have been operating at different sites throughout Canada.

ADRES
Equipment Rock

Meteoro logi co I
Data Recorder

Disk 111iii~J

cpul~

GCM

Fig. 1 Typical ADRES Configuration

In an effort to automate wherever possible, we began to explore the introduction of
computers into our upper air network in 1972. At that time a number of advantages were
envisaged. Due to the isolated nature of our network much of the cost at our stations is
related to life support and not operations. Thus even small staff reductions can
considerably reduce costs. The morale of our staff could be improved by removing much of
the drugery involved in the present manual computation. The life of our GMD-1 and GMD-2
systems could be extended and maintenance costs reduced by replacing the least reliable
component namely the GMD control recorder.
The principle advantage of automatic computations is the production of highly
reliable information. Even with dedicated and well trained operators about twelve percent
of all messages have at least one error. These errors can be partially attributed to the
urgency of preparing the data for transmission as quickly as possible. A computer based

- 120 system wiil remove the pressure of time and will in fact allow the data to be available
much closer to real time. Many of the quality controls used before the data is introduced
into our weather models at the Canadian Meteorological Center or into our national archive
by the Canadian Climate Center will now be performed automatically on site.
By automating the acquisition of the radiotheodolite synchro data the manual input
by the observer into the computer terminal can be reduced by about 70%. The present GMD
control recorder takes one sample of the synchro data each minute. With ADRES, sampling
the data thirty times per second and using a least square fit to determine the minute
value we are able to greatly reduce the errors generated by the radiosonde/tracking system.
A typical office layout (fig. 1) comprises the ADRES equipment rack and Decwriter
terminal which form the computing nucleus of the system. The existing Leeds and Northrup
meteorological data chart recorder is the source of the raob data. A paper tape
reader/punch is used to input the pressure calibration chart for the radiosonde and to
output the completed meteorological messages. The GMD radiotheodolite is located in a
dome on the roof of the office.

--------,

DIRECTIONAL
DATA
GM D RADIOTHEODOLITE

1 SIGNIFICANT RAOB DATA
1 SELECTED BY OBSERVER

r--------------...L- ----------------------------,
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

REMOTE
GMD
CONTROL
PANEL

INTERNAL
GMD
CONTROL
MODULE

PDP 11/04
COMPUTER
DUAL FLOPPY
DISK

PAPER
TAPE
READER/
PUNCH

___
I
I
I

..-, AEROLOGICAL
MESSAGES

I

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of The New
Canadian Aerologic a I Ground Equipment
The Digital Equipment PDPll/04 minicomputer (Figure 2) is the heart of ADRES. It
has a full complement of 28 thousand sixteen bit words of MOS memory with battery backup.
The programs are retained on standard eight inch floppy disks. One drive of the dual RXll
floppy disk system is used as the system software drive and the second is used as the
archive drive. The Decwriter terminal acts as the input for the significant raob data as
well as a hard copy 300 baud printer. These three modules are all common off-the-shelf
components. By generalizing in this fashion, the system is more ameniable to changes at a
later date.
The meteorological data from an audio-modulated 1680 MHz sonde is output on the
chart recorder. The observer selects the significant data and enters it into the computer
via the terminal. Early in the project we decided not to automate this portion of work.
The complexity was almost as great as the rest of the system and this would have increased
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would result from automating the raob portion of the flight. Furthermore by keeping the
observer involved in the real acquisition of the data, it will not only tend to increase
morale but help to keep the observer alert to the quality of the data.
The radiotheodolite outputs its directional data in the form of synchro
information. The custom electronics, designated as the GMD control module (GCM), converts
this data into a digital form for the computer. This module can also handle the ranging
data from transponder radiosondes. The GMD control module contains all the metering
functions and antenna control switches present on the GMD control recorder. This unit has
as well a few computer control switches for the radiosonde flight. There are highly
visible LED displays for the azimuth, elevation, range, GMT time and flight elapse time.
The computer calculates the data for the first three displays from the digitized synchro
information.
A remote control panel is located in the balloon release area. Most of it's
displays and controls parallel the internal GMD control module. The elevation and azimuth
displays are in an analogue form and allow the observer to quickly set the antenna on
target after release. By removing the audio from the radiosonde RF signal until the
moment of release, the GMD control module, once armed, will commence the flight
automatically. Thus one operator using a train regulator, if necessary, can complete the
release, slew the radiotheodolite on target and inform the computer when the wind data is
valid.

INITIALIZATION
INPUT

Fig. 3 Computation Flow Chart

The ADRES software is a heavily overlayed disk based RT-11 operating system. The
software is grouped into twenty five overlays which are called from the disk as required
and temporarily stored in one of two overlay areas in memory. Certain real time
input/output handlers and the most frequently used commands are memory resident. The
rather important power failure recovery routines are also memory resident. These power
failure routines are very effective since no data is lost and the ADRES software will
continue as soon as the power recovers.
The software used for flight operations (ADRES) consists of 309 modules. The
modular approach speeds comprehension and simplifies software maintenance. A simulation
version of the software (ADRESS) is also available which allows one to completely change
and recompute a previously archived flight. This will be used by our quality assurance
personnel before the data is entered into our national archives. For training purposes a
special version of the software (ADREST) can simulate a flight including moving all
displays in real time. A fourth version (RWT) computes the RMS error of the
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the software are available in both the French and English languages.
The command processor (Figure 3) through which the observer interacts with the
system is very versatile. The operator controls the entry of the data and the system does
not prompt him except in extreme cases. This approach has helped the system gain
acceptance by our experienced observers. We expect that this will also prevent the
observers from becoming bored or distracted thus leading to errors. The observer can
enter, delete, insert and modify data as he wishes. The computer will automatically
recompute the primary and secondary results each time. The validity of the wind data can
be changed as the observer sees fit in order to eliminate erratic data. This allows for
the removal of obviously erroneous data. The computer will then compute the results
through this missing wind stratum automatically.
To further reduce errors all correction tables (such as temperature and pressure)
are retained within the system on the systems disk. They become part of the data areas in
memory when the system is initialized. The system disk also retains any data which does
not change from flight to flight such as station name, latitude etc. The height data from
the previous flight is also saved.
The observer never has to compute any data before entry. Thus all slide rules,
tables, graphs, plotting machines and graphs are eliminated. Only the raw data is entered.
For example, at release the mercury barometer reading and attached thermometer are entered.
The computer automatically calculates the true station pressure taking into account the
station gravity and barometer scale corrections which are stored on the system disk.
Likewise the thermometer correction tables and the horizon obstruction table are retained.
The data areas contain all the information related to a flight. This includes the
initialization data, the input data and the calculated data. The observer may display
this data as he wishes but only the initialization and input data may be changed. If any
input data is altered then the system will automatically recompute all the calculated
data. The data areas are stored in memory during the flight and are transferred in their
entirety onto the archive disk when requested. Thus the flight data may be recovered at a
later date, allowing for correction and complete recompution.
Though the meteorological algorithms comprise less than 10% of the 309 modules they
ensure that the engineering values are calculated consistently throughout the network.
Some of the engineering values are trend checked after they have been computed. All the
input data is limit check and/or trend checked where possible. There are also internal
software limits. As a temporal check the altitude data is compared with the previous
flight information. Where discrepancies are encountered the observer is alerted by
warning or error messages.
Most of the meteorological algorithms ran successfully in first software versions
of the prototypes, but we encountered errors when compared to the manual system as large
as five percent in relative humidity and 30 metres at 20 millibars. The former caused
serious problems in saturated conditions. The latter though very small was consistent.
Both of these faults were believed to be caused by the sensor conversion equations (1).
The improved VIZ (2) algorithms were introduced reducing the relative humidity errors to
1%. The height errors were improved slightly.
The availability of the hardware in the system has increased from 96.0% during the
test period in 1978 to 98.9% this winter. The software problems initially caused the
system to be down 4.5% of the time but this has been decreased to 1.8%. The downtime
reduction was made possible by the avoidance of one major software fault. The prototype
units will be retrofitted with new custom hardware this summer which will allow us to
introduce the latest software. The result was an overall system availability of 98.0% at
test sites. With the implementation of improved preventative maintenance schedules and
updated software even this value will be improved.
An intensive study (3) of the errors in the aerological messages indicated that
twelve percent of all messages have at least one error caused by the observer. The
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of errors are proportional to the number of times the data is handled by the observers and
communicators. Based on this assumption, ADRES will reduce the observer error to 0.5%.
Since the aerological messages are prepared on paper tape for the communications network,
the communications network errors will be reduced to 14%. The teletype networks
themselves cause very few errors. Further gradual reduction in message errors is expected
as local circuits are removed and the transfers between five and eight level coded data
are made mechanically rather than by the communicators.
As mentioned before, the early availability of data would be one of the major
benefits from the system. Our more skilled observers can have the first transmission (UM)
which includes data to 100mb ready in 85 minutes after release. ADRES can have the same
data ready in 55 minutes or about five minutes after the radiosonde reaches lOO
millibars. This is a mixed blessing since the surface synoptic messages are being
transmitted at that time and the teletype networks are fully occupied. Thus when all the
stations are in operation we may have to transmit a reduced message (UX) before the
synoptic hour and the complete message (UM) after the synoptic messages are transmitted,
With ADRES the archived data will be shipped to the Data Quality Control Section in
the form of three diskettes per station per month. Presently they check the flights by
analyzing a 100mb map of the archived data and rechecking any flight which deviates from
the expected height by more than 50 metres. They also perform other checks and do random
spot checks on complete flights. With ADRES, the same lOO millibar analysis check will be
done but the detection of the errors and recomputation will be much more rapid. The
difficulty will be the storage of these one hundred diskettes per month until all are
received, checked, recomputed if necessary and transferred into the national archive.
Taking into account the station archive backup disks, we expect in excess of two thousand
diskettes will be required to operate the network.
There are other problems for which we have not completely satisfactory answers. In
the winter the relative humidity often drops below ten percent in the most northern
offices causing the system software to cease operation due to static discharge.
Humidifiers are being used to alleviate this static. Releasing the balloons in bad
weather by one person can be a hazard if problems arise. In the long term we will have to
maintain the software mainly in order to allow for WMO or regional procedural changes.
Though we will have a special development system one software specialist will have to
remain conversant with the software.
The ADRES will give the Canadian upper air network a more reliable output. The
observers can expect to have a versatile system at their disposal. The network
management, though more complex, will yield a better overall product at a time closer to
the actual observation.
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A TOWER BASED WIND SHEAR WARNING SYSTEM FOR AIRFIELDS
J. Aspola, Vaisala Oy

ABSTRACT
A tower based data acquisition system gives real time data on the low altitude air
conditions near the airport. The system especially monitors vertical wind shear and
temperature inversions by means of the sensors installed at several levels of the tower,
and alerts when set thresholds are exceeded.
The standard system provides sensors for measuring temperature at eight levels, wind
speed and direction at four levels, and humidity also at four levels of the
instrumentation tower.
The heart of the system is a microprocessor based processing unit, which takes care of
measuring the sensor output signals, computing and storing the corresponding average,
minimum, and maximum values, and finally providing the weather data to remote printer
terminals and a cassette storage unit in one of the numerous operator selectable
recording formats, including both numeric and graphic print-out formats. The system
is flexible both in hardware and software allowing different amounts and types of
sensors and recording terminals to be used.
As to installing the system, the basic approach is to use already existing radio and TV
broadcasting towers, when they are at a suitable distance from the airport. The first
system, designed in co-operation with the Finnish Meteorological Institute, was installed
in the Kivenlahti broadcasting tower, 300 m high. The system supports two printer
terminals, one of which is at the Helsinki-Vantaa international airport about 30 km
away. After one and a half years of fully operational use the system is described as
indispensable by the airport meteorological personnel.
1.

Introduction

lt is a well-known fact that modern big ait·-crafts with their heavy mass and wing load
have poor slow speed characteristics, which makes them easily vulnerable by rapid airdensity changes, especially during landing and take-off operations. This, together
with the air-traffic ever increasing, makes it most important to rapidly detect
abnormalities in low-altitude weather to forewarn the pilots.
In co-operation with the Finnish Meteorological Institute, Vaisala has developed a
tower-instrumented data-aquisition system, Midas 200, to give real time information on
low-altitude air conditions near the airport, and especially to alert when such
phenomena as strong wind shear or temperature inversion are met.
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and humidity by means of the sensors installed at several levels of the instrumentation
tower, and computes vertical wind shear magnitudes and temperature differences
between the sensor levels. The scaled and computed data are sent to remote printer
terminal(s) via public telephone lines automi3tically or on request.
The system may be used as an autonomous one giving data directly to users or as a
subsystem of a larger data processing system. The relevant ICAO recommendations
have been taken into account in the firmwar·e design.
2.

System Configuration

The main parts and features of the complete system MIDAS 200 are described below:
Sensors
In the standard system, sensors are provided for measuring temperature at eight
levels, wind speed and direction at four levels, and humidity also at four levels of the
instrumentation tower.
All the sensor signal inputs are equipped with a transient
protection circuitry to avoid surge voltages generated by lightning strikes.
The number of sensor levels in the system is accommodated to an instrumentation tower
of 300 meters high, which is considered to be enough to provide sufficient information
for the air traffic, specially during landing and take-off.
An example of the sensor configuration and installation in given in Appendix 1, Tables
1 and 2.
Data Processing Unit
The heart of the system is a microprocessor based processing unit, which measures the
sensor output signals, computes and stores the corresponding average, minimum and
maximum values, and finally provides the weather data to the printer terminals and the
cassette unit in a format specified by the operator.
The processing system runs on 5 kilobyte program memory and 4 kilobyte buffer
storage memory.
lt is able to support two independent data terminals and a cassette
drive.
Data Output and Control Terminals
In the basic system, two 30 char./second printer terminals provide both for system
control by the operator and for data output. The tranceiving method between the
processor and the terminals is bit-serial according to the E IA RS232C standard. If the
terminals should be installed further than 300 meters away from the processing unit, a
pair of data modems (300 bits/s) are needed for each terminal to transmit data reliably.
Furthermore, a C-type cassette drive serves as a mass storage memory.
Power Supply
The system is AC-powered, but the power supply has a battery back-up thus being
capable to keep the whole system (including the optional data modems, excluding the
printer terminals) fully operational about half an hour after an AC-power failure.
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Physically, the processing unit including the standard interfaces, the transient
protections, the cassette drive, the data modems, and the power supply are all installed
in a single free standing cabinet, provided with both front and t·ear access doors for
maintenance.
A typical system configuration scheme is given in Appendix 2.
3.

Measuring and Computing the Parameters

All the analog sensor signals (temperature and humidity) are measured at 30 second
intervals and all the digital sensor signals (wind speed and direction) are measured at 2
second intervals.
At the end of each two minutes period the following values are computed and available
as new data:
0

Temperature, two minutes average values ( C) for each
sensor level.
Relative humidity, two minutes average values (%) for
each sensor level.
Wind speed, both two and ten minutes average, minimum, and maximum values (knots) for each sensor
level.
Wind direction, both two and ten minutes average,
minimum, and maximum values (degrees) for each sensor
level.
Vertical wind shear· values are determined by calculating
the wind vector relative differences between each two
successive wind sensor levels and furthermore between
the upmost and lowmost levels. The shear values are
computed on the basis of the two minutes average wind
values (ICAO recommendation). Only shear vector
magnitudes are available ( knots/30 m).
To detect temperature inversions the temperature differences between each two successive sensor levels and
furthermore between the lowmost level and all the other
levels are computed (these together make 13 comparisons).
The wind shear and temperature data
message, if one or more of the shear
alarm limits selected by the operator.
certain time intervals determined by the

are automatically given as an appropriate alarm
values or temperature differences exceeds the
All the other data are printed on request or at
operator.

lt is possible for the operator to exclude any
the calculations.
For instance, if the third
sensor failure, the processor is clever enough
second and fourth sensors. The same goes for

sensor value from both the printout and
wind sensor is excluded because of a
to calculate the shear value between the
temperature comparisons, too.
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Data Output and Storage

The following types of data messages are available and sent to the printer terminals by
simple commands:
1.

Wind data, direction/speed average values from each
level (degrees/knots).

2.

Wind data, direction/speed maximum-mm1mum values
from each level (degrees/knots).

3.

Vertical wind shea1· vector magnitudes between the
upmost and lowmost levels and between each two successive levels, five values together (knots/30 m).

4.

Temperature data from each level (°C).

5.

Humidity data from each level

6.

Messages 4. and 5. together.

7.

Messages 1 . and 2. together.

8.

Messages 1., 2., and 3. all together.

9.

Messages 1 ... 5. all together.

10.

Graphic profile of wind data: direction average and
variation, speed average and variation (each level).

11.

Similar to the message type 10., but only one selected
level data.

12.

Graphic profile of humidity data (each level).

13.

Similar to the message type 12., but only one selected
level data.

14.

Graphic profile of temperature data (each level).

15.

Similar to the message type 14., but only one selected
level data.

(%, rei.).

Some printout examples are shown in Appendix 3.
All the message types above are available either on request or repeatedly at the tiine
inte,rval, which can be selected to be any number of two minutes increments from 1 to
255. In fact, there are two individual software counters for each terminal, which makes
it possible to select two separate message types (for example a graphic one and a
numeric one) to be printed out at separate intervals. All the messages are provided
with current date and time, which can be set from the terminal.
If the wind shear or temperature difference values exceed the corresponding alarm
limits set by the operator, the message type 3. or 4. (respectively) is automatically
printed together with the alarm signal. Also an "alarm over" -message is sent as the
air conditions go back to normal again. To prevent continuously repeated "alarm" and
"over" messages a kind of software hysteresis is applied.
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memory up to 33 complete weather messages. This gives the operator the possibility to
backtrack a weather case.
The banking interval can be set alike the reporting
interval, however, irrespectively to that. Recalling 11 days old data is possible, if the
banking interval is set to its maximum (8.5 h).
Instantaneous sensor values, both scaled and unsealed, are also available, intended
mainly for maintenance purposes. To ease the maintaining it has been made possible to
set analog sensor scaling parameters from the terminal, without the need of hardware
adjustment.
All the data are recorded on the cassette at selectable intervals. Cassette capacity
permits recording of 50 days data when a half an hour recording interval is used. A
separate cassette reader is needed to transfer data to other systems.
5.

Conclusions

The impetus for the tower system came from the user side, which shows that such
systems are needed. The biggest problem might be the demand of an instrumentation
tower high enough and close enough to the airport to be of practical use. Nowadays
such towers, however, are not so rare - the basic approach here is to use already
existing radio and TV broadcasting towe1·s.
The first system was installed in the
Kivenlahti broadcasting tower, 30 km away from the Helsinki-Vantaa international
airport, and the airport meteorologists have been quite satisfied with the information
received.
To get satisfactory information preconceives reference measurements at both sites, and
still the meteorologist has to consider the validity of the data by taking the current
weather situation into account.
The tower system offers an aeronautical meteorologist much better possibilities to
prepare shear and inversion warnings than only using routine sounding.
Preparing
warnings for aviation is still not the only application for the system - it may also be
used for example in collecting data for local forecasts and air pollution control.
The Midas 200 system was developed paying extra attention to the flexibility and
versatility of the system software.
Extra consideration was also given to make the
system easily maintainable.
The special software features, like graphic reporting as
well as data banking capability have already proven their worth, but not the
easy-to-maintain feature.
The Kivenlahti system has already been running two years
without a single hardware failure.
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Specification of the sensors in the instrumentation tower

Parameter

Sensor type

Temperature
Humidity
Wind speed
Wind dir.

Vaisala
Vaisala
Vaisala
Vaisala

TABLE 1:

Inst. level

300
250
200
150
100
50
22
10

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

DTS
HMP
WAA
WAV

12, Pt 100
14 U, Humicap
12, anemometer
12, wind vane

Qty

Signal
type

Wires/sensor

8

analog
analog
digital
digital

3

4
4
4

4
3

9

Specification of the sensor types and quantities, and
the corresponding signal types and signal wires required.

Sensors
T H
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-·

ws

WO

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Signal wir·es required/level
Analog (T, H)
Digital (WS, WD)

7
3
7
3
7
3
7
7

'--·

12
12
12
12

-------------·------'·~·--·

TABLE 2:

Sensor installation levels and signal wires required on
each level (T
temperature, H
humidity, WS
wind
speed, WO = wind direction).

NOTE 1:

The analog sensor (T, H) and the digital sensor (WS,
WD) shall not be connected into the same cable. Thus
two separate cables are needed from the data processing
unit to the installation levels 22 m, 100 m, 200 m, and

=

=

=

300 m.
NOTE 2:

All the cab2es should be of shielded type.
of 0. 75 mm per wire is required.

Cross-section

:s
0

:I>
(/')

INSTRUMENTATION TOWER

1i
299

w

PRINTER
TERMINAL
AT THE
AIRPORT

-FT
1000

lOO~

900

-

MI

R
Tl 743

Joos~ I~
-

500

92

WITH 302

2

W.lTH 69
T 7

W: WIND DIRECTION
SPEED
T: TEMPERATURE
H: HUMIDIT'.1

-1
'<

"'C

c:;·

~
(/')

'<
!./)

....
CD
3

n0

:J
_,

<0'
c

"'5

....Ill

6'

:J

1--'

w

1--'

CHlTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
WITH 5 KB PROGRAM MEMORY
AND 4 KB R/W MEMORY

300

DIGITAL 1/F

!ANALOG I/F

TRANSIENT PROTECTION

100
GND

Tl 743

SECONDARY
PRINTER
TERMINAL

~ lr~2oo
21

M

N
0
0

W

.T,H

W,T, H

WAV -12
WAA-12
Pt-100
HMP-14U

:I>

DD 4119

"'0
"'0
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z

0

X
N
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APPENDIX 3

In printout, first number is message code followed by series of seven numbers indicating
date and time.

2421655
2421655
2421655

1
·::.
,_
3

231 ..... 24
219.."22
242-1"=:tl/28-14 248-214.."30-18
1)1
1)2
01

2:36/26

02

Message type 8:
1) Wind direction and speed averages.
maximum - minimum values. 3) Wind shear- magnitudes.

4
5

2411030
2411030

21,8

Message type 6:

23
2:3
1.13
1,)2
Ml
l.t!O

21,4
49
4)

242 . . . 27
259-225/:3 0-22

259-225 . . . 30-20
2)

Wind direction and speed

21,1

Temperature values.

5)

Humidity values.

00 03 06 09 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 00
10
20
30
40
50
I-- I-- I-- I-- I-- I-- I-- I - I-- I-- I-- I-- I I----I----I----I----I----124:31 03 0 I
<===•==>
I I
<=•=>
24:31 03 0 I
<===•==>
I I <=•==>
2431030 I
<=====•===>
I I <=•=>
2431030 I
<=====•=====>
I I <=•=>

Message type 10: Graphic profile of wind data from each level showing wind direction
average and variation, wind speed average and variation. Star indicates average value,
arrows indicate variation limits.

4.-.
._:.
43
l.tl3
l.tl3
1.,1:3
1,)'='
•J

1.~3

1..13
l_tl:3

'·1:3

'·13
1.,13
1,13
[,1:3
lol~:

l.ol3
1..13
1. 3
1.13
1..13
l.o,13
1..13
1.ol3

·':•"J :36
00 0:3 06 09 12 15 18 21 24 ·::.-7 30 ._,._,
00
10
20
30
40
50
I--1--I--I--I--I--I--I--I--I--I1----I--- . L ---I----I----I24:3 070i I
I I
•=>
<=•>
24:30711 I
I I
<=•>
<=•>
24:30721 I
<=•=>
I
I
<•>
24:30731 I
I I
<=•>
•=>
24:30741 I
I
<•>
I
<•>
24:30751 I
<•>
I I
<=•>
2430801 I
I I
•>
<•>
24:30811 1
I I
<•>
<•>
24:30:?.21 I
I I
<•>
<•>
24308:31 I
I I
•=>
<•>
2430:341 I
I
I
<=•=>
<•>
2430:351 I
I
<=•>
I
<•==>
24:30824 I
I I
<=•=>
<=•=>·
2430912 I
<==•=>
I
I
<===•==>
2430922 I
<==•=>
I
I
<===•=>
24:3(19:32 I
<====•=>
I
I
<==•===>
2430942 I
<==•·-===>
I
I
<=•==>
2430952 I
<===•=>
I
I
<==•===>
2431002 I
<====•===>
I
I
<=•===>
24:31012 I
<===+=>
I
I
<=•===>
2431022 I
I
<==•===>
I
<==•==>
L- I

T_~T

~

~

Message type 11:
Graphic profile of wind data from one level showing variation with
time.
21 successive observations, stored 10 minutes apart, have been taken from data
bank.
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PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS IN THE AUTOMATION OF OBSERVATIONS
Donald T. Acheson
Equipment Development Laboratory
Systems Development Office
National Weather Service, NOAA
Silver Spring, Md.
U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
The National Weather Service, in concert with two other government agencies,
is planning to procure totally automatic weather stations reporting almost all
parameters currently observed and disseminated by humans. In replacing manual
with automatic observations, no insurmountable technical problems exist. We have
sensors in use or well into development to transduce pressure; wind speed; direction;
temperature; humidity; cloud base height; and the presence of rain, hail, snow,
fog, haze, freezing rain, and thunderstorms. We also have in the microcomputer,
the means to process signals from these transducers inexpensively in real time to
derive needed products and generate messages and displays in a variety of formats
for both local and distant use. However, we do have a number of significant problems to solve. For example, it is tempting, but very inefficient and expensive,
to require that automatic observations duplicate those of the human observer.
Likewise, it is proving difficult to automate the data quality control functions
provided by humans.
INTRODUCTION
In the most general sense, man has been observing the weather for longer than the span
of recorded history. However, only for the past few centuries has he both possessed and
used instruments to measure some atmospheric variables systematically and periodically.
Furthermore, we still rely upon the unaided human to describe other variables as well as
to read instruments and disseminate his observation.
This paper addresses the question of total automation--sensing, processing, and disseminating directly to the user complete synoptic and aviation observations without human
intervention. Included are not only the historically objective measurements of pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, and precipitation amount and the more
modern but equally objective measurements of cloud base height and extinction coefficient;
but also the subjective observations of obstruction to visibility, cloud amount, the presence of thunderstorms, freezing rain and others. We are not confined by either cost or
technology to require a human to read dials or numeric displays and to format and transmit
a message. Digital-to-voice devices allow the direct dissemination of observations by
radio or telephone. The computer facilitates message composition and transmission to nearby
displays and on the conventional meteorological data communication channels.
We have experimented with total automation (2,4,6) * • Other equipments, incorporating
many features of total automation, are either under development or have found limited use
in the observation network in the United States. We are planning total automation on a
on a demonstration scale for the mid-80's.

* Indicates

references
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1.

The mechanics of total automation has proved to be relatively
easy and non-controversial when a variable has a history of
being derived objectively, either by direct measurement alone
or by direct measurement and subsequent "processing" with tables
or special purpose slide rules or standardized procedures.
Conversely, subjective observational procedures have been
difficult to automate.

2.

Eliminating the human does much more than tax the ingenuity
of scientists and engineers tasked with sensor development.
The observer injects a large measure of data quality control
and usually can smoothly circumvent malfunctioning equipment.

3.

At least in the United States, the market for meteorological
equipment is too small to support an industry. Automation at
any level depends upon fallout from other markets. We are
masochistic, awaiting with pleasure coming developments of
technology while still suffering the pains of having invested
in past and now obsolescent technologies. To a certain extent,
we can protect ourselves by a wise choice of technology,
second-sourcing components, and by developing non-proprietary
designs. We are not always successful in doing this.

4.

It is convenient to regard a totally automatic weather station
as consisting of sensors, a processor, and output devices. It
is important to recognize that costs are not uniformly distributed among these three subsystems. For a minimal automated
station, sensors cost about U.S. $100,000, processor hardware
about U.S. $10,000, and output devices about another U.S.
$10,000. Installation costs can easily run to u.s. $10,000.
Initial microcomputer software development costs at least
U.S. $100,000, but is amortized over the number of stations
installed. But we must add to these figures any additional
software development required for specific installations and
the cost of both hardware and software maintenance over the
life of the equipment.

PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS
Sensors
As noted above, pressure, temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, and precipitation amount have a long history of objective measurement. For these variables, we
have a reasonable selection of instruments and a reasonably well defined processing procedure to adapt for totally automatic weather stations. However, one may have difficulty
compromising desired accuracy, cost, and reliability. We view our most pressing sensor
needs as a ceilometer, and extinction coefficient sensor, and an instrument to determine
the type of obscuration to visibility.
We have had fixed beam and rotating beam c.eilometers for many years. They have proved
expensive to maintain and difficult to reproduce at an acceptable cost. It does not require very profound analysis to show that the operating principle of the rotating or fixed
beam ceilometer is fundamentally disadvantageous in contrast with the laser radar. Accordingly, all of our current interest is focussed upon monostatic laser ceilometers. Currently
in the United States, three companies are active in designing and fabricating prototype
laser ceilometers capable of measuring cloud base heights to 3000 meters or more at least
once each minute.
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ceilometer, we find it difficult to reproduce at an acceptable cost. Futhermore, its
operating principle favors accuracy at low visibilities at the expense of accuracy at high
visibilities. Because of a critical transition from visual to instrument flight rules at
3 miles visibility and a requirement to report visibilities at and below 7 miles, we are
actively investigating aerosol scatter sensors for total automation. Backscatter sensors
exhibit strong dependencies upon both aerosol and hydrometeor type and extinction coefficient (3). Forward scatter (20 to 50 degrees) sensors exhibit a response almost
uniquely dependent upon extinction coefficient (2,5,9).
Unlike cloud base height and extinction coefficient, no sensor for distinguishing
among hydrometeors enjoys a history of use in an observational network. We are developing
such a sensor. Its operation depends upon the interaction of hydrometeors with a collimated
and coherent helium-neon laser beam. We have demonstrated the ability to distinguish between rain, snow, and fog (7,8). With some modifications, raindrop and hail size distributions, rainfall rate, and possibly snowfall rate measurements and distinction among hail,
rain, snow, rain mixed with snow, fog, and rain mixed with fog will be attainable.
Processors
It is difficult for me to conceive of total automation without a computer. While the
task can be done with a minicomputer, the development and availability of the microprocessor
makes automation much easier. Total automation requires execution in real time. Some of
the processing either required or desired is complex and time consuming. The microprocessor allows distributed processing at a very small increase in cost. Thus one can
remove the constraint of time in part by dedicating a microprocessor to completing a
complex task and then passing the results along to another processor.
However, any computer is merely an opportunity to shift most of the burden of design
from hardware to software. It is not an opportunity to neglect, defer, or delegate design.
Too many times I've heard "Let the software people take care of it.", "We' 11 write something quick and dirty to get the software going soon and do it right later.", "Don't worry,
we'll document the software when its done.", and "Test it? But it works!". I'm not saying
these attitudes and problems are unique to software. But one should recognize that the
processing needed for total automation can be orders of magnitude more complex than that
feasible in hardware. Two very important software design problems, algorithms and data
quality control, are discussed below.
For a variety of reasons, data processing algorithms in total automation tend to be a
translation of procedures written for human observers into a computer language. When these
procedures are unambigous and objective and already involved the reading of an instrument
by an observer, writing the algorithm is neither a difficult nor controversial job. However, when we rely upon the human to sense and to interpret subjectively, difficulties
arise. There are at least three ways to solve the problem. First, one can expend resources
to develop and evaluate algorithms whose output satisfactorily approximates that of the
human. These solutions tend to be ad hoc, arbitrary, and characterized by empirical constants. Second, one can redefine the procedures to eliminate the difficulties. This
usually results in a different observation. Third, one can simply decline to produce an
element of an observation. This accommodates the case of having neither a sensor nor a
means of combining sensor outputs to measure the atmospheric variable in question.
Visibility is a good example. The human usually determines prevailing visibility, defined
as "the greatest visibility equalled or exceeded throughout at least half the horizon
circle which need not necessarily be continuous." We have adopted the first solution with
input from three widely spaced extinction coefficient sensors. We have also adopted the
second solution by using the output of a single sensor to compute "sensor equivalent
visibility" with the equation for runway visibility. In the case of visibility, we cannot
opt for the third solution.
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two questions. Is the hardware (sensors, telemetry, and processor) functioning properly?
Are the output data of acceptable accuracy?
We have the tools to answer the first ques.tion .directly, A remote data acquisition
module (consisting of an analog multiplexer, analog-to-digital converter~ and a device to
serially transmit the converted data) allows rapid transmission of both meteorological data
and sensor status information to the processor. Failure of the power mains at the sensor
site, of DC power supplies in the sensors, of aspirators, etc. unequivocally indicate
sensor failure. Injecting a signal of known magnitude into a multiplexer channel and comparing the value received with the expected value is a valuable check on the remote data
acquisition equipment, the telemetry channel, and the processor itself. As a side benefit,
acquiring and transmitting sensor status information opens many possibilities for the automated tracking of sensor subsystem reliability and the concurrent refinement of periodic
maintenance schedules and more timely and efficient repair.
The question of output data accuracy is much more difficult to answer. In general,
one should know the content of the sensor inputs to the processor--meteorological variability, sensor bias, and sensor zero mean error or noise--and how these inputs propagate
through the processor. When all this information is available, it should be used directly
to estimate the accuracy of the output data. However, it usually is not, and the input
and/or output data itself must be used to estimate output data accuracy. To accomplish
this, several techniques are available.
1.

An oversampled time series of input data can be curve fitted

and the residual variance used as an estimator of the accuracy
of the mean or any other similar estimator obtained from the
fitted curve. This technique can also be used to edit or reject
spurious data points (1). While addressing the presence of
meteorological variability and sensor noise, it does not address
bias. It is superior to examining each datum as it is received
and testing each for plausibility.
2.

Systematic error or bias can be addressed by:
a.

Testing for physical or meteorological consistency among
the output data or intermediate quantities derived during
the processing. This should be done keeping the variability
and noise estimates formed in (1) above in mind. As a
simple example, dewpoint temperature should not significantly
exceed ambient temperature.

b.

Using redundant sensors, but avoiding the incest associated
with the use of duplicate but identical sensors.

c.

Implementing periodic field calibration of sensors.

d.

Investing the resources in sensor design and evaluation to
obtain tested and proven reliability.

e.

Exmnining long term statistics and comparing them with
similar information from adjacent and climatologically
similar stations in the network.
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A Fl ELD-PROVEN METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION SYSTEM
FOR MEDIUM SIZE AIRPORTS
K. Luu kkonen, Vaisala Oy
An economic requirement for uninterrupted and undelayed operation of scheduled air
transportation even in rapidly changing weather conditions has increased the workload
of weather observers at airports.
This appears as demand for more frequent and
accurate measuring of weather parameters, increasing work with data conversion and
reduction calculations and data distribution leaving less time for data verification and
general follow-up of weather conditions.
Recent development in sensors, data processing and display equipment has enabled
design of systems allowing the observer to maintain reliable and fast supply of weather
data in conditions referred above.
The meteorological observation system for medium size airports has been developed by
Vaisala Oy in co-operation with aviation authorities.
Several systems have been
installed and taken into operational use in Finland during past two years .
A description of general system design approach, standard and optional sensor
configuration, data processing with operational aspects and principles of data
distribution are given in this paper.
1.

Introduction

At the beginning of 1978 a decision was made at The Finnish Meteorological Institute to
start furnishing of medium size airports in Finland with automatic observation systems.
Operational experience of two years with large automatic observation system at
Helsinki-Vantaa airport had proved the benefits of automation and formed a good basis
for design requirements of new system for smaller airports. These one-runway airports
are mostly used for domestic passenger traffic, up to 350 000 passengers and 30 000
operations per year.
At these airpor·ts meteorological observations are made
continuously, but during night-time with reduced personnel I.
2.

General system design

Sensors and hardware modules
The hardware block diagram of the basic observation system, MI DAS 310, is shown in
Figure 1.
The system can be divided in three main sections:

*

sensors

*
*

meteo instrumentation
operator 1s equipment and data distribution system
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- 141 The sensors for wind speed and direction, air temperature and humidity and ground
temperature are connected via airport cabling to the cable terminator. The transmi~_sio
meters of the RVR-system are connected to the RVR-computers. The signals from the
pressure sensor, cable terminator and the RVR-computers are connected to the sensor
interfaces in MIDAS 310 Central Unit.
The MIDAS 310 Central Unit consists of microcomputer modules developed by Vaisala for
automatic weather stations. The main functional modules of the MIDAS 310 Central Unit
are:

*
*
*
*
*

DM 14 microcomputer
sensor interfaces
character generator
power supply
cabinet

The microcomputer contains a program for controlling all fuctions of the system. The
character generator connects to the CCTV-network of the airport and provides the
video signal for monitors which are normally installed in meteo and the control tower.
Separate displays for wind information (WAD 13) are normally located in meteo, the
control tower and the rescue center. The operator console, normally printer terminal
or CRT-terminal connects to the central unit.
Installation requirements
The sensor locations are selected individually according to the local circumstances. The
operator terminal can be located in any place at airport. Video monitors can be located
freely within airport area.
The system operates on 110/220 VAC.
Central unit, sensors and sensor electronics
have battery backup power for 24 hour operation.
3.

System functions

Data acquisition
The system utilizes sensor data, internally generated data and manually entered data as
follows:

*

The basic sensors are measured automatically at selectable
intervals

*

Data from manual observations (e.g. clouds, visibility)
are entered from the operator 1s terminal

*

Automatic data quality control, conversion to
meteorological units and storage to system memory
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*

Complete sensor control including error recognition,
alarm printout, and sensor activation-deactivation
commands

*

Automatic sensor data can be edited from operator's
terminal before dissemination

Computed parameters
The system performs the following computations:

*

Mean wind speed (10 minute), updated every 2 minutes,
and corresponding minimum and maximum speeds

*

Mean wind direction (10 minute), updated every 2
minutes, and corresponding direction extremes

*

QNH, QFE and QFF, computed from station level, air
temperature and pr·essure

*

Dew point, calculated from air temperature and humidity

*

Transfer level (TRL), determined from QNH value

Signifigant change detection
The following features are realized in the system:

*

The system autimatically alerts the operator when
significant change in weather parameters are detected

*

Programmable alert limits and conditions for all significant sensors and computed values

Message generation and distribution
MI DAS 310 automatically generates standard MET REP message at preset minute at 30 or
60 minute intervals:

*

Messages are printed or displayed on operator
terminal for acceptance

*

Distribution to the CCTV network only by operator
command after acceptance

*
*

SPECIAL message can be initiated at any time

*

Message format includes user fields for special messages
and remarks

*

All messages recorded on teleprinter (standard) and
magnetic tape (option)

Manually entered data automatically included to the
messages
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The operator has the following basic commands for controlling of the system operation:

4.

*
*

Set METR EP generation time

*

Produce SPECIAL message

*
*
*
*

Transmit message to the CCTV network

Enter data to message buffer

Enter alert conditions and limits
List system parameters
Select automatic/manual sensor input

Optional features

Sensors:
Large number of additional analog or digital sensors can be connected to the basic
system.
Remote sensor sites:
Large airports can utilize remote measuring sites equipped with Vaisala MI LOS-type
weather stations. MI LOS is a very low power weather station having fixed set of 9
sensors. These kind of remote stations are connected to MI DAS 310 via telephone lines
or radio links. The block diagrams of Figure 2. shows one possible solution for- a
multi point observation system.
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- 144 Telecommunication
MIDAS 310 procides hardware and software for operation in telecommunication network.
The system can be interrogated remotely via telephone or telex lines.
5.

Operational experience

Totally four MIDAS 310 type systems have been installed at four Finnish airports since
January 1979.
The systems have proved to be very r-eliable, have decreased the
workload of the observers, have increased data distribution speed and have decreased
error risk in observation work.
6.

Conclusions

The system design of MIDAS 310 system has proved to fulfill the requirements set for
the system. The main objectives of the automation have been achieved. The amount of
meteorological data has increased without increasing of the number of personnel. The
amount of manual work has decreased. The reliability of observations has increased,
and errors in conversions and reduction calculations have disappeared.
The future trend in airport observations seems to be multipoint observation network at
the airport area.
MI DAS system has been designed for this concept and has also
facilities for connection to integrated observation network.
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INTEGRATED AUTOMATIC SYS'l'EiviS F'OR ACQUISTION, PROCESSING, DISSEMINATION /DISPLAY
AND DOCUMENTATION OF' METEOROLOGICAL DATA AT CIVIL AERODROMES IN SWEDEN
Ari Gudmundsson
Swedish meteorological and hydrological institut

l.

Introduction
About ten years ago the first automatic systems for the assessment of runway visual
range (RVR) were introduced at Swedish aerodromes. Small computers were used for
the calculation and for the display of RVR-values on closed circuit television
(CCTV) integrated with other information neeQed in ATS-units for take-off and
landing operations. Information on runway condition and navigational aids as well
as meteorological information were fed into the processor from a key-board terminal in the meteorological station.
Changes in the ATS organization towards concentration of terminal control responsibility into a small number of control centres, located at the largest aerodromes, has
made it necessary to supply these centers with real time information on landing and
take-off conditions at all aerodromes for which they are responsible. To meet this
requirement at Gothenburg/Landvetter and Stockholm/Arlanda new automatic systems
where taken into operational use in 1977 and 1979, respectively. The systems are
designed and put into operation by the Swedish company ASEA in cooperation with
the Swedish Board of Civil Aviation and the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI).
At smaller aerodromes the meteorological station is normally integrated with the
aerodrome control (ADC) or the aerodrome flight information service (AF'IS). To
reduce the workload of these ATS units the use of a semiautomatic system for
meteorological observations and reports have been tested at Jonkoping aerodrome.
The prototype system is designed by SMHI in cooperation with the Swedish Board
of Civil Aviation.

2.

GOTHENBURG/Landvetter MET/ATS information system

The principal functions of this system are to
collect data from meteorological sensors
communicate with data terminals and CCTV systems at the aerodromes concerned
process data collected from sensors and data terminals for adequate display in
ATS and MET units
log data for system control, investigations and research purposes.
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forms is not included in the system. These reports are prepared and transmitted
manually by the observer using relevant outputs from the automatic system, such
as average wind direction and speed, maximum wind speed, temperature, dew point
temperature, QNH and QFF.

Figure l shows the following priLcipal parts of the system
Central processing and communication units
Sensors, data terminals, digital displays and CCTV monitors connected to these
units.

MET I ATS INFORMATION SYSTEM
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION SERVICE FOR
AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES AT GOTHENBURG-LANOVETTER AIRPORT

MET. OBS

MET. PROG.

ADC
DISPL'-Y'S
0

CT

,

WMP TAPE COMP
2
1•2
1

LANDVETTER
AIRPORT

Figure 1

Attachment l gives a detailed block diagram showing the different components
of the Meteorological Transducer System (MTS), including the back-up system of
analog recorders receiving signals from the sensors independent of the central
processing units.
Figure 2 shows. the locations of the meteorological sensors as .follows
Two rotating cup anemometers near the touch down zones of the runway for measrurement of wind speed and direction (8/D).
Three ASEA QL 1250 systems for the assessment of runway visual range (RVR) and
meteorological visibility for the touch down zones and the centre of the runway.
A set of sensors for air temperature and relative humidity near the centre of
the runway.
A precision aneroid barometer placed in the computer room in the ATS building.
As the computer room is airconditioned the aneroid is connected by a noncompressible plastic tube to a room not influenced by artificial pressure variations.
Two ASEA QL 1211 ceilometers located at the ILS middle markers in the approach
area. They may be connected to the processing units but the cloud signals are
at present only displayed on analog recorders.
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As the processing within the RVR-system, including the meteorological visibility,
will be described in another contribution to the conference, the following
description will be limited to processing of wind, temperature, humidity and
pressure information together with information received from data terminals.
a) Wind
Wind vector calculations are made every 2 seconds. Every 20 seconds (this is
an adjustable system parameter) the following information is displayed and
updated with respect to the reporting scale

- 148 Mean wind direction and speed during the last 2 and 10 minutes
Maximum and minimum wind speed and extreme values of wind direction
during the last 10 minutes
Mean wind components along and across the runway during the last
2 minutes
Selection of significant information, in accordance with the regulation
in ICAO Annex 3, needed for take-off and landing operations.
b) Temperature
Actual values as well as two earlier values (10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or 60
minutes ago) as chosen by an operator are displayed and updated every
minute with respect to the reporting scale.
c) Humidity
Dew point temperature is calculated. The actual values of relative
humidity and dew point temperature as well as earlier values are displayed
and updated according to the same principles as for temperature.
d) Pressure
QFE, QNH and QFF values are calculated. Actual values as well as earlier
values are displayed and updated according to the same princip~es as for
temperature and humidity. Furthermore the QFE value three hours ago is
updated in the same way.
e) CCTV displays
The wind, temperature, humidity, pressure, RVR and visibility values
together with information fed into the system from data terminals are
edited for display on CCTV monitors.
Figure 3 shows an example of a manually updated MET REPORT (left) and
automatically updated information (right) primarily for use by MET
personnel.
Figure 4 shows an example of automatically updated wind, RVR and
pressure information (right) primarily for use by ATS personnel.
MET REPORT is normally display to the left. Line 18 is used for aerodrome forecast (TAF) and line 20 for system information. The last
four lines (21-24) are used for information on runway condition
and navigational aids.
f) Data logging
The information displayed on the CCTV monitors is logged on a magnetic
tape recorder as soon as a new MET REPORT or SPECIAL is issued for
transmission on the Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS). The
same recorder also logs for research purposes all information collected
from the meteorological sensors.
For the system control a printer with a key-board is used. The printer
is also used as a back-up for the magnetic tape recording of information
displayed on CCTV monitors.
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3.

Prototype semi-automatic observation system at Jonkoping aerodrome

The system is designed for use during short test periods ln spring 1980.
Its principal functions are to
collect data from sensors for wind, temperature,

~umidity

and pressure

process data collected from sensors or fed into the system from a keyboard in the aerodrome control tower. The aim of this function is the
editing, display and recording of all information needed for take-off
and landing operations as well as for dissemination beyond the aerodrome
transmit reports in METAR and SYNOP code forms to the WMO regional
telecommunication hub in Norrkoping. During the test periods this
function was limited to local printer and magnetic tape recording.
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Figure 5

The system configurations will be described in another contribution to the
conference. The following discriptions and comments will therefore be
limited to its operational functions.
Figure 5 shows an example of a display on the data terminal in the aerodrome control tower. Its principal disposition is as follows
Upper right section contains automatically updated information from
meteorological sensors
Upper left section is disposed for the editing and display of MET REPORT
and SPECIAL needed for take-off and landing operations
Four lines (16-19) are used for the editing and display of METAR and
SYNOP

1
I

- 151 Line 20 is reserved for system control information.
The lowest four lines are open for free editing and display of information
By simple key-board operations the terminal may be ordered into different
functional modes, such as
MET REPORT (editing mode)
METAR (editing mode)
SYNOP (editing mode)
SPECIAL (editing mode)
FREE EDITING (Line 21-24)
BLOCKING (of faulty sensor information)
SEND (initiates recording and transmission of reports and puts the data
terminal into display mode)
The editing of reports is made easier by use of special key-board functions,
such as CAVOK, and by automatic editing of information from sensors into
the message. The preparation of a new report may be made through changes
in the previous report.
3.3

Test result
The main purpose of the test was to evaluate the semi-automatic system as
a method of operation.
The test seems to indicate that
the operators consider the semi-automatic system as effective and easy
to accept, at least after some minor improvements of the system
the time savings are small but they are expected to result in less
missing and delayed reports compared to the traditional method of
operation, at least when the meteorological station is intergrated
with an ATS unit.
the introduction of the system requires only few days of personnel
training if the personnel is familiar with the traditional method of
operation.
During the test periods the operators found the system reliable. The
minor disturbances in some of the functions during the first period
(one week) were eliminated before the succeeding period.
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- SAWO .A MICRO COMPUTER CONTROLLED SYSTEM FOR

SEMI-AUTOMATIC WEATHER OBSERVATIONS AT AIRPORTS

Ture Hovberg, Thomas Lillskogen and Hans Wibeck
SMHI (The Swed~sh Meteorological and Hydrological Institute)

1.

Introduction

A micro computer controlled system for acquisition, processing, displaying,
dissemination and documentation of meteorological information at airports is
developed of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute in cooperation with the Swedish Board of Civil Aviation.
This prototype system has been involved in a test activity at Jonkoping Airport during the spring 1980. The main purpose of the test was to evaluate
the test equipment from an operational point of view, when the equipment is
integrated in the Air Traffic Service.
The system is mainly built up with standard components from an automatic
weather station, completed with extended memories, CRT display, printer and
special software, and during the test period the equipment has been connected to the existing wind measurement system at the airport and equipped with
separate sensors for temperature, humidity and pressure. It is also possible
to add sensors and software for cloud base height and RVR measurements to
the system.
The system will be described from a technical point of view in this paper,
the operational functions and results from the test period will be given in
a separate paper.
2.

System description

2.1 Sensors and sensor interfaces.
~~~9~

In the existing wind measurement system (equipped with two SMHI sensors for wind speed and direction, see [1fl the SAWO terminal is connected
in parallel with the pointer instruments for wind speed and direction.

~~E-~~~E~E~~~E~~ A ROSEMOUNT platinum resistor thermometer (Pt-100) con~
nected to a standard interface card with current generator and amplifier.

g~~~9~~l~

LAMBRECHT hair hygrometer type 809L 100.

EE~~~~E~~

SETRA quartz capsule sensor integrated with interface amplifier.

Sensors like ceilometers and RVR equipment can be added to the system.
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- 155 2.2 Terminal equipment
The terminal is an extended automatic weather station, type ASEA TAFS 8001,
see
This terminal is built in a modular system according to the "European Standard System" and it is easy to add modules to the system. See
figure 1.

LY .

~~~!~g-~~-~~g~~~!-~~~~~~~~~L~~!~~E!~~~~l
16 channel input ± 4095 mV
13 bit binary output
~~~~E~!-EE~~~~§~~g-~~~~l
Micro processor INTEL 8080

Memories:
I9-i<iJ:Yt:e-PRoM
8 kbyte RAM
Communication interface:
355=9655-bps-programmable, full modem control according to CCITT V24/EIA
RS 232
2.3 Pheripherals
Q~~E!~Yl

ALFASKOP 3550
4800 bps

Printer: Teletype 43
-------- '300 bps

~~E~-E~~~E~~El MEMODYNE 146

300 bps

The remote display and printer is connected to the SAWO terminal with base
band modems.
3.

Program description

See figure 2.

The SAWO software is developed in high level language and the program consists of a number of parallel processes controlled by a small operating
system.
3.1 Data acquisition and calculating
Program modules for following functions is used:
Wind
- Sampling interval: 2 s
- Wind vector calculations every 2 seconds
- Vector averaging every 20 seconds for:
Mean wind direction and speed during the last 10 min
Mean wind direction and speed during the last 2 min
Mean of runway components during the last 2 min
- Min and max wind speed during the last 10 min
Extreme values of wind direction during the last 10 min
~~L~~~E~E~~~~~
- Sampling interval: 6 s
- Arithmetic mean for 60 s
- Min and max_temperature for

12 and 24 hours
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- Samplinginterval: 6 s
- Arithmetic mean for 60 s

Pressure
=-samplinginterval: 6 s
- Arithmetic mean for 60 s
- Difference to value 3 hours ago
- Trend for the latest 3 hours expressed by its SYNOP code
- Determination of QFE, QNH and QFF
Q~~E~!!2~

- Calculated every 60 s
3.2 Presentation

The programfunction MEASUREMENT VALUES and TIME will renew the displayed information in the following way:
Every 20 second: WIND
Every 60 second: TIME
TEMPERA'rURE
HUMIDITY
QFE
QFF
QNH
3 hour pressure difference
pressure tendency ("a" in SYNOP code)
Through the program function EDITING it is possible to execute following
program functions:
- TIME; sets the real time clock and writes new time at the display
- FREE TEXT; makes it possible to write into the free text area at the display
- MET REP, SPECIAL, METAR and SYNOP;
the old telegram renewed with new coded information from the sensors
is written in respective editing field
confirmation of the sensor data with possibility to change the data
after exclusion of defective sensor
completion of the telegram with man-made observations
confirmation of all the telegram
sending; a new METREPORT/SPECIAL is written at the display and logged
at the printer, new METAR and SYNOP is written in edited form with heading at the display and logged at printer and tape.
- EXCLUSION/RECOVERING;
possibility to exclude data from a sensor
. invalidate the exclusion function
. recovery of alarm from pheripheral equipment
ALARM; printout of alarm at the display, alarm is given of:
excluded sensor
• malfunction of taperecorder and printer
full tape casette
3.3 System check
The program function MONITORING includes
- system monitoring with
simple memory test every hour
continous ADC test
counter for working hours from program restart
check of the A/D conversion time

- 157 - sensor monitoring including
. limit check
. exclusion
- rnoni·toring of pheripherals including
printer check
tape recorder check
full tape casette
The SAWO system is also remote monitored via the switched telephone network
by the automatic data acquisition central at SMHI, Norrkoping. Every hour
check parameters and sensor data is transmitted for moni t.oring and storage.
4.

Test result

The test results from the operational point of view is given in a paper by
ll.ri Gudmundsson at this conference £if. From a technical point of view
following summary can be made:
- the SAWO system has come up to expectations
- the program development was easy to do because that the program system
was modular from the beginning
- it was easy to make modifications in the program system since the software was written in high level lany-u.age (PL/M)
- if the system will be expanded with both additional sensors and additional
communication routines, it is necessary to use a more powerful micro processor, e.g. INTEL 8086.
The SAWO software can easily be converted for this purpose.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED OBSERVING TECHNIQUES
l'OR CLOUDS AND VISIBILITY:
A REVIEvJ
James T. Bradley and Matthew Lefkowitz
NOAA/National Weather Service
Test & Evaluation Division
Sterling, Virginia 22170

Introduction
Automated surface weather observations offer the advantage of objectivity, uniformity,
timeliness and tirelessness. They create the opportunity to divert limited staffing to
more creative and efficient assignments. Once initial investments have been made in the
development of automated observing techniques and systems, costs decrease rapidly since
personnel expenses can be reduced.
This paper reviews the role of the National Weather Service in modern automation of
weather observations. Included are the developments of runway visual range and AUTOB, the
latter being the first totally automated aviation weather observation system in the United
States. Of particular emphasis in this paper is the evolution of a joint National Weather
Service (NWS)/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) program to automate cloud and visibility
observations. An important output of this process is the growing awareness of the level of
detail an automated weather observation should include,
Encouraged by the acceptance of first automation efforts, new overtures in this field
are planned. These will be discussed along with status of operational systems and some
automation limitations.
History
At about 1000 airports and other locations throughout the United States, large numbers
of observers estimate and measure the weather 24 hours each day, 7 days a week. Most
standard weather instruments are simple to read, and the information is readily transferred
to the user. More difficult, however, is the requirement that the observers make largely
subjective observations of visibility, cloud height, and sky cover. This personal impression must then be reduced to codes and symbols and transmitted to a remote user. Weather
observations are standardized by a comprehensive set of rules at both the national and
international level [12] .:
Automatic observations of simple meteorological parameters is not new. The first
automation of observations was done by the Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
in 1946 when the NWS set up three automatic weather stations along the Florida Keys to
detect approaching hurricanes. Stone [18] describes in detail the NWS effort to automate
the objective portion of observations, including Automatic Meteorological Observing System
(AMOS) and Remote Automatic Meteorological Observing System (RAMOS).
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received increased emphasis in recent years. The World Meteorological Organization, for
example has dedicated at least two international technical conferences exclusively to
automation [20,21]. Efforts have been made to solve the problems of objective observations
combining clouds and visibility, in particular the problems of approach light contact height
and slant visual range [5,6]. Perhaps the most widely used automated techniques developed
to date are those for runway visibility (RVV) and runway visual range (RVR) [7].
Visibility, as part of this aviation surface weather observation, is defined as prevailing visibility: "The greatest visibility equaled or exceeded throughout at least half
the horizon circle, which need not necessarily be continuous" [12]. Aviation also required
more specific information that identified location on a landing field and visual target, To
satisfy these needs, automated techniques for determing RVV and RVR were developed. The
two methods are derived from Allard's and Koschmieder's laws [11]. Although RVV and RVR
can be sensory observations, they are usually based on measurements made by a transmissometer, an attenuation visibility sensor. For an RVV or RVR measurement the instrument is
located at the designated point of observation, usually near the touchdown point of a
specified airfield runway.
RVV is defined as the visibility along an identified runway and is less frequently used
than RVR. The observational technique is simple. Transmissometer measurements are indicated on direct-indicating meters or recorders. The observer determines the appropriate
set of tables to use (depending on day/night and the distance between the transmissometer
projector and detector) and derives RVV in miles. Tables are based on the equivalent human
sighting of dark objects against the horizon sky during daylight and the sighting of a 25candella light at night. Automated methods such as RVR provided tailored data to resolve
specific problems. But techniques for automating the basic aviation surface weather observation were still needed.
In 1970, it was decided that a method to generate cloud and visibility observations
would have to preceed the successful implementation of an automated weather observation
system. As a result, in 1972 a joint FAA/NWS program was established. This program was
called Aviation Automatic Weather Observing System (AV-AWOS). The development of AV-AWOSobse~ving., technli:qnes t¥"as assigned to ·the Observation Techniques Development and Test Branch of
the NWS Test and Evaluation Division (T&ED). In 1975 this branch was also given the charter
to concurrently develop AUTOB (Automated Observation), an automated aviation weather observation intended for limited service locations with little or no aviation terminal activity.
The fruits of these efforts have been documented in two reports: AUTOB in [13] and AV-AWOS
in [14]. At the present time, the AUTOB observation is used operationally at seven locations. The success of AV-AWOS has led to the establishment of a joint FAA/NWS/Department
of Defense effort discussed later.
Development of an Automated Surface Observation
The Observation Techniques Development and Test Branch had several prior experiences
to draw upon. The Branch Chief had participated in the development of RVR and had operated
the short range forecast mesonet at Atlantic City [8]. The branch had recently developed
the concept of sensor equivalent visibility (SEV) [4], and had shown it was possible to
calibrate a visibility sensor to human visibility. In addition, a study for T&ED by
Staniprd Research Institute showed that it should be possible to assign a sequence of cloud
heights into meteorologically significant cloud layers using various mathematical techniques [2]. Both the visibility and sky condition techniques would require a network of
sensors. The number and placement of such sensors could only be determined by field tests.
The development and testing of the automated observing techniques for AUTOB and AV-AWOS
included three basic principles:
1.

The visibility and cloud-observing techniques would be developed
independently of each other.

2.

The two elements would be combined for special cases, such as
surface-based obscurations to vision.
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The sensors would have to be off-the-shelf or readily available engineering models. This required the modification of some sensors and
the use of less than ideal equipment. Although the automated methods
are idealized, their use is restricted by hardware and sensor limitations. In addition, AUTOB was constrained to use only one cloud sensor,
one visibility sensor and limited data processing.

In 1973, a Testbed for Automated Observation (TAO) was established at NWS's Sterling
Research and Development Center (SR&DC) adjacent to Dulles International Airport (lAD) in
northern Virginia. The testbed consisted of two equilateral concentric triangles, with the
sensors situated at the vertices-a smaller triangle, with each leg of design length 4.8 km
(3 miles), for visibility sensors and a larger triangle, with each leg of design length 11.3
km (7 miles), for cloud sensors. A more detailed description of the network is given in
[10] and [14].
Describing the state of the sky is one of the more difficult tasks for weather observers. An observer must scan the entire sky from horizon to horizon, idei:J.tifythe cloud
layers, estimate the height of each layer and then determine the percentage of sky coverage:
the amount of the sky which is covered by clouds up to and including that layer. The observer must also determine the amount of sky hidden by surface-based obscurations, and in
some cases, the vertical visibility into the obscuring phenomena.
This task must be done despite the limitations to vision such as precipitation, air,
light, and darkness. Frequently, the observer's view of the horizon is limited by physical
obstructions typified by airport terminal and office buildings.
Our procedures to automate cloud observations rely upon a network of Rotating Beam
Ceilometers or other vertically pointed cloud height indicators (Clll) whose cloud information can be digitized into a computer or microprocessor programmed to mathematically separate the cloud heights into meteorologically significant cloud layers. This method assumes
that the natural motion of the cloud elements over the sensor allows the substitution of
time averaging for the space averaging of the human observer. The final output is a description of the cloud height and sky cover in a format similar to the human observation.
In our current system design, the algorithm samples one to three ceilometers once every
30 seconds for 30 minutes, receiving from each scan the height (in feet) of a cloud element
for each ceilometer. (Each detection of a cloud height is called a hit), This height information is binned to the nearest 100 feet (200 feet above 5000 feet), clustered for each
ceilometer independently (using hierarchical clustering [2]) to five layers, and these
layers then further combined using limits derived from our meteorological experience. If a
multi-sensor network is used, the layers derived from each ceilometer are grouped into one
unit and combined using the same meteorological limits as for a single ceilometer. Cloud
amount is determined for each layer using the summation total of hits up to and including
that layer, Ratios of summation total to total possible hits of .06 to .55 for SCT; .55 to
.87 for BKN; and .87 for OVC are used for cloud amount. If the visibility is less than
1 7/8 miles, the cloud layer amount is modified using the obscuration program. Remarks
appropriate to Column 13 of Form ~l lOA are prepared and special observations are generated
as necessary [12]. On any observation, up to three cloud layers are reported in the standard aviation format. The entire cycle is repeated each minute.
Visibility is the most difficult of the subjective observation parameters to automate
since it is the attempt to logically define a human's personal visual impressions. However,
by using the technique of "sensor equivalent visibility" (SEV), developed by George and
Lefkowitz [4], we have been able, by processing measurements from a network of sensors, to
produce a substitute for human visibility.
SEV is defined as any equivalent of human visibility derived from instrumental measurements. In practice, the sensor from which SEV is derived almost always requires uniform
visibility for an accurate calibration. Once a sensor is calibrated under uniform visibility conditions, it can then be used to determine visibility under nonuniform conditions.
SEV and prevailing visibility (PV) [12] have different principles of observation. SEV is
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visibility. PV, as determined by a human, relies on sensory information obtained over a
relatively extensive area. SEV, based on a point sensor, usually has strongest relationships with PV during homogeneous conditions. However, there is sufficiently strong correlation in periods of nonuniform conditions to warrant substituting instrumental visibility
for human visibility.
The processing strategies for using the SEV's from individual or multiple sensors to
approximate human visibility under nonuniform visibility conditions were the subject of
Aviation Automated Observation System (AV~AWOS) experiments [14]. The underlying assumption
was that while a vast network of (point) visibility sensors would be needed to perfectly
replicate the PV described by the human observer, a smaller network could give an adequate
description. From the results of the AV-AWOS experiment, we have specified a sample averaging time of 10 minutes from each sensor and, for the general site configuration, a three
sensor network with PV defined as the central value of this three sensor visibility network.
The AV-AWOS experiments also showed that there was close agreement, in most cases,
among the output visibilities from each of the three sensor sites. As a result, the Panel
on Automatic Meteorological Observing Systems (PAMOS) has recommended that for an automated
system the definition of PV be changed to: "That horizontal visibility near the earth's
surface representative of the visibility conditions in the vicinity of the point of observation or measurement" [3], and that the current definition of PV be the method or procedure used by human observers to produce visibility observations.
Analysis of Automated vs. Human Observations
The human is a versatile observing tool but is situation limited. This limitation is
very apparent in the measurement of visibility. When the visibility is good, the observer
reports (for example) "I can see all objects within 8+ miles of my point of observation."
But when the visibility is poor, the observer can only say, "I can see all objects within
1/4 mile of my point of observation, but I have no idea of the situation 1/2 mile away."
The human has similar limitations in cloud observations.
In the automation of clouds and visibility, we have attempted to maintain the versatility of the observer while developing an observation that is area specific. That is, we
have attempted to develop an observation that is not only valid at the point of observation
but also over some specified area. Thus, when our automated observation reports a visibility of 8+ miles, it is claiming that within a 2-mile radius of the point of observation,
in that particular area, the visibility has a clarity of 8+ miles. Likewise when it reports
a visibility of 1/4 mile, it is again saying that within a 2-mile radius of the point of
observation, the clarity is only 1/4 mile. The automated cloud observations are also area
specific within about a 5-mile radius. These are nominal values based upon our experience
at IAD and later at Patrick Henry International Airport (PHF), Newport News, Virginia. Of
course, these area specific statements can only be made after individual site surveys and
field tests for the proper number and placement of sensors.
Our results show that while an automated system is not as versatile as the human observer, it can overcome many limitations by being area specific. Moreover, the information
flowing to the user from an automated observation should prove more responsive to most user
needs~ especially for providing pilots with general in-flight information in the vicinity
of an airport.
The automated system is more responsive to weather changes (if they occur within the
range of the sensor). The AV-AWOS system takes an observation once per minute- 1440 observations per day. AUTOB updates once every 20 minutes. Often the human may take only one
observation per hour. One index of the responsiveness of a system is the number of "special" observations. A "special" observation is an observation mandated to be taken by
Reference [12] when specific weather criteria are met. In the AV-AWOS observations, these
"special" observations are taken and reported when needed throughout the hour. At typical
manned weather stations, 30 to 60% of all special observations are taken at the regularly
scheduled hourly observation. Besides better distribution of "special" observations
throughout the hour, the AV-AWOS system also showed a three to five-fold increase in the
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Reference [12] is a guide to human observations. It has limitations when applied
blindly to automatic observations. Reference [12] has always been modified or filtered by
human selectivity and judgment. However, automation has now given us the ability to test
the sensitivity of various weather parameters and the appropriateness of Reference [12]
rules. As an example, Reference [12] requires that a variable ceiling be reported if the
ceiling varies by one or more reportable values (100 ft) during the time the ceiling height
is being determined. Our early work [1] showed the standard deviation of the cloud heights
of a uniform cloud layer was greater than 100 ft. In another test, we computed the persistence of Column 13 Remarks required by [12]; that is, remarks deemed operationally important
to the air traffic controller, pilot or meteorologist. Of eleven cloud or visibility remarks
tested, 80% were reported on two or less consecutive 1-minute observations. Thus, we designed our output remarks to have the persistence and precision to be operationally significant. To do this in our algorithm development, the spirit of [12] was maintained but occasionally the requirements had to be relaxed to accommodate the greater sensitivity of an
automatic measuring system.
Another strength of an automated observing system lies in the ability to place sensors
in climatologically preferred locations. Many airports have preferred directions from which
low clouds or visibility are advected. Early warning sensors can now be placed outside the
airport to monitor the approach of these conditions.
There are, of course, limitations to an automated observing system. Most of these
limitations stem from the measurement technique. In automation, it is assumed that the
natural motion of the weather elements over or through some sensor path during a specified
sampling period can be substituted for the space averaging of the human observer. The limitations to this observing method are described in [4] and [9].
ment
vate
tion
meet

One significant design limitation of the automated observation system was the requireto maintain what the users are accustomed to receiving. There are over 1 million pripilots in the United States who receive weather briefings and understand the informacurrently given in the aviation weather observation. The automated observation had to
this need. Did we succeed?

Objective comparisons of algorithm cloud height, amount, visibility vs. human reports
are given in [13], [14] and [10]. Equally important is user assessment of automated systems.
This assessment was made while the development model AV-AWOS underwent operational testing
at PHF, during a four-month period in early 1978. In this development model, weather parameters observed, processed and transmitted by the AV-AWOS included cloud height and amount,
visibility, precipitation (yes/no precipitation, thunderstorms, hail and freezing rain),
sea level pressure, temperature, dewpoint, wind (speed, direction, gusts) altimeter setting,
RVR and selected cloud and visibility remarks. The automated weather observation was transmitted via Service A (wire service), CRT displays, and by an automated voice response to a
telephone dial-up and the VOR. Before this test, an assessment plan was prepared to test
user reaction/acceptability of an automated observation. During the period of the test,
nearly two-hundred questionnaires were returned by users of AV-AWOS data. Their responses
showed that:
- 23% were bothered by an automated system (this was a measure of prejudice
against the system).
82% felt AV-AWOS suitable with minor changes, while
- 41% felt the limitation in reporting the precipitation types was the system's
least desirable feature.
(AV-AWOS reported only "P" for precipitation occurrence; it could not distinguish between rain and snow).
With the general acceptance of AV-AWOS and the operational use of AUTOB, we feel the
development stage of automation has firmly been established.
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Based on the success of the developmental models of an automated observation system,
the NWS, in conjunction with the FAA and the Department of Defense, is in the early stages
of developing a Functional Requirement Document (FRD) for a Joint Automated Weather Observing System (JAWOS). In anticipation of this, during 1979, the T&ED of the NWS developed an
assessment of the ability to automate each requirement levied by [12], both at present and
during the next 3 to 5 years. This assessment [15] was based on knowledge of the state of
current sensor availability and potential development and included areas where basic sensor
development and research was believed to be necessary. There were several assumptions in
this assessment:
- There is not at the present time, nor expected to be developed in the next
3 to 5 years, an instrument capable of quantitatively measuring the extent
of partial obscuration, total obscuration or vertical visibility. Thus,
inferring obscuration through indirect methods (visibility and precipitation),
will remain the weakest element of the cloud observation.
- A Laser Weather Identifier (LWI) will be developed within the 3 to 5 years
framework. This instrument deduces the type of hydrometeor passing through
a collimated beam of laser light [17] and [19]. This instrument will be
able to sense and report at least the following parameters: Rain, rainfall
rate, snow, rain plus snow, rain plus fog and large hail.
- Other sensors (temperature, dewpoint, pressure, wind) are adequate but still
need improvement.
-Certain elements (e.g., cloud type) are not likely to be automated.
- Assessment does not cover problems of maintenance at unattended stations.
A summary of the strengths and limitations of an Automated Weather Observing
System by individual weather element is given in [16].
This study was based upon our evaluation of sensors available today and on the projection of sensor development during the next 3 to 5 years, and in the long term. Reference
[15] and [16] are, of course, complimentary.
In conclusion, the development tests, especially AV--AWOS, and the operational use of
AUTOB show that there is a great potential for automated weather observations. The
charting of this development and use now lies in the capable hands of the JAWOS Committee.
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ASSESS}ffiNT OF RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE WITH THE AID OF TRANSMISSO}ffiTERS USING VARIABLE
BASELINELENGTH (MULBIBASELINES).

Lars-Olof Turesson
Swedish Board of Civil Aviation
Norrkoping, Sweden

Introduction
Trials for the purpose of determining Runway Visual Range (RVR) with the aid of transmissometers using variable baseline length (multibaselines) have been carried out by the
Swedish company ASEA since the early nineteen seventies. The intention was to test the
possibility of applying the laser technique earlier used by the company for its
ceilometer equipment, also for horizontal assessment of a meteorological quantity. It
was also an idea, already at an early stage discussed with Swedish meteorologists, to
determine RVR over a long distance beside the runway, a method which was looked upon as
making possible a higher degree of representativity for the determination of this
parameter. That idea could be realized, it was anticipated theoretically, by using
a whole set of base lines for the measurement of the athmospheric transmission of light.
Studies in order to verify the theories were carried out during some years at both civil
and military airports of Sweden. The results of the tests with experimental equipments
were promising so the Board of Civil Aviation decided 1976 in co-operation with the
experts of aviation meteorology of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
(SMHI) to order a first system for operational purpose to the airport of Gothenburg/Landvetter which was then under construction. The system was to form part of the complete
automatic observation system for the airport which was ordered simultaneously from the
same company.
Description of the system and principles of operation
The system for RVR assessment that was installed in the autumn of 1978 at Landvetter
airport got the designation QL 1250 and is called visibility meter as it has capacity
to determine both RVR and meteorological visibility. It is made up by three laser
transmissometers, two of them provided with background luminance meters, calculation
and control units as well as displays and recorders. Data are presented with the aid
of the }ffiT/ATS system of the airport.
Each transmissometer has a tranceiver unit for the emission of light and for the
reception of it from one of six reflectors. The optical unit of the tranceiver is movable
horisontally and in that way its optical axis can be directed to a particular reflector
by an optical direction selector. The reflectors are located at distances from 62,5 to
630 m and with small angles of 5 milliradians between the light beam lines from the
tranceiver to resp reflectors (fig 1).
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During periods of poor visibility the optical axis of the transmissometers is automatically directed from the most distant reflector (always used during good visibility) to
the second most distant one etc, in that way scanning all reflectors necessary for the
selection of a correct base line whichcanensure that the signal is within the dynamic
range of the signal detector. - It might be mentioned that a simplified system with
only three reflectors can be used if the intensity of the edge line lights is less than
100 000 candelas.
If the system has to be used for Category Ill - operations, two additional reflectors
are positioned at distances of 29 resp 42 m and if there is a wish to determine the
meteorological visibility, this is possible with the use of another reflector as distant
as 1300 m from the tranceiver. - The transmissometers are positioned so as to be
representative for the touchdown zones and the middle section of the runway of the
airport, 03/21, at a distance of about 120 m from the runway centre line (normal
positioning according to the recommendations of ICAO and WMO).
Calculation of RVR and meteorological visibility
The calculations of RVR and of meteorological visibility are based on the laws of Allard
resp Koschmieder. That means that the RVR calculation takes into consideration data for
the transmission of light measured by the transmissometer, light values of the high
intensity lamps and for the background luminance. The edge line lights have a very high
intensity with peak values varying between 150 000 and 250 000 candelas depending on
voltage used and a value of 60 000 candelas is used when corrections for filter, ageing,
contaminations etc have been introduced. RVR calculation can also be done for a reduction
of the light intensity to 30%, 10% and 3% of the normal value if the ATS so wants.
- The centre line lights are comparatively weak (5-10 000 candelas) so therefore they
are not used for the RVR-calculation (we don't have the normal configuration between the
intensities of the two types of lights). For the measurement of the background luminance

t~ ~~=;sa~e~~::~u:e:~ddt~e~~~dc~:d:~~~:2 ~he

horizon and with the luminance divided into

- 169 The calculation unit is a microcomputer with standard communication interface and a
memory capacity of 16k 8 bit words (the capacity can be enlarged to 64k). The relation
between transmission and background light, RWY light intensity and RVR data is stored
as tables together with the programs. The calculation unit executes the calculations
of the present RVR and transmits it further to the ~ffiT/ATS-system for presentation on the
displays and monitors of the system. The configuration of the calculation unit, its
connections with the instruments in the airfield and on the other side with the displays
as well as recorders for transmission are shown in fig 2.
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Comparative RVR-determinations, automatically and visually
In order to find out the connection between RVR-values determined automatically and
visually, comparative studies were carried out during 1979 in both winterperiods,
February-April and October-December. Altogether 338 observations were made during 24
study periods.
For most part of the time the visual observer was unfortunately placed in a slightly
incorrect position not on the center line but about half the way to the edge line of
the runway. However, it has been possible to compare results from the two methods
also at these occasions taking into consideration the different intensity of the edge
line lights obtained in that way. As it is easier to study and compare the results from
series of observations with a correct position of the observer a compilation of these
observations has been made and the result is given in fig 3, The diagram shows a rather
good correlation between automatic and man made observations, particulary in the lower
and more interesting range of RVR-values (fig 4).
As an example of the treatment of the individual series of observations can also be
shown one of the longest and most interesting periods with 22 observations during two
evening hours. There was a dense fog that evening and the comparison shows a very good
correspondence between the two ways of RVR-assessment.

- 170 The evaluation of the study material was finished early this year and the results were
looked upon as satisfactory. There was no intention to try to reach full correspondence
between the values from the two different methods as they involve rather many diversities,
like slightly different areas of observation, different persons for the visual observations etc. However, is was looked upon as valuable to find out if there is a reasonably
good correlation between automatic and visual RVR-determinations. We also found such
a degree of correlation and that was one the the parameters necessary for the approval
of the automatic system to come into full operation which was issued last April. Some
complementary studies are, however, also planned to be carried out during next winter
season, among other things a comparison between automatically determined RVR-values
and observations made by pilots just before departure in weathersituations of snow.
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S V R

Steen Jensen

Danish Civil Aviation Administration
Meteorological Branch

INTRODUCTION.
A need for slant visual range (SVR) information has been stated by a
number of ICAO Meetings during the past twenty years. At the Fifth Air
Navigation Conference, (Montreal 1967), it was agreed that in the lower
limits of Category I and in Categories II and Ill meteorological conditions
there is a requirement to provide the pilot with slant visual range information prior to commencement of final approach thereby enabling him to assess
whether he can expect to establish the necessary reference to a ground
segment of visual aids, and whether this reference can be maintained for
the completion of the approach and the touchdown on the runway. This requirement has been confirmed by the Ninth Air Navigation Conference (Montreal
1976).
It is of value for a pilot to know the visual conditions that he will
encounter during the final part of the descent and during the flare
manoeuvre. Probably the main advantage of a SVR system is its potential to
improve the regularity of landings in all visibility conditions, without
a reduction in the landing success rate. It would also provide more information on the current fog situation and conditions that occur in developing
radiation fog. One example is shallow ground fog which is not detected by a
conventional transmissometer until it has reached the light beam.
Studies and fog measurements made in several Member States have
shown that, frequently, the density of deep fog increases with height, even
though it may appear to be uniform along the ground. In those cases, SVR is
likely to be less than RVR. It is not uncommon from a height of 30 metres
in deep fog for SVR to be less than half RVR, when the MOR is between 300
and 600 metres. The most severe fog gradients seem to occur within this
range of visibility.
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A SVR definition, adequate enough for international recognition, has
not yet been elaborated. The following definition has been suggested:
"

-~lant

.Y_isual _B_ange is the distance to the farthest high intensity

runway edge light or approach light, which a pilot will see from
a h e i g h t " 1-1" a b o v e r u n wa y t h r e s h o 1 d e 1 e v a t i o n o n t h e a p p r o a c h p a t h .
The pilot should see and continue to see a minimum ground segment
equivalent to five light bars of the approach lights at 30 metres
spacings".
As it can be seen this definition involves both distance and height
which, according to our opinion, is inexpedient, although we agree that
in case the definition contains the word "distance" there must also be
a height (or a point on the approach path) to which this distance refers.
Furthermore we do not feel sure that it is advisable in the definition
to include which lights should apply (it might for instance as well be
the touchdown zone lights as the lights mentioned in the suggested definition).
The DRAFT ICAO Circular 113-AN/85 (Nov. 1979), CHAPTER 15 section
15.1.3 reads:
"The basic contents of slant visual range reports
have not been decided, but they could indicate at
what height the pilot should expect to make visual
contact with the ground lighting system and to confirm that the visual segment will remain adequate
to touchdown".
We are very much on a par with the contents of this section, and we
are looking forward to being informed about the results of the next meeting
of the ICAO Study Group on RVR and Runway-lighting as we think that this
very group is a good forum for discussing a SVR definition.

- 175 SVR TEST INSTALLATION AT COPENHAGEN

1.

2.
3.
4.

RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER
TRANSMISSOMETER
BACKGROUND SENSOR

PRINCIPLE.
The possibility of determining SVR is being investigated at
Copenhagen airport. The system is shown diagrammatically in the figure
above. It comprises a SVR instrument which has a light beam transmitter
(2) and a backscattered light receiver (1) together with a background
luminance monitor (4) which points in the same direction as the pilot
looks when approaching the runway.
The system is located adjacent to the runway touchdown zone near
the glide path origin and adjacent to a transmissometer (3).
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PRINCIPLE (cont.).
The optical axes of the transmitter and receiver are parallel to the
runway and elevated at the ILS glide path angle.
High intensity pulses of white light are emitted by the projector.
A broad spectral light source is used because the reflectivity/extinction
coefficient ratio is fairly constant for various sizes of scattering
particles in the atmosphere in such light.
The light backscattered from sections of the projected beam at various
distances arrives at the receiver at different times. A system of logic,
started by a gate signal in the projector, controls electronic gates in the
receiver and makes i possible to measure the backscatter from selected
parts of the beam.
The output signals of the integrators are fed to a computer using a
microprocessor. To this computer are also fed the luminance of the background and the intensities of the lighting system. By means of the computer
the return signals are converted to represent the attenuation of light
along the path of the projected beam.
COMPUTER.
The signals, backscattered from the different sections of the path,
must be converted into extinction coefficient or transmittance. The relationship may be written:
T = e- 6'd
(d.-o 200 m)
When calculating visibility where other than light sources are used
as objects Koschmieder' s law applies:

V IS -=

1: pE

where,

T is transmission over d, d is the distance over which T is based and t

is

the contrast threshold of the human eye (0.05).
When calculating the visual range for luminous objects Allard's law
applies:

E:::::

where,

I is illumination (lux),! is luminance intensity of the light source (cd)
in the direction of the observer, ~is the distance from source to observer,
d is extinction coefficient (1/m) and e is the base of Naperian logarithms.
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COMPUTER (cont.).
The result of the calculation shall be the distance at which the pilot
see the furthest lamp.
The illumination threshold Et of the pilots eye depends on the background luminance, and for the present we use the values stated in the ICAO
Circular 113-AN/85 as regards the relationship between illumination threshold
and background luminance,
When illumination "E" of a lamp with the intensity "I" drops at a
distance "d" to the illumination threshold "Et" of the pilot's eye,
then:

d = SVR.

BLOCKDIAGRAM:

SVR RECEIVER.

1he diagram below shows only one channel. The backscattered light is
converted into electrical signals via the photodiode. The signals pass the
impedance converter, where also the capacitance of the photodiode is compensated by the feed back capacitor Ck, The output-signals of the impedance
converter are fed to the analogue switches I to VIII via the DC decoupling.
The analogue switches are activated one after the other by the time control
for each 1.33 microsec.
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Signals reaching the photodiode at different times are separated in
different channels. The switched signal is gained by the amplifier v . The
X

gain varies from one channel to the other as illustrated in the diagram. By
mean~

of the different gains the signal reduction by the squared distance

is compensated.
A number of pulses are integrated by the integrator. After the pulse
burst the result of the integrator is passed into a sample and hold circuit
within which the signal is hold until the next integration period is
finished.
During the measuring period the analogue switch (parallel to the
integrator capacitor

c1 )

is opened, After the signal is passed into the

sample and hold circuit the analogue switch is conductive to reset the
integrator until the next measurement.
The held signal (0 - 5 volt) is converted into a current 0 to 1 mA,
and cable resistors are automatically eliminated.
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The controllogic is started by a light pulse reaching the photodiode
via the light guide from the projector. The retriggerable mono FF1 is
triggered and opens the reset of the integrator. At the same time the
frequency generator is started. The clockpulses are fed to the shift register
and to counter 1. This counter is waiting in the 0-position and loads a
"High"-signal into the shift register. ·sy the first clockpulse the "High"signal is shifted to output I, and counter 1 is now in position 1. The
counter feeds only in position 0 a "High"-signal to the load input of the
shift register. This "High"-signal is now shifted at each clockpulse of the
frequency generator to the next output of the shift register. By this signal
one after the other analogue switches are activated. When counter 1 reaches
0 again, the frequency generator is stopped, and a "High"-signal is fed to
the load input of the shift register. The circuitry is now awaiting the next
pulse (flash).
During the stand-by position of the retriggerable mono flip-flop 1
the shift register is kept in "clear"-mode, the integrators of the analogue
circuitry are kept in "reset", and counter 2 is kept in "preset"

The

number chosen by means of the pulse number switch is loaded into counter 2.
When a light pulse from the projector reaches the photodiode, the
retriggerable mono FF1 is triggered and remains triggered for the whole pulse
burst as the hold time of FF1 is longer than the time between two flashes.
With the flashes counter 2 counts down to D. When counter 2 has reached
D, a low to high transition triggers the mono FF2. The output pulse of FF2
switches the sample and hold circuitries into "sample"-mode for a few ms.
When the projector stops flashing the retriggerable mono FF1 switches
back. Now the shift register is kept in "clear", the integrators in "reset",
and counter 2 in "preset"-mode.
burst.

The circuitry awaits the next pulse
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BLOCKDIAGRAM:

SVR PROJECTOR.

220 VAC
SG

, .le

!1I
f

I

I
I
I
I
I

timer

start

•

counter

repetition
timer

light guide
to receiver

The projector is started by a counter preset pulse from the repetition
timer. The counter is preset to the number which is set at the pulse number
switch. If the pulse burst counter is not O, the high voltage power supply
is switched on via the on/off-control. Now the capacitor C is charged. When
the voltage of the capacitor C has reached 5 kV, the comparator measures this
via the voltage devider R1/R2 and a pulse is given to the iqnition amplifier
and to the pulse burst nr. counter. The spark gap SG is triggered by a high
voltage pulse. The capacitor is now discharged via the spark gap. The spark
gap emitts a light pulse of a duration of 200 ns. Immediately after discharge the capacitor is charged again to 5 kV. The charging time is ajusted
at the resistor R3 so that the flash frequency is 30 Hz.
The pulse burst number counter receives the pulses of the comparator
and counts down from the preset pulse number to 0. When the counter has
reached 0, the high voltage power supply is switched off, and the repetition
timer is started. After the time set at the resistor RT has been passed, the
pulse burst number counter is preset again and a new pulse burst is started.
For triggering the receiver a light pulse of the spark gap
the receiver via a light guide.

lS

fed to
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AN EXAMPLE OF OPTIMUM PROCESSING AND DISPLAYING
OF DATA FROM SURFACE WIND SENSORS AT AIRPORTS.

Steen Jensen
Danish Civil Aviation Administration
Meteorological Branch
INTRODUCTION.
To automatize weather observation is not an aim in itself. The human
observer is still indispensable and cannot be replaced by mere technics, and
that will undoubtedly be a fact for many years to come. If you have in contemplation to automatize you must ask yourself such questions as:
a)
b)

is automation necessary in this particular case?

and

do the circumstances clearly indicate that an automation will be
beneficial in proportion to the existing state of things?
If the answer to both questions turns out to be negative, you must

seriously consider once more if the planned project altogether should be
commenced.
Many places on the globe are still so inclement and inaccessible that
it would be unthinkable to station a human observer there, and in such a
case it can be necessary, and beneficial too of course, to mount an automatic
weather station. States may also have problems in stationing human observers
for other reasons than the above mentioned - problems with regard to economy
and lack of personnel are not rare, and automation is usually the only way
out. In this case automation becomes a necessity and not obviously a beneficial solution.
If one or both of the above-mentioned questions can be answered in the
affirmative, and if it is decided to start-up an automation project it is
supremely important that meteorologists participate in the project from start
to finish. The meteorologist must take a very active part all the way through,
and it is thus not enough for the meteorologist just to define the task and
then hand over the problem to the engineers.

- 182 The meteorological assistance is essential in for instance the choice
of sensors (questions regarding accuracy, long-range stability, observance
of international standards etc.) and in the choice of most suitable areas
for exposure of the sensors. Still as far as hardware is concerned the
meteorologist must also have a decisive influence on which output units
should apply. Regarding the software of an automation project the meteorologist must contribute actively in defining the parameters in question (gust,
dewpoint, relative humidity, qff, qnh, qfe, max surface wind, max and min
temperatures etc. etc.) and in drawing up formulas to be used in connection
with for instance conversions and table calculations.
As regards the aeronautical meteorological observation it is obvious
that automation is distinctly more necessary. There are several reasons for
that, but let us content ourselves to consider two of the most important
ones. Firstly, the aeronautical observation service must be capable of
supplying meteorological parameters (as for instance RVR and surface winds)
which simply cannot be observed manually with the desired accuracy, and
secondly, the service must live up to pretty tough demands concerning
transmission speed and updating frequency.
The questions about necessity and advantage which were dealt with
above are still relevant, and must therefore be asked also when speaking
about automation in connection with aeronautical observation.

Observation services of most major airports have, in addition to the
responsibility for aeronautical observation, also the responsibility
concerning synoptic observation. This implies often, especially during
bad weather conditions, that the observer on duty succumbs to heavy work
load. The aeronautical part of the work done by the observer is at many
airports probably considered being the most significant one as this part
involves flight safety. However, it is very important that the aeronautical
observation services bear in mind, that the synoptic part of the work also
must be carried out in as responsible manner as possible.
In order to lighten the work load of the observer and to comply
with the international demands for accuracy, automation is often the right
solution. Processing of data from surface wind sensors is an area where
automation certainly is advantageous, and in the following we shall examine
more closely how this problem can be solved in a way that ensures an
optimum utilization of the available data.
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SURFACE WIND SYSTEM EKCH

SENSORS.
There are two sensor sites in our system, one close to THR 22L and
the other close to THR 04L. Each site is equipped with a mast, on top of
which (i.e. at a height of ten metres) a cupanemometer and a wind vane are
separately mounted. Prior to mounting the sensors have been tested and
calibrated in a wind tunnel.
Information about the rotation speed of the anemometers and the
position of the wind vanes is derived by means of an optical system, which
demands a power supply of 5 volt.
The lenghts constants of the sensors are approximately 2 metres.

TRANSMISSION.
telephone cables
--

site
A

~

A/D
~--.:::.:.=:.cc~Jia
;;./
convert ,

·~
computer

~·

A/D

--;._ site

convert/ -

B

At the sensor sites the measured values are converted into digital
signals, which are transmitted for a stretch of about 3000 metres to a
computer. Telephone cables suffice for this purpose.

COMPUTER.
The computer has in it a central processing unit (CPU) for each site
plus a back-up CPU which may be attached by means of a switch and thus
replace one of the others. A built-in test unit allows you to check if
your various electronic units perform satisfactorily.
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In our system sampling time corresponds to 20 metres of wind.
The extreme values and mean values calculated by the computer are:
Direction:

Instantaneous direction
Mean of 2 minutes
Mean of 10 minutes
Instantaneous extreme clockwise
Instantaneous extreme counterclockwise
Extreme clockwise during the past 10 minutes
Extreme counterclockwise during the past 10 minutes
Variation (i.e. the difference between clockwise and counterclockwise)
Instantaneous velocity
Mean of 2 minutes
Mean of 10 minutes
Instantaneous extreme MNM
Instantaneous extreme MAX
Extreme MNM during the past 10 minutes (Abbreviated:MNM/10)
Extreme MAX during the past 10 minutes (Abbreviated:MAX/10)
MNM/10 proportional to mean of 2 minutes
MAX/10 proportional to mean of 2 minutes
MAX/10 proportional to mean of 10 minutes
Extreme MAX for SYNOP (Code: 911xx).

Crosswind:

Crosswind component for all runways.

!i~d_s~e~r~

It is possible in the computer to compare readings from the
two sensor sites, and consequently it would be possible to
calculate a horizontal wind shear component.
This feature, however, needs to be investigated more closely
before implementation.

NB.

The expressions "Instantaneous direction" and "Instantaneous
velocity" do in fact refer to a mean corresponding to 20 metres
of wind; consequently "Instantaneous extreme" is a definable
concept.
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The computer, located in the observer's office, controls readout
units at different places all about the airport. The placing of the applied
units and the nature of the readouts appear from the table below •

.-------.----------------COMPUTER-I>

MET OBS

For the use of documentation.

For the use of:
a)

Reports for take-off and landing

b)
c)

Met report (transmitted to ATC via TV)
Metar

d)

Synop.

MET
OFFICE

Located in the forecaster's office.

Located in the briefing office.

For the use of:
Reports for take-off and landing.
It has been discussed whether a push-button, by means of which
instantaneous values (direction) could be displayed, should be
installed in the controller's desk.
NB.

Analogue recorders and analogue meters read out instantaneous values.
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SOFTWARE PROBLEMS.
As basic material for the programming we used ICAO's ANNEX 3, which
is identical to the TECHNICAL REGULATIONS of WMO (at any rate as far as
observing and reporting of surface wind is concerned). We realized soon that
in using this very material we got into trouble. In some cases the material
is ambiguous, and furthermore some of the parameters are not defined well
enough.
To illustrate this let us ask some relevant questions:
1.

Must the velocity of the wind always decrease to the mean value when
a gust ceases?

2.

Which axis of time should apply when determining the duration of a gust?

3.

Should a MAX of 10 knots be reported?
(Para. 4.5.6

says-~'

while para. 4.5.8 indicates the opposite).

4.

What is the definition of MNM?

5.

Should MNM be reported only when MAX fulfil the conditions?
(Example:

MAX is 8 kt greater and MNM is 15 kt smaller than the mean -

should such conditions be reported?)
6.

How should variable wind be defined?
(Para. 4.5.6 says:

When the velocity is more than 5 knots directional

variations of 60 degrees or more should be reported
same paragraph:

later on in the

When the velocity is 5 knots or less directional

variations should be reported
\'/hat is "whenever possible"?

~h~n~v~r_p~s~i~l~).

You can

easily detect a variation of

for instance 20 degrees, and a variation of 200 degrees is also
detectable

Should such variations be reported?

We have, of course, come to a decision as to those kind of problems,
but as ANNEX 3 is somewhat uninterpretable we cannot be sure that our
national decisions are fully consistent with international regulations, and
that is the reason why we mention such problems in this context. We would
therefore ask WMO/ICAO to consider a revision of the above mentioned basic
material so that it becomes applicable also for the solution of problems
that arise in connection with automation.
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PRINCIPLE DIAGRAM.

(Reference V.l)
TRENDS IN THE AUTOMATED PROCESSING OF SATELLITE DATA
Harold W. Yates
National Environmental Satellite Service
Washington, D.C.
Abstract
The control of satellites and the processing of their remotely sensed
data have always been predominantly automated out of necessity. Recently,
however, it has been demonstrated that quantitative products, such as sea
surface temperature and atmospheric temperature profiles, can be signifi~
cantly improved both in accuracy and coverage through the introduction of
human judgment at key points in the processing. This procedure, called
interactive processing, is currently either under development or being
implemented for most operational products in the United States.
Introduction
Satellites, their observing instruments, and their data processing
systems have been largely automated from very early in their development.
The very nature of their operation and the character of their data not only
encourage but virtually require control in the absence of an operator and
automatic data processing. Many satellites used for meteorology and earth
observations are not within view of a ground control station for long periods
of time and all functions and commands must be stored in an on-board computer
providing automated control for these "dark" periods of the orbit. The
quantity of data associated with most satellite products is so large that
processing it would be impractical to the point of being essentially impossible without automated procedures on computers. For example, the images of
the earth from the U.S. Geostationary Observational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) contain 109 bits of digital information in the visible region images
and 108 bits in the infrared images. Each of two satellites produces a
visible and infrared image every half hour (except that visible images are
not retained for much of the dark side of the earth) and numerous sectors,
or enlarged portions of special interest, are produced from the full-earth
images. Without automatic data processing techniques very little of this
would be possible. With automated techniques a large number of customers is
served essentially in real time and with specially processing techniques,
such as image enhancement, in most cases.
Remotely Sensed Data
Satellites collect earth environmental data in two ways: (l) rece1v1ng
data from in-situ sensors on ocean buoys, balloons, etc. and transmitting it
to a central processing station, and (2) making physical observations with
remote sensing instruments on-board the satellite. Where the satellite acts
only as a data relay, the data is in conventional form and there is no unique
characteristic imparted by the satellite. In the case of remote-sensing
data 1 however, the information collected directly by the satellite is not
usually in the parameter being sought. For example, the infrared radiation
emitted by the surface waters of the sea is measured by a radiometer, converted to.an apparent brightness temperature, and corrected for the effect
of the intervening atmosphere to yield a measure of the temperature of the
surface of the sea. The velocity and direction of small, distinctively
shaped clouds is measured to infer the wind, assuming that the cloud is
traveling at the same velocity as the air surrounding it. The temperature
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of the atmosphere is inferred from infrared and microwave radiances emitted
by carbon dioxide and oxygen in the atmosphere.
In the derivation of all
of these quantitative products, a complex mathematical process is usually
involved adding to the data processing problems created by the large
quantities of data.
A characteristic of satellite data is its global coverage and the
normally uninterrupted flow.
These combine to produce data sources available
for environmentalists far transcending those that have been available from
conventional sources.
For example, the number of soundings produced by the
worldwide net of upper air radiosonde stations for one synoptic (12 hour)
period is shown in Figure l.
A comparable set, produced in a 24-hour period
by one of the two polar-orbiting satellites operated by the U.S. National
Environmental Satellite Service (NESS), is shown in Figure 2.
The radiosonde net provides adequate coverage of the major populated land masses but
virtually nothing over the oceanic areas, particularly in the Southern
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- 191 Hemisphere. By comparison, the satellite produces a nearly uniform coverage
showing gaps only where the atmosphere provides major obscuration in the
form of dense, precipitating clouds.
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Figure 2.

As a case study, it is interesting to review the processing of radiances
into temperatures for the atmosphere. Layer mean temperatures are produced
for 15 layers between 1000 and 1 mb at each point on the earth where an S
appears in Figure 2. The details of the instruments used to make these
observations are available elsewhere [Reference 1] and will not be repeated
here. As a starting point in the process we will take the radiances produced by the three remote sensing instruments which comprise the TIROS
Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) system aboard the TIROS-N polar-orbiting
$atellite. These instruments, the High-Resolution Sounder (HIRS/2), the
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), and the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU),
make observations in 27 separate spectral channels, each of which has a
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C02 and 02 of the atmosphere. These 27 channels are automatically processed into the final product, temperature as a function of altitude for the
atmosphere, in a fully automated process displayed diagrammatically in
~igure 3.
Starting at the top the data flows in from the TIROS-N satellite
to the Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) Station at Gilmore Creek, Alaska
or Wallops Island, Virginia, is relayed to the Satellite Operations Control
Cente;r:' (SOCC) in Washington, D.C. via microwave link, is preprocessed by a
Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL) computer for calibration, earth
location and registration and stored on a Tera Bit Memory (TBM) high density
tape,
At this point the data is in Level lB form and is retained as an
archive, Processing into temperatures begins thence below the dotted line
on ~igure 3 in an IBM 360/195 computer.
The details of the step-by-step
process are contained in Reference 2 and will not be repeated here.
It is
important to note the feedback loops contained within the process.
In
particular 1 the TIROS Atmospheric Radiation Module (TARM) clear radiances
module is used to calculate from the observed radiances the corrections
necessary for the intervening cloud, aerosol, and foreign gas intrusion.
This is the most important single step in the process since clouds are the
most serious problem encountered in the entire operation.
In the process of
automatically recognizing specific quantitative features such as cloud
amount in the ;field of view, cloud altitude, cloud emissivity, and/or the
presence of more than one layer of clouds, there are numerous tests and
checks for which boundary values must be established.
In two years of
operation with this system, which produces an average of 7,000 individual
soundings per day, it has been found that these boundary values need adjustment from time to time to allow them to pass naturally variant data and
to stop wild values.
We have recently concluded that a fully automated
system will never be able to compete with the judgment of a trained, skilled
oberato;r:'.
As a result 1 development activities within NESS today are aimed

Figure 3. TOVS Procouing Syotom
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primarily at what we call interactive systems,
In the area of remote sounding, described above as the TOVS processing
system, intervention by a human operator is being introduced in several
locations. The most important of these is the superposition of the output
product, temperatures at a level, on analyses displayed on a computer video
screen. The operator can judge the value of individual points, delete those
which he considers to be invalid, and can direct the system to recalculate
on the basis of more propitious conditions. For example, our best soundings
are produced in the area most free of clouds. The fully automatic system
operates on a pre~set grid. If the operator sees a sounding in a densely
cloudy area that looks questionable and there is a moderately clear area
nearby, he can call for a recalculation in the clear area. The operator is
also capable of screening the raw radiances in gridded form or the output
of the clear radiance module and can make adjustments at these points based
upon other data such as National Weather Service (NWS) analysis, high resolution satellite images of the area being viewed, ground radar images, or
any other ancillary data set available to help him in assessing the specific
situation. The impact of this is that future systems using large quantities
of remotely sensed data will move out of the totally automated realm into
the interactive realm. This will have three major advantages over the
pre$ent, totally automatic process: (1) It allows relaxing the boundary
values in the automatic process thus reducing the chance that a large
variation that is real will be discarded; (2) It provides skilled operator
judgment to edit out wild values passed by relaxing the boundary terms and
to inject skill that we have been unable to incorporate into computer
programs (the human brain appears still to have more impressive capabilities
than any existing computer); and (3) It provides for the introduction of
data from ancillary sources which can aid the operator in making his judgment.
Some additional examples of combining automated processing on computers
with interactive inputs by a skilled operator are: (1) Sea surface temperature
fields where the operator can examine the horizontal gradient fields as well
as data from other sources such as cloud cover, water vapor fields, and sea
state (wind stress) in assessing areas requiring special attention.
(_2)_ Precipitation estimation--particularly heavy precipitation capable of
p;roducing flash floods--where the operator examines the time history of
convective formation, identifies areas according to their importance, selects
the initial processing procedures, and starts the automated process.
(3) Areal snow.,...cover measurement where the operator uses images in several
different wavelength regions and at different times to separate and identify
clouds, solid snow and melting snow.
This trend has also encouraged a move away from the large central
computer concept to the smaller, dedicated computer systems. Helped along
by the almost explosive development of moderately-priced, versatile peripheral computers, the development path is toward separate systems, fed in
some cases by a central data base, dedicated to a particular product.
Re;('el;'ences
1. Schwalb, A. 1 "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA Technical
Memorandum NESS 95, Washington, D.C., March 1978,
2. Werbowetzki, A., "Atmospheric Sounding Users Guide," NOAA Technical
Memorandum (in preparation).

(Reference V.2)

THE RETRIEVAL OF OBSERVATIONS FROM MERCHAN'l' SHIPS
R. G. Flavell and R. E. W. Pettifer

Meteorological Office,United Kingdom

1.

Introduction

To weather forecasters situated on the western side of continental Europe, observations
from the North Atlantic area are of prime importance. The normal progression of depressions
and fronts is from west to east and, because suitably-placed islands are few and widely
spaced, great reliance ho.s to be placed on a regular supply of data from ships at sea.
In recent years there has been a steady dechne in the number of merchant vessels at sea
and, furthermore, of those which remain, very few carry more than one Radio Officer. As a
consequence of this the prompt receipt of merchant ship observations, particularly the
vital ones done at 00, 06 and H3 hrs GMT, has also declined.
On British Merchant Vessels, the observations are the responsibility of the Deck Officers
and the ships' log books analyzed at Bracknell show that the observations are regularly
made and recorded. The problem lies purely in the area of communications. It was to
address this problem that the MOSS (Meteorological Observing System for Ships) project was
undertaken within the UK Meteorological Office.
2.

The objects of the lV!OSS project

The project has as its principle aim to increase the number of weather observations from at
least sixty ships in the N Atlantic area, particularly during the hours of darkness, and to
get them to a collecting centre in time to be of value to the forecaster. The target set
for the MOSS project has been a delay of not more than two hours, with an emphasis on the
observation for 00 U'l'.
It has been recognized that there are two ways of achieving this:
a.
By installing on the ship a fully-automa-tic system which uses modern techniques
to sample sensors electrically at set times, compiles a message in standard SHIP code
using a microprocessor, and then transmits it to the collecting centre, all without
intervention by any of the ship's personnel.
b.
By using a dedicated semi-automatic transmission system handling manually-preparffi
observations.
In both cases there is a basic need to provide some form of automatic communication
facility and the activity on the MOSS project has concentrated upon trying out a series of
different possible communication techniques.
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3.

The Communication Trials

Three basic systems have been tried and a fourth considered in some detail. Two of the
systems made use of the normal Ship H.F. radio transmitter while the other two were methods
which made use of satellite systems. Of these, one, which used the geostationary GOES E/
METEOSAT system was highly successful; the other, which would have used the TIROS-N/NOAA A
polar-orbiting satellites, was shown to be non-viable and was not actually tried out.
3.1

The HF W-T Trial

This was the first of our two attempts to use the normal ship's radio transmitter to carry
meteorological messages at times when it would normally be unmanned and therefore shut down.
The radio transmitter on the container ship GP Discoverer (London-Quebec) was modified so
that it could be left in a standb,y mode and activated by a time pulse from a data processor
or code generator device. The equipment is shown in block diagram from in Fig 1. Six
special IGOSS frequencies were allocated for this work and it was a task for the ship's
radio officer before going off watch to select the frequency which he judged to be the most
appropriate for the forthcoming night-time period.
On shore, a bank of six radio receivers was used, each tuned to one of the possible
frequencies. The receivers were continuously searched by a signal recognition device which
looked for a series of 'A's which were transmitted prior to each meteorological message and
which were used to permit the receiver equipment to lock-on to the appropriate frequency.
Forward error correction equipment was included in both the transmitting and receiving
systems. The shore station equipment is shown in Fig 2.

DATA
PROCESSOR
OR CODE
GENERATOR

FORWARD
ERROR
CORRECTION
(AUTOSPEC)

TIME PULSE

SIGNAL

FIG 1 MODIFICATIONS TO W/T FITTED SHIPS

RECOGNITION

BOX

FIG 2

SHORE STATION TO RECEIVE DATA FROM
MODIFIED W/T FITTED SHIPS

In spite of many attempts to make this system work, it was never satisfactory. 'r.he HF
marine bands are crowded and noisy and very prone to multipath forms of signal distortion.
These effects can be significantly mitigated qy the manipulation of radio controls qy
skilful operators but proved too difficult a problem for this relatively simple automatic
equipment. Furthermore, when good messages were transmitted it became clear that the time
required to identify the transmission channel in use, to lock the receiver equipment to it
and to synchronise the two forward error correction units was too long (several minutes) to
allow more than a very few ships to be successfully handled this way. It was clear that
this solution would certainly not be able to deal with meteorological messages from sixty
ships and the trial was therefore abandoned.
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3.2

The HF RTT Trial

The advantages of this system over the WT system were that for any ship already fitted with
radio teleprinter facilities there would need to be only a small, cheap interface modification made to the standard ship-borne equipment and, furthermore, no special shore
facilities wo11ld be required because messages would be passed through existing shore
stations, manned throughout the 24 hours by PTT staff. The disadvantages of the HF-WT
system associated with the choice of frequency and the problems of distortion and crowded
HF bands remained. A fllrther difficulty was that very few UK ships plying the N Atlantic
are actually equipped with RTT facilities and to provide them solely for meteorological
message purposes would be too costly.
Two further difficulties arose. One was that as a result of the lack of radio officers on
night watch on UK ships there has been a fall in general traffic levels which has resulted
in the likelihood that the appropriate shore stations will not be manned at night either,
thus removing one of the advantages of the method. Secondly, this type of semi-automatic
system met with considerable opposition from organized labour, particularly among those who
man receiving stations. Of a total of 1000 observations made during the trial period,
fewer than 60 attempts were made to pass the message and of these only a handful were completely successful.
We concluded that the scheme was not viable and discontinued the trials.

3.3

The Geostationary Satellite Systems

3.3.1

Marisat. The use of ~.larisat for the purposes of the MOSS project was considered but was not pursued because there are very few ships in the UK N Atlantic
merchant fleet which are suitably equipped; the costs of equipping a ship just for
meteorological purposes would be prohibitive and the unit cost per message for
handling is too high to be economic for the number of messages involved.
In addition to all this, the routeing of all messages through the USA was expected to
generate unacceptable delays in the receipt of synoptic observations. Marisat, in its
present form therefore appears unattractive to us for the task of retrieving ship
observations from the N Atlantic. On the other hand, if the cost per message reduces
as the system becomes more widely used and if a receiving station were to be set-up in
NW ~urope then the system might become more attractive.

3.2

METEOSAT/GOES

An opportunity arose during the MOSS project to co-operate with ESA and the British
Antarctic Survey in a trial of a Meteosat communications system on the BAS ship RMS
Bransfield. ESA fitted the ship with a Meteosat DCP for a voyage to Antarctica with a
view to establishing the southernmost limits of the Met eo sat Data Link coverage. B,y
negotiation with ESA and BAS, the Meteorological Office added to the system a keyboard anci
a store and forward unit known as a "Comstore." The ship-board system is shown diagrammatically in Fig 3. The aerial system employed for this trial was a stabilized, hemispherical pattern device.
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OF DATA

FIG 3
THE SHIPBORNE EQUIPMENT FOR THE
METEOSAT COMMUNICATION LINK ON
"RMS BRANSFIELD"

Each six-hourly meteorological observation was entered b,y the deck officer through the keyboard to the Comstore where it was held until called forward and transmitted to Meteosat at
the assigned time by the DCP. The Comstore allowed the data tc -~,e keyed-in at the
operator's rate but clocked out at a fixed rate required by the satellite system. The DCP
was arranged to transmit every three hours, alternate messages being test texts. The sixhourly observations were sent to Bracknell in parallel by normal HF methods and the text of
these messages and those received via Meteosat were compared.
The trial began on 27 October 1978 and by mid-March it was sufficiently successful that ESOC
began to pass the routine ship observations directly onto the GTS.
For the purposes of analysis the voyage was divided into a series of legs as follows:
1•

Southampton-Port Stanley

(27.10.78- 7.12.78)

2.

Palmer Peninsula_

( 8.12.78-29.12.78)

3.

Weddell Sea/Halley Bay

(30.12.78- 3. 2.79)

4.

Palmer Peninsula

( 4. 2.79-24. 3.79)

5·

Geophysics Cruise and
South Georgia

(25. 3.79- 5· 4.79)

South Georgia-Southampton

( 1. 5·79-28. 5·79)

6.

(1)

The summary of the results obtained on these legs is shown in Table 1. The "No Message"
column includes all causes for the lack of a message including occasions when none was sent,
a period on leg No 2 when the DCP failed, occasions when the vessel was in port and the
aerial take-off was obstructed by adjacent buildings etc and any time when the ESOC facility
was out of service for any reason.
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Leg of
voyage
oo.o%
1

00.1-00.9%

01 -09%

10-99%

4

1

1

(73.0%)

(5.7%)

( 1.4%)

(1.4%)

37
(21.1%)

3

9
(5.1%)

1

126¥

(o.6%)

(71.5%)

51

2

( 1. 7%)

I 179

3

I

1

No
Message

12

13
(4.5%)

(62.2%)

(4.2%)

0
(o%)

13
(18.5%)

84
(29.1%)

I

4

1
1
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5

(82.4%)
6

190
(87.6%)

Notes:

*

11

13

92
(23.4%)

I

6

270

-1-

(3.3%)

(2.8%)

(1.5%)

(68.9%)

8

6

22

(3.4%)

(2.6%)

5
( 2.1%)

0

0

0

27

(o%)

(o%)

(12.4%)

(o%)

!

(9.5%)

DCP failure for one week - loss of about 60 messages.

-/- Vessel on extreme edge of Meteosat area on this leg.
TABLE 1

THE RECOVERY OF OBSERVATIONS FROM THE RMS BRANSFIELD VIA METEOSAT

It is not possible in this short paper to analyse this data in detail but some important
points emerged and are worth special comment. On the fourth leg of the voyage there were
twenty-eight cases where one thousand consecutive characters were received without error
when the elevation of Meteosat was 1.9° or less with respect to Bransfield. Successful
messages were received from satellite elevations as low as -0.5° and in most cases in which
messages failed at low elevations, the failure could be readily associated with topographical of other obstructions in the line of sight from ship to satellite.
As a result of this extremely encouraging trial, we have now installed a still simpler
Meteosat/GOES system on the N Atlantic container ship CP Discoverer. This system consists
of a keyboard device which incorporates the functions of the Comstore (the ESL-Racal Store
and Forward terminal) a DCP and a simple unstabilized aerial. The ship's deck officer keys
his observation into the terminal and has a very simple edit facility which enables him to
correct any errors he may have made. He presses a single key to enter the data into the
DCP which then broadcasts at the assigned time to the satellite. By using an international
frequency either Meteosat or GOES E may be utilized and since both satellites cover the
entire N Atlantic at about 55°N we have a very secure system with built-in redundancy. The
system has proved very successful so far although the trial is temporarily halted because
of a fault on the DCP.
As a final phase of this work a complete production system of store and forward terminal,
DCP and aerial has been designed and built by McMichael Ltd in UK. This system has been
tried out as a land link and has proved highly successful and is particularly easy to
operate. There is no doubt that it could serve many meteorological data transmission
purposes both on land and at sea.

(Reference VI.l)

RESULTS FROM USING AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL
SYSTEMS
K.N. Manuilov
USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology
and Control of the Natural Environment

For a long time the automation is one of the main trends of the
measuring meteorological system development. In a number of countries,
e.g. France, the USSR, the USA, etc., the development and operation of
automatic weather stations were realized in the thirties-forties.
In the fifties-sixties the systems,consisting of a number of automatic
meteorological stations and a centre of meteorological data acquisition
and processing, are appeared. The rapid development of electronics and
calculating equipment during the last decade promoted the process of
rapid improvement of the systems and stations. Now many countries have
great experience of using automatic stations and systems of various purposes. At this session we shall hear a number of papers dedicated to the
results from automated system operation in the USA, Sweden, Bangladesh.
The automated meteorological systems used in various countries can
be divided by their purposes into two main groups: the systems which
work out restricted information, used for direct employment in industry,
agriculture, building, transport, etc. and the systems providing
synoptics and climatologists with meteorological information.
The automated systems of the first group carry out different tasks:
realize the control and signalization about coming of dangerous weather
phenomena, i.e. storms, showers, floods, tsunami, etc., provide the aircraft take-off and landing on the aerodromes with meteorological information, control hydrological regime of water storage basins, rivers and
so on. The systems of this group are practised on the largest scale
because of their evident economical efficiency.
The automated systems of the second group are used for meteorological
networks expansion, in particular for getting additional data froin
inaccessible and sparsly populated regions as well as an aid to observers at a traditional meteorological network or their partial replacement.
The automatic station system operated in Byelorussia and AFMS
system used in the GDR are the typical examples o:t' automated systems
functioning at a traditional meteorological network. These systems
measuring, collecting and processing meteorological data on 12-14 meteorological elements and moreover providing the signalization on coming
and ending a storm situation are operated for more than 10 years.
The experience of their operation is of interest.
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The wide development of automated systems designed for using at a
traditional meteorological network is restricted, as the economical
efficiency of their use is not always indisputable.
To assess the efficiency of such systems and an observer operating
under the conditions of a usual meteorological network I wish to show
the comparison of their possibilities.
Observer

Automatic station (system)

1. An observer has a possibility to
make measurements of meteorological elements and carry out observations of weather phenomena in
a full conformity with existing
manuals and meteorological codes.

An automatic station (system) can
make measurements only of a restricted number of meteorological
elements. The measurements of the
rest of meteorological elements and
observations of weather phenomena,
indicated in manuals and codes, cannot be automated due to the absence
of sensors and methods.

2. An observer can make accurate
measurements using simple and
unexpensive instruments (for
example, mercury thermometers and
barometers). The cost of operation
and repairing of the instruments
used is not great.

It is necessary to use complex and
expensive equipment requiring high
expenditure on its operation and
recovery to provide accurate measurements.

3. As an observer has a logical
thinking, it is not peculiar to
him to make gross blunders.

An automatic station (system) can
make blunders during a measurement,
although up-to-date apparatus allow
to carry out measurement quality
control, based for example on
compatibility of different data
measured.

4. An observer cannot make a conti-

An automatic station can fix exactly

nious observation for meteorological elements and realise timely
signalization about the beginning,
end and changing of storm gradations.

enough the moments of the beginning,
end and variation of storm gradations and signalize about storm
timely.

5. An observer cannot realize the

An automatic station is able to
process data operatively, making
their filtration, for example.

6. A careless observer can falsify
measurement data and produce not
quite objective meteorological
information.

The full objectivity of measurements
is inherent in an automatic station.

processing of data measured, for
example, to provide the time
filtering of high-frequency components of meteorological element
spectrum with the view of
increasing the data accuracy.
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It follows from this comparison that with a view of existing
requirements to a scope and types of meteorological data collected at
a network, specific possibilities of an observer give him some advantages
over an automatic station. The limited possibilities of an automatic
station in providing a full scope of measurements and observations,
necessary for synoptics require to have the observation staff at a network.
Automated network systems allow to increase measurement accuracy
and objectivity, provide synchronization and reduce the time of collecting,
transmitting and processing meteorological data, make continious observa-tions of weather events, timely signalize on storms, etc. These advantages
make quite desirable the use of automated systems at a station network.
At present it is ascertained that there is a possibility to turn to
operation in an automatic regime without an observer on a part of selected
meteorological stations at night-time and on days-off. On such a station
the staff can be reduced up to one-two persons.
A more cardinal change to automatic measurements is likely to be
expected in future. It will be promoted by:
raising a technical level of automatic station, wide use of microprocessors, development of new sensors and methods of measurement;
- working out of methodics and algorithms of recovery of meteorological elements, which are not measured automatically, by the
analysis of the measurements of other meteorological elements and
the measurements made by means of other systems (radars, satelites, etc.).
At present a partial automation of a main meteorological network to
assist an observer seems more rational. This allows to extend the
functions of an observer. A remote or semiautomatic measuring system with
depiction of the results on a display, providing signalization when
achieving threshold values of a meteorological element and registration
on carriers, convenient for putting information into a communication
channel can be related to the "aids-to-observers" equipment. The facilities for operative calculation, measurement quality control, etc. are
related to this equipment too. The "aids-to- observers" equipment must be
cheaper than automatic measuring stations and its operation entails less
expenses.
With the purpose of cutting down the expenses on the manufacturing
of network meteorological equipment and providing its flexibility
an aggregate complex of meteorological equipment is developing in the
Soviet Union. This complex comprises a set of standard modules (sensors,
converters, commutative, timing, coding, functional devices, various
registers, etc.), by means of which it is possible to create different
systems and instruments. The aggregate complex allows, if necessary, to
change flexibly:' the equipment used at a network, converting a remote or
semiautomatic measuring system into a completely automatic one by adding
standard elements and so on.
Summarizing the above-stated I can draw the following conclusion:
1. The development of automated meteorological systems, which produce
data for direct use in various branches of the economy, is
restricted in general by the requirements in these data. There is
a number of outstanding technical problems, in particular connected with the shortcomings of sensors.

v
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2. 'l'he development of automated systems, which produce in!'ormation
!or synoptical purposes, is restricted in genera.l by the impossibility to measure and ooserve all the meteorological elements
and parameters in accordance with existing manuals and meteorologica..L codes.
3. It is expedient to use automated systems at some part of selected meteorological network stations with turning to automatic
operation without observers at night-time and in days-off.
4. It is reasonable to equip the rest of network stations by
"aids-to-observers" facilities.

(Reference VI.2)

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE (NWS)
AUTOMATION OF SURFACE OBSERVATIONS
STEVE E. SHORT
OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES, NWS
Throughout the United States Federal Government, there is increasing
pressure to limit or reduce total employment and expenditures.
The U. S.
National Weather Service (NWS) in the 1980's must respond to this
pressure, and at the same time, try to meet the demands of an increasingly
knowledgeable public for greater forecast accuracy and improved weather
services.
Key factors in our ability to do this are:
o
o
o
o

replacement of the National Meteorological Center computers and
continuing improvement of guidance products;
improvements in internal communications (AFOS) and dissemination;
improvements in satellite, radar (RADAP, Doppler), and surface
observations; and
revisions to the forecast organization.

This paper deals with one of these factors -- the automation of surface
observations.
Today, about 1,200 employees of the NWS are involved, at least part
time, in providing surface weather observations at over 260 locations
throughout the United States.
The method of weather observing has
remained much the same since the days of Thomas Jefferson.
Today's
systems are still overwhelmingly manual.
With the help of sensors of
varying sophistication, the observer personally views the present status
of each weather element, converts to the proper units, records the data,
and manually enters it into one or more communication systems (e.g.,
teletype).
This sequence is repeated at least hourly at most locations,
with additional "special" observations taken whenever significant
meteorological changes occur.
Typically, this function requires roughly
25% of an observer's time.
Time required can double during bad or
changing weather -- just when the time is most needed for issuing
warnings, operating local-warning radars, updating continuous Weather
Radio broadcasts, and other critical public service activities.
With
recent technological advances, it's now possible to fully automate the
surface observation, and provide additional time for increasingly more
important public service functions.
Not only does this improve
productivity at the individual weather station level, it makes possible
much greater efficiencies by enabling a larger, systematic restructuring
of the NWS workforce.
The net result will be improved service to the
public through automation of surface observations.
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Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Research has
conducted an inter- departmental cross-cut study on agency requirements
for automated surface observing systems.
The study concluded that the
Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Transportation (DOC, DOD, and DOT)
have common requirements and programs that should be merged into a joint
development and procurement effort.
It was also concluded that surface
automating was a cost effective solution to the workload and increasing
maintenance problems being experienced by the three agencies.
BACKGROUND
----------

The NWS, in order to develop weather forecasts and warnings, requires
information on meteorological parameters observed from the earth's
surface; i.e., surface observations.
These parameters include air
temperature and dew point, pressure, wind speed and direction,
precipitation type and amount, visibility and sky condition.
While
surface observations are taken by many Federal and non-Federal
organizations, only DOC, DOD, and DOT have significant activities which
directly support weather forecasts and warnings and aviation operations.
Together they maintain over 1,000 observational sites for these purposes,
and provide the observations to each other, the aviation community, and a
host of other users.
Presently the NWS maintains a network of manned facilities across the
nation that provides both the necessary weather observations and the
subsequent array of weather services, i.e., the weather forecasts,
dissemination of warnings and advisories to the public and local
governments, and a wide array of other essential services.
The location
of these facilities is dictated principally by the need to obtain
representative weather observations for large areas, essential for weather
analysis and weather and to obtain point observations in support of
aviation operations.
Manual surface observations are almost completely a part-time
function.
The few sites where the only function is observing have been or
will be put on contract to private industry.
Typically, the function
requires roughly 25% of the time of the person on duty, or (since a staff
of at least five people are required on duty to provide round-the-clock
coverage) about 1.25 staff years per 24-hour observation site.
The manned
system, while consuming very few de£lcat~£ personnel positions, does
consume a significant amount of staff time each year that could be used
more effectively at sites that have other, non-observational
responsibilities.
Once the observation can be done by automation, the
service functions can be separated from the observing sites.
It thus
becomes possible to define Weather Station locations and staffing
requirements on the basis of public service.
Automation of surface
observation will lead to major service improvements, including a truly
continuous weather watch, and also permit service expansion with minimum
additional personnel costs.
New technology, currently under development
by the three agencies, promises a capability of full automation of surface
observations by the mid-1980s.
Current Sensors

a~~te~~

Electronic sensors of varying designs and sensitivities are available
at many locations to measure and display wind speed and direction,
temperature and dewpoint, precipitation accumulation, and pressure.
Major
observing locations have sensors to measure cloud base height
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methods to estimate extent of cloud cover.
Cloud cover, prevailing
visibility and present weather (i.e., precipitation type, thunderstorms,
and obstructions to visibility) must be subjectively determined by the
observer.
NWS currently has in the field over 100 automatic observing systems
which report a partial set of the parameters needed for a complete surface
observation.
The basic !utomatic ~eteorological Qbserving ~ystem (AMOS)
is a solid state system capable of measuring and reporting temperature and
dewpoint, wind, speed and direction, pressure and precipitation.
At some
locations, which are staffed only part time, these systems are used to
provide 24-hour observations.
At others, they provide observations from
locations where it is not feasible or economical to provide staff -- thus
the name RAMOS, or Remote AMOS.
A Manual Entry Device (MED), when added
to an AMOS or RAMOS~ allows an observer to enter the non-automated
parameters.
At a few locations, sensors for sky cover and visibility,
together with some additional data processing, have been added to the AMOS
to form the AUTomatic OBserving System (AUTOB).
It is the forerunner of
the stand-alone, automatic observing system of the future, while the
AMOS/MED combination is the predecessor of semi-automation.

The next generation automatic meteorological observing system is a
logical extension of the existing AMOS systems which have been in use for
a number of years.
The use of microprocessor technology, however, allows
the new automated systems to be more sophisticated than previous systems,
more flexible, and more reliable at the same time.
The feasibility of such an automated system has been clearly
demonstrated by the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) AViation
Automated Weather Obvserving System (AV-AWOS).
This system,~eveloped
Jointly by-the FAA-and the NWS, is an experimental, mini-computer based
system utilizing AMOS type sensors, arrays of ceilometers and visibility
sensors, and some innovative processing techniques.
It was installed at
Patrick Henry Field, Virginia and operated side-by-side with FAA and NWS
weather observers from January to May, 1978.
This operational test
demonstrated that the technology exists to automatically provide virtually
the entire aviation weather observation in enough detail to satisfy both
aviation interests and National Weather Service forecasters.
Sensor hardware development has also been proceeding rapidly.
Private
industry is already producing a multitude of sensors for most of the
"easy" parameters, and little development is needed to meet the (generally
more rigorous) NWS requirements for accuracy and reliability.
Principle
exceptions to this are the "key sensors" for the traditionally visual
elements:
sky condition, visibility, weather and obstructions to vision.
In this area, sensors are either not yet available or not adequate for
full automation.
However, developments are promising:
Sk1_Q£ndition.
Laser ceilometers are preferable to the existing
Rotating Beam Ceilometer in terms of performance, ease of
installation, and reliability.
Recent developmental models are
presently undergoing joint testing by the FAA and the NWS.
Visibi~it~.

Newly developed forward scatter and backscatter sensors
are under test, and show great improvements over the existing
transmissometer, which is no longer available.
The DOD (Air Weather
Service) has been deeply involved with visibility sensor development
for that last few years.
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Private industry has been
developing-some-specialty-sensors-(e.g., thunderstorm, fog, freezing
rain and precipitation detection) with limited capabilities, but most
development work on weather discrimination has been done within NOAA's
Environmental Research Laboratory and NWS's Equipment Development
Lab.
The NWS's experimental Laser Weather Indicator (LW!) has been
tested successfully for some "present weather" elements, and
additional development is underway to expand its capabilities to
accurately discriminate a broader complement of weather parameters.
Although sensor development by the three agencies is progressing, it
takes a significant time to yield the fully-tested, production hardware
needed for field deployment.
In the meantime, the flexibility of the
automated system will allow the use of existing sensors supplemented with
manual input (the semi-auto.mated systems).
New technology sensors can be
incorporated as they are developed, and systems upgraded to
full-automation.
In addition, each individual system can be tailored to
its specific site requirements.
The fully automated systems will provide
observation programs similar to those at today's WSO's, WSMO's, and some
of the larger contract observing stations.
The observations will be
complete with visual elements, including "present weather" and remarks.
Figure 1 illustrates the distinction between the initial semi-automated
system and the fully automated system.
THE NWS PROGRAM
Full automation of surface observations.has the potential to not only
make more efficient use of personnel resources, but also to effect savings
in personnel without seriously affecting weather services.
The technology
is nearly available.
The keys to developing its potential are to develop
operational procedures which capitalize on the new technology, and gain
user acceptance of the new mode of operation.
The implementation of fully
automated surface observations at a few stations around the nation could
provide these keys by demonstrating the performance of the system under
various modes of station operations, various climates, and various present
weather conditions.
While the sensors needed to support full automation are just around
the corner, the capability for semi-automation is available today, and is
a natural prelude to full automation.
Substantial benefits in
productivity and improved service can be realized by early deployment of
these semi-automated systems.
NWS envisions a three-stage, phased implementation of full automation.
The First Stage (beginning in 1981)
The first stage of the planned NWS program for Surface Automation has
two .major elements.
(1) To continue and accelerate the development and engineering of the
fully automated systeiD:---Significant effort has already been
invested in system, sensor and algorithm development and field
verification.
Major efforts are still required to bring along a
number of sensors, finalize algorithms, and merge them into an
effective, reliable and maintainable system.
Although the
technology exists today for the semi-automated system, additional
funding is required for:
Prototype contracts -- to acquire and field test competitive
designs before full-scale production, and
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- 210 Systems engineering
to merge individual sensors and
algorithms with processor and software to form a fully
integrated surface observing system.
Full automation requires additional efforts to complete
development and testing of state-of-the-art sensors of "present
weather" phenomena, Ql~~ a continuing investment in algorithm and
sensor refinements.
Since the sophistication required of "full
automation" increases with the utilization of these systems,
refinements in accuracy and discrimination must keep pace with
deployment.
(2) To implement 9 fully automated systems (using a mix of production
and prototype components), dispersed throughout the country.
These systems will be used for developmental refinements and for
operational experience, specifically for:
advanced algorithm development and refinement in translating
sensor outputs into meteorological parameters
field verification of new sensors (hardware and algorithms)
optimizing multiple sensor arrays to handle non-homogeneous
site conditions -- where local weather conditions often result
in differing sky cover and visibility around the site, such as
coastal and marsh areas and mountainous locations.
procedure development and familiarzation for meteorologists,
aviators, and other users, and in various climatic regimes
(e.g., coastal, plains, mountainous, arid, Alaska)
future workforce management, with use in various office
settings, e.g., offices with large service and observing
programs and other workload, contrasted with smaller offices,
for optimizing use of the automatic equipment.
This activity would guide the integration of fully automated
system into the overall service operation, and initiate critical
training and procedure development in anticipation of implementing
a fully automated, operational system at a large number of
stations.
Th~~~cond~l~~

(beginning in 1982)

To implement automated observations of most of the required surface
variables at about 100 selected stations where the existing heavy load of
observing and dissemination functions limit the effectiveness of the
staffs in providing services, especially during times of bad weather when
the need is greatest.
Our records show that the typical station
expsriences a heavy observer workload about twice a week for a span of
several hours, covering 5 percent of total station operating time.
Naturally, these periods coincide with the heaviest demand for local
forecasting, public service briefings, and dissemination over NOAA Weather
Radio, etc.
"Semi-Automation" substantially increases the time available
for these public service functions (from 30 to 50+ mintues per hour)
during critical periods allowing the National Weather Service to give
highest priority to warning and dessimination functions.
The initial
system would use demonstrated technology to observe the parameters listed
in Figure 1.
The station staffs would continue to make observations of
the remaining variables, notably those that require distinguishing the
types and rate of precipitation and enter them manually into the system.
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explicitly aniticpates expansion to automated observation of all required
surface variables after additional sensors and algorithms suitable for
operational use have been demonstrated.

The deployment of the approximately 100 semi-automated systems is
based on a priority schedule keyed to selected stations with the greatest
workload and staffing shortages.
The highest priority grouping are those
observing stations that also have local warning radar and NOAA Weather
Radio and other service functions.
The next highest priority group
generally is similar, but with network radar in lieu of the local warning
radar (the network radar sites presently have a dedicated radar observing
staff).
The third priority grouping are those selected sites with growing
service program responsibilities; e.g., agricultural weather programs,
flash flood prone, etc., and the Forecast Offices with observing programs.
The proposed program would be accomplished jointly with DOD and DOT
(Federal Aviation Administration).
Their requirements for surface
observations and automation are sufficiently similar that a single modular
system will suffice.
The development of system functional requirements,
development and acquisition strategy, procurement and operational testing
will be accomplished by a Joint Systems Program Office.
NOAA 1981 funds
would be used to complete development and engineering and initiate
procurement of the automated system.
DOD and DOT (FAA) would join NOAA in
purchasing additional systems in 1982 and beyond.
To date, considerable
progress has been accomplished by the three cooperating agencies in
specifying the functional requirements of the systems.

implements surface automation throughout the NWS network;
deploys additional systems and upgrades the "semi's" (deployed in
the second stage) to achieve a mix of semi- and fully-automated
stations, depending on operational requirements; and
provides a degree of flexibility permitting field structure
realignment and consolidation.
Figure 2 illustrates the phased implementation schedule for all three
stages of the program.
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(Reference VI.3)

THE AUTOMATIC SURFACE OBSERVATION SYSTEM IN SWEDEN - EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE
OUTLOOKS
by Ture Hovberg
SMHI
1.

(The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute)
Introduction

The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute has today 12 years
experience in automatic data acquisition for meteorological use. The structure of and the experiences gained from this first computercontrolled system for acquisition via the public switched telephone network, has been
described in [1} and;-~.
A new data acquisition central for automatic stations was installed in 1975.
It was prepared for communication with the new type of automatic stations,
which are equipped with microcomputers. The data acquisition central and
the automatic stations have been produced by ASEA, Vasteras, Sweden. The
automatic stations, equipped with microcomputers, have great flexibility
and are not only used for meteorological measurement, but also in hydrology, oceanography and for special studies of alternative sources of energy.
Of special importance, are the possibilities of using the microcomputers
for data-reduction at the measuring sites. With this technique, costly
leased telephone lines are avoided between the measuring sites and the
central computer. Instead, one can obtain much cheaper collection of reduced or stored information via the public switched telephone network, for
example, once an hour, or at any other desired interval. The relatively
high transmission rate, 600 baud, has resulted in short transmission times
and low costs, 0.18 Swedish Crowns (US$ 0.043) per telegram.
Besides data acquisition via the public telephone network, test activity
also is performed by ARGOS communication technique.
2.

The data acquisition system

2.1 General description. The system consists of a central station (CS) for
data acquisition and a number of field stations (FS). CS is situated at
SMHI in Norrkoping and most of the existing and the planned station sites
are situated along the Swedish coast, normally at caisson lighthouses, see
picture 1.
The transmission channels are established via the switched public telephone
network with radio link extensions from lighthousemounted stations.
CS initiates data acquisition from FS at preprogrammed intervals, and the
connection is established by assistance of an ACE (Automatic Calling
Equipment) controlled by the computer. The collected information is checked
formatted and distributed to local and remote operators via CRT displays
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- 215 and teletypewriters, and the system is connected to the ATESTO system via
the communication computer SAAB-05. ATESTO is a short form for Automatic
Telegraph Equipment for Stockholm Telegraph Office. This system has handled the whole national and international meteorological telegram traffic
in Sweden since March 1974. For further information, see ~l7.
Synoptic coding, quality check and data storage is performed by the D5
computer. In 24 hour intervals the stored data will be transmitted from
the disc memory of the 05 computer to the tape memory of the SAAB-UNIVAC
1100 (SU 1100) computer. See picture 2.
2.2 Sensors and sensor interface
Operative and planned sensors are described in another paper given at this
conference by Sverker Magnusson, SMHI

£4J .

Among the sensors I would like to mention a few from a technical point of
view.
- the SMHI-type wind sensor, which presented good dynamic characteristics
at a WMO intercomparison of wind sensors, performed by the French Met.
Office
- cloud base height is measured by a ceilometer type QL 1211 manufactured
by ASEA, Sweden. The ceilometer is measuring with laser technique
- visibility is measured by an AGA/SATT visibility meter VM500 which operates in the infrared spectrum on the back-scatter principle
- waves are measured by an inverted echo sounder produced by SIMRAO A/S,
Norway. The echo sounder, which is placed at 25 m depth and at a distance of 100-200 m from the lighthouse tower, is operating at 710 kHz. 6]
If there is a long distance between the wave measurement site and the-~
field station , the DATAWELL waverider buoy is used. The communication
between the buoy and the FS is performed by 27 MHz radio link.

[r:J

F

The sensors are terminated to overvoltage protection modules. When neccessary, the analogue signals are standardized to ~ 4V in special interfaces.
2.3 Field stations (FS)
The FS is built up in either a modular system (TAFS 8001) or an integrated
one (TAFS 8002) both according to the "European Standard System''. The modules are mounted in 19" frames with power supply for 220 VAC or 24VOC.
The frames can be mounted in racks or placed on a table.
The modules are interconnected by a data highway. All communication between different modules is controlled by a control unit which includes an
INTEL 8080 micro processor. The data highway contains lines for data, addresses and "handshaking" signals.
The control unit can for example be programmed for the following functions:
-

scanning of sensors
communication with remote sensors
calculations of mean values
linearising of measured values
optional advanced data reduction
telegram formatting
communication with central station (CS)

For the communication with CS a start/stop character communication according to ISO 1177 is used. The used code is CCITT No 5. The same type of
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A typical field station consists of the following units:
- power supply AC/DC or DC/DC
-control module (including real time clock 1, 10 and 100 ms)
- memory PROM/RAM (can be expanded in steps of 2k byte to 64k byte)
- communication interface
- MUX/ADC (can be expanded in steps of 16 channels)
- signal conditioner for each sensor
In the integrated system, TAFS 8002, the processor, memories, MUX/ADC and
communication interfaces are built up at one double size module according
to the "European Standard System".
2.4 Central Station (CS)
The central station consists of two identical computer systems, CS1 and
CS2.
During the extension phase of the automatic stations network the online
system CS1 will collect the information from the stations, and the backup system CS2 will stand by. "Fail over" switching can be performed manually or automatically. The back-up system CS2 can be used for test purposes
of for special studies of a certain station at more frequent interrogations.
Only the on-line system will transmit data to the communication computer
SAAB-D5. After the extension phase CS1 and CS2 can be run with shared station load. At "fail over'' signal from CS1, CS2 will take over all stations
and conversely.
Configuration of CS1

(and CS2):

- computer ALPHA LS1 2/20, with 24 k 16 bit memory and power failure restart
- communication interface for peripherals
- calender clock with stall alarm
- 2 automatic calling equipments (ACE)
DIDAcx) receiver (for old stations)
- 2 modems
3.

Field stations, micro processor software

3.1 General: The field station is a microcomputer equipped, autonomously
working equipment for collection of analog and digital signals. If required
the values of these signals can, after processing/conversion to suitable
engineering quantities, be sent to the main computer or other recording
equipment via a communication line.
All collection, as well as processing or conversion of the incoming signals,
is under control of the micro-computer and consequently, the software of
the field station. This also applies to routine communications.
The program is stored in a number of PROMs (Programmable Read Only Memory)
while variables, in the form of measured and calculated values are stored
in a RAM-memory (Random Access Memory).
The software contains a real-time monitor which controls the start of the
remaining sections. The monitor determines amongst other things, the moment
of each collection sequence. In order of function, the monitor requires a
x)

Digital Qata Acquisition, see [~
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it is possible, from the processor~s crystalcontrolled clock-frequency,
to obtain time pulses with steps of 1, 10 och 100 ms.
Software also contains routines for format-conversion, as well as mathematical, buffer-handling and communication routines, drivers for the
management of different I/0-modules and routines for software check of
the hardware.
A number of tables in the main program of the field station are controlling
acquisition, data processing and telegram description. In one table the
input unit and corresponding measurement range is specified for each parameter. In another table the names of a set of programme modules for corresponding acquisition and processing is listed. Those modules is then in
proper order linked into the main program from a program library.
The program modules are principally written in high level language (PL/M)
and designed in a uniform manner to simplify documentation, declarations
and program code.
3.3 Program modules: Software modules is developed for following parameters:
•wind-

rolling vectorial mean value
rolling speed mean value
rolling direction mean value
extremes of direction and speed
variance of direction
energy

•temperature- water/air
- extremes 12h and 24h
- profiles
• humidity
• dew point
•air pressure -reduction
- trend
•precipitation
•water current (like wind)
•water conductivity
•sea waves - significant wave height
- average wave period
- wave energy by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) , see
•water level- rolling mean value
•semi-automatic telegram editing

- SYNOP
- METAR
- MET REPORT

• sensor check
The program extent for an automatic station equipped with sensors for
wind, temperature, humidity and precipitation is 7 kbyte PROM and 2 kbyte
RAM.
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modules, great importance is placed upon the
fact that the program.s
can generally be used for different categories
of use, e.g. that a program
for vectorial integration can be used for
current meters and wind gauges. For program
development SMHI has provided a programming system of type Intel MDS.
. This is a
necessary aid in order to obtain maximum utility of the automatic stations
system for different applications.
4.

Present situation

The automatic stations in operation today (marked with black dots in picture 1), and also those
planned but not yet installed (marked with
circles) , are distributed over varying fields of application and measuring
surroundings in the following way:
Type

Number of stations. Stations planned in brackets
Mountains

Inland

Innertown

Coasts

Off shore

M/0/wae

3

M/wae

1

M/0

1

( 8)

1

(2)

M

c

(3)
2

(1)

( 3)

(3)

2

awqm

1

wie

4

1

3

swl
sawo
soe

1

( 7)

1
( 9)

( 3)

M

meteorological measurements, at least 5 sensors in accordance with
sensor specification list in

0

oceanographical measurements, sensors for measurements of current,
salinity and temperature, at one or more levels

c

climatic measurements, stations with few parameters, for measurement of air temperature, humidity and precipitation and in a few
cases also water level

swl

sea water level, stations with few parameters

awqm

automatic water-quality monitor, system for measurement of turbidity
pH, oxygen and redox

wae

wave energy measurement, power spectrum and also significant wave
heights and time period {6)

wie

wind energy measurements, sensors for wind direction, wind speed
and temperature at 3-7 levels [8]

sawo

semi-automatic weather observation
type system {9,1g1

see

solar energy measurements, sensors for air temperature, humidity,
wind direction & speed, global radiation, direct solar radiation
and infrared radiation

;_-q

Lz1

station for airports, proto-
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coastal areas, work has begun to establish automatic stations in high mountain areas. Those stations are included in a project for obtaining optimal
water energy production. Due to it's position, one of them also is interesting as a warning station for improving mountain safety. A special problem in certain parts of the Swedish mountain areas is severe ice-covering
which occurs at heights of about 1000 m and above. As a result of ice-covering, wind measuring with rotating anemometer is pointless, as despite
heating, the anemometer quickly freezes. Because of this, experiments are
in progress using an heated statical sensor (ROSEMOUNT) . The sensor operates according to the principle of pressure difference measurement around
a circular pole. It has succesfully been tested at automatic station situatedllOO m above sea level during the last winter.
As another project in progress within this field of automatic data acquisition one can add the automation of data collection from manually operated,
synoptical observing stations. The need for this has arisen due to rationalisation of certain civil airports which have also previously operated as
collection centres for synoptic data acquisition. This service is to cease
and collection will be carried out with automatic stations, completed with
terminal equipment, where the observer feeds
the observation data. The
information can then be ciollected via the automatic acquisition system.
5.

Future outlooks

5.1 ADAS (Automatic Data Acquisition System):
In 1982 the existing automatic stations will be integrated in a new automatic data acquisition system, ADAS. The central computer equipment of
this system,ADAC, will have functions for communication with the automatic
stations (new name ADAT, Automatic Data Acquisition Terminal), via the
switched telephone network and the new switched "Public data network".
ADAS will be connected to the new computerized system for quality controll
and storage of national surface data, that will be put into service in
1982.
5.2 PROMIS-90 (PRogram for an Operational Meteorological Information
System) :
In the discussion of the future weather service in Sweden, the PROMIS-90
report has an essential function.
This report outlines a regional weather service with great support from
technical facilities like computers, satellite and radar observations,
automated surface observations etc.
ADAS will be an important part of this system, the outlined number of
ADAT:s is 300.
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"DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND LOCAL ARCHIVING
TECHNIQUES FOR METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS"
D. N. Axford
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
In considering the content of this Session one is struck b,y the breadth and range of the
activities which could be considered to be included, and concerned that this Session should
not duplicate the work covered b,y the earlier Papers. "Data acquisition, processing and
local archiving techniques" can be thought to include the methods used in automatic weather
stations in processing the raw data obtained from sensors; methods of communication and
telemetry; methods of disseminating data through a network; quality control; local or
central "massaging" of data with various algorithms; local recording of data on various
media; archiving of data in local or central data banks etcetera. The emphasis in this
Session should not be on the technology which is used, since this is changing and evolving
rapidly, but on a more general discussion which may consider, and perhaps identify, which
areas of automation lend themselves to some form of internationally common standards, and
to contrast these with other areas where the rate of change of hardware and software is so
great that standardisation is not possible, or indeed desirable. Also, there is no need to
limit our discussion to automated surface observing equipment, since these general points
are just as important in treating other measurement systems, such as radiosondes systems,
automatic weather radar systems, automated Sferic detection systems and so on.
So in order to set the scene for detailed papers to come I can identify a number of the
questions we should be seeking to answer, and make some general remarks on each of these in
the context of work in the field of system development which is currently being pursued in
the United Kingdom.
1.

Data Acquisition

Raw data, in the form of a direct output from a sensor, can be in analogue or digital form.
In considering what to do with it, we have to ask ourselves the following questions:What is the time constant of the sensor?
In what frequency range are we interested?

Do we wish to pre-process the data with filters?
How frequently should the data be sampled?

Do we wish to apply a digital filter after sampling?
Do we wish to apply more complex processing algorithms to the data in, or close to,
the sensor?
These questions can be illustrated simply by considering an automatic weather station
measuring wind alone. In the case of wind measurements, the application (or user) will
define whether we are interested in the high frequency events such as gusts or turbulence,
or only in long-term averages such as the run-of-wind over ten minutes. We then must
ensure that the sensor has adequate characteristics, and that the sampling rate is sufficiently fast to meet the requirement. If the data is to be averaged (ie filtered) at
the sensor by analogue or digital (microprocessor) methods problems of signal aliasing 1
attenuation and phase shifting have also to be considered. In a typical anemometer installation today this type of processing is ~ done at the sensor, and the raw sensor output
is fed back to a central processing unit, but this may well change in the future; and one
can envis~e that pre-processed data will emerge directly from a sensor housing in which
some of thls initial work has already taken place.
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2.

Local Processing

In most current automated systems the raw (or pre-processed) data from a number of sensors
is acquired in the field via a multiplexer unit and fed into a "black box" in which either
the data is organised for immediate further onward transmission or in which local processing occurs prior to further outputs. Here, the main question to be asked is:How much processing should we do locally in the field?
With subsidiary questions such as:Is ample power available?
Is a local "human" operator available for interactive processing?
What degree of reliability/maintainability do we seek?
Should we use standardised algorithms?
How much "quality control" is required?
What forms of data output are required?
What format standards are required in this output?
As an example of a complex automated system in which all these questions had to be answ~,
one can consider the United Kingdom Mark 3 Radiosonde System. In this system the radiosonde transmits digital measurements of pressure, temperature and humidity sequentially to
the ground receiving station. At the ground station the frequency of each measurement is
measured and is fed automatically to a central processor (in fact a Ferranti Argus 700E
mini-computer). The computer progrrua evaluates the data in real time sorting out the
various variables, applying quality control and evaluating a list of all the significant
measurements. At the same time wind finding radar data is also fed into the mini-computer
for evaluation, so that for each "turning point" measurements of temperature, humidity and
wind can be stored, together with the pressure and radar height at which they occured.
This list of measurements gives a picture of the detailed fine structure of the atmosphere
as it varies with height, but the computer program also evaluates the standard WMO coded
message from the more detailed list, as soon as the necessary data is available. This
coded message is automatically punched out on paper tape at the request of an operator, who
acts as a final human "quality control." The operator verifies that the message is
"reasonable" before the tape is fed down the standard telex channel to the central computer
at Bracknell. The list of fine detail measurements, together with a copy of the standard
WMO measurements, is transferred to a magnetic tape cartridge at the end of the flight,
forming a small local archive on magnetic tape.
In a system such as this, a large number of different algorithms are used to define the
quality control routines; to evaluate with appropriate smoothing the physical quantities
from the digital measurements; to define the position of turning points and significant
levels, such as the tropopause; and to translate the resulting list of measured quantities
into the formal format of the WMO-code. Some of these processes could be standardised on
an international basis, but as far as I know this has not been attempted yet. It is only
through the efforts of the Working Groups of CIMO that this type of problem can be
addressed.
In other sorts of system the local processing of the input data may not need to be complex,
or a decision may be taken to transfer the processing required to a remote, central
station. In many simple automatic weather stations the field "processor" merely calls for
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the data either on a fixed clock program
or when interrogated, and transmits the raw
data to a central computing station where the main data processing occurs. This is of
great advantage on remote sites where batteries have to supply the power, there is no
local operator and reliability is of prime importance. There are however disadvantages on
sites where the data is required locally as well as in the central station. Here the
evolution of the microcomputer with the possibility of high reliability and low power consumption allows one to consider inserting processing power at the field station so that
local displays of processed data can be available, and processed (or partly processed)
data transmitted on to the central station.
As an example of this latter type of automatic weather station, the proposed UK network of
Synoptic Automatic Weather Stations (SAWS) currently being purchased, has a data processor
capable of scanning and accepting the inputs from a number of sensors and sensor interface~:t.
processing the data (including quality control, calculation of averages and maximum and
minimum values), the assembly and output of messages in standard WMO format, and transmitting the data on command over dedicated lines to a Collecting Centre. It also has a
local display of processed data which is available on demand. As in the Mk 3 Radiosonde
System, a number of different algorithms have to be specified to define the methods of calculating the means, maxima and minima of the meteorological variables, and the quality control that is applied. An example of some of the algorithms specified in the SAWS system
is at Annex A.

3.

Local archiving

I take the term "local archiving" to mean the local recording of data on various types of
media. There is of course a close tie between emergent technology and the quantity of
data which can be archived, so this will have to be borne in mind. The simplest form of
local record is an autographic trace, but if we assume that this data will have to be
transferred at some later date into numeric form, then it must be acknowledged that- "tracd'
data is inaccessible, and reading it b,y hand is labour intensive and slow. Thus the
requirement now is to put local archive data onto a computer-compatible medium, such as
magnetic tape cassettes, or onto solid state memory stores, such as bubble memories. The
questions we should ask for a given application include:What data do we need to archive locally?
How much data do we wish to store over what period?
How do we store it?
How do we transfer this local archive to a central archive (if at all)?
At first sight the answer to the first question is simple. If the automatic equipment is
simply a recording device, for example storing away sampled data from an anemometer, the
question reverts to the earlier set of queries concerning data acquisition from a sensor.
However in more complex equipment in which there is a field processor, the question is
relevant. In the Mk 3 Radiosonde System the main local archive is kept on a magnetic tape
cartridge, and consists of all the fine structure measurements evaluated during the sonde
flight plus the special data evaluated at significant levels for the WMO coded message.
This data is collected for a period of up to two weeks, and is then copied prior to sending
the cart_ridge to the main computer centre at Bracknell where the data is transferred to a
data bank. The local archive cartridges are used also in the local production of the
monthly "CLIMAT TEMP" statistical summaries using the local mini-computer to re-read and
process the data. The fine structure data stored in the central computer data bank is
kept for some years, and is available to researchers when required. Other local records
are also kept, for example there is a chart recorder output for operator information, and
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the raw sonde data is logged on an "emergency magnetic tape cartridge" so that it can be
re-played if required. This type of local data storage is essentially transient, since
these records are only kept for a limited period.
The type of storage used will depend on the amount of data we need to store, and the
current state of technology when the question is asked! A few years ago paper tape was
used to form local archives of data. Now we look at cassettes, cartridges, and floppy
discs. In the near future commercially available solid-state semi-conductor stores, and
"bubble memories" will be available. In all cases attention has to be given to the reliability of the device, its capacity to store and read-out error-free information, and the
risks of losing the data due to loss in transit, or finger-trouble during translation. The
cost of collecting the data may have been high, so it is worth paying especial care to its
safe custody once in store. A problem which we have encountered in using magnetic tape
cartridges concerns the capacity for a cartridge written on a tape drive in the field to
be read again,error free, on the tape drive at the central station. Standardisation, good
maintenance, and some flexibility in adjustment is essential if an operational network
using transcribed cassettes or cartridges is to be trouble-free.
4.

Telemetry/Communications

The technology of transferring data from one location to another is also changing at an
ever increasing pace. From the use of postal services and simple telephone lines we have
moved to digital data links over the telephone services, HF and VHF radio links, and the
use of satellites, both polar orbiting and geostationary, in order to get data rapidly to
a point where it can be processed and passed into the WMO Global Telecommunications System.
The questions to be asked are:What type of data are we transmitting?
Is the communications technology proposed cost-effective?
Does it meet the requirement in terms of amount of data transmitted and speed of
transfer?
Should the date be moved rapidly to a control centre, or is a network or circuit
approach more appropriate?
For example in the UK Synoptic Automatic Weather Station (SAWS) network mentioned earlier
it was decided that the appropriate system for the UK requirement would be a number of
Collecting Centres each polling up to 16 SAWS. At the Collecting Centres the AWS data,
which is already in WMO-code format, is verified b,y a human operator on a VDU type display
prior to onward transmission to the Bracknell Regional Telecommunications Hub (RTH) where
it o~n be put into the general communications system.

5·

Conclusions

Some of the more general questions which must be asked when setting up a meteorological &rla
acquisition and processing system have- been reviewed.
There are of course many other
technical problems which must be faced, but if the system is to be well based and of
maximum utility to the meteorological user then I am sure that these questions will be of
value in the effort to introduce some kind of philosphy into the observing network.
The great problem at present is to plan ahead for systems which will have the flexibility
to make a proper use of the new technology which will appear inexorably during the coming
decade. For example, it is clear that new concepts in terms of monitoring complex remote
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equipment are now practicable b,y using interactive communications links, and employing
hardware redundancy under software control. This can be achieved b,y having a number of
independent identical units within the hardware which can be tested remotely. Anyfailures
can be overcome b,y reconfiguring the system software to avoid the faulty units, and the
system continues with a slightly degraded performance until repair is possible. Similarly
it is possible to control digital filters, and run sensor calibration routines under remote
control, thus maintaining system flexibility and system accuracy. It will be necessary to
compare these practicable but complex automatic systems with the more familiar, simple,
manual systems which have been with us for many years, and to judge their cost effectiveness
and utility. Decisions are not going to be simple, but in a world where we are increasingly asked to reduce both the financial and human resources employed, they are decisions
which will have to be made.

ANNEX A

CALCULATION OF MEAN, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VAWES OF METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES,
1NCLUDING QUALITY CONTROL

1.

QUALITY CONTROL- WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION

a.

Wind Speed
i.

Sample every 200 ms.

11.
Compare the value with the previous sample and accept the value if the
difference between the two samples is less than 10 kn.

b.

Wind Direction
i.

Sample every 200 ms.

ii.
Compare the value with the previous sample and accept the value if the
difference between the two samples is less than 30°.
2.

MEAN AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION

Using the above sampling frequency and quality control the requirements will be met as
follows:
a.

Wind Speed
i.
Computations of average speeds will use one accepted sample per second.
The one-second samples will be linearly averaged to provide values over oneminute and ten-minute intervals. These will be updated at one-minute and fiveminute intervals respectively. Note that an incomplete ten-minute mean is not
to be put out from the systems.
ii.
To minimise the use of core store the following procedures would be
acceptable.
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The latest accepted 200 ms sample is held in store and the current value transferred to another store on the second.
5 one-second values are linearly averaged to produce a 5-second mean
11
11
11
11
20-second mean
4 five-second 11
"
"

b.

3 twenty-second
5 one-minute

"
"

2 five-minute

11

11

11

11

11

If

11

1-minute mean

11

11

11

11

11

11

5-minute mean

11

11

11

11

11

11

10-minute mean

Wind Direction
i.
Five second, one minute and 10 minute averages will be derived as for wind
speed, to be updated at 5-second, 1-minute and 5-minute intervals respectively.

c.

Maximum Wind Speed
i.
TWo consecutive accepted 200 ms samples will be averaged if each exceed the
previous maximum speed value by more than 0.2 knots. This average will be
stored as the maximum speed. The maximum speed will be selected for hourly
periods.
ii.
The wind direction at the time of the maximum speed will be taken as the
latest 5-second mean direction at the time the maximum speed is selected.
iii.
The time of the maximum speed (to the nearest minute) will be that of the
whole minute at the time the maximum speed is selected.

3.

QUALITY CONTROL - TEMPERA'IURE

Quality control is required primarily to remove any 'spikes' influencing individual
The algorithm to be used is:a.

sample regularly every 5 secs.

b.
compare the value with the previous sample and accept the value if the
0
difference between the two samples is less than 0.3 c.

4.

MEAN VAWES - TEMPERA'IURE

Average arithmetically the accepted samples, over 1 minute.

5.

QUALITY CONTROL - PRESSURE

Quality control for pressure will be as for temperature except that the "acceptable
difference" will be less than 0.3 mb.
6.

'MEAN VALUES - PRESSURE

Average arithmetically the accepted values over 1 minute.

sampl~
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AUTOMATION OF A METEOROLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION AND
PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR SURFACE, SATELLITE, AND RADAR DATA
Duane A. Haugen and Margot H. Ackley
PROPS Program Office
Environmental Research Laboratories
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Boulder, Colorado 80303

1.

INTRODUCTION

PROPS (Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Services) is a recently established NOAA program with the objective of developing and demonstrating effective methods
to improve local weather services.
A major requirement is to provide nowcasting and short
term forecasting (0-12 hours) capabilities based on mesoscale data bases.
In order to
satisfy this requirement, we have established an experimental real-time computer-controlled
system, an Exploratory Development Facility (EDF), for the acquisition, processing, dissemination, and display of five classes of data sources. These data sources are 1) meteorological satellites; 2) conventional and Doppler weather radars; 3) a surface network of
twenty stations equipped with conventional meteorological sensors; 4) synoptic scale meteorological data bases available from the National Meteorological Center and the National
Weather Service's AFOS network; and 5) surface-based remote sensors.
Computing hardware for the EDF consists of two Digital Equipment Company VAX 11/780
computers (one presently installed, the second planned for mid-1981) and an ancillary system
of a variety of microprocessors and minicomputers to affect the data acquisition, data base
management, and data processing functions.
Much of the data dissemination and display
functions will be via intelligent, inter-active color-TV display terminals permitting the
merger of satellite and radar images with graphics of analyzed meteorological fields.
We provide system test output to the Denver National Weather Service Forecast Office as
well as to our own facility.
Thus, the task of evaluating the effectiveness of any particular technique for observing, analyzing, forecasting, disseminating or displaying weather events is a joint effort shared by meteorological research and operational personnel
of NOAA.
In order to facilitate this task, the computer system is operated continuously
in a nowcasting and forecasting mode so that evaluation of various techniques is automatically accomplished in an operational environment.
A broad perspective overview of PROPS will not be presented here. The best source
for that at the moment is a document known as the PROPS Implementation Plan which is
available from the PROPS Program Office.
Copies of this document may be obtained by contacting Dr. Donald w. Beran, Director, PROFS Program Office, NOAA/ERL, Boulder, CO 80303
(telephone 303-499-1000, x 6765).
Two recent papers by Beran and Little [2,3] also provide useful background material on the purposes, goals, and concepts of the PROPS program.

2.

PROPS MISSION

The primary mission of PROPS is to improve local weather services.
In the course of
designing a program and an organization to accomplish this mission, many people of varied
backgrounds contributed to the identification of areas needing improvement, recommended
methods of approach, and attempted to judge likelihood of success of various approaches.
The PROPS program as it currently exists is a direct outcome of that design activity.
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Air Weather Service (AWS); Air Force Geophysics Laboratories (AFGL); Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA); various elements of Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL),
National Weather Service (NWS), and National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS); private meteorologists; and university professors from the disciplines of meteorology, economics, sociology, and market survey techniques. A varying number of these people met in
Boulder one to two weeks every month from March through July 1979.
A basic conclusion of this team was that a vastly improved service could be achieved
simply by improving dissemination techniques. However, all team members also emphasized
the need to observe, analyze, and forecast mesoscale weather events as an obviously important factor for significant local weather service improvement. Mesoscale weather events
are not now universally or uniformly observed; improvements in forecasting or dissemination
of mesoscale weather events therefore depend on improved local observational and analysis
systems.
The simplicity of this concept in fact leads to an extremely complex program. There
are a number of techniques for observing local weather events; each technique suffers from
its own particular limitations and must be considered as one of a total array of techniques;
evaluation of effectiveness of complementary techniques requires a facility with sufficient
computer power to handle tremendously large data sets in the short time scales associated
with mesoscale circulations; effective "technology-transfer" of techniques from the research community to operational practice requires constant attention to the proper human/
hardware/software mix needed to distinguish between "information content" and "streams of
data." Consideration and analysis of all details making up these complexities is a continually-evolving, system development process. In parallel with this system development
effort, we are in the process of implementing the EDF which is designed to accommodate our
present understanding of these complexities and to be flexible enough to be expanded or
modified if and when necessary. The primary purpose of this EDF is to provide the resources
required to permit members of the PROFS staff to select, test, and evaluate the array of
techniques which will eventually make up a local weather service. The description of the
EDF that follows treats the elements of observations, analysis, forecasting, and dissemination in turn.

3.

PROFS EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT FACILITY

As presently conceived, there are five major observational sources for inclusion
within the EDF: 1) satellite-based visible and infrared images of the earth's surface and
cloud cover as well as infrared and microwave radiometer radiance measurements which can
be mathematically inverted to provide temperature profile information; 2) conventional
weather radar measurements of precipitation areas coupled with Doppler radar measurements
of winds and circulation patterns associated with convective storms; 3) surface networks
of conventional meteorological sensors measuring wind, temperature, dew point, pressure,
rainfall rate, visibility, and solar radiation; 4) surface and upper-air observations
and analyses on a synoptic scale available from the Automation of Field Observations and
Service (AFOS) network of NWS; 5) surface-based remote sensors to provide upper air data
on a space and time scale required for sophisticated mesoscale numerical models. Let us
examine some of the characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of each of these data
sources for mesoscale applications.
3.1

Satellite Data

Satellite data will be obtained by PROFS via a high-speed communications link to
Colorado State University (CSU) at Fort Collins, Colorado. A satellite data receiving
and processing system exists at CSU that is capable of receiving images and generating
digital data products from two geosynchronous satellites which routinely provide visible
and IR images every thirty minutes during daylight hours, and IR images only during nighttime hours. Resolution of the images at the nadir (directly below the satellite) is roughly
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resolution. This operator/machine interactive process takes 3 to 5 minutes. Typical digital data products derived from these images include cloud-top heights, cloud motions or
cloud-derived winds, and horizontal distribution of rainfall areas and amounts. The geestationary satellite systems are also capable of a 3-minute observational duty cycle.
This rapid duty cycle will be exercised for selected periods in time, but initial experience will be based on the 30-minute cycle.
Data from polar-orbiting satellites will be made available to CSU and to PROFS from
the University of Wisconsin/NESS/Space Science and Engineering Center at Madison, Wisconsin.
The most important additional data type possible from this link is the temperature profile
data derived from the radiance measurements made on the orbiting satellites, a data type
not presently available operationally from the geostationary satellites. Excellent horizontal resolution (from ~o.s to 10 km) is possible for these data, but they are available
only twice per 24 hour-day. By roughly 1982 or 1983, temperature profiles will become
available on geosynchronous satellites on a routine basis. Thus, the primary data set from
satellites for the next two or three years will be images and products derived from these
images.

3.2

Weather Radar Data

The NWS operates two conventional weather radars within the PROFS "region" -one at
Limon, Colorado, the other at Cheyenne, Wyoming. Current planning is to pre-process the
digital data streams at each of these sites to provide reflectivity, convective storm
moment and three-dimensional echo distribution to the EDF and to CSU. Once implemented
the pre-processing systems will provide products similar to those described recently by
Saffle [12] .
The need for Doppler radar data was stressed by the PROFS design team members. At
present, the earliest possible date for this to occur is September 1981 when the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) may be able to operate a 10-cm Doppler radar in the
PROFS region for an extended period of time. Until then it appears likely that the only
radar data that will be consistently available to the EDF will be those from Limon and
Cheyenne. This is unfortunately somewhat limiting, not only because of the lack of Doppler
data, but also because the size of the "core region" for PROFS approaches the range limits
of present NWS radars.
3.3

Surface Network Data

The nucleus of this data source is a twenty-station network of conventional meteorological sensors located within a 50-mile radius of Boulder. Sampling and averaging of
these data is accomplished by computer control. The basic data base unit is a 5-minute
average along with maximum and minimum values for each 5-minute period of wind speed and
direction, temperature, dew point, rainfall rate, pressure, visibility, and solar radiation.
In addition to this basic network, data from two rain gauge networks will be sampled: 1)
a Colorado-wide network maintained by the NWS, the Automatic Hydrological Observation
System (AHOS/S), with communication via satellite; 2) a Boulder Valley network of up to
twenty rain gauges operated by Denver's Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD)
with communication via VHF radio. Two other networks, a 5-station wind and temperature
network operated within metropolitan Denver by the public Health Service, and a 5-station
wind network operated in Boulder by the Wave Propagation Laboratory (WPL) will also be
incorporated within the EDF data base to provide details of the city heat-island of Denver
and of downslope wind events.
The major advantages of surface networks are low maintenance costs and well-established,
time-proven reliable technology. The major disadvantages are the lack of measurement in
the vertical and a non-uniform, inadequate horizontal resolution. It is likely that the
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the potential of being a very serious limitation for the task of tying together satellite,
radar, and surface data in the manner required for quantitative precipitation estimates.
Some alleviation of the disadvantages will be achieved by mid-1981 when a network of
some lOO observers using touch-tone phone entry to the EDF data base will be implemented.
This will be conceptually identical to the observational system already proven in the CRAB
nowcasting experiment (Scofield and Weiss, [14]).

3.4

Synoptic Scale Data

The EDF will include an AFOS terminal in an expanded WSO configuration. This connection with the national meteorological data base is essential for the proper nesting of
the EDF mesoscale data base within the larger scale. For example, merging of Limited
Fine-Mesh model (LFM) products from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) with local
satellite and radar products is expected to be a very frequent and useful activity.
Because of present uncertainties in the AFOS-activation schedule on a national basis
as well as potential data transmission delays of gridded LFM products, we have also planned
a direct tie-in to NMC products via a data link that presently serves National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the Bureau of Reclamation. The synoptic scale national
data base will be available to PROFS by late 1980 either through NMC, AFOS, or both.
3.5

Surface-Based Remote Sensors

A widely-recognized requirement for initializing mesoscale dynamic forecast models is
upper-air data on a commensurate scale. Except for intensive research experiments of
finite duration, rawinsonde networks do not appear to be economically viable. Remote
sensors designed to provide continuous profiles of wind, temperature, and moisture are
presently under development by WPL. Three to five of these profiler devices will be installed in the PROFS region at separation distances of lOO to 200 km by 1982/1983. They
will provide continuous ten to fifteen minute averages of upper air data to PROFS.
4.

NOWCASTING, FORECASTING, AND DISSEMINATION

At the present time a significant fraction of the PROFS staff is dedicated to establishing a functioning EDF with the capabilities outlined in the previous schedule. It
is expected that our first products will consist of nowcasts based on analysis and displays of weather information drawn from the basic data base. Updating of the nowcasts will
be possible on five to fifteen minute duty cycles. Forecasting models will be limited
initially to advective, pattern recognition, and statistical techniques and will be targeted for the half to three hour time period. Examples of such models are a snow depth
forecast model for the Colorado Rockies (Rhea, [11]), single-station model statistics
(Miller, [10] ) , precipitation area and amount forecasts derived from satellite images
(Scofield and Oliver, [13]), cell-tracking and precipitation forecasts for convective
storms derived from radar data (Elvander, [8]; Crane, (7]; Bellon and Austin, [1]). Activity is underway to implement these and similar models within the EDF for testing,
comparison, and evaluation of their reliability and effectiveness in an operational setting.
The operational dissemination point for EDF products is the Denver Weather Service
Forecast Office (WSFO). The WSFO is being equipped with a color graphics work station which
will have full interactive capability. Nowcast products are available on hardcopy from
the surface network; initial satellite images are available now on a "dumb" terminal;
fully interactive graphics and image capability will be available by mid-1981.
Forecasts based on a combination of satellite, radar, and surface network data will
be disseminated by mid-1981, using the models listed above as well as others. The basic
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operational effectiveness of various techniques. Real-time data acquisition, rapid
analysis schemes, frequent nowcast and forecast updates are all critical elements of this
effort. Extensive development work is required to achieve this capability and we are
drawing heavily on experience and work of other groups and organizations to guide and
influence our efforts: MciDAS effort at the University of Wisconsin (Smith, [15]); AOIPS
effort at NASA/Goddard, Greenbelt, MD (Bracken, et al., [4]); flash flood programs of
the NWS Hydrologic Research Laboratory (Greene, et al., [9]); the satellite/radar based
precipitation forecasting program in England (Browning, et al., [5]) and Canada (Bellon and
Austin, [1]).
By 1982 we expect the PROFS EDF to be capable of disseminating computer-based products
directly to selected test populations of the general public using voice response systems
such as presently being tested by the FAA (Chokheni, [6]), menu-selective TV displays, and
animated displays on cable TV.
The nowcasting, forecasting, and dissemination activities are areas within which our
successes and accomplishments will be measured by the metorological community as well as
by the general public and special users of mesoscale weather information. Future reports
from PROPS staff members will be devoted to these aspects of the program.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR URBAN AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL NETWORKS
A.O. VAN GYSEGEM
Royal Meteorological Institute
of Belgium
INTRODUCTION
Automated meteorological networks are now installed for many purposes, not
only for ~eplacing existing observation systems as synoptic or climatologic stations, but
also for new dedicated investigations as for instance traffic assistance, airport control,
nuclear power plant and high power lines meteorological control, dedicated hydrological
systems for flash flooding and water bassin studies, air and water pollution, urban climatology, local weather forecast, etc.
With this evolution, new problems arise which are
mainly due to the specific spatial and temporal characteristics of the meteorological events
to be observed.
As most of these applications are related to local or mesa-meteorological
conditions, dense networks and high sampling rates are, in principle, required.
Moreover,
additional meteorological information, obtainable by specific sensors, are now asked for.
The aim of this study was to investigate the different problems lay down
by the execution of meteorological measurements in urban environment attempting to examine
the various techniques which are in use or which can be used, to determine the incidence
of instrument exposure on the precision of the measurements and to investigate the spatial
and temporal representativity of the observations. The study is based on the experience
acquired by the installation and operation of 5 automatic meteorological networks in the
major cities of Belgium and on replies to a questionnaire which was send, via MvlO, to all
CIMO members.
1. URBAN METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Since the WMO symposium on Urban Climates (8) a large number of cities
has · already been subjected to extensive meteorological studies, many have dwelt especially with the spatial variation of the urban heat island with primary emphasis on near surface temperature measurements.
Only a limited number of papers attempted to describe spatial
and temporal changes in wind and temperature profiles, radiation and precipitations.
Even
less has been done to determine changes in the turbulent structure of the urban boundary
layer and energy balance.
These limitations in our knowledge of the Urban Climate are to
some extent related to the particular problems lay down by the execution of meteorological
measurements in urban environment, among others, by the high degree of turbulence, the presence of obstacles and the fact that the urban climate is a mixture of different microclimates. Considering the purposes of urban studies, measurements can roughly be divided into
three general categories with special requirements for eaah :
a. Climatological observations with special emphasis on urban-rural differences and long
term trends.
It is suggested that each National \~leather Service should at least have
one station whose site remains unchanged for years in each climatological region of the
country for homogeneity of observations and detection of temporal changes. Climatological observations do not in general include analysis of statistical properties of fluctuations of wind speed and direction.
However as the demand for such information increases,
new methods of record reduction and data processing will be highly necessary.
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There is
still a handicap broughton by the lack of facilities to achieve rapid reduction and analysis of the basic data.
Time lost until analysis is available might be appreciable in
a field operation far removed from computer facilities, precluding immediate actions, if
required, to counter existing conditions.
c. Research studies.
There is little uniformity because the instruments are highly specialised and because each group has usually developped its own favourite techniques and instrumental equipment.
Depending on the purpose of the observations, an appropriate configuraion of an automated
station or network is envisaged. As there seems to be no obvious reason for an unique automated system for all purposes, in the next paragraphs, common types of measurements, which
are desirable for understanding the urban mechanism, are discussed separetely. Only parameters are considered for which sufficient information exists.
1.a. GROUND-BASED AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TEMPERATURE
The urban island is one of the most documented climatological effects of
atmosphere modification attribuable to urbanisation.
In almost all cities the heat island
is detected with the aid of mobile surveys. The technique consists in mounting one or more
temperature sensors in an artificially aspirated radiation shield in front of an automobile
at a height of two meter above the ground.
The method consists in traversing the city at a speed of about 40 km/hour
following predetermined itineraries, several reference stops are foreseen in order to compare data with previous or later traverses.
In many cases different cars simultanuously
traverse the city in order to get a maximum of data in a minimum of time.
In general resistance or thermistor continuous measuring systems are used and an accuracy of 0.2-0.5°C with
0.1°C resolution and a 2-3 seconds time constant are considered as satisfactory.
Although the traversing procedure is superior to the use of fixed stations
in that it allows improved spatial sampling, due to operational contraints, temporal sampling is limited. As a consequence the procedure is suitable to highlight special land use
effects but do not help in the search for governing mechanisms. From a more practical point
of view mobile temperature surveys are generally considered as valuable and inexpensive
tools for preliminary investigations aimed at future installations of fixed meteorological
networks not only for temperature measurements but also for parameters which variation influences or is influenced by the heat island configuration such as radiation and wind.
Temperature observations at fixed stations allow better studies of the important temporal aspects of the heat island than mobile surveys as far as a sufficiently
dense network of stations is available covering the whole city with its distinct land-use
areas. An indication of required horizontal density is given by the replies to the questionnaire.
For the U.S. a spacing of 5 km is probably adequate. For Japan and also France
(DETTWILLER (1)) this density depends on the scale and topography of the urban area but i t
should be high in urban and low in sub-urban ; Japan requires one station at intervals of
10 km or less.
India prefers observations at much closer distances (1 km) inside the city
and wider (3-4 km) as one goes away from the center.
For Auszralia three or four stations
are sufficient for most purposes for urban areas up to 100 km provided limited field traverses with mobile equipment are made to delineate isotherms patterns over the whole area.
Israel and Canada recommend preliminary surveys to determine the standard error and to calculate an adequate sample size.
There is no clear solution with regards to the height of
the observation. All temperature measurements with the traversing method take place in the
meso-scale street level environment, but the coupling between this environment and the urban meso-scale boundary layer is not yet understood.
From a practical point of view, the
definition of an "urban surface" is most desirable.
However, this involve detailed research into radiation and energy balances.
In the Belgian network two temperature measurements are made, one at 2 meter and one at the top of a 30 meter heigh tower.
However, algp~}sall countries mention that special attention has to be paid to the different land-use
in the city and that at least two or more measuring points, representative for each specific
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For specific purposes i t will be necessary to lay down new rules, so that
site selection procedures could include the investigation of the representativity of the
measuring point with respect to the character of the surface material and amount and degree
of aggregation in cities.
However, a representative exposure of the desired environment is
probably a very difficult parameter to establish and the most likely source of errors or
unknow.
WIND
It is well known that cities reduce high windspeeds and can generate their
own circulation system at windspeeds less than 3 to 4 m/sec. As a consequence wind data obtained at a close, but rural, site, e.g. an airport, are not representative and in-city
measurements are desirable.
Following the questionnaire a network with a grid spacing of about 10 km
is considered as satisfactory.
However, the density may vary widely with the purpose of the
study, with magnitude of local-meteorological variations, local topography, heat island
configuration, presence of large water surfaces and the number of different land-use areas.
As for temperature an appropriate classification of different areas is most desirable.
In
the United Kingdom, for example, environments are categorised for design purposes as "suburban" (mean heights of obstacles : 10m) or "City center" (mean height of obstacles : 25m).
To obtain values representative of the whole urban area, wind observations should be made
in both types of environments and also for comparison purposes at an unobstructed site
close to but outside the city area.
To provide an observation which is representative of
an urban area rather than merely of the observation point itself, the sensors should be placed significantly higher than the general level of roof tops. A height of 15 to 20 meter
above the roof level is a generally accepted minimum. The allocation of heights above the
general level of the roofstops in urban areas is sometimes difficult : ideally the sensors
should be mounted above a building of height similar to that of its immediate neighbours
and should be unobstructed by higher buildingd located within 300-400 meter. As an example,
in the Belgian urban networks all windsensors are installed at the top of a 30 meter heigh
tower. However, in order to make sound deductions from recorded urban wind data, it is
essential to know the effective height of the instrument and to have some estimate of the
surface roughness of the surrounding area in all directions. The absence of this information is a major limitation on the usefulness of urban wind data.
Due to the high degree of turbulence in cities, wind sensors, usually calibrated in wind tunnels, show systematic errors which are considerably higher than the 1% accuracy commonly demanded.
These errors arise from sensor sensivity to relative wind direction,
sensor dynamic response characteristics and data averaging procedures. MAC CREADY (4) stated
that for light winds and in rough terrain such as in cities, the difference between the readings for different types of fast response sensors easily amount to 30-40% and for larger
or slower sensors the difference would diverge even more rapidly, even so large that their
magnitude cannot be accurately estimated. These errors may affect the design and interpretation of wind measurements in urban area.
Additional theoretical work, wind tun~el studies
and field comparisons between commercial and very fast response sensors is desirable. The
response characteristics of the different parts of the measuring system should be sufficiently small so that statistics can include the contribution of all short-period motions affecting sensibly the phenomena under study.
Following MAC CORMICK (3) the response of sensors and recording equipment is probably sufficient fast if a faithful reproduction is obtained of those fluctuations whose period is equal or less than one half ratio of the height
of observation to the wind speed.
Since most of the urban modification to the synoptic circulations occurs during periods of calm or very light wind, starting tresholds of 0.5 m/s
and even 0.2m/sec are now asked by many users.
In general
tion of mean wind speed and
hourly or hourly means) and
users ask for such analysis

continuous recording is asked for.
This method allows calculadirection over appropriate time intervals (in general half
analysis of wind fluctuations.
It is to be noted that more
not only for special purposes such as energy measurements but
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Therefore several users ask for convenient methods for record or data reduction preferably
by means of a device which is an integral part of the wind sensing and recording instrumentation.
RADIATION
Since the WMO symposium on Urban Climatology (Brussels, 1968) several research studies have shown that due to different atmospheric properties and surface characteristics the component short and long wave radiation fluxes and their related surface radiative fluxes experience- changes.Nevertheless OKE (6) stated that much remains to be explored.
Urban radiation measurements are desirable and the following measurements should be useful :
continuous measurements of the global and diffuse radiation : sporadic measurements, although more difficult, of the direct solar beam, eventually with the aid of appropriate filters and net radiation balance measurements if possible (very difficult to find an appropriate site).
The density of a network is related to the horizontal variation of the parameters which, in the case of radiation measurements, is still not very well known. Furthermore in order to avoid redundancy of observations the variations must be larger than the
instrumental accuracy which is for global radiation measurements about + 2% for diffuse and
direct radiation + 5% and for balance measurements about + 10%.
PRECIPITATION
Important rainfall increases are observed in many urban areas of varying
size, type and climate. This increase is also observed at considerable distances in the
downwind rural area.
As a consequence precipitation measurements in the city as well as up
to 40-45 km downwind are useful.
However, the question remains open wether it is necessary to install large and expensive networks or wether it is sufficient to install a limited
number of stations taking into account results of research programs such as Metromex.
Following the questionnaire urban networks with a 5 km grid spacing are considered as a minimum ; different countries even prefer much denser observations of the order of 2 km grid
spacing if the necessary funds would be available.
Segments of urban areas subject to
flash flooding, as mentioned by Australia, can require much closer networks e.g. a 500 meter
grid. France (DETTWILLER (1)) prefers, taking into account the natural variability of
rainfall rate both in space and time, a limited but well selected network equiped with high
quality instruments. The density of the grid in a city often precludes the application of
the WMO Guide to Hydrological Practices.
Guidance on instruments exposure and site selection is the result of experience or opportunity. As an example, the U.S.A. resor~to roof
tops in the densest population areas but try to find surface sites usually even though these would be more sheltered than desirable. Wind and his associated turbulence created by
buildings or other obstructions are the two most i·mportant factors that would tend to change the collection efficiency of rain gauges in urban environment.
1.b. LOW ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS
Demands for data in the urban boundary layer have increased dramatically
in recent years and the acquisition of vertical profiles of different parameters and reliable air trajectory information becomes a problem of concern to meteorologists.
Different
experimental approaches are used which roughly can be devided into high tower measurements
and low level aerological measurements. However, no single system meets all requirements
and each has shortcomings even for making the measurements for which i t is best suited.
High tower measurements are the only means of making accurate and especially continuous
measurements but their altitude coverage is limited to heights far below upper limits of
the urban phenomena.
Also the number of towers available in cities is very low. Low level
aerological measurements allow improved spatial sampling but their temporal sampling is limited due to operational constraints.
New techniques, in casu remote sensing, seems to offer new possibilities. The problem then consists in whether such low altitude measurements
can be made automatically or semi-autom~tically(necessitinq human· intervention) followed by
introduc±ng the measured data into the data stream of an automatic network. There seems to
be no major problems for meteorological towers. According to replies to the questionnaire
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The sensors should at least have the same instrumental characteristics as surface instruments and for temperature the accuracy should even be better (0.1°C). The U.S.S.R. mentions
that at least four different observation levels are to be envisaged. A verv critical pro~
blem is the correct exposure of the sensors because sensors are usually mounted on existing towers, pylons or even stacks which are often not very suited for meteorological measurements. Very interesting guidelines for the distance and direction in which sensors
should be located to achieve a specified accuracy are given by GILL (2). These guidelines
rely on typical meteorological towers but can be generalised to different shaped towers.
Vertical sounding systems which are now in use are : pilot balloon systems for wind measuremzntq andfree flying or captive radiosondes for temperature and, fur some purposes, also
pressure and humidity measurements eventually combined with a wind tracking systems.
Inexpensive tethered systems are introduced which have the same possibilities as radiosondes
and, in addition, are equipped for in situ windspeed and direction measurements.
Several
systems now exist which are equipped with a completely automatic data acquisition and processing systems. As a consequence the incorporation of such measurements can be made with
a minimum of human intervention.
With regards to the horizontal station density, some
countries consider a network with a spacing of B to 15 km as necessary ; for other countries one or two stations are a reasonable starting point for small and medium size cities
and two or more for metropolitan areas.
Regarding the temporal density, most countries consider 2 to 4 observations a day as highly desirable.
It is su~gested that as a preliminary experiment hourly observations may be made at all locations and the number may be reduced to a bare minimum af·ter evolving some empirical relationship for the diurnal variation.
For some countries only occasionally but very intensive (hourly) measurements are foreseen
according to the weather situation (e.g. air pollution control).
Because of their unique possibility of sensing the urban boundary layer
with only ground based equipment, remote sensing presents many advantages over low level
in si tu sounding systems and are generally consider_ed as very attractive tools.
Systems
based on the interaction of acoustic waves with the atmosphere are most advanced. The monostatic acoustic radar or acdar is the best known and already more than 200 systems are in
operation all over the world. This instrument seems to be very interesting for investiga7
tions of the structure of the urban boundary layer and heights of inversion although it
does not allow absolute measureme~ts of meteorological parameters.
Problems associated
with the interpretation of the recorded pattern and proper shielding against background
noise still wait for solutions (VAN GYSEGEM (7)). Wind measurements systems are also field
tested but more research is necessary to render these techniqu~suitable for urban operation, to extend the range of measurements to heights of 1000-1500 meter, to make all weather systems and to process the large amount of data.
Over the last years important progress is made in the digitalisation of acdar recordings.
Several methods are proposed for
condensing the considerable amount of data into integrated data and classification of typical patterns into a limited number of data to be transmitted.
Some countries have the intension to incorporate such measurements in an automatic meteorological network.
Wind
acoustic system or DOPPLER system have already digital outputs and can easily be incorporated into automatic networks.
2. GENERAL REMARKS
In order to investigate the spatial and temporal characteristics of the urban climate appropriate and relatively dense networks of meteorological observations are
desirable, indicating the use of automated meteorological systems.
The density which is
desirable or practical depends on different factors ,the importance of which varies from city
to city the horizontal and vertical variation of a meteorological parameter considered and
the pu~pose of the observations.
Special attention should be paid to :
- the sensor response in the highly turbulent urban atmosphere involving field comparison
between commercial and very fast response sensors conducting to sensor standardisation in
accordance with the space and time scale of urban phenomena ;
- the incidence of instrument exposure on the precision of the measurements leading to
site selection criteria of the microposition of the observing system ;
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e.g. buildings and street pattern should be quantified if possible by physical parameters
like thermal conductivity, roughness length, heat capacity, etc.
The interpretation of urban meteorological phenomena not only require
ground based measurements at some "urban surface" but also the inclusion of low level data.
Recent developments seems to open new possibilities for the introduction of these data into
automated systems.
In addition specific measurements of physical variables responsible for
urban climates and additional specific meteorological measurements such as heat, moisture
and momentum exchanges could be incorporated in routine automatic measurements. There are
still important problems waiting for experimental approaches such as radiation, water and
energy balances and climatological effects such as atmospheric humidity.
Faced with the enormous complexity of the city/atmosphere interface, the
attitude of many meteorologists has been to avoid measurements and to favour the construction of numerical or other models.
This trend could lead to an odd situation where research activity is divorced from physioal reality. There.fore complex networks such as the
Metromex approach (Metromex, 1974) are necessary but not in all cities.
This contribution is to be considered as an approach, in the general
scope of CH10, of a particular application of automated networks.
As the number of "dedicated" automated mesa-meteorological networks is fast growning and future users are not
always very familiar with the complexity of the experimental approaches, guidelines or general information could be given by for instance CH10.
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WEATHER PROFILING BY GROUND BASED LIDAR
Arne Hagard and Ove Steinvall
National Defence Research Institute, Dep. 3
Box 1165, S-581 11 Linkoping, Sweden
and
Kent Fredriksson
National Environment Protection Board
Studsvik
Fack, 611 01 Nykoping, Sweden.

Introduction
In remote sensing methods for the measurement of atmospheric parameters the interaction of
waves (acoustic or electromagnetic) with the molecules and particles of the atmosphere is
used. The remote sensing methods have several advantages over conventional methods especially in automatic operation. Mapping over large volume can be performed by scanning the field
of view, t:rue vertical profiles can be obtained continuously with high temporal resolution
without moving a sensor and the influence on the atmosphere by the sensor is practically
eliminated. Automatic unmanned operation implies low operation costs which compensates for
higher investment costs.
In this paper we will describe the use of LIDAR, (Light Detection And Ranging), which is
the optical counterpart to radar, for atmospheric probing. Lidar techniques became feasible
when the laser was invented in 1960 and since then the evolution of lidar methods has been
rapid. The interaction of optical radiation with atmospheric molecules and aerosol particles is strong and therefore lidar has potentially a wide field of applications and is suitable for quantitative measurements. Another less favourable consequence is that the lidar
range is limited by optical attenuation in fog and clouds. So far the lidar has not become
an operational meteorological tool except for rather simple cloud base meters, but it has
been widely used for research. In this paper we will briefly discuss a number of lidar
methods and finally in more detail describe two methods for humidity measurement ~vhich we
are investigating.
An extensive review of lidar methods is available in a book edited by Hinkley (2). Ottersten
and Hagard (4) have written a review describing Sodar and Lidar measurements. Both reviews
contain extensive lists of references.
The Lidar principle
A pulsed laser is normally used as radiation source in a lidar. Short pulses of radiation
are emitted in a narrow beam into the atmosphere and are scattered by the molecules and
particles. Radiation scattered backwards is collected in the lidar receiver telescope,
focused on a detector and converted to an electric signal which is displayed. The time delay from pulse emission to detection of the return from a certain scattering volume element
is proportional to the range to the volume and thus the receiver signal versus time displays
the density of scattering particles as a function of range. The receiver signal versus range
is expressed by the Lidar equation.
P(r)

= c1n(r)r

-2

". r
S(r)exp-2 ~

•qA C(x) + crb))dx

(1)

- 240 where r is the range (m) to the scattering volume element and P(r) is the received power
'(1'vatts), and c1 is a system constant which is proportional to the emitted pulse energy and
to the receiver area. n(r) is an overlap function which accounts for the incomplete overlap
between receiver field of view and laser beam in the near zone. For large r-values n(r) is
normally 1. The term r-2 accounts for the normal illumination law or the decreasing angular
area of the receiver with increasing range. S(r) is the backscattering coefficient or backscattering cross section per unit volume. The exponential term accounts for the two way
optical attenuation due to the gas absorption coefficient aA and the. gas concentration c(x)
and to the scattering coefficient 0.
The spatial resolution is determined by the laser pulse length tp and the light speed c.
(2)

The accuracy of lidar measurements is to a great extent determined by the signal/noise ratio
of the detected signal. In the near UV and visible region the noise is mainly caused by sky
radiation during daylight conditions. To reduce the noise level, the receiver field of view
is made as narrow as possible and a narrow bandwidth optical filter is used in front of the
detector. The ability of the laser to generate narrow beams with high spectral purity has
made these noise reduction techniques feasible. In the IR-region the sky radiation has low
intensity and allows day and night measurements with equal performance. A method to improve
the signal/noise ratio, which is especially useful in the IR-region is heterodyne detection.
This implies mixing the detected radiation with a local oscillator beam and requires a
laser with good coherence and stability. The heterodyne technique has also the important
advantage that the frequency shift of the detected radiation can be measured. When the
scattering particles have a velocity component along the lidar beam, the detected radiation
has a "Doppler shift", which is proportional to the velocity component. This can be used
for wind measurement. Design data for lidar systems vary depending on the applications. As
examples we refer to the systems described later in this paper. High power laser beams in
the visible and near IR-regions can be dangerous to the eye even at several km range and
safety precautions are necessary. IR-lasers above 1.4 ~m are far less dangerous and the eye
safety problem can normally be ignored.
The scattering coefficient S is proportional to the number density of scattering particles
and to the scattering cross section of the particles. Elastic scattering results in scattered radiation at the laser wavelength and is obtained from molecules as Rayleigh scattering or from aerosol particles as Mie scattering. The Rayleigh scattering cross section
varies with wavelength A as A-4. Mie scattering has a complicated dependence on wavelength
and size distribution and refractive· index of the particles. Elastic scattering appears
without any interaction with internal molecular energy states and therefore contains no
information on the type of molecule involved.
Raman scattering, which is a non-elastic scattering process, produces radiation with a
spectrum that is shifted from the laser wavelength due to interaction with vibrational and
rotational states of the scattering molecules. The Raman spectrum is therefore characteristic for the type of molecule. The form of the spectrum also contains information on the
temperature. The Raman cross sections are very small and therefore powerful lidarsystems
are required.
The extinction coefficient 0 due to scattering at the wavelength of maximum eye sensitivity, 0,55 ~m,is related to the meteorological visibility VM as

3,9/va

(3)

where VM is defined as the range of 2 % contrast transmission.
In the DIAL-method a tunable laser is used to measure gas concentrations. Elastic scattering
from aerosols is detected with the laser tuned on and off an absorption line of the gas. By
comparing the received signals at the two wavelengths the gas concentration versus range
is inferred.
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A short presentation of some useful lidar methods for different meteorological variables
follows:
Temperature profiles
Raman scattering from N2 and o2 can be used. An accuracy of ~ 0,5 K at 2000 m altitude
has been estimated from measurements at night. Daylight operation requires a laser in the
UV-range below 300 nm, where ozon attenuates the sky radiation.
Doppler methods to measure the Brownian motion of air molecules and DIAL-methods that
utilize the temperature dependenee of absorption line strengths are promising, but require
further development. Ranges of several km have been estimated.
Humidity profiles
Raman scattering has been used up to altitudes above 2 km and an accuracy around 10 % has
been obtained at night. Daylight operation in UV is possible. DIAL-measurements with a
Dye-laser to an altitude above 3 km have been reported with estimated errors around 10 %
at night.
Wind profiles
Heterodyne Doppler detection of aerosol scattering with co 2-lasers has been demonstrated
for wind profiling to above 2 km. An accuracy better than 1 m/s can be obtained. Focused
continuous wave lasers, which give poor range resolution at long ranges, have been used,
but pulsed systems with far better resolution has now been developed. A Doppler co 2 -lidar
is developed for the space shuttle project as described by Huffaker (3). With correlation
techniques the flow of aerosol density structures with the wind can be measured using an
incoherent pulsed lidar with beam scanning.
Other important lidar applications are mapping of aerosol layers, cloud height and cloud
structures studies and visibility measurement. An important application, which needs further
study is slant visibility measurement at airports.
Raman lidar for water vapor profiling
In order to study the feasibility of the Raman lidar technique for humidity profiling, we
participated in a field experiment organized by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute in May 1980 at Klockrike. The lidar profiles were compared with profiles of water
vapor mixing ratio obtained from balloon soundings performed by the Military Weather Service. Estimated mixing ratio accuracy from the V'aisala radiosondes is .10 %.
The lidar, which is described in a thesis by Fredriksson (1), is truck mounted. A YAGlaser emits 10 pulses/s with a pulse length of 10 ns. We used the third harmonic at 355 nm
with a pulse energy of 30 mJ. The beam was directed vertically along the optical axes of
the receiver telescope, which has 30 cm diameter and ea 1 mrad field of view. Two interference filters, with center wavelengths corresponding to the N Raman (386 nm) and to the
2
H2 o Raman (408 nm), mounted on a wheel in front of the photomultiplier detector, were alternated. The filter bandwidths are 9 nm and the transmission factor 0,4. An extra attenuation
with a factor 10 was added to the N2-filter to avoid saturation by the strong N2-return.
The signals were digitized to 8 bits with 100 MHz sample rate and the signals due to N2
and H20 were stored in separate memories. A minicomputer controlled the measurement process,
so that during a complete sequence, lasting 10 minutes, 3400 H2 0-returns and 1700 N2-returns
were added. Without processing, the range resolution was 1,5 m. To reduce the noise level,
the sum signals were multiplied by a Gaussian weighting function to produce a running mean
value. The half value width was 7,5 m for ranges up to 360 m and 30 m for longer ranges
with lower signal to noise ratio. Data from the night between the 9th and lOth of May are
presented below. In figure 1 the H 0 and N -signals summed over a 10 minute's period at
2 a.m are shown versus altitude. Tte signafs increase at low altitudes due to increasing
overlap n(r) and then decrease due to r-2. The signal at a given altitude is proportional
to the concentration of N2 and H2 o respectively.
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With the minicomputer the ratio of the H20-signal to the N2-signal was calculated. This
ratio, which is proportional to the H20 mixing ratio, has been multiplied by a calibration
constant equalling the lidar ratio to the radiosonde mixing ratio at 200 m. Lidar mixing
ratios calibrated in this way are plotted together with radiosonde ratios as profiles in
figure 2. The local time is written above each profile. Above about 1800 m at night the
H20-signals have decreased due to r-2 and H2 0-concentration to reach approximately the noise
level. In the evening at 9 p.m and in the morning at 5 a.m the sky radiation increases the
noise and decreases the range to below 800 m. For altitudes below 30 m the lidar signals are
low due to beam mismatch and no correct ratio is obtained.
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Fig. 2. Lidar profiles and radiosonde profiles of water vapor mixing ratio for the night
between May 9 and May 10.
Lidar profiles were measured at two occasions 1 a.m and 3 a.m without radiosondes. The
correspondence for the other occasions is satisfactory. As the balloon sondes drift with
the wind while the lidar is constantly pointing upwards, some differences should be expected. Improvements on this lidar technique can be made. With narrower filter and higher

- 243 laser power the range can be increased. With the 4th harmonic YAG at 266 nm, where ozon
attenuates the sky light, daylight operation should be possible.
COz-lidar for water vapor profiling
As previously mentioned the co 2 -lidar around 10 ~m is interesting for meteorological applications and differs from the Raman UV and visible lidar with respect to eye safety and background independent operation. Another advantage is the possibility of wind measurement. Disadvantages include limited range capability due to low atmospheric scatter at 10 ~m, unless
heterodyne detections is used. This technique requires, however, further expermental verifications and can probably not be operational for water vapor profiling within the next
few years.
On considering the sensltlVlty limits for water vapor profiling with COz-lidar we return
to the lidar equation (1). The received power P(r) depends strongly on the aerosol scattering (by S and 0 ) but also on the water vapor absorption (a)) , which in turn depends on the
choice of laser lines. We have calculated the lidar signal versus height P(h) using a laser
energy E0 = 1 J and an effective receiver area 10-1m2. To characterize in this manner two
extreme atmospheric conditions, we have chosen one hazy and one very clear situation with
a ground level water vapor concentration of lo-2 and 10-3 atm respectively. Very few measurements of Sat 10 ~m have been reported. Schwiesow et al (5), however, have investigated
the variation of S(lO ~m) with height. From their work we assume typical exponential height
profiles for S and o.
The expression for the minimum detectable water vapor concentration is:
C .

mln

=( S /N

• 8.a · 8. H)

-1

('I)

where (S/N) is the voltage signal-to-noise ratio, 8.a the difference in absorption between
the weak and strong absorption lines and H the range resolution. Following the analysis
by Ostberg (6) we use the expression for the signal-to-noise ratio for a differential absorption lidar considering effects of speckle noise. Using P(h) and reasonable assumptions
on the sensitivity of the receiver we can evaluate S/N and use equation~ to calculate
the minimum measurable water vapor concentration as a function of height with 100 m range
resolution. For simplicity we use C . as a value for the uncertainty in the measurement.
mln
The result of the calculations are shown in fig. 3. Obviously the heterodyne detection
scheme is superior in sensitivity and range. One notices from (5) that the signal-to-noise
ratio is virtually independent of laser pulse energy as long as the received power is larger than the local oscillator shot noise. This means that in the heterodyne case much lower
pulse energy than the assumed 1 J can be used to have good performance out to several kilometers. Improvement in direct detection capabilities is straight forward with scaling up
laser energy or receiver area but the he,terodyne lidar needs more experimental investigation.

Fig. 3. Calculated uncertainty limits for
water vapor profiles measured with a COz-lidar
at 10 ~m. The two profiles assumed represent
two situations with very low and high humidity
respectively .
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- 244 At NDRI we use a Co 2:rlidar based on a pulsed grating tuned TEA-laser, a Newtonian telescope
Zn Se focusing lenses and an HgCdTe IR-dete~tor. The signal is amplified, digitized, integrated and the average of a preset number of pulses is stored on tape for later analysis in
a desk top computer.
The goal for the measurements is to investigate the possibility of using a single ended system for measuring atmospheric extinction at 10 vm, especially for slant paths. Backscatter
and extinction coefficients are evaluated from the atmospheric return. By using the DIALmethod the extinction due to water vapor can be estimated as well as the water vapor concentration itself.
Examples of results are given in fig. 4 and 6. In fig. 4 the column content of water vapor
averaged over a 2 km path is shown together with water vapor concentration obtained from a
hygrothermograph at the lidar site. Here the laser echoes were obtained from a topographic
target and the water vapor content could be measured by tuning the laser at two different
wavelengths and comparing the signals obtained. The points in the figure are grouped according to separate occasions. The time delay between measurements within the group is on the
order of minutes and each point is the result of averaging 25 pulses on each wavelength.
Although it is hard to assign the variations specifically to the lidar or the atmosphere,
these measurements still serve as an indicator of the reliability of the system.

Fig. 4. Water vapor concentration deduced
from hygrograph readings at the lidar site
compared with horisontal average cone. obtained from laser echoes from a target 2 km
away .

..:
5
70
Hygroth•rmograph- torr

In fig. 5 we show the atmospheric backscatter at a strong and a weak H2 o-absorption line
respectively. The signals are averaged over 25 pulses to avoid too long delay between the
strong and weak absorption because of the low repetition rate (1 Hz) of the laser. At present the maximum range of the system is limited to 1 - 2 km depending on the atmospheric
scattering. By normalizing and dividing the two curves in fig. 5 we obtain the range resolved water vapor profile in fig. 6. The curve is obtained by consecutively averaging the
concentration over a 150 m long sample cell. The noise obviously begins-.to dominate beyond
500 m as indicated by the error bars, which are evaluated due to the signal noise only and
do not take into account the error due to the time delay between the measurements. Filtering the curves in fig. 5 with a properly chosen weighting function will probably decrease
the error in the concentration profile.
We are at present looking for improvement of the system to extend the maximum range and
increase signal to noise ratio. In a later step we hope to introduce heterodyne detection
to essentially improve the system performance in accordance with the results obtained in
fig. 3.
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a function of range. The profile is calculated
by dividing the two curves of fig. 5. The large variations in the latter part are probably
due to the noise in the signals and could be
reduced by proper digital filtering of the
backscatter signals.
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DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND ARCHIVING
TECHNIQUE IN BANGLADESH

M. R. HASAN
Bangladesh Meteorological Department
Dacca, Bangladesh

Abstract
Acquisition of Meteorological Data both for immediate use in forecasting
and future long-term use in climatologic and research purposes are carried out in
Bangladesh Meteorological Service through the telecommunication system such as
ordinary telegram landline teleprinter, SSB for within the country and RTT for data
outside the country. The processing of these synoptic data for immediate use
such as decoding, plotting, quality control and analysis is done manually through
eye-hand and brain method. The data of sunshine, hourly rainfall, hourly run of
wind required by the Climatologists and not normally contained in synoptic messages
along with self-recording observations of pressure, temperature and humidity are
collected by the Climatological Centre in graphical form, as they are in source
station through ordinary post.
Extraction of these data is made manually.
Checking for quality control of all the above mentioned data is carried out
manually with the help of scales, calculator etc. where necessary.
Processing such as calculating the average, preparation of normals,
finding the extremes, preservation of data i.e. development of archive are being
done, since very recently, by electronic computer method. Effort has, therefore,
been made in this paper to describe mainly the technique used in archiving the
meteorological, hydrological and Climatological data in the service of Bangladesh.

* abstract only provided
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MATER FOR AUTOMATED CLIMATE DATA - ENCODING.
John M. Cook
Atmospheric Environment Service
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
The Magnetic Tape Event Recorder (MATER) is a low power, low cost data acquisition
system designed to automate the recording and the abstraction of data at climatalogical
stations. (1)
A.

Principle of Operation

When an event occurs, its channel number is coded on the tape, and the tape is
advanced one increment (O.lmm). A one minute crystal clock is assigned to one of the
channels to keep track of the time of occurence of the events.
The coding used enables digits 0 to 8 to be encoded on a two track Philips style
Compact Cassette. The digits are coded by combinations of positive or negative pulses on
the two tracks as shown in figure 1.
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I TRACK B

Recording Format

Recorder Specification

By using input memories and scan techniques, up to 2 events per second from any or
all channels may be recorded. The tape capacity is approximately 860,000 events on a C-60
Compact Cassette. The recorder consumes less than 1 Ampere-Hour of power in one month
from a l2V supply. The outdoor unit can operate in the ambient temperature range of +50°C.
C.

Sensor Compatibility

The MATER interfaces directly with many existing climatalogical sensors that have
contact closure outputs, such as tipping bucket rain gauges and anemometers. As a general
philosophy, other sensors are converted into the event mode by micropower electronics
built into the sensor. This enables long line interfacing, easy system configuring and
simple system trouble shooting.
Thermopile Radiation sensors are interfaced through an electronic integrator package
that is bolted to the side of the MATER box. This integrator package, while being able to
interface most analogue sensors, does drastically increase power consumption to about
lOAH/month per integrator.(2,3)

- 250 Event Amount
Sensor

(Resolution)

Parameter
Liquid
Precipitation

unlimited

.2mm

Speed

0 to lOO mph
0 to l60km/hr.

l mile
l km

Direction

8 point

45° at time of speed contact

Component
Propeller

Vector Wind

0 to l60km/hr

1 km or 100 meters

MITS

Temperature

-60 to +50°C

.3°C/hr above -60°C

HIRHS

Humidity

0 to lOO%

1%/hr

0 to l.Ohr/hr

0.1 hr above threshold

Radiation

0 to l5mv

0 to 1500 counts/hr.

Net Radiation

-10 to +40mv

0 to 1500 counts/hr.

Tipping Bucket
Type 45B
and ne

Wind

Sunshine
Sensor
Integrator I
II

l.

Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge:

The sensor output is activated by a magnet mounted on the bucket. When the bucket
dumps (0.2mm of rain) the magnet passes a mercury wetted reed switch which gives the
contact closure that the HATER records.

2.

Type 45B Anemometer:

The wind vane moves a 45° brush plate across a 4 segment (90°) commutator plate.
Each (N,E,S,W) is assigned a HATER channel. The cup's rotation is scaled by gears to
activate a switch for each mile of wind.
When the mile switch closes, the position of the vane is recorded on the HATER.
In order to avoid redundancies at higher wind speeds, (ex. NE meaning lN followed by
lE or l from NE), the HATER codes each distance closure as a pair:

- 251 Wind Direction
N
NW

Record
NN
NW

ww

w

SW

SW

SE
E
NE

SE
EE
NE

ss

s

3.

Type 77C:

This sensor uses the same cup and vane as the 45B, but features optical direction and
distance detectors. The distance signal is scaled to 1 KM. By activating the L.E.D.'s
with short pulses at about 65 hz, the average power consumption is reduced to less than
lOO micro-amps from 12V supplY·(4)
The coding on the MATER is the same as the type 45B anemometer.
4.

Component Propeller:

Two orthagonal propellers are sensed with optics and scaled to 1, 10, 100 or 1,000
meter outputs. Power consumption is also reduced to less than 100 uA at 12V by duty
cycling the L.E.D.s, as in the model 77C anemometer.
5.

Micropower Integrating Temperature Sensor (MITS):

In order to minimize power and tape consumption, the following technique is used,
Every 4 min. an update command is sent to the sensor from the MATER. An analogue to
digital converter takes a reading (2200 counts for full scale of +50°C, 0 counts for
-60°C) and is then powered down. This count is run through a lOO counter whose output
feeds the MATER. As the 100 counter is always powered up, it retains the remainder for
the next update cycle.
The normal data resolution is l°C per 20 minute

pe~iod

or l/3°C per hour.

The accuracy of the complete sensor and electronics is +0.2°C from -30°C to +30°C and
from -50°C to +50°C.

~0.5°C

A parallel plate radiation shield is used.
6.

Micropower Relative Humidity Sensor (MIRHS)

The sensor itself is a Lambrecht Model 800N30 human hair hygrometer with a non-linear
output.
The linearizing technique achieves electronics performance well within 1% throughout
the ambient temperature range of ~50°C.

--7- I st

PASS

~2nd PASS

MIRHS·SIGNAL FLOW

Upon receipt of an update pulse a 3 step conversion commences.

- 252 1. The A/D reads the sensor.
2. The A/D output is fed through a ROM whose output goes through a D/A to apply a
correction to the sensor drive. The second corrected reading is taken.
3. The second reading is scaled and shifted out to the MATER. The normal data
resolution is 1% per hour. (full scale lOO%)
7.

Sunshine Sensor:

The sensor consists of a vertical array of solar cells mounted around the outside of
a cylinder. Sunshine is detected as a sufficient difference between those in the shade
and those in the sun. The optical performance is enhanced by diffusers in front of the
cells and a combination of shade rings and reflectors to.allow a uniform response for all
solar elevations to 80°, with the sensor mounted level for all latitudes in Canada.

OUTPUT

Sunshine Sensor block diagram
Since the multiplexer is driven by a crystal clock, the time spent above the
reference threshold is accumulated in the scaler whose output is a contact closure for
each 0.1 hr. of accumulated sunshine.(5)
8.

Radiation Integrators:

The millivolt signal is amplified through an instrumentation amplifier, before being
fed into the A/D. The A/D is updated every 2 seconds, and its output is scaled and fed as
an event to MATER. This simulation of an integrator was chosen because its stability
depends primarily upon a crystal clock and a reference diode.
Full scale counts of 1500/hour provide high resolution but do use up tape quickly.
station with 5 radiometers and a temperature sensor will fill a tape in 2 weeks in
midsummer, which was the desired time in terms of sensor cleaning requirements.
D.

A

System Configurations:

At present the most popular system configurations are for climat applications and
radiation.
Climat MATER is available as an indoor model that can be used with existing ink event
recorders as well as a solar powereq tower mounted application. The standard Climat MATER
recorder precipitation, wind, tempe~ature and sunshine.
Radiation MATER is available as an indoor system which can accept up to 6 thermopile
sensors and a temperature sensor.
Due to the ease of configuration, to date about one quarter of the MATERs used have
been for research and special project purposes. A new application only requires a new
label for the terminal strip, and an entry on the decoding computer station file·(6)
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SUNSHINE

Outdoor MATER

E.

Radiation MATER

Field Decoding:

A fully portable, battery ·operated MATER decoder is available for decoding in the
field(6)· The following programs are available:
Program 0: (PGM 0 TEST TAPE) Prints the digits as they were recorded on the MATER tape.
Program 1: (PGM 1 CL HR)

Hourly values of climat. data and daily minimum and maximum
values of temperature, sunshine, precipitation, wind speed
and wind direction are printed.

Program 2: (PGM 2 CL HR)

Daily minimum and maximum values for all climat sensors are
printed, as well as system parameters that are relevant for a
quick system performance evaluation while re-winding the tape
on site.

Program 3: (PGM 3 RD HR)

Hourly values of radiation data and daily m~n~mum and maximum
values of temperature, sunshine, RF-1, RF-2, RF-3, RF-4, and
RF-7 are printed.

Program 4: (PGM 4 RD QC)

Daily minimum and maximum values for all radiation sensors
are printed, as well as system parameters that are relevant
for a quick system performance evaluation while re-winding
the tape on site.

Sample printouts are shown below (reduction is about 1.6 to 1).
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FG~

B TEST TAPE

PliM 1 CL HR

6~5154H2454314514514254 153415416254177547717777

m7 47717254154 145132541451 o4514251 U54154142541
5l3154125416541543251415441542514351415245614514
:mm m 15412354154154216451747754377717774277
57717 4541541423541541542165415341542145154145324
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The portable decoder hardware and the interactive graphics computer decoder for MATER
are covered in the accompanying paper(6)··
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'MATER' FOR AUTOMATED AES DATA -DECODING

A.D. Stewart
Atmospheric Environment Service
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Introduction
The MATER as a complete data acquisition system is shown in the MATER system overview
in Fig. 1.
MATER recording stations (Encoders) presently in existance are generic in nature
being of two distinct types; radiation MATER or climate MATER. As a result the MATER
Decoders have their software similarly divided to decode either radiation cassettes or
climate cassettes. A typical radiation cassette is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1 - MATER System Overview

Figure 2 - MATER Radiation Cassette

- 256 Portable Decoder
Sonotek Inc. has constructed, to AES specification, a portable, rugged, lightweight,
battery powered unit which provides, within 15 minutes, a processed hourly printout of
observations. This decoder has the tremendous advantage of allowing the operator to
verify (in the field) that his station is giving him the results he desires (see Fig. 3).
The decoder is being supplied at a cost of ~8,000. This decoder is under the control of
two microprocessors whose architecture and software data flow diagrams are illustrated in
Fig. 4. Sample output printouts are provided in J. Cook's paper (ref. 6) •
.. RR~lJRE:
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Figure 3 - Portable Decoder
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Figure 4 - Hardware & Software Architecture

Some technical problems still persisting with the portable decoder are as follows:
- only two cassettes per battery charge
- some components overheating
- SC/MP microprocessor too slow for application and difficult to find
knowledgeable programmer to maintain the data processing software.
Graphics Decoder
This decoder is the AES' operational decoder and is shown in Fig. 5.
and software architecture are shown in Fig. 6.

R£RD
CRSSt:TTCS

•

Figure 5 - Graphics Decoder
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The hardware

RtAD/HRITt

I TRACK

Figure 6 - Hardware &

Sonotek Inc. can provide the system at a cost of $50,000 to $100,000.
problems at the time of this paper include:

Technical

Slowness (3 hrs per cassette) due to the basic language interpreter rather
than a compiler generating directly executable object code (standard computer
technique). Selective use of assembly language subroutines is solving the
problem (20 mins per cassette).

- 257 Restricted CRT resolution of 455V x 560H pixels allows only every third
minute of solar radiation to be plotted when viewing a full day zoom of one
channel, this resolution is sufficient for the application but makes precise
cursor positioning difficult.
Graphics Decoding Concept
Recognizing that the standardization of observational techniques is continuously
undergoing evolution or change, we have attempted to move the data processing into the
large, high speed, easily programmed, AES archive computers. This decoder thus
concentrates on providing data in the lowest common denominator "raw sensor events
(ASCII)" transcribed onto the highest common denominator of output medium 1600 BPI, "IBM
compatible 9 track tape". The output tape format consists of an index file followed by
two files for each MATER cassette decoded.
The 1st file contains four records with each record containing 1000 bytes.
records are as follows -

The four

Header with cassette on time, off time, station number and comments (1000 bytes).
Curr·ent station file with all related parameters as they existed just before the
cassette was removed (1000 bytes).
Old station file with all related parameters as they existed just after the
cassette was installed (1000 bytes).
Quality control record having abort notice and number of times data has been
edited (1000 bytes).
Thus, the graphics decoder is intended to be the single entry point not only for the
cassette but also all meteorological, geographical and station configuration parameters or
changes which are associated with the data. Two examples of this station file as the
graphics operator sees it are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The second file contains up to 860
records of raw data and each record is 1000 bytes.
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TABLE 2, Climate Station File

- 258 The finished product with its two files illustrate the decoders basic function which
is to transcribe both the parameters and the data to IBM compatible 9 track tape. The
largest 27 cm diameter output tape will hold 26 full MATER cassettes due to a 50% tape
utilization ( 1 1/2 cm gap, 1 l/2 cm data records).
Analogue Recovery
MATER radiation sensor events are summed to provide integer minute counts. The
minute counts as shown for RFl in Fig. 7 are then put through a moving, gaussian shaped
digital filter whose equation is:

(see Fig. 8). The results of using the digital filter on the minute counts is shown in
Fig. 9 and may be compared to the strip chart analogue record shown in Fig. 10.
-------------~~-----
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I

2 3

TIME IN MINUTES
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XNTEGRATOR

Figure 7, Integer Counts RFI
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SAY

NEW

Figure 8, Digital Filter

ID

1/

XNTEGRATOR

Figure 9, Filtered Counts RFI

Figure 10, Original Analogue Record

Climate Viewing
Mr. Gord Howell of the Alberta Research Council is providing the climate application
programming and, at this time, full graphics editing capability is not complete. The
seven day climate viewing graph is shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 AES shows how a typical
wind rose may easily be generated from a MATER cassette.
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Figure 12 - Wind Rose

Radiation Editing Requirements
The types of errors and corrections desired by the AES data management division are
illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14.
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As a point of interest, unofficial tests between the MATER and existing Honeywell
radiaton systems show agreement to within 1% when measuring a daily total of 17.5 MJm-2
from FRI (ref. 1).
Drum Roll
Four weeks of seven days by seven channels may be displayed for any radiation
cassette decoded (cassettes are normally changed every two weeks). Pushing the special
roll up or roll down keys allows one to view the entire cassette data a week at a time as
shown in Fig. 16. If a day does not look right the operator may zoom in on a particular
day for a closer look. The day is selected by the cursor which moves in jumps of 1/4 day
horizontal or 1/3 day vertical like a bouncing ball. The upper right hand corner of Figs.
15 and 16 illustrate the selections as follows; Hl is first half of day, W is whole day,
H2 is second half of day, R is raw counts, F is filtered counts.
I
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Figure 15 - Before Time Amend
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Figure 16 - After Time Amend

- 261 Time Amendments
Time may need amending because the cassette installer made an error in writing down
the MATER on time or perhaps tape dropout caused a section of the tape to be undecodable.
Time may be amended by estimating the error from the displayed graphs or from the
"databreak" time sync (every 1024 minutes) put on the cassette by the MATER recorder.
Examples of time amending are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
Amplitude Amendments
Amplitude amendments can be made in one of three ways SEMI-AUTOfvlATIC: They can be made directly by having the operator amend the integer
minute sum for the channel in the disc data array file (data is filed by day and
channel in minute sums). The error is pointed out by limit tests, one of which is
indicated in Fig. 19, the BlO indicates that there were only 10 temperature Bursts
from the sensor for that hour (there should be one every four minutes).
AUTOMATIC: A look ahead/look back algorithm corrects the minute sums by averaging
over the gap pointed out by the BlO flags.
SPLINING: The operator manually inserts data points using the cursor positioning
controls. The computer uses a 'cubic spline' function having 'natural end'
conditions (ref. 7 has an easy to use Fortran subroutine).
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Figure 17 - RFl Before
(Whole Day Zoom)
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- 262 Clear Air Curve
Using physical, environmental, sensor and recorder parameters as found in the station
file data base shown in Table 1, together with an algorithm developed by Thorne Won (ref.
2), we compute hourly estimated global radiation in MJM-2, which is converted to
equivalent RFl sensor counts per hour, using a formula given in ref. 3.
This curve then is used as the basis for comparison and is time shifted to local or
'wrist watch' time and automatically displayed with RFl. Wrist watch time is used to
reduce the cassette on time error originating when people install cassettes in their MATER
recorders.
Decoder Availability
The MATER is protected by Canadian Patents and Developments Limited.
licensed for production by:

It is being

Sonotek Inc.
2410 Dunwin Drive
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L5L 1J9
(416) 828-6810
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ON THE COMPARISON OF SENSORS AND AUTOMATIC OBSERVATION
SYSTEMS
D. A. Simidchiev
(Institute of Hydrology and Meteorology, Sofia)
I:ntroduction
The objectives of the automatic meteorological data aquisition could be
summarized as follows 1/:
1) The automatic data aquisition compared to the manual one should provide an equal in quality but a cheaper way of aquiring of meteorological information for operational and scientific purposes.
2) Lf not cheaper, it should provide a way of data aquisition, difficult
or even impossible to attain manually (in terms of quality, speed or obtaining informati.on from uninhabited areas, or such of difficult access.
It seems that the second objective has dominated the development of
automation in its early stages, In fact, the first steps in the automation
o£ the meteorological observations have been made by a few developed countries
during the time span between j940 to j945 in an endeavour to obtain meteorologi.cal informati.on on a continous basis from the remote and unpopulated
Arcti.c, Franz Jose£ Land, the Pamir mountains /5,6/ and the hurricane plagued
ocean areas off--shore Florida /6/,
Although not strikingly successful these first attempts in the automation
of meteorological observations proved unseful. They have been followed by
conceptually more mature projects, bringing into existance in the late
£ifti.es and early sixties, of a number of Automate Meteorological Stations
(AMS) of the "hard-·wired" type. Many of these AWS have been equpped with
traditi.onal sensors, some of them mechanical.
S.ince that t.ime the activities on a global scale, in the field of the
automation of meteorological observations have been on the escallation.
It was through the effort of WMO however, that a decisive boost has
been given to the process. WMO sponsored technical conferences on automation
and meteorological instruments and methods of observation, made available to
the nations of the world the collective knowledge and experience in that
field /6/.
Ever si.nce in a small number of highly developed countries, the automati.on of the meteorological data aquisition, propelled by the unrivaled
dynamism of the development of the automation engineering technology, has
reached remarkable results. There are already in existance a considerable
number of types an models of AWS. A number of operation and design concepts
have been developed, However, the routine use of AWS is lagging behind this
progress in many parts of the world, The practical results of the automation
of the meteorological observations in action have been subjected to
evaluation in the highly developed countries /1/. The 1Png term advantage of
the complete automati.on of the meteorological data aquisition over manual
methods has been proved to be valid for these countries beyond doubt. Still
could this conclusion be taken for granted for other countries too? How can
thepotential user of automation, the one with no production record in that
field, decide on his own trends. of development?
The problem of automation in meteorology is not merely a technical one,
However, its technical basis makes necessary to approach the question first
of all from a technical pant of view.
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The AWS sensors' comparison
The sensor is that part of the automatic measuring system which couples
the measured parameter to the system, Usually a physical property of the
sensor is affected by the measured variable and a signal is obtained as a
sensor's output. The signal may be a mechanical change of dimension of the
sensor, or change of its electrical resistance, capacitance or some other
propterty. The signal is further processed by the AWS stages in a way appropriate for the automatic measurement,
Already there is a vast number of different sensors, which could be
used in the measurement of the different meteorological parameters. Only for
the measurement of the air humidity more than 25 sensors are known. The use
of the different sensors in various AWS designs is based on the designer's
own cri.teria for sui.tability. A comparison between presently used sensors
with automatic equipment, based on presently available publications reveals
that not all these designefs' criteria are purely metrologically based /4/.
How could. one compare the various sensors for measurement of a meteorological variable?
·
Obviously a common denominator shoul~be found. It should be general and
in the same time specific enough to be suitable for a comparison of the
sensors, as regards their use wi.th automatic equipment.
All sensors' features may be considered as falling into two major
groups:
1) Sensors' functional features
2) Sensors' automatic equipment coupling features
Not all of the sensors' features are equally important for the purpose
of a competi.ti.ve comparison. The following four functional sensor· features
are valid, accordi.ng to the author's views, for use in such a comparison:
a) Accuracy
·
The acuracy of a sensor is considered as a compatibility of its response
wi.th the scale of its standard instrument of calibration /4/.
b) Stabi.li.ty of calibration characteristics
This is a feature of the sensor related to the reproducibility of its
response throughout its operational life.· It is almost evident, that only
hi.gh calibration stabili.ty sensors are suitable for application in automation.
c) Specifici.ty of response
A sensor shoul respond to the changes of the measured variable only,
and be insensitive to other variables.
d) Durability
A sensor's operational life span should be guaranteed by its capability
of wi.thstanding all opeational weather extremes without deterioration of its
sensing abilities.
As regardsthe group of the sensor's automatic system coupling features,
the following sensor
characteristics could be considered:
A) Parameter-to-sensor algorithm
A simple linear relationship between the measured parameter and the
signal at the sensor's output is an advantage of a straight technical
meaning.
B) Sensor exchangeability
Sensors used with automatic equip:nent should possibly be exchangeble
wi.thout a necessity of adjustments or alterations in the sensor/equipment
interface.
C) Sensor maintenance requirements
A sensor used in conjunction with automatic equipment should be as
maintenance free as possible (especially b.y. unattended AWS),
D) Sensor power requirements
The Sensor operational power requirements shoul be fractional from the
total AWS power needed.
There is one sensor feature which does not belong to either of the
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group listed above. This is the cost of the sensor. The sensor's cost however, shoul be taken into consideration too. Very much so the cost of the
sensor's adapter. Some meteorological parameters' measurement. (cloud ceiling
for example) requires sensor's adapters of a complicated electronic design.
The cost of such sub--assemblies is not at all small compred with that of the
basi.c equipment.
It shoul be noted before attempting to list the sensors compared, that
during the 40 odd years of development of the automati.c data aquisition
systems in the field of meteorology, very few new sensors have been developed
/8/. The survey of the refernce materials available makes possible the
li.sting of the sensors used with automatic equipment having a climatological,
surface synoptic, aviation or special pur~pose application. The sensors
listed are indexed by a "priority index of use" based on their relative
frequency of usage in tb.e various AWS designes /5!6 1 7r8/.
priori.ty i.ndex of use

Measured parameter

sensor type

Temperature

Platinum resi.stance therm.
Thermistor (expon. response)
Thermistor (linear resp.)
Bi-metallic thermometer
Others

(1)
(3))

Hair hygrometer
"Pernix" hygrometer
LiCl dew-cell
Optical dew-point meter
Psychrometer
Humicap type

(3)
(4)
(1)

Mercury barometer
Aneroid capsule
Semi-conductor press; capsule

(2)

Cup-wheel
Propeller
Ion displacement anemometer

(1)
(2)

Wind direction

Wind vane

(1 )

Precipitation

Tipping bucket
Wei.ghing balance
Valve volumetric bucket

(3)
(2)

Humidi.ty of the air

Pressure

Wind speed
.,

(2)
( 4)

--

(6)
(2)
(5)

(1 )

'I

Cloud ceiling

Rotating beam ceilograph
Lidar

VisibHity

Transmissometer
Back-·scatter visib. meter

Sunshine duration

(1 )

(1)

(2)
(1)

Photocell
Bi-metallic sensor
Thermi.s tor

(3)

Solar radiation

Thermopile

(1)

Luminance detector

Photocell

(1)

( 2)
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Precipitation detector

Impedance sensor
Capacitive sensor

(2)
(1)

Lightning di.scharge

Lightning flash counter

0)

The sensors listed above are ranked according to their use in automatic
devices, as reflected in the reference. It is the AWS designer's approach
to the sensor question, which is pictured above. Some of the sensors' ranking is in conspicuous' di.scord with the desirable features as layed down
at the beginnung of the paragraph. Most conspicuous is the "wide spread"
use of the LiCl dew-cell i.nspi te of its fast calibration deterioration
even in a relatively unpolluted environment, far from modest power
requirements and side effects on the humidity measurements by ventilation
and ambient temperature (especially extreme negative ones). Another example
is the hair hygrometer whi.ch comes before the better "Pernix" sensor,
Evidently it is the industrial availability of the sensor which plays
a role in its choice for the job. Another reason for the discord mentioned
is the limited validity of this comparison due to the relatively small
sample of sensors discussed. A third reason is based on the fact, that compared sensors are used i.n stations of different application and i•age group":
mechanical sensors of simple analog data loggers from the early stages of
automation are compared with the sensors of modern, real-·time, microprocessor-based AWS. This is how the bi-metallic sensor appeared in the list
of the sensors compared, inspite of its inferiour qualities.
Some of the newly developed sensors are omitted from the list because
of insufficient operational record. In the same time a number of conventional
sensors with known sensing merits, but a rather short history in automation
and inconclusive results as AWS sensors have found place in the comparison
as the only representatives of its kind. This is the case with the transmissometer and the back-scatter visibility meter. Evidently the use of the
one or the other in AWS i.s based on the designer's consideration other
than simply metrological ones.
The ranking of the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC) first, before the
Lidar, whose accuracy, at least, is expected to be superiour /7/ to that
of the RBC, may be a result of
designer's preference based on the cost of
the device.
The kind of the signal output of the s.ensor is a ground for a preferred
application in AWS. Digital output sensors are simpler to use in certain
AWS types.

a

The Automatic Weather Stations' Comparison
The main advantages of automation in meteorology. are quality and speed
of data aquisition. The main advantagesof the manual system are the presence
of human judgement in the process and a certain degree of operational
flexibility /1 I.
The ideal automati.c system woul be the one surpassi.ng the manual one
in all respects, while easily attainable andoperated at a lower cost.
The basic unit of the automatic system is the Automatic Weather
Station. A wide variety of AWS, di£fering in their specific meteorologi.cal
application, complexity an capabilities are in existence nowadays. In order
to carry out a comparison between all these it would be necessary:
a) To make a suitable categorization of the AWS, based on the least
number of possible categories covering the total population of AWS, and
offering criteria for their placement in the different categories.
b) To list a set of valid AWS characteri.sti.cs to be used for the purpose
of the comparison.
It seems that there is no better categorization of the AWS, than the
existing one based on the meteorological use of their data output:
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B) Real-time data AWS
Category (A) covers all AWS measuring hydrometeorological parameters
necessary for the regime studies of the environment. Presence or absence
of telecommunication link in these AWS is not considered as a typical
feature of the category.
Category (B) covers all AWS used for operational purposes (synoptic,
aviation, adverse weather warning, etc.) whose data output is used on a
real-time basis and is transmitted to the user via wired or wireless telecommunication link.
Each AWS shoul be compared with the rest of its own category. This is
necessary because of the different weight of certain AWS features given
in the comparison, depending on the category.
The set of primary AWS characteristics are more general, the subsets
of secondary characteristics are more specific.
The cost of the AWS is a primary charakteristic of a composit nature.
The following secondary characteristics may come into consideration:
- Capital investment, comprising the total price of the equipment and
accessories, eventual transportation included.
- The cost of automation project studies (or system design cost) cam-,·
prising the expendi.tures connected with the study of the automation
application to a concrete data aquisition project, taking into account the
local conditions (technical, economical, man-power factors), as well as
outside consultancy.
·
·
- The AWS installati.on cost.
- The AWS operation cost. Expenditures covering the saleries of
operating personnel (of attended stations),communicati.on facilities rents,
expendables, etc.
·
- The AWS maintenance and repair cost. Expenditures connected with the
establishment of workshop and support of maintenance crews, spares.
The data aquisitioncqpacity. of the AWS is another primary charcteristic
suitable for the comparison. It inc;Ludes features like:
- The number of the AWS channels
- The sampling rate of the station
The technical/operation level of the AWS is a third primary characteristic accounting for {he station's sophisticati.on: A number of AWS secondary
features are reflecting the operational flexibility of the equipment:
- Hard-wired/programmable design
- Expandable construction, enabling through the addi.tion of modules
to enhance the AWS' measuring or data processing capabilities.
- Manual input capabilities (of special importance to aviation stations)
making possible the input of "visual" or other selected parameters by a
man-operator.
-on-site/off-site data processing
- Memory and memory-size expansion
- Comunication capabilities, wired, wireless links 1 programmed and/or
interrogated.
·
·
The reliabi.lity i.s the fourth comparison characteristic of primary im-·
portance. If available the AWS reliability figures could be directly compared.
Secondary features:
- Environmental protection
- Use of hi.gh reliabili.ty components
-Availabili.ty of a failure warning system
The .mai.ntainabili.ty of the AWS in the sense of easy, simplified maintenance an repair of the equipment is the fifth primary charcteristic.
Secondary features:
- Maintenance-free sensors
- Modular design (enabling repair by a lower standard of qualification
personnel).
- Fault finding programme (by computer controlled AWS)
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The five primary AWS comparison characteristics have been selected
as the most relevant ones. Four of them are independent of each other, but
all of them could be translated into monetary terms - they are cost dependent.
In fact if money are not of importance any desired level of perfection
in the automation of meteorological data aquisition could be reached and
the question of a comparison renders itself useless.
This however is not the case.
From all five primary characteristics the cost takes into account
the "local condi.ti.ons" of the establishment of the automatic system, The
presence of the factor "local conditions" limits the validity of a general
study of the.benefits from the automati.on. Such studies shoul be carried
out for the specific country of applicati.on of the automation, taking into
account the economic, technical an man-power factors.
In the outline on the comparison of AWS only the narrow "national"
aspects of the question were considered. An approach based on the need of
automation of the meteorological observations on a global scale, stemming
from the necessity of data aqui.si tion of a higher level of perfection, to
be used with modern numerical weater prediction methods,
seems equally
relevant.
·
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ON THE COl-I!?.AlliSON BETllEEr:>T THE AUTOHATIC

s.

IH~THER

STATIONS AFMS AND M-106M

KLEMM

lfeteorologicaJ_ Service o:f the German Democratic Republic
IlT'l'J.lODUCYI'IOU
In accordance with. the agreeme11.t on scientific-technological cooperation

between the Heteorological Service of' the German Democratic Republic and
the State Conunittee :for Hydrometeorology and Control o:f the Environment
( GOSIWl1GIDRo:!--1ET) o:f the USSR an exchange of' the automatic weather stations
AFNS ru1.d M-106M took place :for :field comparison purposes in 197.5.
The AFMS of the Heteorological Service o:f the GDR has been in the network
in rout~1e uoe :for rt- and nrt-purposes :for several years and the M-106M
o:f the GOSIWHGIDRQ1.1JIT o:f the USSR has been in routine use in the network
of' the BSSH f'or some years as 11Tell.
In the netw·ork of' the MS o:f the GDR there are ~1.stalled 40 AFMS mainly at

oategory-III stations 1dth only one observer [1}. This observer adds to the
automatically obtained data (air temperature, de;-r-point temperature, psyohrometric di:f:fere:noe, soil temperatures, pressure, maximum and mean ;'ITind
speed, mean wind direction, amount and duration o:f precipitation, global
radiation, number o:f lightnings) during day-time some visual observations
an :for ~u;tance total amount of' clouds, genus of' cJ_ouds a11.d state o:f the
grotuld. About the same number o:f M-106H with similar parameters are inotalled in the nebtorl-s: o:f the BSSR /2}.
The AFMS was installed by specialists o:f the Heteorologioal Service of' the
GDR in Stolbzy in the BSSH and the H-106!·1 1•1as installed by specialists of'
the USSR at the airport-station Berlin-Schonef'eld in the GDR.
The international comparison betl-1een. theoe two automatic weather stations
was carried out both in the ussn and ~1 the GDR :from 1976 till 1977.
The results o:f this :first international comparison o:f automatic weather
stations 117ere discussed at the 4. International Symposium "On the Ef':fioienoy of' Automatic \•leather Stations" in Potsdam, 1978 /'J, 4_/.
In St ol bzy data o:f the AFMS "t·rere compared directly 1~i th data of' the M-1 06M

in a f'ielcl comparison. Data obtained by the automatic l'ITeather station
H-106£-I ~~ Berlin-Sohone:feld "liTera compared with data obtained by conventional measurements talt:en by observers o:f the station. Thus, the M-106M l'las
compared in the same way as it is done l'li th the AFMS t"tto times a day in the
netuork o:f our Service. In this l'tay the M-1 06H l~Tas compared indirectly t'li th
the AFMS.
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JJ:T STOLDZY

Du:d.nff the ooi:lpar:Lson period in Stolbzy the AHIG uas i:n. operat:Lon i.n 98, 7 7~
ru-.td the I-l-106II in 99,7 ~~ of' the period. There i·tere 11.0 serious maintenance

prob.lems 11itl1 the Al''W3 and the II-10GJI. TI:.ese result.s shm·r a h:te-:1 rel:Lab:tlity of' the two autozaatio i'leather stations.
'l'he oomparisono in Sto.lbzy 1·rere carried out for the :f.olJ.ow:ing parameters
three tj_meG a clay and 1ri th the :follm·t::Lng permissibJ.e dif':ferences beh;een
..:\FIIS and N-106H:
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of' tl1.e cm:tpar1.son. measurements clurine,' the compar:i.oon period.
The statiatical distJ... ibution of' the values o:f air tentperature :3hmrs that
83,5 ;:, o:f alJ. temperature d:i.:ff'orencen are N:i.thii:i.-tl'ie"'"rruige-oi' o- 0,5° c,
10 ;; uith:.i.n 0 1 5 - 1 1 0° C m1d 1 ;~beyond the tolerance of' 1° C; a hieh
correopondonoe b<.,twoen the temperature measurement::; o:f the t'tV'O ~;tations in.
cl:t:f:':f' ero:tJ. t Gcree;.1a.
T;1e dew-point te~aperature compari.'Jon resuJ.ts u:Lth 59,l~ ;; 1·.r:i.t!.t:i.n 0 - 1° c,
lW, 2-~-·uF6fiin-:r-:·-~o-tl-ond o, 4 ~~ hiGher than 2° c gave sono co~wh'!.r:i:Lons
:cor t~w spec:i.a:l. probJ.em of' de;-,r-po:i.nt tOI;tperature sensors. 'I'heref'ore in tl:te
last i:'el! years @rea.t a:nd successi'ul e:f:fortr:; :1ave been made to improve the
accuracy o:i: deN-point temperature measurements ~::Jy 1aeru1.s of' L:i.-Cl sensors
both in t:le ussn and in the mm.
cl:i.Lfl'}rencoo o:f the 1>1ind parameters maximum ond Dean ;,rind Dpeed are
beyond tJJ.e permissible Clii'flere:;:~ces-o:r+ 3 n/s re.sp. -:· 2 m/s only in 1, 7 ~:
resp. 1, 2 ~j of a,J_l cases. The va:l.uos oi' the mean ui.nC'l direction Gho1·r 3, 2 ~;
beyond tho pen:tissibJ.e tolerances. r.t'l:~e reason ;C'or this reJ.at:i.voJ.y ::1113':',1
percentage is the i:'act that the sens:ih:L ty o:f the 1d.ncl vane of' the AFMS
:Ls roclucecl h1 tentiona11y.

T~.l.O

The valu.en :Cor atnospheric Eressure sh01·1 di:ff'orences of' up to 1 rub :i.n
76, 8 ~.;, hetueen -T-ana-~-E"1i3-18-%-and. lligher than 2 nb 5, 1 5~. The reason
:Cor theoo result:::; uas an imper:Cect:i.on at t>.e 1\.J.i'I.IS-sensor Nhich has been
oJ.iiaina ted in tl.te meantime as a. :further J... eDul t oi:' this comparison.
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global radiation no regular comparioons 'Nere carried out. There:fore there
are not given any statistical diotributions. ":,'Jlereas the M-106M l·:as already
equipped llith a sensor :for heights of clouds at that time the AFHS was not.,
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Table 1. Distribution of the comparison values H-10611 - conv. and AFMS oonv.
Similar good results shm'l the field comparisons in Derlin-Scl1one:feld in
the GDR. In table 1 you fi:nd the statistical distribution in percentace
of' the comparisons bet"tteen the conventional measureme:n:ts and M-106M values
on the one hand ru1.d AFHS values on the other hru1.d for the compared parameters.
temperature
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TabJ.e 2. Yearly mean vaJ.ues o:f the comparisons M-106M
conv.

•w

-

conv. and AFMS

-

The first t;·ro lines in table 2 give the results for the comparison betlveen
M-106M and conventional measurements and the next two lines between AFMS
and conventional measurements at the station Wittenberg.

CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained :from more than 2000 comparison measurements :for each
parruueter underline the high correspondence and the relatively high accuracy of the measurements of' air temperature, del-l-point temperature, pressure, wind speed, wind direction ru1.d precipitation of' the two a'Lttom.atic
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Besides the above-mm~tioned results of the comparison specialists of both
countries for automatic meteoroJ_ogical data acquisition, for maintenance
probJ.ems and for rt-da ta using became acquainted tV'i th new sensors and l'l1i "th
another automatic \feather station in a practical -.;v-ay. Some conclusions
could be drawn for further developments or improvements of AFM:S-sensors as
for del'IT-point temperature and pressure and for automatic t'l1ea·ther stations.
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THE INTERPRETATION OF CLOUD HEIGHT
MEASUREMENTS WITH LASER CEILOMETERS
Heinrich Borchardt
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Instrumentenamt Hamburg
For some years laser ceilometers are in use in meteorological services. Its technical conception is a mixture of laser range finders, LIOAR and conventional ceilometers. They are easy to handle and probably will replace the conventional ceilometers some day.
Bearing in mind the accuracy of laser range finders in determining the true distance
to targets on the ground or in the air, one would expect the same precision in measuring the height of cloud bases.
Certainly the displayed height of meteorological targets in the atmosphere, from
which the laser ceilometer is recording echoes, will be correct within the accuracy
of the system itself. The question arises whether the recorded signals can be interpreted only as cloud in general or, what we really want to measure, the height of
the cloud bases.
Unfortunately, the different users are not in accordance with the definition of
cloud base. Speaking of cloud base, the cloud physicist operates with the size of
droplets or the water content per volume air. The meteorologist defines the cloud
base as the level where condensation occurs. Wor the airline pilot, who approaches
the runway, priority is given to slant range visibility and for him at least this
problem is not only an academic discussion, but may have very serious consequences
when he relies on detailed cloud base informations which do not meet his idea of
this zone.
This problem has been discussed as long as ceilometers are in use in meteorological
routine work, but it has become more important in connection with the new regulations for aircraft landing operations. Even when there is agreement about the meaning
of cloud base, a lot of difficulties are left in the interpretation of measurements
with laser ceilometers and they are present just in bad weather when we urgently
need a clear information about the conditions aloft for approaching aircarfts.
An experien~ed observer, relying upon the analog record of the ceilometer might be
able to find the appropriate value for the cloud height. On the other hand, when
the ceilometer is part of an automatic weather station transmitting digitized values
to distant locations, the operator, in many cases, will have difficulties to interprate the data.
The laser ceilometers react on backscatter of short light pulses impinging aerosol
or hydrometeors, in the atmosphere. Backscatter is a function of the particle size,
of the amount of particles and the refractive index according to the physical treatment of Mie. A quantity often used is the volume backscattering coefficientj3 180.
It is defined as a fictitious area per unit volume, that scatters the incident radiation isotropically and yields the same return at the receiver, as is in fact, received from the unit volume of the atmosphere at that range. This quantity can be
related to meteorological parameters as visibility, water content, rate of rainfall
etc. Th~ 4 value ~f th~ 1 backscatter coefficient for water clouds, haze or fog ranges
from 10
to 10
m
, corresponding to a visibility of 10000 to 20 m.
The state of the art of laser engineering permits to realize laser ceilometers with
which one can get signals even in case of very small backscattering coefficients
over all distances of interest. With LIDAR-instruments, having light pulse outputs
of about 100 MW, minute concentrations of aerosol in the atmosphere can be detected.
The situation is quite different of laser ceilometers
used in routine work on
aerodromes. Because of human eye safety the output has to be limited to about 20 w.
With light pulses like this the backscatter signal of normal clouds is so small,
that one has to make use of technical tricks to trace the wanted signals at all.
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wanted signal from the receiver noise. When this integration procedure reaches a
certain level, a final signal is generated, that marks the presence of backscattering
elements in that height interval scanned in the moment.
The scanning gate is then shifted to the next higher position and the interrogation
process starts again. The same process is repeated as long as the scanning gate
reaches the final position, that is the maximum height of the instrument, and then
another measuring cycle is started. The sensivity of the laser ceilometers depends,
besides other technical parameters, on the threshold level for the measuring signal
and the amount of pulses, due to each integration process. By controling the number
of single pulses to be added up in each range gate, one can compensate for the
normal attenuation.
This procedure which is used in all laser ceilometers with only slight deviations,
inheres two problems, which are more or less responsible for the difficulties in
comparing and interpreting the measuring results. Since there is no defined cloud
base, the manufacture or the user of the ceilometer makes his own cloud base by
simple manipulations of the sensitivity controls of his instrument. The result is
an undefined overall sensitivity of all laser ceilometers.
In order to overcome this dilemma the engineers need a clear standard to which they
can refer any time by constructing and calibrating the ceilometers. After that, the
user has to be told what he is allowed to conclude from the measurements of his
instrument.
The second point responsible for some uncertainty in the interpretation of records
from laser ceilometers is a technical one, and is due to the measuring method utilizing the pulse integration procedure. The output of a laser ceilometer is a YesNo-report. It only tells us, whether there was a target in a certain height, which
has scattered enough light to fill a certain box in a certain time or not. We have
neither an information of the quality of the single baokscatter pulse nor of the
number of pulses necessary to trigger the height marking signal. With other words:
Backscatter signals from the atmosphere, passing over some fixed electronical threshold, cannot be analized in detail. Clouddroplets, raindrops or icecrystals present
in a volume with some concentration, and therefore having quite different backscatter coefficients, will be marked as the same meteorological target.
The following examples gained with two different laser ceilometers were taken from
a series of observations over a period of about 5 months in Hamburg, initiated in
order to compare the two ceilometers on their technical reliability. The laser cellometers were set up side by side and their hight measurements were recorded in analog and digital form. Looking at the records one has to know, that Impulsphysik
only marks the lowest heights of the targets with an accuracy of 50 feet , whilst
ASEA shows some penetration of the transmitted light pulse into the meteorological
target, too. The accuracy of these height measurements are about 30 feet.
figure 1 shows a record where there is rather good agreement in the display of both
instruments. The height of clouds can be determinded without any difficulty in the
time between 13 and 17 hours. In contrast, the records during the time between 10
and 13 hours gives an idea about what happens when precipitation occurs. The distinction between precipitation and clouds is not possible, moreover, the technical
accuracy of 30 or 50 feet in height measurement is without any use in this situation.
figure 2 shows the digital read out of both ceilometers on the same day from 13.05
to 13.17 hours with backscatter from clouds only. The outputs do not run synchronous
because of some seconds difference in the measuring interual. The agreement between
the height measurements is remarkable good. One can notice, that the change of the
measured cloudheight frame one point to the next one within 15 seconds is very often
larger than the difference between measuring heights of both ceilometerso
This fact proofs the uneveness of the base of clouds. It raises the question, whether
we have to bring in a time factor, when we are looking for a definition of the cloud
base in respect of cloud height measurements.
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Figure 4

Figure 3
no further analysing is possible.

The next example (F±gure 5) of laser ceilometer record reveals some more interpretation problems. There is a cloud layer having its base in about 1000 feet height
and for some time light or heavy snowfall on the ground, which is marked best by
the rapid and deep droops in the record line of the visibility measurement. At times
when no snow is falling, there is a rather good agreement between the both cloud
height measurements, but during the time of snowfall a single record can be as misleading as in the last example. The marks in the height level around 300 feet on
the Impulsphysik record do not represent the real cloud base. Bearing in mind the
specific characteristics of this ceilometer to display the lowest height of a backscattering volume, one has to under'
stand these signals as the lowest level
of a big air volume filled up with snowflakes and cloud elements without any
transition. On the other hand, with two ,
exceptions, there is no corresponding re~
turn singal on the record of the ASEA
ceilometer. The gaps in signal bands of
the cloud layer, caused by the strong
attenuation of the transmitted and backscattered light during heavy snowfall,
again fit together properly.
It makes certainly no sense to speak of
cloud base height measurements in fog.
Nevertheless, when laser ceilometers are
3
10
13
" 11
working in such weather conditions the
records look as shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5

- 276 Height measuring data like these, as an output of
an automatic weather station every 15 seconds,
can probably irritate weather observers. Before
the datas are presented to users, which depend
on digital informations from laser ceilometers
only, they should be upgraded by a statistical
treatment. In this case such a treatment would
result in a reliable mean of the cloud height.
Nevertheless it is very doubtful!, whether it
will bring much help to understand the real
conditions in the atmosphere when the cloud
cover is broken, when there is more than one
cloud layer or when there are clouds and precipitation and altogether is completely mixed
up.
Figure 3 presents the digital read out of both
laser-ceilometers for a period of 9 minutes on
the same day when rain was falling. The only
conclusion to be drawn from height measurements
like this is, that precipitation occured, an
information which one can get by other means
with much better efficiency.
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Figure 4 gives an example of confusing cloud
height measurements. The observer reports
light rain all the time and the amount of rainFigure 1
fall per hour changes from q4 to i7 mm.
From 7 to 11 hours the laser ceilometer of Impulsphysik displays heights of the cloud between 2500 and 3000 feet in accordance with
the visual observations from the ground•
The same does the instrument of ASEA,
but 600 feet below this record there
is another broad band, most probably
marking the falling rain.
The records look quite different after
11 hours. Now both displays show the
900
same band and height measurements
I !
I
i
I
agree almost completely, but it is
"I
~~not possible to decide if it is the
(\
I ,, ' N_[.,,,,
,,
~
cloudbase or precipitation.
'
'
;
'Al ,,'•'•\
"V '
At least during the first part of
!v•~
I/
' r' I
1'/1_
,:;.)
'
r
this record the digital read out of
'
V
ti~
IV,,
'' r , I
the height measurements with the
I , \ j-'
•:
ASEA instrument gives total mis\i
leading information about the
I I
height of the cloud. Most probably
1315
""
the reason for such remarkable differences in height measurements is a
small difference in the overall sensitiFigure 2
bity of both ceilometers. In this case the
backscattered light from the cloud layer is sufficient to exceed the threshold level of both instruments to create a measuring signal. The uolume backscattering
coefficient of light rain, normally is somewhat less than that of clouds, and a
function of dropsize distribution and state of phase. It changes the value on the
way from the cloud to the ground and therefore may reach values in certain hights,
sufficient to be detectable by a specially calibrated laser ceilometer with a certain threshold level. Because the measuring system gives a Yes-No-information only,
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- 277 There is~dense signaltrace on the ASEA
record in the first part. The upper limit
of this trace reaches the height of 300
HEIGHT
feet. It was proofed at some other simifr~
lar occasions by comparison with ground
1000
inversions that this upper limit of the
o j!"_~R--.~."!_,IOolll.tfl'~"',..,.......,_...,;~"",'~:·•:~· ~"'"*'~~,,.""!;''''I ,.,
record represents the top of the fog
layer. The broken line of backscatter
!
signals on the record of the other ceilo500
meter gives no interpretable information
for the same time. With the improvement
1 Tl-~
km
of the visibility and the dissolution of
the fog the height display shows a fully
converted picture. The stratus cloud layer,
VISIBILITY
in a height of 150 and 300 feet as re17
16
15
14
13
WEATHER
ported by the weather observer, is clearly
-3~"'
,;~.~~.
~~~·i:/
02= 061
0~:~~:':
detected by the laser ceilometer of Im-1-8
-1-6
-3
2
I
pulsphysik, but there is no return signal,with the ASEA instrument for most of
the time.
It is to be emphasised that those very
Figure 6
serious differences observed during the
test period in Hamburg and shown in this report with some examples out of e lot,
are not due to technical failures of the instruments or unqualified manipulations.
At least a great deal of these effects result from different technical handling of
received signals and slight differences in the sensitivity of the instruments.
As long as the meteorologists do not tell the engineers what they really want to
be measured, the manufacturers cannot be blamed for unsatisfying cloud height
measurements. Because of the complexity of light scattering by hydrometeors and
the difficulties in cloud and precipitation physics we cannot expect absolutely
correct measurements by means of laser ceilometers, but the results of the measurements of identical conditiond in the atmosphere in same moment should be comparable
at least.
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DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND ARCHIVING TECHNIQUE IN BANGLADESH
M.R. Hasan
Bangladesh Meteorological Department
Dacca, Bangladesh
Introduction
The Bangladesh Meteorological Department operates a total of 37 meteorological stations throughout the country. These stations undertake various types
of meteorological observations both surface and upper-air for use in short and
long-range forecasting. Surface weather observation for elements like temperatures,
wind velocity, atmospheric pressures, humidity, rainfall, etc. which are made at
intervals of 3 hours daily while eight upper-air stations consisting of pilot
balloon and 3 of which consisting radiosonde also undertake observations of various
weather elements at different levels 4 times and once daily respectively. In addition, radar and satellite data are likewise being made twice daily on two radar
stations, one in Cox's Bazar and the other in Dacca. Satellite pictures received
from the satellite receiving station in Dacca, these materials are most importantly used for tracking of cyclones and other severe weather phenomena affecting
Bangladesh.
For forecasting purposes, real-time weather observations which include
all types of data are received minutes after they are made from field observations
through the network of teleprinters, Single-Side Band Radios and through the usual
telegraphic service. These data are then plotted in the weather charts at the
National Forecasting Centre, whereafter analysis, interpretations are made and
hence, the weather forecasts for aviation, shipping and for public consumption.
Non-real-time data are transmitted to the climatological Division from
field observatories for computer processing, quality-control and statistical analyses, the purpose of which is to provide various users with quality data for
researches and other information needed for the development of the countries resou~ces.
Other non-real time data include agrometeorological data from few agrometeorological observatories operated by Bangladesh Agriculture Development Corporation (BADC) as well as hydrometeorological data from about 300 rainfall stations maintained by the Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB).
Data Acquisition
Real-time weather observations are acquired in coded forms as per World
Meteorological Organization standards. While they are used immediately at the
National Forecasting Centre for forecasting, they are retransmitted world wide
through satellite communication facilities to New Delhi Broadcast Centre for international dissemination in the same manner through which the Bangladesh Meteorological Department forecast centre receives international data for its own use.

- 280 On the other hand, non-real-time data considered as climatological records are likewise transmitted world-wide through similar facilities cited above
but ~n the monthly basis. These are solely used for long range forecasting purposes. Such data from the local observatories are entered into standard forms
compatible for computer processing. A number of such types of data forms have
been provided for various types of data at the Climate Division.
Computer Data Processing
The present volume of climatological data accumulated since the birth
of the Bangladesh Meteorological Department which available records exists even
before Pakistan times, poses a complicated problems to the Department. And with
its steadily increasing volume, it is assessed that manual processing would not
serve usefully to provide up-to-date climatological information to various users.
Rather, these could only be achieved through the use of an electronic computer.
Through the WMO/UNDP's assistance, an IBM system 34 with capacity of
48K bytes memore, 13.2 megabytes disk divers and its associated data entry stations had been made available for climatological use in the Bangladesh Metorological Department. Though the system is still currently in installation process,
much preparatory data processing workd had already been made according to the
normal technical plan of data computerization process.
As envisaged, climatological computerization activities invalue data
preparation, data entry and finally, computerization process as depicted in the
following diagram :
Data preparation
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Computerisation
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Data preparation, which is not taking place, consists of the transcription of various climatological parameters available in the archive into respective computer compatible forms designed for its purpose. The objective of this
is to facilitate the next step of processing which is the entry of data into computer media, such as diskettes and or main disk through the data entry stations
of the system. This phase of the job is envisaged to be started soon after computer installation.
Print outs of data entered into disks and/or diskettes will be examined
for validity after sorting them to preparatorily get rid of manual errors. Later,
proper and systematic quality-control of data will be applied. Processed data
will be permanently started in disk and/or diskettes for further analytical functions. Publication of climate records is similarly envisaged from processed data
thereafter.
Computerization phase, however, involves tremendous jobs in computer
programming not only in quality-control process but also in data file creation
forms. This phase requires expert computer programmers to achieve the tasks.
Thus, provision for fellowship training abroad on the part of the job have made
through WMO/UNEP in addition to local and in country trainings which have already
been started.
Another constraint to achieve the plan of computerization is the proficiency of data entry operators. The volume of data which will be processed in
the computer depends upon their operation and that the volume of data to be entered into computer media depends upon the availability of transcribed data. It
therefore, appears that both three phases of data computerization process shall
work cohesially and consistently to achieve the whole objective.
Dissemination, Archiving and Retreival
Processed data in standard forms whether real-or non-real-time are disseminated for world-wide information. Records are kept in the climatological
archive which include analysed weather for research. Later original new records
are then replaced by computer processed ones to minimize the bulk of forms being
stored. All printed records are normally put into micro-films for convenience
in their retreival. This is done upon completion of the computerization process.
Data files in computer disks and/or diskettes are also deposited in the climatological archive for safe keeping. Data on disk/diskette work files are retrieved
through standard small programms which command the computer to print desired
copies in a very efficient and expeditious manner. This system is envisaged to
be applied in handling and keeping climatological records in the Bangladesh Meteorological Department.

